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27 Great Projects You Can Build
This Satellite TV Receiver Costs
Less Than $100 to build

Try A Universal Battery Charger

Infra-red Viewer That Lets You
See-In-The-Dark-Try It!

Telephone Line Tester Tells
You Where The Trouble Is

Stun Gun For High Voltage

Electronic Protection

It Can Save You Real Dollars

Radar Signal Detector
Rides In Your Car

Jn

Closed -Caption Decoder
Works With Any TV

Youi Own Portable
Helium -Neon Loser

r-

Mini Music Synthesizer
u Con Easily Assemble

Compatible
Computer
PC

Uninterruptable
Power Supply

E

It Radar

12-V

d-Time Crystal Rodio
at Old Time Feeling
Easy

Calibrator

Humidity
Mcinitor

1%¡,,

o

-

a

416

Plus-New-Idea Circuits
7

17
C

1896

8

i

*Speaker Overload Protector
'boiler Control
'Music Maker
'VHF Tone Transmitter
'Crystal Tester

A

'Plant-Water Monitor
'Relay Muitivibrator
'Sliding-Tone Doorbell
'Automatic Light Controller For Carport
'And Much Much More
,

/

,

,_

Make your home
into something special!
That's exactly what your home will
be when you fill it with Heathkit electronic products - products that make
your life easier and more enjoyable.
Within our diverse line are kit and
assembled products sure to enhance
each room in your home.
1. Make your entryway
more secure and easy to use
with the Keyless Doorlock.
g

You'll never again be locked out
because of lost or forgotten keys.
All it takes is a simple fingertip
entry of a four-digit code, and
the Keyless Doorlock unlocks your door.

2.

Add a new

dimension to your
living room with
your own Computerized Weather
Station. This Digital Weather Station
displays up-to-the-minute temperature,
wind, and barometric pressure readings,
along with time and date.

3. Give your kitchen a
unique blend of style
and efficiency with our

7.

Transform your...,
rec room into a
haven for
fun. Put our Deluxe -

fl
hobbyt

-

warns you when the inside temperature of
your freezer rises too high. Prevent water
damage with our Food Alarm that warns
you of water that's where it shouldn't be.

-

QRP CW Transceiver in this room and enjoy superb HAM radioopetation that ex cells in performance and features. It offers
expandable transmission and reception
capabilities.

8.

"

Give your workbench
a touch of profession-

alism with this oscilloscope. Whether you're a

service technician or a hobbyist, you'll love
the wide range of measurement capability
our laboratory-grade Dual Trace 10 MHz
Oscilloscope gives you.

9.

Add practicality

to the utility room
and save money, too.

Avoid expensive food .
spoilage with our Freezer
Alarm that

V`

10.

Lam^

,2

-

Makedyour

coming an going
oir
easier than ever.

Your garage door will
open with incredible
ease and dependability with our Deluxe
Garage Door Opener. Easy to install, this
opener is durable and includes a handy
security light.

You'll find fun and excitement with
every Heathkit product. Whether
they're in kit form or already assembled, our products will help you
enjoy your k orne more than you

ever dreamed possible.

`¡Y

Digital Wall Clock. This

easy -to-build kit keeps time
wig h

quartz -crystal accuracy. And

with its simulated oak wood -grain finish
cabinet, you'll have a timepiece that fits into
almost any decor.

a 4.greater
Put your den to
use with this
IBM PC AT Compatible
Do word
lam- Computer.
processing, pe isonal

iGll

accounting and more
when you run exciting
IBM-compatible software on
your fast and powerful HS -248. And you
can build it yourself in just a few hours.

<

<

rzu
tIl.
=man

laq

I

_

-i
1

5. Bring the latest
in digital technology to your
bathroom. This Digital Scale lets you closely
-monitor your weight with electronic
?recision. And, it's battery operated so
:t's safe to use right out of the shower.

6.

Add a video

Our

19" -diagonal

entertainment center to your bedroom.

13

stereo TV kit gives you
an ex-ra-sharp color corrected picture with full stereo sound,
and convenient viewing that you can control from your bed. Comes in a simulated
walnut cabinet that complements your
room.

FREEHeathkit

Heathkit

To get your copy

of this fu_ I -color catalog
offering hundreds of electronic products in kit
and assembled form, write:

Heath Company

H

WNW

Dept. 021-534
Benton Harbor, Midligan 49022

Company
A
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Catalog

subsidiary
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Zenith Electronic` Ccrpratlon

CL-791
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FOR YOUR TEST BENCH:
11 Temperature -Measuring Add -On for your DMM
15 Universal Battery Charger
43 Versatile Bench -Top Power Supply
50 Telephone Line Tester
55 Radar-Control Tester
69 Capacitor Leakage Tester
111 Versatile Bench Power Supply
129 Uninterruptable Power Supply
Page 38

FOR YOUR CAR
122 Radar Signal Detector
108 Bar-Graph Voltmeter for your Car

AROUND THE HOUSE
21 Closed -Caption TV Decoder (two parts)
59 Remote -Control Power Switch
63 Humidity Monitor
77 Stereo TV Decoder
85 $99 Satellite TV Receiver
92 Ultrasonic Pest Repellers
111 Old -Time Crystal Radio

TECHNNOLOGY UPDATE
31 All About Lasers
38 Helium -Neon Laser
47 Electronic Aids for the Blind
73 Walkman Amplifier
81 Mini Music Synthesizer
94 See -In -The -Dark Viewer
99 Build This PC -Compatible Computer (two parts)

IKN W

I

.

:}

::

,

1

Page 50

Page 59

119 Stun Gun
123 Working With Voltage Comparators

NEW IDEAS

Necessity may be the mother of invention, but our inventive readers constantly submit the fruits of their labors. We frequently publish
these New Ideas, and what better way to complete this book than
with an assortment of those we consider to be the best!

Battery Substituter has Muscle (168). Speaker Overload
Protector (168). Liquid Rosin Flux (170). Relay Multivibrator
(170). Boiler Control (172). Music Maker (172). Trouble Tone
Alert (167). Crystal Tester (167). Music Maker (166). Automatic
Light Control for Carport (169). Sliding Tone Doorbell (166).
Plant Water Monitor (166). VHF Tone Transmitter (171).

Page 63

Page 85
1

EDITORIAL

ELECTRONICS
EXPERIMENTERS

handbook.

ABOUT THIS BOOK
editorial process, picture an
editor cutting and pasting articles from two year worth of RADIO ELECTRONICS Magazines. And when-finally-the job is comTo give you some small insight to the

plete, the proof-reading starts. That's when it is discovered that what
appeared to be a five -page article finishes by saying "Continued next
month..." Now you face a choice: Either replace that article with a real
five -pager, or remove the next article and put in the conclusion of the
first. But now the job is done.

Hugo Gernsback (1884-1967) founder
Larry Steckler, EHF, CET, editor -in -chief

and publisher
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Art Kleiman, editorial director
Byron G. Wels, editor

Brian C. Fenton, managing editor
Carl Laron, WB2SLR, associate editor
Jeffrey K. Holtzman,

Know that this book has been carefully gone over, the articles
included herein have been read several times, that the desk -reference set has been consulted in detail so that any reported errors
have been corrected, that the several editors who worked on the
various pieces have affirmed that there are no errors, and finally, the
Letters -To -The -Editors columns have been carefully consulted to
reveal any additional errors that may have been reported.

assistant technical editor
Robert A. Young, assistant editor
Julian S. Martin, editorial associate

M. Harvey Gernshack,

contributing editor
editorial assistant

Teri Scaduto,

PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT
Ruby M. Yee,

production director

Robert A. W. Lowndes,

editorial production

other words, every possible source of a mistake has been
covered.
In

Andre Duzant, technical illustrator
Karen Tucker, advertising production

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT

But also know that the mortality rate among electronic firms is fairly
high. Before attempting to build any project, write to the various
manufacturers to make sure that parts are still available and that
prices have not changed since the original article first appeared.

The only thing that remains to be said, is that a great deal of time
and effort went into the preparation of the book you now hold in your
hands. We sincerely hope that it is all you anticipated it to be when
you purchased it and would like to hear both your plaudits and your
complaints. Do write and let us know.
The Editors

lacqueline P. Cheeseboro,
Circulation director
Wendy Alanko,
circulation analyst
Theresa Lombardo,
circulation assistant
Cover photo by Herb Friedman

Typography by Mates Graphics
Gernsback Publications, Inc., 500-B BiCounty Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735.
516-293-3000

ON THE COVER
As it happens, young ladies are as capable with soldering irons as
men are. They have equal capability to understand the principles
of electronics, and it seems they can derive as much pleasure and
satisfaction in the completion of a complex construction project as
anybody else!
1987 Electronics Experimenter's Handbook is published annually by Gernsback Publications, Inc. All
Canada 53.75. ' Copyright Gernsback Publications Inc., 1987
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NEW PRODUCTS
Audiophile Cables
Kicking oft the Monster Cable
line, is the MI speaker cable. This
cable enables a sound system to
operate at its top capacity to
provide accurate, full -range sound
reproduction.
Using the company's "Nvicrofiber" dielectric technology and
sophisticated winding techniques,
signals can travel taster and cleaner, eliminating background noise
and improving transient response.

CIRCLE 50 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

The MI's winding configuration
uses multiple wire gauges for various frequency bands combined in

"grouped networks" for improved
imaging. While custom lengths
can he provided, the cables are
also available in 15- and 25 -toot
pairs terminated with Monster Cable's

X -Terminators as

well

as 125 -

and 250 -foot spools. Pre-cut
lengths are available in handsome
cases that can he used for storage
of audio accessories.
Utilising a three -wire, multiple gauge network for each conductor, the Band4'idth-Balanced design otters absolute coherency of
frequency and phase response
over the entire musical spectrum.
The M1000 interconnect cables
will be terminated with RCA goldplated compression connectors
with sliding/locking outer rings for
better contact and pull -proof fail sate reliability.
Speaker cables are priced at
$9.00/toot, $400.115 -toot pair,
4

$550./toot per 25 -toot pair. The interconnect cables run from $9.00/
loot to $450.20 -foot pair.
For additional information, contact Monster Cable, 101 Townsend
Street, SanFrancisco, CA 94107,
415/777-1355.

Active Crossover
Designed to control all aspects
of multi -transducer, multi -amplifier car audio systems, the CXO-I
from Harmon Kardon meets many
needs in the autosound market.
When an autosound installation
is made using products of several
manufacturers, the result can be
an uncoordinated, makeshift installation. This can result in interior performance, he time
consuming and allow for no flexibility. With the CXO-I, professional or consumer installation is simplified and optimum performance
can be realized.
Separate stereo mid and high
bands are offered, for both front
and rear channels, as well as stereo and mono subwooter chan-

nels. ow to mid crossover
frequencies are 80Hz, 125 and
I

and the low -midranges. A "cut"
control at 200Hz is offered to cancel resonances that maybe created
by the car interior.
The CX0-I has unity gain and
zero insertion loss. With all output
level controls located in the final
stage, you get filtering and fidelity
enhancement with the highest internal signal levels resulting in the
best possible signal-to-noise ratio.
The unit is priced at $250. For
additional information, write lar1

mon Kardon, 240 Crossways Park
West, Woodbury, NY 11797.

Home Theater Speakers
People listening anyplace in a
room will have the sound arrive
simultaneously and with equal volume. Used in conjunction with a
video system, the sounds will appear to be coming directly from
the screen.

r

'

-

200Hz at

12 dB/octave. The mid- to
high -frequency crossover selections are 2.5k11z, 4kHz and 6.3kHz
at 12dB,octave. "Flat" settings are
available that bypass the active filters and otter flat response.
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Called 1'roject Everest, this
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An individual output level control is provided for each of the five
hands. The CXO-1 equalizes where
it has always been needed in the
auto environment, the low end

three-way speaker design is comprised of a 15 -inch, low -frequency
transducer in a vented enclosure,
a IBI. defined coverage horn loading a compression driver for the
mid -frequencies and an ultra -high
frequency slot -loaded ring radiator. The system is designed in mir-

ror -imaged pairs, with specific
right and left channel enclosures.
The defined -coverage horn otters uniform dispersion characteristics for frequencies between
850Hz and 7500Hz with the effect
of widening the centered stereo

CABLE -TV
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WE'LL MATCH OR BEAT ANYONE'S1
ADVERTISED RETAIL OR WHOLESALE PRICES!
SINGLEUNIT

ITEM

SCIENTIFIC
ATLANTA
UNITS

D0-UNT
PRICE

PRICE

18.00 ea.
29.95
RCA 36 CHANNEL CONVERTER (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY)
72.00 ea.
88.95
PIONEER WIRELESS CONVERTER (OJR BEST BUY)
76.00 ea.
92.95
LCC-58 WIRELESS CONVERTER
105.95
90.00 ea.
JERROLD 450 WIRELESS CONVERTER (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY)
109.95
58.00 ea.
SB ADD-ON UNIT
Call for specifics
UNIT FOR SCIENTIFIC ATLALTA
BRAND NEW
109.95
58.00 ea.
MINICODE (N-12)
119.95
62.00 ea.
MINICODE (N-12) VARISYNC
115.00 ea.
179.95
MIN CODE VARISYNC W/AUTC ON -OFF
139.95
70.00 ea.
M-35 B (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY)
199.95
125.00 ea.
M-35 B W/AUTO ON -OFF (CALL FOR AVAILABILITY)
109.95
58.00 ea.
MLD-1200-3 (CALL IF C -I. 2 OUTPUT'
14.00 ea.
24.95
CH. 3
INTERFERENCE FILTERS
18.00 ea.
29.95
JERROLD 400 OR 450 FEMOTE CONTROLLER
185.00 ea.
225.00
ZENITH SSAVI CABLE READY (DEALER PRICE EASED ON 5 UNITS)
Ober products available Please Call
SPECIFY CHANNEL 2 or 3 OUTPUT

-

-

-

Quantity

LOWEST
PRICES

ANYWHERE!

Price

Output
Channel

Item

TOTAL
PRICE

Each

SUBTOTAL

California Penal Code #593-0 forbids us
from shipping any cable descrambling unit
to anyone residing in the state of California

Shipping Add
$3.00 per unit
COD & Credit
Add 5%
Cards
TOTAL

-

Prices subject to change without notice.
Di =ACE DDuIT

Name

Address

City

Money Order

Cashier's Check

Acct

Phone Number

Zip

State

u

G COD
E

Visa

Mastercard

tip. Date

Signature
FOR OUR RECORDS:

-

I, the undersigned, do hereby declare under
DECLARATION OF AUTHORIZED USE
penalty of perjury that all products purchased, now and in the future, will only be used on cable
TV systems with proper authorization from local officials or cable company officials in
accordance with all applicable federal and state laws.

Dated-

Signed'

Pacific Cable Company, Inc.
73251/2 RESEDA BLVD., DEPT. EHB-05

RESEDA, CA 91335
No Collect Calls
(818)i 716-5140
IMPORTANT: WHEN CALLING. FOR INFORMATION

(818) 716-5914

Please have the make and model # of the equipment used in your area. Thank You
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image of perception. Because of
the controlled driver dispersion,
room placement is not at all critical. A listener moving about the
room, away from one speaker and
towards the other, remains within
the direct field of both. The balance of sound between the speakers remains stable over a wide
listening area.
Ult ra-high frequencies above
7500Hz, are handled by the JBL Pro
Division's ring radiator which de-

livers an extended response to
21.5kHz. The slot loading provides
a 140' horizontal disperser angle
which matches that of the midrange horn at the crossover frequency. High -frequency output is
user adjustable to complement
room acoustics or personal taste.
Project Everest is the most -massively constructed consumer loudspeaker system in 1131 's history.
Made from high density, compressed wood up to 11/2 inches
thick in some sections, the design
otters proper mounting for the defined coverage horn and sufficient
internal volume for the high etticiency and extended low frequency response.
The hand -rubbed, oiled rosewood veneer suits the unit to any
room decor. Priced at $99(10. per
pair, the speaker systems will handle amplifier output powers of 40
to 250 watts per channel, with a
nominal 8 -ohm impedance. They
measure 551/2 inches high, 36
inches wide, and 20 inches deep.
For turther information, contact
Harman Kardon, 240 Crossways
Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797.

There are four modes of repeat

764B, and 790. The Rubber Duck

tunction, track, disc, magazine

mounts on the existing telescoping antenna base and provides excellent performance, safety and
convenience. Suggested retail is
only $19.95.
It you'd like additional information, please write to Midland Inter-

and program. Frequency response
is 4 - 20,000Hz, +/-0.5d(á. 1 he sig-

nal-to-noise ratio

is better than
dynamic range is
better than 96dB. Channel separation conies in at over 93dB and the
total harmonic distortion measures less than 0.0035 percent. The
unit is priced at $599.00
100dB and the

r _.leffl
p
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Now if you like those numbers,
contact Pioneer at 5000 Airport
Plaza Drive, P. O. Box 1720, Long
Beach, CA 90801-1720, or call

play for elapsed/total/pro-

6

North Topping,

816/241-8500.

Hot Speakers

Boston Acoustics recently announced improved versions of
their popular home loudspeakers.
The A70 series II bookshelf speaker and the A150 Series Ill floor standing unit. Both speakers feature new drivers designed and
built in the United States by B. A.

Special CB Antennas
Three specially -designed antennas are offered by Midland. The

Model 18-245

is a

high-perfor-

mance co -phased twin antenna

that delivers added range. Fiberglass radiators and aluminum
mirror mounts make this ideal for
trucks and RVs. A pre -wired cable
harness and connector are included. Suggested retail is $49.95.
CIRCLE 55 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

The A-70 Series

II is a

two-way

speaker with woofer, crossover
and bookshelf design. The eight inch woofer uses a polypropylene
cone, with more accurate response through the operating
range. The tweeter is the B.A. CFT
-inch dome. Suggested retail
price is $300 pair.
The A150 Series Ill is a floor standing unit with an all -new driver complement. The three-way
system features a ten -inch woofer,
31/2 inch midrange, and a CFT (inch dome tweeter. Suggested re1

otters random-access program-

grammed time is included. You
get two -speed audible search,
both forward and reverse.

1690

Kansas City, MO 64120, or call

213/420-5700.

Multi -CD Player
Boasting six -disc magazine and
single -play tray, this multi -play
compact disc player from Pioneer

ming of up to 80 tracks on eight
magazines. The new unit has goldplated output jacks and digital filtering. The anti -resonance construction is based on a honeycomb chassis and very large
insulators.
A random -play feature permits
the listener to hear songs in a random order. A large fluorescent dis-

national,
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The Model 18-275 is designed for
gutter/luggage rack mounting. It
clamps firmly and quickly to vehicles that are so equipped. A pre wired cable and connector are included, and this unit is priced at a
suggested retail of $24.95.

The new Midland "Rubber
Duck" flexible antenna, Model
18-253, is designed for use with

Midland portable Models 75-710B,

tail is $550.00 per pair.
For additional information, contact Boston Acoustics, 247 Lynntield Street, Peabody, MA 01960
or call 617/532-2111.

Multi -Driver Speakers
The new -generation Kappa Series from Infinity Systems are
finished in hand -rubbed, oiled
oak. The series consists of three
models; The I2 -in. three-way Re -

ferance Standard 7 k, the 12 -in.,
four-way Reference Standard 8 k,

and the 12 -in. five -way, dual
woofer Reference Standard 9 k.
Each speaker uses a newly -developed cast frame woofer with a
cone molded from polypropylene
and graphite fiber. The increased
stiffness -to -mass ratio of the cone
improves bass response.

C1=2:2
,.

/

_.

corder when the included adapter
is used. The cassette provides a
full hour of recording time.
An automatic zone focusing system using piezoelectric technology is employed.
For further information, contact
Panasonic Company, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094.

4
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The PV-100 uses a compact VHS
cassette which is fully compatible
with any existing home VHS re-

aad

fir

,tea
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ELENCO PRODUCTS AT DISCOUNT PRICES!
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Compact VHS Camcorder

While the PV-100 camcorder
from Panasonic will fit in your
hand, it incorporates some astounding new features. These include a high-speed shutter, a low
light, high -resolution CCD image
sensor, and a piezo zone auto
focus system.
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35MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE

20MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE

$349
Both the 8 k and 9 k contain the
Polygraph k, a five -inch dome shaped driver optimized for 80 Hz
to 500 Hz.
The midrange driver, a threeinch polydome k is used in all
three speakers. It features flat
wire, edgewound voice coils and a
polypropylene cone that offers extremely low mass and excellent
self damping.
Each model is equipped with the
EMIT k tweeter. The new tweeter's
diaphragm weighs half as much as
its predecessor, and it is surrounded by exotic, rare-earth neodymium magnets.
For frequencies above 10 kHz,
the Reference Standard 9 k uses a
SEMIT'" supertweeter.
The 7 k is priced at $599. retail,
the 8 k at $899., and the 9 k at $1199.
For additional data, contact Infinity Systems, Inc., 9409 Owens mouth Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311,
or call 818/709-9400.

-ti

TWO
100MHz
SWITCHABLE
PROBES
INCLUDED

Í_

$498 MO -1252

MO -1251

Top quality scopes at a very reasonable price. Contains all the desired features. Elenco's 2 year guarantee
assures you of continuous service. Two x 10 x probes, diagrams and manual Included. Write for specs.
1

MULTIMETER with
CAPACITANCE AND
TRANSISTOR

ELIE
o a
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TRUE RMS Oh
DIGIT MULTIMETER
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!
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CM1500

-

:

Current, Capacitors,
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020V
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Model

1

50MHz LOGIC PROBE
20 nsec with memory

-

LP -700

$148

giNg
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Model
LC1800
Measures:
Inductors,
Capacitors,
Resistors

-

Logic Pulsar
LP -600

...,._

..

7(1

$165

(I

0-40V
0.20V

I

a 1.SA
®3A

limit control
XP -850 with Analog Meters 5119.50

L
$23

$23

MULTI -FUNCTION COUNTERS

--_
``-

100MHz
XP -750

Fully regulated, short circuit protected current

_.

-

Dü: 'G

CI.I~111C14:42h

_i

11.~.

Fto0o
1GH:
F100

$245
6
$19
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Frequency, Period, Totalize, Self Check with High Stabilized Crystal Oven Oscillator, 8 Digit LED Display

C&S SALES INC., 8744 W. North Ter., Niles, IL 60648
ASK FOR CATALOG
800-292.7711 (312) 459.9040
2

100 pins 515
9430
9434 2,170 pins 525
9436 2 860 pins 535

Triggered Sweep
Calibrated Vert & Hor
Reads Volts 8 Freq

2

AMP POWER SUPPLY

-I -."

Shown

S-3000

-:,.r_

"'...._

9436

101.4Hz DC or AC

1A
5V et 5A

Short Circuit Protected with
Fully Regulated,
g
Limit Cont. 3 Separate Supplies
í(P660 with Analog Meters 5149.50

x

Model

Model

DIGITAL LCR METER

$195

Q fa -

0

BREADBOARD

$199

Model
XP -765

28 Functions
Fully protected

M-1180 .7% Acy 536.95
M-1182 .25% Acy $39.95
M-1181.1 % Acy 542.95

I

,

DIGITAL TRIPLE POWER SUPPLY

-

,

_

i,,i...y_ ii

Sine, Square, Triangle
Pulse, Ramp, .2 to 2MHz
Frequency .1 thru 10MHz

GF-8015 without Freq. Meter 5169

MN -77_7.-._Í-

+i

-

with Freq. Counter

1ºsty

++

10MHz OSCILLOSCOPE

GF8016 FUNCTION GENERATOR

II.7,Q

-',-

.05% DC Accuracy
.1% Resistance
with Freq. Counter
8 Deluxe Case

.1

Auto Ranging
plus
Manual Ranging
3% Digit Meter

J

.-a

$135

Reads Volts, Ohms,

IBC

I

M-7000

i

$65
V

_

Model

TESTER
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15 DAY MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE

Year Limited Guarantee! Add 5% for Postage ($10 max), IL Res., 7% Tax
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Lacquered Speakers

This lacquer-finished loudspeaker system from JBL combines
classic tradition in design with upto-the-minute technology. Offering an elegant finish in lacquer in-

stead of wood, the

L

series

speakers are designed to replicate
the sound heard in the recording

or weather broadcasts for a particular state that is four times as
fast as other scanners.
A special "weather scan" feature
allows it to find the latest weather
information from the National
Weather Service with a single
touch.

0

studio. Prices are as follows: For
the L20TBQ, $28(1 each, The
L60TBQ is $385, and the L80TBQ
comes in at $550 each.
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JBI used pure titanium in the
high -frequency transducers. Ti-

tanium offers a high strength -to weight ratio. With a unique process that swirls compressed gasses
against a titanium film, the dome
needs to be only 25 microns thick,
less than the diameter of a strand
of human hair. An intricate network of ribs formed into the dome
elements eliminates any possible
deformation problems.
Crossover in the L series is
achieved by high spatial -identification dividing networks. These
not only assure smooth driver -to driver transition, they guartantee
proper musical placement.
All the L -Series speakers are
finished in European high -quality
polyurethane acrylic enamels, as
beautiful as they are durable. For

additional information, contact
Harman Kardon, 240 Crossways
Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797.
Public Information Radio
While people are fascinated by
the activity on public service
hands, the idea of programming a
scanner or looking up frequencies
in a directory is a turn-off. For
them, Regency has developed the
Informant INF-5. This user-friendly

is factory pre-programmed so it can be operated by
anybody with no previous knowledge of scanners.
At the touch of a key, the unit
monitors police, fire, emergency

receiver
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one-year warranty, the speaker, if
purchased from MFJ may be returned within 30 days for a full refund, less shipping charges. To
order or get additional information, contact MFJ Enterprises, Inc.,
P. O. Box 494, Mississippi State,
MS 39762. Tel. 800/647-1800, or
601/323-5969. Telex number is
53-4590 MFJ STKV.
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This is called the fastest -scanning receiver on the market. Its
patented new "Turboscan" tech-

nology-a

Regency exclusive-al-

lows it to scan public service
frequencies at a rate of 50 channels
per second, nearly four times faster than competitive models.
Other features include a digital
display which shows the state and

type of transmission being
monitored,

a

top -mounted speak-

er, a hold switch to keep the re-

ceiver on

a

single frequency, and

a

squelch control to reduce background noise. The INF-5 has a suggested retail price of $349.95, and
has a one-year warranty. The package includes an AC power-supply
cord, telescoping antenna and
easy -to -follow instruction manual.
Additional information can be had
by writing to Regency Electronics
Inc., 7707 Records Street, Indianapolis, IN 46226.
Compact Speaker
The MFJ-280 loudspeaker is pegged at a low $18.95. For that price,
you get a rugged, compact mobile

loudspeaker including

a

tilt

bracket and magnetic base.
The unit comes with a 31/2mm
phone plug on the end of a long
cord. It works well with all fourand eight -ohm impedances and
can handle up to three watts of
audio. Its dark -gray color goes
well with nearly all rigs.
In addition to an unconditional

Multi -Band Radio

Combining

controlled,

a

microcomputer -

PLL quartz -synthesized receiver and a double su-

perheterodyne system, Panasonic
has introduced the RF-B60, a compact, multi -band (FM/LW/MW/SW)
radio with outstanding sensitivity,
stability and selection.
The unit utilises an up -conversion double superhet receiver,
providing two IF's to help reduce
first and second image interference characteristics while image rejection is reduced by raising
the initial IF to 55.845mHz.
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The system offers 36 -station preset tuning, allowing instant recall

using the corresponding memory
recall keys.
Priced at $269.95, the RF-B60 requires 6 "AA" size penlight batteries which are not included. For
further information, contact Panasonic Co., One Panasonic Way,
Secaucus, NJ 07094.
continued on page 138
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Teperature Measuring
add-on for your DMM
If you own a digital voltmeter, you already have
one half of a precision digital thermometer.
Here's how to build the other half.

HARRY L. TRIETLY

P1t6CSL' DIGrrAI. 'I iniR\H)xrr:Jr?H CAN
have a wide variety of uses around the
A

home and shop. Whether you need to
check the operation of your heating systen- or Your refrigerator. to test a circuit
for hot spots, or to measure the outdoor
temperature, a digital thermometer can
help make it easy.
The only problem is that a thermometer
that can read to one tenth of one degree
can cost well in excess of one hundred
dollars. But if you own a [WM. you already have half of such a thermometer. All
You have to do is to add a precision thermistor and the single -IC interface circuit
that we'll describe here.
The I)\'M-to-temperature adapter can
be built for one of two temperature
ranges. 'Ile first range is front 0 to 100
degrees Celsius (or 32 to 212 degrees
Fahrenheit). Alternately. the adapter may
30 to 50°C
hi. designed for a range of
22 to 122°F). In either case. the output
provided is ten millivolts per degree. A
DV \I with a sensitivity of one millivolt
will yield a resolution of 0.1 degree. Accuracy will he 0.4°C or hetter. exclusive
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The thermistor
In our thermometer. the temperature
sensor is a network made up of two precision thermistors and two resistors. Using
a single thermistor would not he desirable
because its resistance -versus -temperature
characteristic is highly nonlinear. as we
can see from Fig. 1. If a thermistor is used
in a Wheatstone hridge. however. its output characteristic is reasonahly linear over
a limited temperature range. (See Fig. 2)
For example. linearity within ±I°C is
possible over a 0 to 50°C range. The linear
range will he approximately centered at
the temperature where the thermistor's resistance equals the series fixed resistor.
Figure 3 shows a way to improve the
linearity even more h' adding a second
thermistor and resistor. Not only does that
improve the linearity. hut it also extends
the linear range. From 0 to 100°C. for

instance. linearity will he within
±0.22°C. lhermistor pairs are speciti11

8K

networks.

6K

The adapter circuit

see the lanuarx through March
1985 issues of Radio -Electronics.)

As sho\\ n in Fig. 4, the DVNI-to-temperature adapter is built around a single
IC. National's LN110. that iticropower
IC contains a stable 0.2 -volt reference.
reference amplifier and a general-purpose
operational amplifier. The remainder of
the adapter's circuit requires only eight
fixed resistors. two switches. and tour

4K

2K

0

40

20

0

60

80

100

trimmer potentiometers.

sim-

It can be

plified farther if Fahrenheit/Celsius

TEMPERATURE-°C

1-A SINGLE THERMISTOR has a highly
nonlinear resistance -vs. -temperature characteristic.
FIG.

switching is not needed.
The circuit of Fig. 4 is designed titr a
linear temperature range of 0 to 100°C (32
to 21222°F). Nlinor changes to the circuit
and resistor values will let you measure
from
30 to 50°C I
22 to 122°F) instead. That circuit is shown in Fig. 5. Note
that many of the part numbers are the
saute as in Fig. 4. Keep that in mind when
selecting pans for the thermometer and
when studying the Pans List.
The 0.2 -volt reference and reference

-

-

amplifier provide a stable. fixed excitation
voltage to the Wheatstone bridge. The
Ti

12

T3

b

FIG. 2-WHEN USED IN A WHEATSTONE
BRIDGE, a thermistor can provide a nearly linear output over a limited temperature range.

voltage is determined by a feedback network consisting of RI through R6. Switch
S2 -a configures the feedback to increase
the voltage from 0.6 volt on the Celsius
range to 1.08 volts on the Fahrenheit
range. compensating for the fact that one
degree Fahrenheit produces a smaller resistance change than does one degree Celsius.
Resistors RI through RO also tornt the
tired leg of the Wheatstone bridge. nulling the bridge output at zero degrees.
Since 0°C is different from 0°F. S2-h is
used to select the appropriate offset. The
measurement leg of the bridge is formed

by the R.rI and R.1.22 (the 77rermilineur
composite along with tired resistors R7
and Rh. Those two fixed resistors trust
have a tolerance of 0.I%/r or better to
achieve the full rated accuracy and Iinearitx of the network. A source tin- the
resistors is given in the Pans List. hut xou
can create your own from series -parallel
resistor combinations using a 0. I%/c or better ohmmeter.

The 1.\110's operational amplifier.
along with R9 through RI2. forms a dill
ferential amplifier that boosts the bridge
output to 10 millivolts per degree. Since a
single supply is used. and since the output
must he able to swing both positive and
negative. the output is referenced to the
bridge supply voltage rather than to sup-

ply common.

Building the converter
Due to the simplicity of the circuit

and
the tact that the layout is not at all critical.
it is not necessary to use a custom -designed circuit hoard. As you can see in
Fig. 6. the convener was built using a
prototyping hoard. which is housed in a

small plastic experimenter's box. Connections to the Thennilineur composite
are made via J
a I/4 -inch. 3 -connector
phone jack. Other jacks may he used. of
course. The phone jack was chosen because it mated \ ith the probe used YSI
700 series probe). An enclosed-type jack
is used. and is glued to the circuit board.
That allows the jack to be used to mount
the hoard to the case via the jacks mounting hole. Betb e gluing the jack to the
hoard. resistor R7 is connected between
the tip and ring terminals and two connecting wires are soldered to the ring and
barrel.The hoard is sized so that when
installed. just enough space is left he I .
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FIG.

3-ADDING

SECOND THERMISTOR
greatly improves the linearity and extends the
linear range.
A

PARTSr

ON

LIST)

J1
1

veloped computer programs. (For more
information on thermistors and thermistor

1

GRÉÉN(BAPHEL)
OUTPUT
TO OVM

R7

cally chosen titr that use and packaged as
a single. three -lead component. The prototype was built using a composite manufactured for the Yellow Springs

calculate others using specially -de-

1::11

I

1

It

Instrument Company (Box 405. Yellow
Springs. Ohio 453571 and sold under the
trade nante 7'luermilirrrur. A distributor
for the composite is mentioned in the Parts
List. but von can contact Y SI for a distributor near you. Other manufacturers
also oiler similar devices.
Calculating the values titr the fixed resistors is not easy. but the manufacturers
have precalculate(' optimum network values for several temperature ranges and can
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FIG. 4-THE ADAPTER CIRCUIT for a range from 0 -100 C. It uses only one IC, which supplies both the

reference voltage and the bridge amplifier.

battery, and banana plugs. For most
I)\'(al's the left banana plug should he
posin\e: Check your meter and wire accordingly. Remember also to connect the
positive battery terminal to SI. At this
point. your hoard should look something
like that shown in Fig. 6. I)o not install the
hoard in the case until after calibration.
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5-THIS SLIGHTLY MODIFIED CIRCUIT measures from -30-+50"C.

drill two holes 3/4 inch apart

and install
the banana plugs. Standard banana plugs
may he held in place using 14-28 nuts in
place of the screw -on plastic insulators.
Drill holes and install the two switches in
the hoes cover. Wire the hoard. switches.

Calibration
'(lie "I herutilinear composite is a preci0.15°C acsion device. specified at
curacy or better from -30 to 100°C.
Thus. calibration requires no temperature
baths: only a precision resistor to simulate
the therm istors. Use a precision 10.1% or
better) decade box or create 0.1% calibration resistances using series-parallel resistors and a 0.1% or better ohnuneter.
Connect the calibration resistor in
place of thermistor 12: No connection is
necessary in place of TI. If you have built
the 0 to 1110°C version proceed as follows:
1. Set the or sw itch to c. Provide 20.519
ohms input and adjust R(, for (1 millivolts
output.
2. Change the input to 1578.7 ohms and
adjust R4 for a 1000 millivolt output.
3. Set the cFswitch to r. Provide a 77.387
ohm input and adjust R5 for a 0 millivolts
output.
4. Change the input to 2094.9 ohms and
adjust R2 for 19(I0 millivolts output.

S2e
o

6-THE COMPLETED BOARD before Installation. Note that the IC is In a TO -5 package,
FIG.

not

a DIP.

of the case to
9 -volt transistor radio battery.
Figure 7 shows the component layout
for the 0 to 111(1'( circuit. Construction
details are not shown for the
30 to 50°C
range. hut only minor changes from the 0
to 10(1°C layout are required. Be sure to
cut out a ponion of the breadboard corresponding to the layout shown.
Begin assembly by cutting lead 5 from
the L\11( ¡C. That lead is not used. and
the corresponding pad on the circuit board
is used as a tie point. Insert and solder the
tween its edite and the side

contain

a

-

....-

,

..i

R4'

i

f
,--

,
R2

R6

R6

./
r

.
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IC. resistors, trimmer potentiometers.
and the seven wires for connection to the
switches. battery and output. Turn the
hoard over and install the eleven jumpers
(shown as dashed lines in Fig. 7) and the
two additional switch wires. Jumpers between adjacent pads may simple he solder
bridges. Complete the hoard assembly by
installing the prewired phone jack.
Drill a hole at one end of the case fitr the
phone jack. located so as to hold the hoard
in the correct position. At the other end

FIG. 7-CIRCUIT-BOARD ASSEMBLY using a "universal circuit board." Most of the fixed resistors
must be "hairpinned" and stood on end to fit in the space allowed. Cut pin 5 from IC1-it's not needed,
and a jumper is installed in its position. Note that top -side and bottom -side jumpers are shown. Those
on the bottom are shown dashed. Solder R7 directly between the ring and tip of J1 before gluing the

jack to the board.
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3. Set the OF switch to F. Provide 63.115
ohms input and adjust R5 for 0 millivolts

output.
4. Change the input to 8536.2 ohms and
adjust R2 for 1220 millivolts output.
5. Repeat the previous steps. making

r"

I

6

minor readjustments if necesan.
Install the hoard, batten. and cover.

t

%veb

and the adapter. see Fig. 8. is ready for

+L

use.

Using the adapter
Connecting the thermistor composite
to the adatpor is simple. Using a V4 -inch
three -conductor phone plug. connect the
green lead to the barrel. brown (or clear)
to the tip and red to the ring.
For pleasuring air temperature the thet-

FIG. 8 -THE ASSEMBLED CONVERTER ready
to be plugged into a DVM.

5. Repeat the previous steps. slaking
minor readjustments if necessary.
For the -30 to 50°C version:
I. Set the c F switch to c-. Provide a 34.651
ohms input in place of T2 and adjust R6
for 0 milli olis output.
2. Change the input to 8536.2 ohms and
adjust R4 for 5110 millivolts output.

mistor composite should he exposed directly to the air. For measuring liquid
temperatures the thermistor should be
placed inside a metal. glass. or plastic
tube whose tip has been closed by soldering. welding. melting or epoxving. For
fastest response tinte. the space between

80
I

1

I

1

READING

160
I

I

mer potentiometer

R3-1500 ohms, 1%
R7-6250 ohms, 0.1%
R8-3200 ohms, 0.1%
R9,R12-1 megohm, 1%
R10,R11-324,000 ohms, 1%
RT1, RT2-Thermilinear composite

Semiconductors
IC1-LM10 op amp/voltage regulator IC
(National)

Other components

S1-SPST miniature toggle switch
S2-DPDT miniature toggle switch
Miscellaneous: Prototyping board, plas-

tic case, 1 -inch three -conductor phone
jack (enclosed type), banana plugs, 9 -volt
battery and connector, etc.
PARTS

LIST-- 30-+ 50`

VERSION

I

R6-2000 ohms multiturn trim-

mer potentiometer

200

R10, R11-412,000 ohms, 1%
R13-750 ohms, 1%

1

HIGHER THAN ACTUAL

IS

R2, R4, R5, R6 -1000 -ohm multiturn trim-

R4, R5,

120

I

1

Resistors
R1-1820 ohms, 1%

As above, except:

TEMPERATURE -°F
40

PARTS LIST -0-100°C VERSION

RT1, RT2, R7, and R8 are available as a
complete set of components as YSI
part no. 44201 (0-100°C) or 44203
(-30-+50°C). The price is $24 from
Newark Electronics, Route 22 East,
Springfield, NJ 07081. Contact YSI Industrial Sales, Yellow Springs, OH
45387 for the name of the distributor

nearest you.
READING

IS

LOWER THAN ACTUAL

40

60

the thermistor and the tube should he

100

80

TEMPERATURE -°C

FIG. 9 -TO CORRECT FOR NONLINEARITY ERRORS on the 0-100°C range, use this curve.
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FIG. 10 -TO CORRECT FOR NONLINEARITY ERRORS on the
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- 30-

' 50'C range, use

this curve.

hlled with epoxy. For measuring surface
temperatures the thermistor should be
thermally bonded to the surface with heat sink compound. If you prefer, ready made
probe assemblies are available. Contact
YSI liar more information.
To use the adapter. set your DVM to a
DC voltage range having a sensitivity of
one millivolt or better. Plug the thermistor
composite or probe into the adapter and
the adapter into the meter. turn the adapter
on and read temperature. The meter will
read ten millivolts per degree so that. for
example. 1.001) volts (1000 millivolts) indicates I(IO,O degrees. Readings may be
converted front Celsius to Fahrenheit simply by throwing the c I switch.
Within its range. the units accuracy
will be excellent. The worst -case error
will he the sum of the thermistor's spec i tied accuracy (
0.15°C. or 0.27°H. your
l)\'M's accuracy and the Therntilinear
network's nonlinearity. That error may. he
corrected for using the graphs in Figs. 9)
and 10. For example. on the 0 to 100°C
range. the reading vv ill he 0.12°C too high
at 33°C and 0.20°C too low at 60°C. R -E

/
a
k
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Universal Battery Charger
Don't let your battery -powered portables run out of energy unexpectedly!
Keep your batteries fully charged with this inexpensive circuit.
MICHAEL R. WRIGHT
ONE COROLLARY 'r0 MURPHY'S LAW
states that things always go wrong at the
worst possible moment. One example familiar to electronics enthusiasts is the way
that batteries tend to go dead just when
you need them most. In addition. if you
use many portable

devices-a Walkman.

"boom -box.- a portable TV. a portable
computer, flashlights, and toys-the cost
of batteries can become excessive.
a

One way to cut costs is to use re-

chargeable batteries. And if your portable
battery -eater has a tx INPUT jack. you've
got an easy way to save some cash and to
go longer between recharges. All you
have to do is wire up a cable that connects
a high -current -capacity battery-pack of
the proper voltage to your portable.
The problem is that the price of a commercial charger may cause you to think
twice about converting from conventional
non-rechargable cells. However. with the
circuit presented here, there's no longer
an excuse. Not counting a case. the total
cost of the few easy-to-obtain components
in our circuit shouldn't exceed $10. And
that's for all new parts: by using spare
parts you could reduce your cost to

nothing!
The circuit can easily recharge batteries

with a wide variety of voltages and current
capacities. The circuit was specifically
designed to recharge gel -cells. but it can
also he used to recharge Ni-Cd's and any
other type of battery that needs a constant current source, a constant -voltage source.
or both. The values of a few resistors need
to be altered to accommodate batteries of
various voltages and currents. The simple
design equations used for resistor selection are presented below, but first let s talk
about gel -cells.

The low-down on gel -cells
Before we get started, it s worth pointing out that the term "battery- really refers to any collection of two or more
single "cells." although the term is
loosely applied to single -cell power
sources like AA cells. The gel -cell battery
is a relative newcomer to the world of
rechargable batteries: its name is really a
shortened front of "gelled -electrolyte battery cell.'
Basically. the gel -cell is very similar to
a modern automotive battery. The gel -cell
provides high power density in a sealed.
multi -cell. maintenance -free. lead -acid
battery. Gel -cells are not manufactured in
small cases like those that enclose the

familiar AA. C, and D cells. However.
they are manufactured in larger cases that
range in size from a cigarette -pack to an
automobile battery, and even larger. Gel tells arc made by (among others) Panasonic (Battery Sales Division. Division
of Matsushita. P. O. Box 1511, Secaucus,
NJ 07094), Globe (P. O. Box 591. Milwaukee. WI 53201). and Salt (P. O. Box

Blvd., Valdosta, GA
31603-1886).
Common gel -cell batteries come with
voltage ratings that range from 2 to 24.
and in current capacities ranging from 1.2
to 120 All (Amp -Hours). The AH rating
refers to the amount of current that can he
delivered over a period of time: 20 hours is
usually the specified period of time. For
example, a battery might he rated at 2
volts and 30 All. That means that the
battery should he able to deliver a current
of 1.5 amps (30/20) continuously for a
period of twenty hours.
A properly treated battery should last
for years. but an improperly treated one
may last only a few months, or even
weeks. For example, the author's first gel cell battery lasted only about six weeks.
because he was ignorant of how to take
care of it. Alter uncovering and applying
1886, 711 Industrial

the information related here. his second
already more than a year old and

1.25 V = 0.125 W. Just to he safe, use a
'h -watt flame -proof resistor.
That takes care of current, but what
about voltage? Take a look at Fig. 2. There

One is

still going strong.
"Ilse most common means by which a
gel -cell battery is abused is "deep -cy-

DC

INPUT

cling:" that term refers to the practice of
discharging a battery deeply and then
over-charging it. That practice is sometimes appropriate for Ni-Cd's. but it i.N
definitely inappropriate for gel -cells. Our
charger can't repair a damaged or abused
gel -cell battery: it's up to you to treat your
batteries with care.
The number of cells in a gel -cell battery
is equal to the battery's nominal voltage
divided by two. A 12 -volt battery' therefore has six (12/2) cells. Each cell has a
2.3 -volt output yy hen it is fully charged,
so a 6 -cell hatter'. nominally rated at 12
volts. actually has a fully -charged output

of

13.8 volts.
You can tell when a gel -cell battery is
nearly discharged by the fact that. under a
no-load or low -load condition, it will have
an output voltage that is near its full rated

FIG. 1-A CONSTANT-CURRENT CHARGER can
be built from an LM317. The value of R1 is what
determines the charging current. See the text for

information on how to calculate its value.

DC

INPUT

them together? See Fig. 3.
FIG. 2-A CONVENTIONAL VOLTAGE regulator
is easy to build with an LM317; the value of R2
sets the output voltage.

D1

+

1

turer's recommendations carefully.
To determine the voltage the charger
will have to supply. you'll have to multiply
the number of cells in your battery by 2.3
and then add 5. to allow titr circuit losses.
To charge our example 12 -volt batter).

O

rS1

VIN

IC1

IN4004

VOUT

POWER

R6
VOLTAGE

The complete charger
Let's discuss the overall operation of
circuit and then show how to calculate
resistor values. When power is applied to
the circuit. SCR I is otl, so there is no bias current path to ground: thus, the LM317
acts as a current regulator. The LM3I7 is
connected to the battery through steering
diode DI, limiting resistor RI; and bias
resistor R2. "that portion of the charger is
similar to the circuit shown in Fig.
above. The steering diode was added to
prevent the battery from discharging
through the LEI) and the SCR when
power is removed from the circuit.
As the battery charges. the voltage
across TRIP -POINT potentiometer R5 rises
and at some point turns on the SCR. At
that point, current from the regulator can
tic-iv, to ground, so the regulator now functions in the voltage mode. When the SCR
turns on, it also provides LEDI with a
path to ground (through R3). So. when
LEDI is on. the circuit is in the voltage regulating mode: y1 hen LEDI is off, the
circuit is in the current -regulating mode.
the

I
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INPUT
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B

SCR1

C103B
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Charging methods
Gel -cell batteries front different manufacturers are made in different ways. and
they have different charging requirements. Many batteries can he charged
using the circuitry described here. but you
should check with the manufacturer of
your battery to he sure.
A common and reliable method of
charging is as follows. First, a regulated.
constant current that is equal to 10% of
rated output is applied to the battery. For
example. a 12 -volt -All hatters would
start off with a charging current of 10(1
rnA. voltage must be monitored; when it
reaches 90% of rated output. the circuit
removes the constant -current source and
applies a regulated voltage to complete
charging. The switchover is necessary to
prevent over -charging in case a battery is
left connected to the charger for a long
period of time. The battery can float charge in that way indefinitely.
You may he able to use a charging current different than 10C/-for example. for
..fast -charging."' How eYer, if you use a
different current, follow the manufac-

fairly complex equation. It's usually
simpler to wire up the circuit with a 5K or
a I0K potentiometer. set the output voltage, and then substitute the closest standard fixed resistor for the potentiometer.
We've got a current regulator and a
voltage regulator now. But how do we put
a

output. However. when the battery is
placed under a moderate to heavy load.
voltage drops by about 4.6 volts.
The reason for the two -cell drop is that a
discharged cell actually reverses polarity
and acts as a load that "cancels" the voltage of a good cell. So you might measure
only about 9.2 volts (13.8--t.6 = 9.2)
across a 12 -volt battery that needs to he
recharged. And speaking of charging,
let's find out hogs to do it now.

an LM3I7 is configured as a conventional
constant -voltage regulator. In normal applications. the manufacturer recommends
that RI have a value of 240 ohms. The
value of R2 is what determines the output
voltage, and its value may he arrived at by

R5
TRIPPOINT

o
'SEE TEXT
FIG.

3-THE COMPLETE CHARGER is

a

hybrid

of the previous circuits. When the SCR is off, the

circuit functions as

a

constant -current source;

when the SCR is on, the circuit functions as
voltage regulator.

a

we'll actually need an unregulated I)C
supply of about 19 volts.

Circuitry
The constant -current charger is right
out of the manufacturer s data hook. As
shown in Fig. I. the heart of the charger is

LM3I7 adjustable regulator. An
LM317K can supply as much as 1.5 amps
of current if it has proper heatsinking; it
un

can also handle as much as 37 volts.

If

your battery requires a higher charging
voltage, you can substitute an LM3171IV.
shish can handle as much as 57 volts. To
increase current, you could use an
LM338, which can provide five amps of
current at a maximum of 32 volts. Calculate the value of RI from the charge current (Icy-) you need; and from the 1.25volt bias required by the LM317:
R1

= 1.25/Icc

-All battery, Ice = 0.1 A. so RI =
(1.25/0.1) = 12.5 ohms. RI's wattage is
determined in the usual planner: 0.1 A X
For a

I

Calculating resistor values
Now let's find out how to calculate the
resistor values. Assume that we're still
talking about a 12 -volt. -AH battery.
Let's start with the voi:rAGI: adjustment
potentiometer, R6. First we have to calculate a multiplication factor. F: that can he
found from:
I

PARTS LIST

All resistors are r/ -watt, 5% unless otherwise noted.
R1, R3, R4, R6 --see text

R2-220 ohms
R5, R6-ten-turn trimmer potentiometer,
see text

Semiconductors
IC1-LM317 variable -voltage regulator
D1-lN4004
LED1-standard LED
SCR1-C1038, 800 mA, 200 -volt SCR
Miscellaneous
SPST toggle switch, PC board, input and
output connectors
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With computers firmly established in
offices-and more and more new
applications being developed for every
facet of business-the demand for
trained computer service technicians
surges forward. The Department of
Labor estimates that computer service
jobs will actually double in the next ten
years-a faster growth rate thsn for any
other occupation.

computers, you have to understand
computer systems. Only NRI includes a
powerful computer system as part of
your training, centered around the new,
fully IBM-compatible Sanyo 880 Series
computer.

Even if you've never had any previous
training in electronics, you can succeed
with NRI training. You'll start with the
basics, then rapidly build on them to
master such concepts as digital logic,
microprocessor design, and computer
memory. You'll build and test advanced
electronic circuits using the exclusive
NRI Discovery Labs, professional digital
multimeter, and logic probe. Like your
computer, they're all yours to keep as
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No computer stands alone...
it's part of a total system. And if
you want to learn to service and repair

No experience necessaryNRI builds it in
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Total systems training

As part of your training, you'll build
this highly rated, 16-bit, IBM-compatible
computer system. You'll assemble
Sanyo's "intelligent" keyboard,
install the power supply and disk
drive and interface the high resolution monitor. The 880
Computer has two operating
speeds: standard IBM speed
of 4.77 MHz and a remarkable
turbo speed of 8 MHz. It's confidence-building, real -world
experience that includes training
in programming, circuit design
and peripheral maintenance.
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Your NRI total systems training includes all of

this: NRI Discovery Lab' to design and modify circuits
Fourfunctioe digital multimeter with walkyouthrough instruction
on audio taps Digital logic probe for visual examination of
computer circuits Sanyo 880 Series Computer with "intelligent"
keyboard and 360K double-density, double -sided disk drive
High resolution monochrome monitor 8K ROM, 256K
RAM
Bundled software including GW BASIC, MS DOS,
WordStar, CalcStar Reference manuals. schematics,
and bite -sized lessons..
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circuit before proceeding.
2. Apply power to the circuit and check
for smoke and other signs of catastrophe.

TABLE 1-EVERREADY Ni-Cd CHARGE CURRENT
Size

Charge

Number
CF15
CH15
CH35
CH50

F

Current
AA
AA

50 mA
50 mA
120 mA
120 MA

C
D

= (Vcc/1.25)+1

So. in our case,

V«

In that equation
is the battery's full charge output voltage; in our case. Vcc
= 13.8, so F = (13.8/1.25) + I = 12.04.
Then we calculate the value of R6 as:
R6 = F(R1 + R2)

We already saw that RI has a value of 12.5
ohms; R2 has a value of 220 ohms, so R6

= 12 x (220+12.5) = 2800 ohms. That
value is approximately what is required to
obtain the end -of-charge voltage we need.
The value is an approximation because it
does not take into account the voltage
drop across the SCR. So we simply round
up to the next highest value, and use a 5K
potentiometer for R6. That will allow you
to adjust the circuit for use with batteries
having different voltages.
The manufacturer recommends that R2
have a value of about 240 ohms. The series combination of RI and R2 is within
5% of 240 ohms, and that's close enough.
You may have to adjust the value of R2 to
accommodate a different charge current.
voltage, or both, or if you use the high current LM338. See the 1982 Voltage
Regulator Handbook by National Semiconductor (2900 Semiconductor Drive, P.
O. Box 58090. Santa Clara. CA
95052-8090) for more information.
Next we need to determine the value of
rknl>otNT potentiometer R5, which sets
the voltage at which the SCR turns on. We
have found empirically that, if the end -o1
charge voltage is less than 20 volts, a 5K
unit will work. For voltages greater than
20 volts, a 10K unit will work.
The value of the LED's current -limiting
resistor, R3, is easy to calculate:
R3 =

(Vcc-2.2)/20 mA

R3 = (13.8-2.2)/0.02 = 58011
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z
w
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You may want to substitute a 1000 -ohm 1/2 watt resistor for R3. Doing that will prevent damage to the LEI) when the charger
is used with batteries having voltages

greater than 12.
The last value we need to calculate is
that of R4, which limits the current that
can he applied to the gate of SCR I. That
current could blow the SCR if the 'rRn;
POINT potentiometer were turned too far in
the direction of the output of the regulator.
The value of R4 may he determined thus:
R4 = Vcc/50 mA

Voltage
1.50-1.60
1.35-1.45
1.35-1.45
1.35-1.45

R4 = 13.8/0.05 = 27611

Rounding up to provide extra current limiting, the closest standard value is 300
ohms, which should work fine.
Regarding the SCR, it must he able to
handle the bias current of the LM3I7K
when the latter is in the voltage mode, and
it must he able to withstand the full, noload voltage supplied by your DC
source -19 volts in our example. The
SCR specified is rated to handle 200 volts
at 800 mA; it should he able to handle any
battery you're likely to come across.

Construction
Layout and assembly are quite simple;
foil -pattern for a printed -circuit hoard is
shown in "PC Service." A stuffing guide
is shown in Fig. 4. Stuff the hoard, solder
the components. and then check your
a
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FIG. 4 -PARTS -PLACEMENT DIAGRAM

Fix any mistakes.
3. Connect a 4.7K resistor to the circuit
where the battery would normally.
4. Apply power to the circuit and measure
the voltage across the 4.7K resistor. That
voltage should he about 13.8. or your calculated output voltage. If the measured
voltage is much different from what you
expect, measure the voltage across the
SCR. If you don't measure about 0.7
volts, the SCR has not turned on. so adjust
TRI} P(HNrr potentiometer (R5) until the
LED turns on. If the LED won't turn on.
the SCR may he had.
5. Connect a voltmeter across the output
terminals and adjust the vot:rAGI control
(R6) so that the meter indicates your calculated V(.c- 19 volts, in our case.
6. De -energize the circuit and connect an
ohmmeter between the wiper of the -rklNPotN'r potentiometer (R5) and ground.
Adjust R5 so that the meter reads zero
ohms. That will disable the current -to voltage shift. Remove the ohmmeter and
the 4.7K resistor.
7. Connect a partially -discharged gel -cell
battery to the output terminals of the
charger. Be careful to observe proper polarity! The LED should not light: if it
does, steering diode 1)1 is in the circuit
backward.
8. Connect a voltmeter across the batten.
apply power to the circuit, and measure
the voltage across the batten. If the battery is not discharged enough, Vex- may
he reached before you have a chance to
adjust R5. If your meter indicates V(x.
now, you'll have to discharge your battery
further and to again. What you want to do
is adjust R5 so that the SCR trips just after
Vcc is reached.
9. Partially discharge the battery and reset
R5 several times until you're satisfied
with the accuracy of the trip -point setting.

Charger use
for the

complete voltage/current charging circuit
shown in Fig. 3.

work to make sure that the semiconductors are all oriented correctly.
Before applying power. set both trimmer potentiometers (R5 and R6) to the
middle of their ranges: and don't connect
the DC source or a battery to the charger
yet. You must calibrate the charger first.
We'll continue working with a 12 -volt. I AH battery; substitute the appropriate values for your battery where necessary.
1. Connect an ohmmeter across the vot:rAGt: adjustment potentiometer (R6). Adjust R6 so that the ohmmeter indicates the
calculated set -point value -2.8K, in the
example. Remove the ohmmeter from the

When charging a battery. you'll want to
take an occasional look at LEDI. After it
turns on. interrupt power for about three
seconds. That allows the SCR to unlatch.
Re -apply power. and, if the I.EI) re -illuminates quickly. the battery is fully

charged. If not, let the battery charge longer and then repeat the test.
You can also use this circuit to recharge
lead -acid and N i-Cd batteries. You'll have
to re -calculate resistor values to provide
the appropriate charging current, which
can he obtained from manufacturers' data
hooks. We show the required charge current for several common Em'ereadv Ni-Cd
cells in Table I as a point of reference.
When charging a (non gel -cell) lead acid or Ni-Cd battery, power should he
removed when the LEI) lights up. or overcharging may occur, and the battery may
he damaged.
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Closed -Caption Decoder

1

C
J.

DANIEL GIFFORD

Closed-captioning-what's it all about? Find out here, and build a
high-performance, low-cost closed -caption decoder, too.
MORI? AND 5101<1' (11Nt1) PRO(HRAMS AR1

appearing on TV lately. especially on the
cable channels. And more and more good
films are coming out on videotape. But
until recently not everyone could fully enjoy those programs-especially people
with a hearing disability. Since 1979.
however. many TV show s have been
broadcast and many videotapes have been
released that use closed captioning-a
method w hereby hearing -impaired persons can read dialog and narration on the
screen in real time-while the actor or
announcer is speaking!
All it takes is our inexpensive adapter to
allow a hearing -impaired person to enjoy
all the henclits of modern programming.
Because most of the circuitry comes on a
pre -built module. the decoder can he built
easily in an evening or two 1hr under $150.
To use the decoder. Iced the audio and
video outputs of a V('R. a component -"l\
tuner, or a satellite receiver to the adapter.
and connect its outputs to (he corresponding inputs of your receiving device. If
your receiver has no audio and video inputs. you can add an RF modulator to
provide input directly to your receiver's
antenna terminals.

How it works
Closed captioning is the tern tin the
written subtitles that are encoded in a television program or on a videotape. An
often -asked question is why the captions
are "closed." or normally invisible. instead of "open" and visible all the time.
The answer is that, although captions are a
boon to the hearing -impaired ' iewer. they
can annoy and distract other \ iewers.

Normally the subtitles are not visible
on the screen. hut when a video signal
carrying closed -caption data is passed
through a decoder. that data can he extracted from the signal and converted into
visible captions that can be placed just
about anywhere on the screen. The captions usually appear at the hottont of the
picture and provide. in a readable (and
slightly edited) form. both dialogue and
narration.

'lit avoid blocking on -screen action. or
to better identity who is speaking when
more than one person is visible. the captions can he placed on the screen strategically. Significant sounds that are not
apparent from the on -screen action (such
as of -camera screams. door slants, and
gunshots; can also he captioned. and usually are _placed in brackets: gunshot I.
sho itsI. etc.
I

(here are numerous closed -captioned
programs on TV these days. For example,
almost half of the network movies; most
of the regular prince -time series. and
many news and educational programs are
currently closed -captioned. The three networks (most notably ABC) and the PBS
system carry more than a hundred hours
of captioned programming a week. Many
pay -TV services also carry captioned programs (mite 30 hours a week), including
11130/Cinemax and Show timer lhe Movie
Channel.
In addition to broadcast programming.
hundreds of popular video-taped movies
have also been captioned. The total
number of titles that are available at press
time sho.rld exceed 6(0: approximately/
25 titles are added every month. Cap -

timed movies

are identified by a closedcapOon symbol on the package.
Closed -captioning provides more than
just captions. There arc nationwide full page text services that summarize news,
sports scores, special intirrntation for the
hearing impaired. and even provide a

complete list of currently broadcast
closed -captioned programs.
As you might suspect, all that inthrntation cannot he packed into a single captioning channel. In fact, there are two
captioning channels and two text channels, all of w hick operate simultaneously.
Caption channel I (CI) is used for regular
cap:ion information. Caption channel 2
(C2) is largely unused at the present. but
oil. most likely find use in "alternate text" captioning. For example. second language captioning. simplified text for
children. and \erhatint captions (which
may move too fast for some viewers to
read) are all possible uses tin C2.
Roth Text channel (TI l and Text channel 2 (1.2) are in wide use, however. On
AR('. T2 is used more or less eontinuously to transmit the Program Listing Update Service (PLUS), which is a rolling
list of all current broadcast and pay -TV
pnrzrams that are captioned. including
1

moues.
TI is used simultaneously to carry other
text services such as The New s Summary,
which is broadcast Monday through Friday during the program ''Nightlirte:"
Weekend Scoreboard la list of current
sports scores and rankings). broadcast
Saturdays between K and 11 PM and Sundays between 7 and 11 PM (Eastern
times): and the /Hearing impaired News
21

captioning.
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In that type of captioning.
which is used mostly for news programs
and live speeches. a caption procramnter
listens to the program and enters the
words spoken into a computer. using a
keyboard similar to that of a court reporters. :\ sophisticated computer program
identities the wont groups. and converts
them to caption form. the captions thus
produced roll upwards on the bottom three
lines of the screen at a rate more or less
equal to the speed with \, hick they are
spoken. Although the captions lag
slightly behind the spoken vords (due to
the time required ti r entry and translation). they appear very quickly and are.
titr all practical purposes. instantaneous.

The line -21 system
yt

INSTANT CAPTIONING can now be added to live

programming.

Ill IN rSI. a list of news and
information of concern to the deaf and
hearing impaired. broadcast Mondays
and "lhursda\s between S and 9 PM.
PLUS and the other services also can be
Text Service

Broad on some PBS stations.
Roth the existence and the

y.

'Ile test channels and closed captions
are variations of a teletext system known
as the Line -21 S\ stmt. so called because
data is transmitted on video line 21. A
number of experimental teletext systems
using the Line -21 format have come and
gone in the US. most notably the original
INFO'FEX r service in Wisconsin.
I lowever. most teletext systems use either
the Vs ST 1World System Teletext) or
NARTS (North American Broadcast Tele -

Radio -Electronics.
However. the I.ine-21 system. as unsophisticated as it may he. is by far the
sturdiest and least expensive system available. and those facts snake it ideal tsar
closed -caption use. We call the system
..sturdy.. because a video signal can he
received and decoded under less -than ideal reception conditions. By contrast.
the NAIiTS system requires a very good
signal liar operation. and the \\ ST system
cannot operate when there is more than
slight noise and signal degradation. "lire
Line -21 system. on the other hand. can
operate with even an unwatchahly noisy
or snoss y 'I'V signal.

Video encoding
A diagram of the signal that encodes
the data is shown in Fig. I. The data is
transmitted on video line 21. which is the
last line of the normally -invisible venicalblanking interval. and it is the line immediately preceding the video image.
To synchronise the decoder's data
clock, a seven -cycle burst of a 5(13-kl-Ii

idespread

use 01the closed -caption system in the L IS
ate the result of an almost single-handed

effort by the National Captioning Institute
(5203 Leesburg Pike. Falls Church. VA
221)41). a non-profit corporation whose
sole purpose is to develop and further
closed captioning. From its beginnings in
1979. NCI has moved closed captioning
from the status of a novelt\ to that of a
viable communications medium for a sizable portion of the population. NCI is
responsible titr all phases of captioning.
from fundraising. to research and development of new equipment and techniques, to the actual production of
captions for programs.

PROGRAM
COLORBURST

-TW017-BIT +

PARITY) ASCII
CHARACTERS
ID ATA)

Program captions are produced by a
rather lengthy process in which the pro grant to be captioned is viewed. trial captions are added. the result is reviewed and
edited- and so on until a finished set of
captions that accurately follows both dialogue and action has been produced. It
takes about 311 hours of y.ork to produce
captions for a one -hour program. at a cost
of about $2.5111).
For broadcast programs. the caption
data is encoded on a Iloppy disk and sent
to the broadcast center. where it is added
to the video signal titr transmission with
the program. The caption data is added to
videotapes during duplication.
Although most captioning is done in
advance for pre-recorded programs. it recent development (by NCI) allows instant

{

START BIT

SYNC

1-THE 21ST LINE of each trame of a TV picture contains 17 bits of Information. One is a start bit,
and two are parity bits. The remaining 14 bits comprise two seven -bit characters of ASCII -like data.
FIG.

-0
TELECAPTION

Making captions
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text System) formats. because they offer
better graphics and more IicxibtIily than
the line -21 System. For more information
on teletext. see the April 1986 issue of
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2-AFTER BUFFERING, the video signal passes through the decoder module, which extracts the
caption data. That data is recombined with the video signal and delivered for output.
FIG.

signal is transmitted first. That is lollovsed
by a start hit and then two seven -hit bytes
of data. each of which has an eighth (parity) hit for error detection. That makes a
total of 17 hits per frame. So. at 30 frames
per second, the overall data rate is 510 hits
per second. Although that may seem slow.
(particularly when compared ys ith WST's
5.7-megahaud rate), it is fast enough to
carry the limited data needed for captions.
In addition it is the slow speed of the
Line -2I system that gives it its sturdiness.
Most of the symbols. upper-case, and
lower-case letters conform to the standard
seven-hit ASCII titrnrat. However. there
are some 55 special character and control
codes in the Line -2I system. Among them
are codes that direct the following data to
one of the tour display channels, codes to
position the captions vertically. and codes
to position the captions horizontally.
Among the special symbols is a musical note. which is used to indicate the
presence of music. "Ile symbol may he
present at the beginning. the end. or both
of a caption to indicate that the caption is
being sung. (And yes. program theme
songs and the like are captioned!)
Although captions are currently composed of white characters on a black background. the Line -21 system can provide
different background colors. hich could
he used. for example. to differentiate between speakers on the screen. or simply to
provide a more attractive display-which
could he particularly effective in the text
mode.
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BLANKING
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CAPTION/TV
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3-THE TELECAPTION DECODER MODULE contains a microprocessor, RAM, ROM, and
number of other components that allow ít to extract caption and text data from a video signal.
FIG.
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The decoder
A decoder is required at the viewer's
end of things lo extract the caption or text
data from line 21. concert it into displayable characters and backgrounds. and insert those characters into the ideo signal
at the appropriate time.
As you may hate guessed. NCI has
developed a decoder. the current model.
the T le'(af)tu n /l. is priced at $20)). is
¡bailable from Sears and JC Penney's. and
incorporates a cable -ready tuner and an
IR remote controller. But if you'd like to
sage some cash and have the satisfaction
of building your own-read on!

Circuit description
Since our decoder does not have a builtin tuner, it requires connection to the video and audio outputs of a VCR or other
device with audio and video outputs. The
decoder in turn has both direct outputs for
connection to a VCR or monitor. and an
optional RE modulator output that can
deliver a signal to either Channel three or
Channel 11wr through your TV's antenna input terminals. A block diagram of the
decoder is shown in Fig. 2.
lire heart of the device is NCI's Telecapt ion Decoder Module. Ilse nurdule detects and extracts the caption data, and
then converts it for video output. The
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4-THE FIVE -VOLT POWER SOURCE supplies power to the NCI decoder module and to the mode select circuit. The video -mixer circuit in Fig. 5 runs from the unregulated 12 -volt supply.
FIG.

module is so complete that the only external circuitry required are a power supply,
audio and video amplifiers. and the (optional) RF modulator. The module has
only six external connections, and it has
no internal adjustments or settings. A
simplified block diagram of the module is
shown in Fig. 3.
lire most important portion of the circuitry is the input section. which is called
an adaptive data slicer. Iljat circuit locates and locks onto the ideo data. ex-

tracts it, and sends it to the module's
controller in digital form. It is termed an
adaptive circuit because it can adapt to
varying signal, frequency. and noise conditions to extract the data.
Next the data flows to a 68A03 microprocessor where it is processed by a program stored in ROM. If the data is valid.
look -up tables in ROM are used to determine the meaning of the data-i. e..
hether it is displayable characters or
control codes. Then captions are brined
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5-THE VIDEO MIXER AND BLANKING AMPLIFIER combine the original video signal with the
caption data that is extracted from that signal. The result is a baseband video output that can be fed
directly to a monitor, VCR. or RF modulator.
FIG.

and passed on to he re -et unhined with the

original video image.
Although that description makes the
job sound east. a few moments thought
about the complexity of extract iIle a digital signal from a video signal. interpreting
it. convening it. and then inserting the
result in sync and in phase with the original image will give you an idea of how
the joh really is. The 61A(13 mi-

difficult

2

croprocessor requires 2K of RAM.
of
ROM. and a 201111 -element gate array.
some logic IC's. and over 2011 passive
components to do its job!
Although the module does most of the
work. additional circuitry is required to
combine text data with the video signal. to
provide power. and to select the desired
function. Let's look at that circuitry now.
starting with power supply and switching
circuits. which are shown in Fig. 4.
The decoder is powered by a I2 -volt.
501)-ntilliamp wall transformer. Potter is
routed I.ronl jack .11 to H. N(-ru ry sst itch
SI -a via diode DI. which protects the decoder (runt an accidentally retersed power
input. Capacitors CI and ('2 filter the 12 volt input. and LLI)l lights up when
power is on. ICI provides a regulated live
I

24

volts for the NCI module. Because the
module draws more than 4(1(1 ntillianlps of
current, a heatsink is required to dissipate
heat.
The only portion of the non -NCI circuitry that requires live volts is the function -select circuit that is also shown in
Fie. 4. The operating mode of the NCI
module is determined by the state of the
three pins labeled 5133. 5134. and 566.
Incidentally. the module has 6 connectors
numbered 5,\-5 F. and 5I). 5F. and Spare
not used in our decoder.
Pin 5113 is the c,vrn(N/Tv select input.
When that pin is low, the nodule's decoding functions are inhibited and the s ideo
signal is displayed without captions or
text. 'file inputs at the other two pins are
also ignored. When that pin is brought
high (to ( 5 volts). the module is placed in
decoding mode.
Pin 5131 is the uAi'raiN/TF.XI select input. When that pin is low, the decoder will
seek one 01' the two text channels: when
that input is high. the decoder will seek
one of the two caption channels.
Pin 5130 is the cilnvt (-HA' 2. select input. It allows you choose between Text
Channel
and 2. or Caption Channel
I

I

of pin 5134.
will he seorCl will he
conjunction
the array of

and 2. depending un the state
When 5130 is low. T2 or C2

lected. When 5130 is high. T1
selected. Switch SI -h. in
with resistors RIO-RS and
diodes (I)4-I)91. allows you choose between Ord. ('t, c'-'. I, '1'22, or Tv.
\\e have also designed an all -electronic
function -select circuit which we'll present next time. That circuit uses several
additional I('s. and it provides a more
elegant way of choosing which mode the
decoder operates in.
"I

Video circuit
shows the bulk of the non -NCI
has ttto main functions. First. it provides the module with a
clean. hut( red composite -video signal
from which the capt ion data can he extracted. Second. it combines the Blanking
and Y (character) outputs (rani the module with the original video signal. thus

Figure

5

circuit. That circuit

providing a composite signal composed of
both captions and images.
The composite -video signal from J5 is
fed to the video buffer composed of transistors Q2-Q5. (hat signal is then routed
via R25, R20. and ('13 to a sync separator

PARTS LIST

All resistors are t/ -watt, 5% unless otherwise noted.
R1. R22, R23, R52, R53, R56,

C12-2.2 F. 16 volts, electrolytic
C14-150 pF, ceramic disk
C16-100 pF, ceramic disk

R60-1000

C18-220 pF, ceramic disk
C20, C22-100 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C23-470 F. 16 volts, electrolytic
Semiconductors

R2-15,000 ohms
R3-270,000 ohms
R4-100,000 ohms
R5-22,000 ohms

IC1-LM7805T, 5 -volt regulator
01-1N4001, rectifier

R6-390 ohms
R7, R40-4700 ohms
R8, R58-180 ohms

D2-not used
D3-1N4735 6.2 -volt,

R21-560 ohms
R10-R12, R17, R28-47,000 ohms
R13-R15, R34-470 ohms
R16, R61-75 ohms
R18-18,000 ohms
R19, R24-680 ohms
R25, R47, R48, R57-220 ohms
R26-180,000 ohms
R27-68,000 ohms
R29, R32, R38-2200 ohms
R30-1500 ohms
R31, R37, R44-3300 ohms
R33, R43, R49-330 ohms
R35-2700 ohms
R36-3900 ohms
R39, R59-10,000 ohms
R41. R45-12,000 ohms
R42-1800 ohms
R46, R54, R62-6800 ohms
R50, R55-1000 ohms, PC -mount, trimR9, R20,

D11 -1N4738

8.2 -volt, 1 -watt Zener diode

NPN

03, 05, 010, 013, 014-2N3906 PNP
Other components
J1-'/a-inch miniature phone jack

J2-J6-RCA phono jack
S1-2P6T miniature rotary switch
S2-SPST miniature slide switch
Miscellaneous: Astec UM1285-8 video
modulator, NCI Telecaption Decoder
Module, PC board, 12 -volt 500 -ma wall mount transformer, case, parels, wire,
solder, etc.
Note: A kit (no. K-6314) including PC
board, case, and all parts except RF
modulator and power transformer is
available for $139 plus $7.55 shipping
and handling from Dick Smith Electronics, Inc., P. 0. Box 8021, Redwood
City, CA 94063. The modulator (no.
K-6040) is available for $9.95 and the
power transformer (no. M-9526) is
available for $6.95. Allow shipping of
$1.50 plus 5% of order. California residents must add 6.5% sales tax. Orders
outside the U. S. must include U. S.
funds and add 20% of total for ship-

disk
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C10-47 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
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6-THE AUDIO BUFFER is a simple emitter follower. Like the video signal, the audio signal can be
fed directly to a monitor, a VCR, or the optional RF modulator.
FIG.

and

I)(' clamp composed of transistors

(1111

and OI I. Me output

of that circuit

is

then coupled. along with the original sig-

sistot Qt): it is the latter which drives the
video input (pin 5CI) of the N('I decoder
module.
I3t tween O(, and Q9 is a noise -cancellation circuit composed of QS and the
components around Qt (hat circuit helps
remove impulse noise from the video signal and therefore reduces the module's
error rate.
The blanking signal provides the black
background for the captions and text. It is
prouuced at pin 5A4 of the module. That
signal is buffered and amplified by Q12.
the output of O12 is coupled. along with
the original video signal. to the base of
blanking buffer Q7. The combined signals are then applied to the base of the
video output buffer. O I4.
'Vhc blanking "blackness" level is set
by components 1)11 and R47-R49. The
level. \vhich is stabilized by C20. can he
adjusted by means of rear-panel trimmer
potentiometer R50.

naI. to the base of buffer transistor O(i.
The output of O6 drives both blanking
transistor Q7 and the output huffcr tan-

The

1

(character) output comes

through pin 5.\I of the module. It is then
hu;fered and amplified by Q13. The output of O13 is added to the video and
blanking signals at the base of transistor
Q14.
Diode 1)13 prevents any 1 Iexel below
the blanking level from reaching the out pu( and perhaps disturbing the picture
sync.
Diode 1)12 and resistors R54-R56 are
used to clip the upper portion of the 1"
signal and limit the brightness of the
characters. The clipping level is set by
R55. another rear -panel trimmer.
Output transistor (114 combines the
original video image with the blanked -out
boxes and the white captions. 'that transistor delivers a signal to video output
jack .1h and it drives the video input of the
RE modulator.
the final portion of the decoder's circaitri is shown in Fig. 6. Since the audio
signal plays no part in the caption decoding process, it is merely buffered by OI
and routed to audio output jack J4 and the
audio input of the RF modulator. The latter delivers a standard video signal on
either Channel three or Channel torn-: a
switch is provided that allows you to
Ihoose the desired channel.
'Ike RE modulator requires a six-volt
supply. which is derived from the 12 -volt
rail by RS and 1)3. and \' hick is smoothed
and stabilized by
That completes the circuit description
of our closed -caption decoder tier the
nearing impaired. Unfortunately. sse have
run out of room for this month. When we
continue next time sse will present complete instructions I'm building the unit. We
will also present the details for the electronic function -select circuit we mentioned earlier. Finally, we'll show ho\k to
hook up and use the unit. In the meantime. you may \cant to get a head start by
R -E
gathering the required parts.

,
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Closed -Caption Decoder

J.

DANIEL GIFFORD

Last month we looked at the theory and the circuitry behind the
closed -caption decoder. Now let's build one.

Part 2

WI-IEN WE FINISHED UP
last time. We discussed

the basics of how closed captioning
Works, and we presented the complete
schematic diagrams of our closed -caption
decoder. Now you can warm up your soldering iron-We're ready to build the cir-

cuit.

Construction
Building the decoder is fairly easy because it has only a single IC. and because
all components. except the switches and
power jack JI. mount on the PC hoard.
'the NCI telecaption module, the heart
of the decoder, mounts in the bottom of
the case, and the PC hoard mounts in the
top. The close quarters in the case require
that all components on the PC hoard he
low -profile types with heights less than
one inch. 'he only problem component is
the 7805 regulator. which requires a relatively large heatsink. We solved the problem by installing a vertical -mount
heatsink horizontally.
To begin construction, first inspect the
PC hoard (whether you make your own or
buy the kit) for plugged holes and broken
or shorted traces. Fix any and all faults
befbre proceeding.
Following the component -placement
diagram in Fig. 7, install the three jumpers using 22 -gauge bus wire. Keep the
jumpers tight and flat against the surface
of the hoard to prevent shorts. Next, insert
26 PC pins into the holes in the hoard
where wires will connect: 15 along the
right edge of the hoard (where the NCI
module will connect), two for JI. two for
S2. and seven for SI. Turn the hoard over

26

carefully and rest it on the pins while you

mounted. so that repeated adjustments

solder them in place.
Next install the 59 fixed -value resistors. The holes for all the resistors are
spaced so that the leads of each resistor
can he bent right at the body. To ease
troubleshooting, mount the resistors so
that the color codes point the same way.
Install the capacitors, taking care to
orient the polarized electrolytic and tantalum types correctly. Keep all the capacitors as close to the board as possible,
bending their leads if necessary to match
the hole spacing.
Install the diodes next, taking care both
to orient them correctly and not to mistake
the different types. In particular, he certain that the 6.2 -volt Zener is inserted in
the D3 position, and that the 8.2 -volt
Zener goes in the 1)11 spot. Use care in
bending the leads of the diodes, par-

will not work them loose.

ticularly the glass types.
Now install the transistors. To avoid

mixing up the two types. first insert and
solder the five PNP devices (Q3, Q5,
QIO, Q13. and Q14). Then insert the nine
NPN transistors in the remaining positions, and solder them in place. Keep the
transistors close to the hoard-their cases
should he no more than %a inch from its
surface.
Press the four RCA jacks (J2. J4, J5,
and Jó) into the hoard and bend their tabs
over to hold them in place. Check that
they are all firmly and squarely seated.
then solder them in place, using a fair
amount of solder w obtain firm joints.
Insert the two trimmer resistors. R50
and R55, into the hoard and solder them
in place. Be certain that they are well

Press the RF modulator into the hoard
and twist its lugs to hold it in place. Solder
the lugs to the foil, using plenty of solder
to make a secure joint. Not only do the
lugs hold the relatively heavy modulator
in place, hut they are used as jumpers to
extend the ground plane to two points near
the center of the hoard. Poor mounting
will cause problems. Insert the modulator s four leads into their holes, noting
that they angle hack from the edge of the
hoard slightly. Pull the leads tight. then

solder them.
Now install the 7805 regulator and its
heatsink. `The heatsink supplied with the
kit has two pins extending from one end to
facilitate vertical mounting. Since the
heatsink will he mounted horizontally, remove the pins with a pair of pliers.
Insert the 7805 regulator into the hoard
with its metal tab toward CI, and then
bend it so that the hole in its tab lines up
with the hole in the hoard. DO NOT solder its leads yet.
Pass the heatsink's mounting screw
through the PC hoard and through several
metal Washers to hold the regulator
slightly above the hoard. Apply a layer of
heatsink compound to the back of the
7805 and attach the heatsink. tightening
the screw firmly. Solder the regulator's
leads now.
The last step in building the PC hoard is
to mount power-on indicator LED2. It
must extend from the edge of the PC hoard
to meet its mounting hole in the front
panel. The easiest way to determine its
mounting position is to temporarily fit the

help the decoder to remain trouble -free in
changing humidity conditions.
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FIG. 7-MOST COMPONENTS EXCEPT THE SWITCHES AND J1 mount on the PC board. Lse PC -board

pins to connect the off -board components.
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8-THE PC BOARD MOUNTS IN THE BOTTOM of the case and the NCI decoder module mounts in
the top. Make sure that the three jumper cables connecting the PC board and the module are oriented
FIG.

correctly.

PC -hoard and the front panel into the
case. Alter the LED's leads are bent to fit.
remove the hoard and solder the LEI) in
place. Note that the lead next to the flat
edge of the LED's case goes to the hole
nearest the corner.

After all components have been
mounted, inspect your work for incomplete joints and solder bridges, and
correct any problems. Clean flux from the
bottom of:he hoard, and then spray it with
an acrylic dielectric spray. Doing so will

'Ile connectors that couple our hoard to
the NCI module are an unusual type with
0.1" spacing between adjacent pills. They
are insulation -displacement types. so you
need only press a strand of ribbon cable
into each contact. We use three connectors of different sizes: lour-, five-, and
six -contact points. Each interconnecting
cable has a connector only at the end that
attar hes to the NCI module; the other end
is scldered to the PC hoard.
Cut three pieces of ribbon cable about
six or seven inches long, one each with
tour. live, and six conductors, and separate the conductors about one inch at each
end. Insert the unstripped wires into the
"hays" of the appropriate connector and,
holding them in place. pull the cable
down across the terminals, but don't apply too much pressure. With the cable
seated, use a small flat -blade screwdriver
to push each wire into the notch of its
terminal.
Strip about V4 -inch of insulation from
the other end of each conductor of all
three ribbon cables. Twist the strands together. and then solder the wires to the
PC -board pins. Make sure that you solder
those wires so that the connectors at the
other end will he able to tit in the NCI
module. Figure 8 shows how they should
seat I'he six -conductor cable should he
split for an inch or so at the PC end hetwecn its second and third conductors in
order to clear C 15. Or you could push CI 5
so that it lies flat on the hoard. Don't
break its ceramic coating or short any of
the other connnecting pins. Alter all of the
wires are soldered in place, inspect your.
work and correct any errors.
Attach JI and S2 to the rear panel, and
insert the panel into the top half of the
case. Install the PC hoard and secure it
ith four self-tapping screws. Make sure
that the jacks line up with the holes in the
pant I.
Connect wires between JI's pins and
the appropriate pins on the PC hoard.
Then connect S2 to the channel -select
pins. using segments of ribbon cable or
other 20- to 24 -gauge hookup wire. Keep
the wires short and neat, but leave a small
amount of slack to allow removal of the
hoard or the panel.
Remove the anti -rotation lug from rotary switch S2 and mount the switch to the
front panel. tightening its nut finger -tight.
Fit the knob to the shaft and adjust the
switch's position so that the knob s indicator lines up with the panel markings.
Carefully remove the knob and tighten the
nut. Then re -install the knob and make
sure that the indicator still lines up.
Use bus wire to connect the live common terminals of SI -a together. Clip the
tenrinals off just above the wire. and re -
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PARTS LIST

All resistors are Y. -watt, 5% unless otherwise noted.
R1, R22, R23, R52, R53, R56,

R60-1000

ohms

R2-15,000 ohms
R3-270,000 ohms
R4-100,000 ohms
R5-22,000 ohms

R6-390 ohms
R7, R40-4700 ohms
R8, R58-180 ohms
R9, R20, R21-560 ohms
R10 -R12, R17, R28-47,000 ohms
R13 -R15, R34-470 ohms
R16, R61-75 ohms

R18-18,000 ohms
R19,

R24-680 ohms
R57-220 ohms

R25, R47, R48,

R26-180,000 ohms
R27-68,000 ohms
R29, R32, R38-2200 ohms
R30-1500 ohms
R31, R37, R44-3300 ohms

R49-330 ohms
R35-2700 Ohms
R36-3900 ohms
R33, R43,

R39, R59-10,000 ohms

R45-12,000 ohms
R42-1800 ohms
R46, R54, R62-6800 ohms
R50, R55-1000 ohms, PC -mount, trimR41,

mer potentiometer
R51-100 ohms

Capacitors
C1-1000 µF

16 volts, electrolytic
C2, C4. C6, C15, C24-0.1 µF, ceramic

disk

C3-1

µF, 35 volts, tantalum

C13-1 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C7, C8, C19-10 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C9. C21-22 IF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C10-47 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C11-39 pF, ceramic disk
C5,

move the OFF terminal completely. The
terminals must he removed in order for the
switch to clear the edge of the PC hoard.
To prevent possible wiring errors, remove
the two terminals corresponding to the
OFF and the TV positions of SI -h.
Solder a six- to seven-inch length of
seven -conductor ribbon cable to the pins
near the front of the PC hoard. Connect
the other end to the appropriate points of
SI. Insert the front panel into the top of the
case.
Drill a row of 3/8 -inch cooling holes
along the bottom of the left half of the
case. Those holes will let air get into cool
the heatsink; waste heat will pass by convection through the gaps around the rear panel jacks.
Next mount the NCI module in the bottom half of the case. The module has four
mounting lugs designed for attachment to
a Nat surface. To mount the module to the
standoffs in the bottom of the case, bend
the lugs so that they extend straight out
from the module's shielding can; then
make an additional horizontal bend about

C12-2.2 p.F, 16 volts, electrolytic
C14-150 pF, ceramic disk
C16-100 pF, ceramic disk

,P

t

jjekw,

C17-0.001 µF, ceramic disk

C18-220 pF, ceramic disk
C20, C22-100 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C23-470 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
Semiconductors
IC1-LM7805T, 5 -volt regulator
D1 -1N4001, rectifier

yS

P..1

D2-not used
D3 -1N4735 6.2 -volt, 1 -watt Zener diode
D4-10, D12, D13-1N914 switching diode
D11 -1N4738 8.2 -volt, -watt Zener diode

JISI

FIG. 9 -THE NC1 MODULE, shown here with its

cover; remved, mounts to the bottom of the
ca se.

rear panel. The module must he all the
way hack to provide room for the rotary
switch in front. Secure the module in
place using selítapping screws and washers. Do not connect the module to the PC
hoard yet.

1

LED1-standard red
01, 02, 04, 06-09, 011, 012-2N2222A
NPN

03, 05, 010, 013, 014-2N3906 PNP
Other components
J1 -1/8 -inch miniature phone jack

J2-J6 -RCA phono jack
S1-2P6T miniature rotary switch
S2-SPST miniature slide switch
Miscellaneous: Astec ÚM1285-8 video
modulator, NCI Telecaption Decoder
Module. PC board, 12 -volt 500 -ma wall mount transformer, case, panels, wire,
solder, etc.
Note: A kit (no. K-6314) including PC
board, case, and all parts except RF
modulator and power transformer is
available for $139 plus $7.55 shipping

Testing and adjustment
Turn the rotary switch to OFF and plug
the wall transformer s output plug into the
power jack. Then plug the transformer
into an AC socket and turn SI to cl. LEDI
should light up. Turn the knob through the
other positions; the LEI) should remain

lit.
Measure the voltage at the positive lead
It should he no less than 12.5 and
preferably no more than 16 volts. (That
voltage will drop when the heavy load of
the module is added.) Measure the 5 -volt
supply at either the +5 volt pin of SI -h or
at module connector pin 5C4. It should he
within 0.25 volt of 5 volts. Finally, measure the voltage at the cathode of D3; it
should he between 5.8 and 6.2 volts. If all
voltages are correct, turn the decoder off
and attach the connectors to the NCI module. Turn the power hack on.

of C1.

and handling from Dick Smith Electronics, Inc., P. O. Box 8021, Redwood
City, CA 94063. The modulator (no.
K-6040) is available for $9.95 and the
power transformer (no. M-9526) is
available for $6.95. Allow shipping of
$1.50 plus 5% of order. California residents must add 6.5% sales tax. Orders
outside the U. S. must include U. S.
funds and add 20% of total for shipping.
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FIG. 10 -SYSTEM WIRING DIAGRAM shows how the decoder should be connected to your video
system. The signal splitter and TV/GAME switch are optional.
%a inch from the first bend. Press the module into place with the connectors on the
opposite side of the cooling holes, and
with the rear edge against the slot for the

Again measure the voltage at the
positive end of capacitor Cl. Ideally, it
should he between 12 and 12.5 volts. hut it
may vary, depending on the wall trans-

ELECTRONIC FUNCTION SELECTOR
clock input; that pulse advances the counter by one. The 0 output goes low and the
1 output (pin 1) goes high, so the C2 LED
lights up, and caption channel C2 is selected. Successive presses of S1 cycle

As promised last month, we'll describe
an all -electronic function -selector circuit
that can be used to replace the rotary
function selector, S1. The circuit is shown
in Fig. 1.
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The heart of the circuit is a 4022 8-stage
ring counter. In a ring counter, one and
'only one output is high at any time. Each
output of the 4022 drives an LED via an
inverter. The first four outputs are also
connected to the corresponding inputs on
the main PC board. When power is first
applied, C2 and R3 reset the counter, so
_the 0 output (pin 2) is high. Therefore, the
decoder comes up tuned to the most pop-

ular closed -caption channel, C1.
When S1 is pressed, a pulse is applied
(via Schmitt trigger IC2-a) to the counter's
PARTS

LIST-

-E.

Cl

TO

C2
T1

MAIN
PC BOARD

T2

the 4022 through each of its states; a fifth
press returns the decoder to the C1 mode,
because the output 5 (pin 4) is coupled to
the RESET input via diode D1.
You can build this circuit on a piece of
perfboad and attach it to the front panel
with spacers and screws. Note that a separate SPST switch will then be required to
switch the decoder's power on and off; in
addition, power-on indicator LED1 (on the
main board) can be omitted, since one of
the function LED's will light up whenever
R -E
the power is on.

ELECTRONIC FUNCTION SELECTOR

R1-10,000 ohms
R2-47,000 ohms
R3-15,000 ohms

C1-1 p.F, 16 volts
C2, C3-0.1 µF
IC1-4022 ring counter
former used. To accommodate transformers with various output voltages. it nlay
he necessary to alter the values of several
resistors. We'll discuss those modifications ill a moment.
Before closing up the case. temporarily
connect the decoder to your video system

1C2 -74C14 hex

Schmitt trigger

D1 -1N914

LED1-LED5-Standard
S1-SPST normally open pushbutton

S2-SPST toggle

shown in Fig. 9. Note that a video
switch is shown in that figure: ít can he
used to bypass the decoder when caption
decoding is not needed. If captions will he
desired most or all of the time. the sw itch,
and the signal splitter, can he omitted and
the decoder's Tv mode can he used to
as

hy¡ass decoding, if necessary.
select a strong station on the VCR or
tuner, set your TV and S2 on the decoder
to Channel 3 or 4. Now turn everything
on. Place SI in the ry position.
If the picture and sound on the TV are
gored. then no adjustments to the modulator are necessary. But if either picture or
SOLnd is faulty, use a %n -inch flat screwdriver to adjust the modulator's tuning
coil (the one nearest the input leads) until
the picture is good. Then adjust the other
coil until the sound is clearest. You may
have to adjust both coils several times to
optimize both audio and video.
Set trimmer resistors R50 and R55 to
the center of their travels, set SI toci. and
tune in a captioned program. During the
day, the hest place to find one is on a PBS
station. At night, try either a PBS or an
ABC station. On satellite, tune in any of
the ABC or PI3S teed transponders.
It the captions appear with a dark background and bright, legible characters, no
adjustments are necessary. But, if the
boxes are too light, if the captions distort
the picture, or if dark streaks appear in
light scenes, adjust the BLACKNESS
control (R50) until the boxes are as dark
as they w ill get without streaks or distortion. It the characters are either too dim or
smeared. adjust the CHARACTER control
(F.55) until they are clearly visible, but
not smeared.
If proper adjustment cannot he obtained in the middle 1/3 of the trimmer's
travel (or cannot he obtained at all), the
problem is most likely the 12 -volt supply.
To compensate, one or two of the resistors
in the blanking and Y level bias circuits
will have to he changed. 'lhe resistors
should he changed only if it is difficult to
get clear captions and background.
If the background will not adjust properly, clip R47 from the hoard, leaving the
lead stubs in place. Connect a 1K trimmer
resistor to the stubs and, w ith the background trimmer set to the center of its
travel, adjust the new resistor to obtain a
dark background w ithout streaks or distortion. Turn the decoder off. measure the
value of the pot, and replace it w ith the
closest standard resistor. If you're careful.
you can solder the new resistor to the leads
of the old one without having to remove
the hoard from the case.
If it is the characters that will not adjust
properly. perform the same procedure, but
substitute a 2K trimmer resistor for R56.
After everything is working correctly.
disconnect the decoder, assemble the
case, and reconnect it to your video system. Now you're ready to enjoy the new
world of closed -caption programming.
To conclude, it's our sincere hope that
all of the hearing -impaired persons who
are aided by this project enjoy using it as
much as the author enjoyed designing and
developing it and we enjoyed publishing
R -E
it. It was truly our pleasure.
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YOU NEED
DISTRIBUTORS

I

JUST-IN -TIME...

AND
EVEN MORE
FOR
JUST-IN -CASE!

Let's not get lost in the buzzwords.

Timely scheduling of component
deliveries is not new... it's been at
the forefront of the growth of industrial electronic distribution. Distributors have been stocking the quantity
inventories necessary to parallel your
production schedules for over a
quarter of a century.
But your distributor is more than
just a convenient, nearby source for
OEM product. You also count on
him to have on hand the important
single piece you suddenly need ..
to locate those hard-to -find replacement parts ... to keep your lines
from shutting down for want of missing components.
Your distributor is your key resource... for just in time, for just
in case.

Why are we, as electronics manufacturers, "pushing" distribution?
Because it's our way of serving you
better! It makes our wares more
accessible to more buyers; it speeds
our components to you faster than
we could deliver them. And by extending our sales, warehouse, and
credit capabilities, distributors help
us keep down our costs, and hence
your price!
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The sponsors of this message are
among over 150 members firms of the
Electronic Industries Association,
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committed to marketing through distributors, because it benefits buyer
and seller. Want more information? Contact Herbert Rowe, Senior
Vice President, EIA Components
Group, 2001 Eye Street, N.W. ,

Lamptronix Co., Ltd.

Washington, D.C. 20006. Telephone
(202) 457-4930.
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and entertain us at rock concerts. They

ENERGY OR
PHOTON

also make formidable weapons.

What is

a

PHOTONS

i

laser?

A laser (which stands for Light Amplification by Simulated Emission of Radiation) is a source of intense light that has
several unusual and useful properties. The
light is monochromatic. which means that
it is a single. very pure. color whose frequency can he measured and used as a
precision standard in and out of the laboratory. Laser light is coherent-all the
Wages of a beam are in phase. Unlike
natural and most artificial light sources.

whose emissions are incoherent, or
phased randomly. a laser produces packets of photons all "marching in step'.. and
possessing a great deal of energy. Finally.
because of the way they are generated the
rays of light produced by a laser are all
parallel to one another. or very nearly so.
A pencil -thin beam of laser light aimed at
the moon will spread out to a diameter of
only 11/2 miles. That may not sound inr
pressive-until you consider that the light
would travel a distance of about 250.000
stiles before diverging that far.

How lasers work
the principle behind the laser

is called
stimulated emission. That term refers to
the fact that an atom. when in an excited
state, can he made to emit a photon when
bombarded by other photons or by another high-energy source such as a source
of electrons.
that needs a little explaining. Figure
-a shows a simple hydrogen atom-just a
proton and an electron. the "height'' of
the orbit of the electron depends on the
amount of energy that the electron is carrying and is very strictly defined by
nature. Further. for an electron to he
forced to jump front one orbit to another
requires a precise amount of energy. or
I

quatum,

to he added to it.
In its lot+est orbit. no energy has been
added and the electron is in its normal. or
ground. state. When just the right amount
of energy is applied, the electron will
junip to a higher orbit. and it is said to he

excited (Fig. -b). That excited state,
though. is unstable. so the electron quick-
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FIG. 1-A SIMPLE HYDROGEN ATOM is shown
in a. If a precise amount of energy, or quantum,
is added to the atom (b). the electron makes a

transition from its normal ground state to a less stable excited state and jumps to the next higher
orbit. If a photon strikes the electron while it is in
that excited state, the electron will return to the
ground state and emit a photon of its own (c).

Thus. there are then two photons where
previously there was one. l hose two photons can go on to strike other excited
atoms and generate still more photons-a
process very much like what happens in a
nuclear-lission reaction. That process of
photons generating other photons from
excited atoms is known as stimulated
emission. A photon of a particular wavelength gives rise only to photons of the
same wavelength. Thus. laser light is
monochromatic: it contains only a single
color.
the trick, of course, is to get together
in one place a large number of excited
atoms of the sane kind, so the that stimulated emission of photons can take place.
That is done by pumping the atoms in a
material up to an excited state by bombarding them with intense light or with
some other source of energy such as a
beam of electrons. With a ruby laser-the
type used by Theodore Nlaintan on July 7.
1960 when he demonstrated the first
laser-as an example, let's examine the
lasing process.
A simple diagram of a ruby laser appears in Fig. 2. The heart of that device is
a rod of synthetic ruby whose ends are
linely ground and polished so they are
optically flat and are exactly parallel to
one another. Both ends of the rod are
-

silvered to reflect light hack into it, but the
reflecting surface at one end is not a perfect reflector-it alloys perhaps ten percent of the light _generated within the rod
to escape. That light is the laser beam.
The rod is surrounded by a spirally wrapped xenon flash tube similar to those
used in electronic flash -units. The light
produced by that tube will excite the
atoms in the ruby rod. Because of that.
that type of laser is known as an optically
pumped laser. (As ue shall see. there are
other types of excitation commonly.
used.) The cooling equipment is present
to remove the heat generated by the lasing
device. Lasers are extremely inefficientonly one or t o percent of the power they
consume is transformed into usable laser
light: the rest is given off as ordinary light
and lots of heat. That isn't really too bad
though-an ordinary incandescent bulb is
only about txso percent efficient, and the
light it produces can't begin to compare
with that from a laser.
When the flash tube discharges. the
photons it emits enter the ruby rod
through its sides and excite the materials
chromium atoms. Which absorb green and
blue light. (Those atoms are what give the
ruby its reddish color: you may remember
from physics that whatever light a material doesn't reflect or transmit, it absorbs.) When those excited atoms decay
front their excited state they give off photons. which trigger other excited atoms to
release photons. and so on. The whole
process in a ruby laser takes place in about
300 microseconds, and an intense burst of
ruby -red light is produced.
We now have lots of light. but we still
don't have a laser. That's where the reflective end surfaces of the rod come in. Most
of the red light generated within the rod
escapes through the sides, but some of it is
reflected hack into the rod, and that gives
rise to the stimulated emission of more red
light (hence the "amplification" in the
word "laser").
A portion of the light is not reflected,
however, but escapes front the rod through
the end that is only partially silvered. That

I

ly returns to its ground state. When it does
that it gives up the energy that was applied
to it. in the form of a photon. or particle of

FULLY
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PARTIALLY
END

/SILVERED

LASER BEAM

light. (Light is electromagnetic radiation
hut it frequently behaves like a panicle.
For that reason. a photon is sometimes
called a "waveicle.") That spontaneous
emission of photons is where laser light
begins.
If you get enough excited atoms together. spontaneously emitting photons as
they undergo the transition from the excited to the ground state. an interesting thing
happens. When one of those photons
strikes an already excited atom. it changes
state and emits its own photon (Fig. -e).
I
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THIS OPTICALLY -PUMPED LASER the light produced by
a ruby rod.

excite the atoms in

a

xenon flash lamp is used to

heart. It is monochromatic
because the photons that trigger stimulated emission give rise only to photons like
themselves. It is also coherent-all the
light waves are in phase. That. too, is a
result of the process of stimulated emission: the phase of the photons generated is
identical to that of the stimulating photon.
The rest of the light reflected by the rod's
mirrored ends bounces hack to interact
with more chromium atoms and produce

drilling. A pinpoint of coherent light

is the laser

more photons.
Figures 3-a and 3-b. respectively. represent coherent and incoherent (random
phase) light. As is the case with any wave

phenomenon-we're now considering
photons

as waves

rather than

as

parti-

cles-out-of-phase waves tend to cancel
each other. Because all the waves of a
laser beam are in phase. it is much more
intense and powerful than a beam of ordinary incoherent light.
Finally, all of the photons in a laser
beam travel parallel to one another. lliat is
the result of the orientation of the reflecting surfaces at the ends of the lasing element. i'he beam of even an inexpensive
laser has a divergence of only about one twentieth of a degree, which means that
the energy it carries is not diffused appre-

ciably over distance.
There are many. many types of lasers,
and their characteristics and modes of operation tend to overlap. The hallowing examples are just a small cross section of
what has been developed in the past 25
years.

Crystal lasers
This is the category to which the original ruby laser belongs. Those lasers are
optically pumped and have a relatively
low -power output, in the milliwatt range.
The most common type is the neo-

dymium-YAG (for Ytrium-Aluminum-Garnet) laser, which emits light in
the near -infrared. YAG lasers can he operated continuously because the material
from which they're made conducts heat.
which would otherwise destroy the laser
rod, relatively well.
Another member of the crystal -laser
family is the neodymium -glass laser. It is
less expensive to produce than the YAG
type (glass is cheaper than garnet, even
the synthetic kind), hut it must he pulsed.
or operated on a one-shot basis. It cannot
sustain continuous operation because of
glass's poor heat conductivity.

Gas lasers

b

a

3-IN

LASER LIGHT, all of the waves are in
phase; thus they are said to be coherent (a). In
normal light, the waves have no phase relationship (b).
FIG.

the current flows through the gas. the electrons transfer some of their energy to it,
bringing it to a state where the stimulated
emission of photons can occur. Because
of the way they're constructed. gas lasers
can he cooled more efficiently than crystal types. and lend themselves better to

continuous operation.
The most widely used gas laser is the
helium -argon laser. w hick can he built for
a modest sum by almost any experimenter. It is able to produce no more than
50 milliwatts. but its tight beam of red

light. about

a

millimeter across. makes

i

it

ideal For laboratory and experimental use.
Argon and krypton lasers can produce a
wide range of colors, hut are still relatively low in power. It is not feasible. for
example. to construct an argon laser more
powerful than 100 watts. Argon lasers
with their green light are frequently used
in medical applications.

The infrared carbon -dioxide laser is
a heavyweight. It can have an
output as high as several hundred kilowatts. Moderate -sized lasers of that sort are
widely used in industry.
more of

Liquid lasers
Organic dyes dissolved in organic compounds such as alcohol can he made to
lase. too. Organic lasers are unusual in
that one laser can produce a wide range of
colors. That spectrum can he optically
tuned, and a very precise selection of light
of a single color can he made. That capability makes the dye laser a very valuable laboratory tool.

Semiconductor lasers
Semiconductor lasers (rig. 4) are
members of the LED family. They differ
from ordinary LED's in that they consume
considerably more current and the edges
of the semiconductor die are polished to
form interior reflecting surfaces. Because
of their extremely small size-about as
pig as a grain of salt-and the difficulty of
removing the heat they generate, those
lasers do not have a very high output.
Still. there are many applications to
which they are well suited, among them
Iiher-optic communications and compact disc players.

There are more gas lasers than there are
any other type. Over 5(XX) types of laser

Laser applications

activity in gases are known. Gas lasers are
not usually optically pumped. hut are energized by passing an electric current at a

In the 25 years since they came into
existence. lasers have proven themselves
invaluable in a diverse range of fields.

potential of several thousand volts through
the gas. which is contained in a tube with
polished and silvered faces similar to the
ends of the ruby rod described earlier. As

can

cut or bore much more cleanly than its
mechanical equivalent. with much less
waste. (An informal, and entirely unoflicial, system for rating the strength of
lasers measures their power in terms of
''Gillettes''-the number of razor blades
that a beam of laser light can successfully
punch through.)
Photographs taken by laser light can he
used to determine stress regions and faults

I

a re a ley. of t hem:
Industry: The high temperatures pro-

(ere

duced by focused laser beams make them

excellent tools for welding. cutting. and

FIG.

4-THIS SEMICONDUCTOR LASER is so

tiny that it can fit in the eye of an ordinary sewing
needle. Photo courtesy of ATT Bell Laboratories.

simplifying and improving
quality control procedures in critical applications. Lasers are also used in industry for non -contact monitoring of a wide
variety of systems. See Fig. 5.
Medicine: Lasers find applications in
numerous areas of medicine. among them
dermatology. gynecology. and many
areas of surgery. The finely focused beam
in materials.

of a laser can operate in areas (such as the
inside of the eye) inaccessible to the traditional scalpel.
Science: Lasers have helped scientists
both to refine existing knowledge and to
learn more about our universe. Using
lasers, it has been possible to determine

S-LASERS HAVE many applications in industry. Here's a device that uses a laser to
monitor the performance of an ultrasonic wire
bonder, which is used in electronics production.
FIG.
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the speed

of light (186,282.398 miles/

second; 299,792.458 kilometers/second)
with an accuracy hitherto unknown, and
other units of measures have also benefited. A laser beam follows what must he
the world's straightest line, a boon for
surveyors and the like. Lasers in the laboratory have also allowed the development
of new techniques to perform tasks that
were previously impossible. Nuclear fusion reactions making possible the generation of enormous quantities of inexpensive electricity from plain seawater will
probably be initiated and sustained by
lasers.
Communications: Right now fiber-optic communications links using semiconductor lasers are in limited use, but their

potential for carrying vast quantities of
information makes it certain that as new
installations are made, they will become
much more common. In space, where
laser light cannot he attenuated by air, it
may carry communications and data from
satellite to satellite, or even to earth.
Lasers also are the heart, of course, of the
laser printers; those devices, with their
high -quality outputs. are now becoming
popular in computer circles.
Entertainment: Laser-light shows are
popular at rock concerts, and lasers are
also used to record and read the information contained on CD's and most videodiscs. Holography, practical only with
laser light, makes possible 3-D photography without a camera or special viewing
device, and has given birth to a new art
form. One day we may enjoy holographic
movies, although holographic television
at this point seems rather farfetched because of the limited resolution of even the
most sophisticated video systems. The
applications of holography, of course, are
not limited to the world of entertainment.
Holographic techniques are also used in
devices like scanners for UPC (Universal
Product Code) readers in stores, and in
the restoration of artwork.
War: Like dynamite, lasers can he put
to both peaceful and destructive uses.
Currently in the headlines is the "StarWars" technology that will take the science of war into the peace of space. Lasers
are also used in the navigation systems of
missiles and in targeting devices.
New uses for the unique qualities of
laser light are constantly being conceived.
Among some of the more unusual and
esoteric areas being explored are dental
holography, gene manipulation, acupuncture, laser-based optical computers,
and the use of lasers to transmit power
from solar-energy-gathering satellites.
Future applications of the laser may only
he limited by the scope of human imagination.
It doesn't take much to see that the
invention of the laser is one of the most
significant things to come out of the laboratory in this century.
R -E
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Leakage and psychology
I'M NOT

FAI

KING ABOU

I

1HE

KIND OE

leakage in which you find a small
puddle under the sink (or a.young

puppy), but

a

tar more trou-

blesome kind: electrical leakage
in a circuit. It is a very common
kind of trouble that can cause loss
of sensitivity, audio distortion, and
all kinds of gremlins.
Finding leakage isn't as hard as it
sounds. Make continuity checks
of all components connected to
the 13+ and AGC lines. Most B+
lines show a pretty high resistance, at least 50k or more. If you
Lind a point with 25k or less, stop
and check out all componentsespecially the capacitors.

Older sets are particularly susceptible to problems with leaky
capacitors. Late -model sets show
fewer troubles of that sort. (I guess
that eventually they learned how
to build capacitors that didn't
leak!) Be that as it may, don't overlook the possibility in any TV set.
Dry electrolytic capacitors are a
common cause of problems, especially the low -voltage (25 -volts)
types: they have built-in leakage!
If you see one on an AGC line, or
in any sensitive circuit, it's a prime
suspect. Sometimes even replace
capacitors that appear to be good
just on general principles.
To recognize a set with low B+,
look for things like resistors overheating, low AGC, and low B+.
In tact, whenever you find a resistor that looks gray or has no visible color coding, look over the
circut for a leaky capacitor; you'll
probably find one.
A handy tool for finding a leaky
capacitor is the WCFT (the Well Calibrated FingerTrp). If a capacitor in the B+ is leaking, it will be
I

warm, and that's a sure sign of
trouble. They don't get warm in
AGC circuits, because of the lower
voltages used there; you'll have to
use an ohmmeter to pin down a
leaky AGC capacitor.
A classic example of the kind of
trouble a leaky capacitor can cause
is as follows.
had a set with low
13+ and other symptoms. At one
point in the chassis there were
four or five capacitors tied to a terminal strip. The leakage was greatest at that point. So disconnected
one of the capacitors, and checked for leakage. Still there. disconnected another capacitor; still no
help. Eventually
had disconnected all the capacitors and still
had leakage! Finally realized that
the terminal strip itself was leaking
through a faulty ground connecI

I

I

I

I

I

tion!
So the general method to use
when you find excessive leakage is
to start disconnecting things until
the leakage disappears. Sounds
awfully simple, and it is. It's time
consuming, but very practical!

Serviceman's psychology
Of course there are times when,
no matter what you do, you just
can't figure out what's wrong with
a set. Then it's time to do some-

thing different. For example,

I

habit to curse in
German-something like "himmel
herr kreuss donnertter!" It sound
good, but it really only means
something like "Heaven Mr. God

often make it

a

Thunderweather!"
Then, when you've cleared the
cobwebs out of your brain, you
can get to work. The first step is to
think about what's wrong and what
might be causing it.
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HELIUM
NEON LASER
Build this simple helium -neon laser and start
having fun with photons!
ROBERT GROSSBLATT and ROBERT IANNINI

BACK IN THE HEYDAY OF SCII:NCI: PIC-

tion's era of purple prose, tales of bugeyed monsters. death rays. and the like
tilled many a pulp magazine. Of course.
we knew then that it was all just fantasy:
you could no more have a "death ray"
than you could travel taster than sound or
put

a

man on the moon.

While those hug -eyed monsters (or
BEM's. for short) have yet to pay us a visit
(to the hest of our knowledge). much of
yesterday's science fiction is today's science fact. We even have a death ray. of
sorts. Of course. we are referring to the
laser, which can he a po\kertul weapon in
the hands of those ssho wish to use it as
such.
But the laser is also a great tool for
science and industry. In just 25 sears the
laser has gone from tar-fetched notion. to
scientific reality. to common noun. Hardly a day goes by where some part of our
lives is not affected by lasers. Today. the
laser has joined the transistor as a hallmark of modern electronics.

What's a laser?
The k+ord laser is an acronym for Light
Amplification by Simulated Emission of
Radiation. But for most of us. that
provides a poor explanation of what a
laser is and how it works. To find a better
explanation. we have to leave electronics
fbr a ss hile. drop into the world of physics, and talk a little hit about the natu e of
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light. You can't understand laser light until you have some tamiliarity with the
properties of light in general.
There are three ways in which laser
light differs from ordinary light. and each
of those differences contributes to the special characteristics of a laser. Let's begin
by looking at some of the characteristics
of ordinary. light.
Ordinary litht has a relatively wide
bandwidth. That means that a spectrographic analysis would reveal that regular light is made up of many different
wavelengths. Just ahout everybody has
seen. or done. the experiment ill which a
beam of white light is directed through a
prism and split into different colors. The
ordinary light we see as white. therefore.
is actually made up of different color elements-it's polychromatic. Figure I
shows the composition of visible light.
and the relative sensitivity of the human
eye to various wavelengths.
Ordinary light is also temporally incoherent. By that we mean that the vari-

ous components of the light do not share
any time relationship: they are all randomly out -of-phase with respect to each
other. Thus. if you \\ ere able to look at the
waveform of a heap) ofordinars Iight. you
would see something that looks like Fig.
2. The

irregularity and random ap-

pearance of that waveform is caused by
the presence of waveforms of differing
frequencies in the light. and the ways in

which those waveforms interact with each
others. Because of that interaction. at
some points the waveforms all add (constructive interference): at some points
they all subtract from one another (destructive interference). and at most points
a combination of the two effects occurs.
The result is an irregular. random -appearing waselornt as shown.
Finally. ordinan light is also spatially
incoherent. If you were to analyse the
wavelornt of Fig. 2 over a period of time
you would see that it is constantly changing. That's because the component waveforms are constantly changing their
positions with respect to each other, causing the interference effects to vary.
Ilse best way to put the differences between ordinary and laser light in perspective is to compare light to sound. Ordinary
light. because of all the things we just
talked about. can hest he compared to
noise. 'Ile wavelitrms at any moment in
tinte are not only randomly spaced. hut
there's an unpredictable mix of frequencies as well.
Now. if regular light is like noise. then
laser light can only he thought of as the
purest sound imaginable. For openers.
laser light is highly monochromatic-a
spectrographic analysis would show that
it is composed of light of only one wavelength. And where regular light is temporally incoherent. a laser is temporally
coherent-all of the light waveforms are
in phase with each other. That is one of the
reasons why a laser puts ut light of such
pure color. Being monochromatic helps.
of course. but being temporally coherent
as well means that there's almost a complete absence of what would he called
distortion in a sound wave.
As you might have already guessed.
laser light is also spatially coherent. I f you
looked at the waveforms over a period of
time. there would he absolutely no shifting or movement. Considering the absence of interference effects. that is
exactly what you would expect to happen.

Taken together. all
of those factors are

what make laser
light so intense, and
directional.
Since laser light is
just about interference
free, there's almost no
scattering of the light.
The beam divergence is
ven' small-in the milli radian range. A laser
beam is really a beam of
light! Being coherent also
means that there's a much
smaller loss in energy over
distance than there is with
so

regular light. Obviously.
since laser light is so different from regular light. it can't he produced the saute
way. And in order for us to understand
how it's produced, let's see how regular
light is produced.
Electromagnetic waves in general, and
light in particular. is produced when an
atom gives off energy. Now, an atom either takes on energy (absorption). or gives
off energy (emission), by having its electrons move from one energy level to another. Once energy has been supplied to
the system, and absorbed by the atom,
emission can occur in one of two ways-it
can happen spontaneously'. or it can he

stimulated.
Spontaneous emission is the result of
natural atomic decay. Ilse electrons randomly drop in energy level and produce
the kind of waveforms shown in Fig. 2.
When you power up a light bulb, fitr example, the atoms in the filament absorb
energy and release it as a combination of
heat and ordinary. incoherent light.
Stimulated emission is a completely
different process. The idea is to keep the
atoms from releasing their absorbed energy in a random manner. In order to do
that. you have to create a state of affairs
called a "population inversion. In simple terms, that means that there have to he

more atoms present that have absorbed
energy than there are atoms that have
already released energy. That is usually
brought about by forcing enough energy into the system to create at least
three atomic -energy levels. The most
excited atoms will emit energy and
drop down to the next lowest energy
level. That means there will he
more atoms at the intermediate
level than there are at the lowest
level-that's the population inversion we mentioned.
As photons of energy are released. they will cause other
atones to emit energy in the
form of photons. those photons will trigger the production of other
photons. And if the emission is bounced
back and forth between two mirrors the
production of photons will continue to
build in phase and the result will he. you
a
guessed it. a heart of laser light
wavelonn that looks like that shown in
Fig. 3.
with

Making

a

laser

Now. understanding the basic theory
and putting it into practice are, as we all
know, two completely different things.
Creating the population inversion you
need to produce a laser heart is really an
iffy. ticklish business. Everything has to
he just so or nothing will happen. The
mirrors have to he of a certain type to
produce the in -phase coherent energy
needed for a laser. end enough energy of
the right type has to he forced into the
system to stake the whole thing work.
Ilse kind of energy you have to pump
into the system depends on the type of
material you're trying to stake lase. Semiconductor and gas lasers are pumped up
with electrical energy while crystalline
lasers. such as those made from ruby rods
or YAG O'triunt-Aluminum-Garnet) are
usually pumped up optically with xenon
tlash tubes or arc lamps.
The laser we're building here is a gas
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100%

a

high voltage step-up transformer. That

part of the circuit takes the hatter voltage
and produces about 400 volts AC at the
secondary' of TI. Diodes 1)3-1)6 and ca800/o

60%

40°/e

pacitors C2-05 form a voltage multiplier
that takes the 400 volts from TI and boosts
it to the 1600 -volts DC needed to ignite the
laser tube.
The high -voltage pulse needed to ignite
the tube comes from an 8110 -volt tap on the
voltage multiplier. Resistors R3 and R4
divide that voltage to provide the 400 volts
needed to charge up C9. the dump capacitor. When the SCR fires, the charge on C9
is dumped into the primary of the trigger
coil. T2. Capacitor CI charges up and.
since it's in parallel with the laser tube.
when the voltage builds enough to excite
the gas. ignition takes place and current
flows through the tube. That causes a voltage drop across RIO, which turns on Q4
and turns off Q3.
As soon as the laser tube ignites. therefore, the ignition circuitry is turned off.
That saves battery power because the laser
tube can sustain firing at a lower voltage.
The relaxation oscillator made up of Q3
and Q4. and their related components is
only needed to control the firing of the
SCR. Once the tube starts to lase. the
voltage drop across R 10 keeps the ignition
circuitry turned off. If the tube stops lasing, the R9-RIO junction will drop to
ground again and Q4 will turn off and
unclamp Q3. The SCR will start firing
again and, we hope. re -ignite the tube.
I
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1-THE VISIBLE SPECTRUM, and how the human eye responds to it. The wavelength of the

light emitted by our helium -neon laser is 6328 Angstroms.

TIME

FIG. 2-THIS RANDOM -APPEARING waveform
is that of ordinary light. The waveform is made
up of all of the various frequencies that make up

such light.

the mechanical setup of the laser tube has
to he just about perfect. It has to be properly sealed and contain the correct gas
mixture. Also. the mirrors have to be perfectly aligned dielectric ones so enough
reflection takes place at the proper frequency to cause the device to lase. Those
mirrors must be highly reflective, within a
couple of decimal places of 100%: by contrast. the silver mirrors we use ever day
have a reflectance factor of only 95%.

Making

a

helium -neon laser tube is

a

project that is beyond the means of most
of us as it requires a fair amount of skill
and equipment. Among other things. you
need to have the skills and equipment required to create a precise mixture of gasses. and you need to he adept at glass

TIME

FIG.

3-LASER LIGHT is made up of light of just

one frequency. It is the purest type of light possible.

laser-more specifically

helium -neon
laser. The frequency of the light is 6328
Angstroms and the laser puts out about
milliwatt with a beam divergence of 1.3
milliradians. Now.
milliwatt may not
sound like a lot of to you. but that's because you're still thinking in terms of regular light. Remember that the laser
produces a highly directional beam of coherent, monochromatic light. The laser
we're talking about here generates a beam
that can be spotted on a wall more than
two miles away!
Helium -neon lasers are extremely inetficient and, in order to make them work.
a

I

I
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blowing. All of that is not impossible. of
course. but in most cases its a task that is
best left to someone else; we recommend
that you purchase rather than build a tube.
(One source for laser tubes is mentioned
in the Parts

List.)

Once you have a working laser tube,
actually making it produce a beam is surprisingly simple. The only electronic assembly needed is a power supply that will
deliver the right voltage to make the tube
fire. Figure 4 is the schematic of a power
supply that can he used to trigger the laser.
If it looks familiar, that's because its front
end is essentially the same one used in the
construction of the infrared viewer that
appeared in the August 1985 issue of Radio -Electronics.
The power supply is a switcher with
Ql. Q2. and their related components forming an oscillator that switches a square wave through the primary windings of TI,

Construction
Before we actually start building the
circuit, there's one very important thing
you must keep in mind:

CAUTION! The power supply can
produce as much as 10.000 volts at about 5
milliamps. That is enough juice to do a lot
of damage. If you're not careful you can
give yourself a severe shock. Remember
that the capacitors take a while to discharge completely. You can get a real jolt
even if the circuit has been turned off for
five or ten minutes. Treat the circuit with
respect and make sure to discharge the
capacitors if you want to do some work on
the

circuit.

Now that that's out of the way. you can
build the power supply on perfboard or
use the PC board that's provided in our PC
Service section. elsewhere in this magazine. If you use perfboard. remember to
keep the leads as short as possible because
there's a lot of high -frequency AC running
around part of the circuit. Whichever
method you use, make sure to keep any
metal objects and your fingers away from
the output section located around T2 and
RI I. Those are the points of the circuit
where the highest voltages can he found.
One shorn second of carelessness on your
part and you're going to get zapped. If
you're lucky, all it will do is hurt a lot.
The only other components in the cir-
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4-THIS

POWER SUPPLY is all you need to drive a laser tube like the one available from the supplier mentioned in the Parts List.
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YOU CHOOSE to use the PC board provided in our PC Service section. use this parts -

placement diagram.

cuit that require special attention are the
switching transistors. QI and Q2. The
maximum current draw from the batteries
is about 7511 n1A. so those transistors will
he handling a lot of juice and getting hot.
The PC -hoard layout shown in Fig. 5 is
designed so that the transistors can he
placed in such a way that their tabs can he
stuck against the laminations of 11. II You
are using perforated construction hoard.
he sure that your layout allows for that.
too. Use some heat -sink compound to get
good thermal contact. and using small

heat sinks

ouldn't

he a bad idea.

Af:er vou've identified the components
and found their position on the hoard.
solder them in using a minimum of solder.
Once vou've done that. use some high voltage putty. paraffin. or varnish to cover
the traces for wires if you're using perthoard) that connect to all the components
on the secondary side of T2 and the laser
tube. That part of the circuit has the highest voltages and it's likely that arcing w ill
take place if all the hare metal isn't covcrud. You may find it necessary to use the

the hoard as well.
When you finish the hoard. check for
bridges. opens. had solder joints. and so
on. If everything seems OK. you're ready
:o test the power supply. Take the two
leads that normally would go to the laser
tithe and tape them down so that they're Vs
-inch apart. Connect 10 volts to the power
supply. You should see arcing across the
laser-tube leads at a rate of about once a
second or so: the circuit should he drakklug approximately 250 ntA. If the spark
becomes continuous. the current draw

should jump to about 750 n1A-the full
operating current of the laser tube. If you
pleasure the voltage across the output Of
the supply. you should see an open circuit
voltage of -about 2500. Once the laser tube
is connected. the voltage will he in the

neighborhood of 1500.
If vou've gotten this tsar without any
brain damage. you're ready to connect the
tube to the supply.

CAUTION! Mlle laser tube is an expensive. delicate piece of equipment. In order
to connect it to the circuit you'll he soldering heads to the metal collars at either end
of the tube. Use a minimum of solder and
apply heat for a minimum:uuountoftime.
Don't ever forget that the tube has a high
vacuum inside and you can damage more
than the tube if you destroy the integrity of
41

ANODE

CATHODE

La\IJ

r
TUBE

6-A HELIUM -NEON laser tube. The cathode end can be identified by the small tube used
to fill the laser tube with gas.
FIG.

the seal. Use a low-potter iron and a lot of
corltrlmorl sense when YOlr solder to the
tube. Tin the wires ahead Of time to keep
the soldering time to a minimum.

The laser tube has an anode and a cathode end. The anode is the clear glass end
of the tuhe and the cathode can he identified by finding the small metal tube used

PARTS LIST
All resistors 1/4 watt, 10% unless noted
R1-2200 ohms
R2-220 ohms, watt
R3, R4-1 megohm
R5,R7-100 ohms
1

R6-not used
R8-100,000 ohms
R9-1000 ohms
R10-220 ohms
R11, R12-47,000 ohms,
R13-470 ohms

1

watt

Capacitors

C1-10 µF, 25 volts, electrolytic
C2-C8-0.01 µF, 1.6 kV, ceramic disc
C9-0.1 µF, 400 volts, paper dielectric
C10-1 p.F, 50 volts, electrolytic
C1-0.001 µF,

10 kV, ceramic

Semiconductors
D1, D2 -1N4001

D3-D8-1 N4007
D9-HX200ED, 20 kV diode
LED1-Red LED
01, 02-D40D5, NPN power transistor
Q3-2N2646-UJT transistor
04-PN2222 NPN transistor

SCR1-2N4443 SCR
Other components
T1-12 to 400 volts, 10 kHz switching
transformer
T2 -10 -kV trigger transformer: 400 -volt
primary

B1-14.4 volts,

12 nickel -cadmium cells,
or equivalent
S1-SPST switch, momentary pushbutton, normally open

Miscellaneous: PC board, helium -neon
laser tube, PVC tubing for case, battery
holders, wire, solder, etc.

Note: The following are available from
Information Unlimited, PO Box 716,

1

Amherst, NH 03031: PC board, 54.50;
switching transformer (T1), $14.50;
trigger transformer (T2), S11.50;1 -milli watt laser tube, $149.50; 0.4-milliwatt
laser tube, S99.50; high -voltage diode
(D9), S3.50; high -voltage capacitor
(C11), $3.00.
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to

till the laser tuhe with gas. See Fig. 6.

Once you have the ends of the laser tuhe
identified. solder the lead from R12 to the
anode. keeping that lead as short as you
can. The voltage at R12 is about 1100 volts
when the tube tires. so that is the point
where arcing or some other type of parasitic power loss is most likely to occur.
Keeping the lead as short as possible will
go a long way toward eliminating any po-

tential problems.
Connect the cathode of the tube
through an ammeter to RIO and apply 10
volts to the supply. the tube should start
sputtering as it tries to ignite. As you raise
the voltage slowly, ignition Will take place
and the tuhe will tire. If you raise the
supply toltaee to 12 volts. you should find
the tithe drawing about 5 !HA and the
supply will he putting out about 750 nlA.
the operating current of the laser tuhe
should he kept in the range of 4.5 to 5.5

nlA. Less than that and the tube won't
operate reliably: more than that and you'll
cut down its operating lifetime. loft can
trim the values of RI and R12 to get the
I

operating current into the safe range. Just
make sure you keep the total resistance of
RI and R12 at about 100.000 ohms.
The current through the tuhe is going to
vary a lot as the battery voltage changes. If
you use nickel -cadmium cells. remember
that the operating voltage is going to he
1.2 in each cell for most of the lifetime of
each charge. Freshly charged nickel -cadmium cells. hott ever. can have a voltage
as high as 1.5. Admittedly that doesn't last
er' long. but we'll mention it because
adjusting the laser tube's operating current with freshly charged batteries could
cause vou to choose artificially high values tier. R I I and R12. So heliue sou stall
trimming the resistors. make sure the batteries are at 1.2 volts per cell
Since the operating current is tied to the
supply voltage. it's natural to think about
voltage regulation. Well. there is nothing
wrong with regulating the input voltage.
but there are a few things to keep in mind.
If you use 12 nickel -cadmium cells. you'll
have a supply voltage of 14.4 and you'll he
drawing as much as 750 nlA front that
supply. A three -terminal regulator like the
7812 would seem to he an ideal choice.
but asking it to supply 750 ntA is really
asking a lot unless you use a 78120.
which can handle amp with a good heat
sink. An LV1317 can be set up to put out 12
volts and it can supply 750 mA.
I

I

The biggest problem with using an IC
voltage -regulator is the voltage loss that's
inherent in those des ices. In order to supply 12 volts. a regulator needs an input
voltage of about 14.5 volts. Now that's
just about the maximum you can get from
the batteries. And if your particular tuhe
wants a little hit more than 12 volts. or
some of the power-supply components are
a little hit lossv. you're in a lot of trouble.
So. you ask. tthat's the bottom line.
\Nell, after all's said and done. unless you
want to do an awful lot of circuit design.
the hest thing to do is let the power supply
look directly at the batteries. It's not the
hest solution in the storld. hut it's probably the best thing in this situation.
The case for the laser can he as simple
or as fancy as you like. Perhaps the simplest and most functional approach would
he to use some lengths of standard PVC
tubing. But if you do that. or completely
enclose the circuit in any was'. von could
run into an overheating problem because
of the amount of heat produced by the
potter supply. IRecause of that, it's a good
idea to limit the on -tine to less than a
minute: keeping it under 30 seconds is
even better. Further. giving the supply a 5 second or so rest between uses will increase its lifetime tremendously. Also, the
better you heatsink QI and Q2. the better

off you'll

he.

Having fun
The output

of

the laser tube is about

I

milliwatt (or 0.4 milliwatt if the lowerpottered tube offered by the supplier mentioned in the Parts List is used) and. at that
power. it can't do any damage. If you had
thoughts of burning your way through
steel, forget it. Lasers that can do that are
worlds away from the one we're building.
I lottever. that doesn't mean you can treat
the light from this laser with no respect
whatsoever.
CAUTION! Even a 1-milliwatt laser
can he hazardous if you look directly at
the heart. While we assume that anyone
considering building a laser would know
enough about those devices to never. never even consider doing something so
toolhardy, the tery nature of laser might
stake it very Cass for accidents to happen.
The beans is highly directional and very
intense: to compound matters. the reflected heart is just as dangerous as the
emitted beam. It's a simple platter to have
the beam bounce off some shiny object
and reflect hack to you. You can wear
safety glasses. hut even if you do. he careful where and how you use the laser.
While you can use this laser. tthich
throws an intense red heart. for such
things as target spotting. perhaps its
greatest use is as an introduction to the
world of lasers in general. Watchine the
tithe fire is truly fascinating and the more
you experiment with it. the more you'll
learn.
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Versatile
Bench Top Power Supply
Here's a high-performance power supply
to help get your designs off of the drawing board and on to a PC board!
GREG SWAIN AND FRANCO UBAUDI'
IiVI'RYONIi wl-it) WORKS WITH ELl3('tronies needs a power supply. but a cony
merciallk-produced variable -voltage current -limited power supply can take quite a
chunk out of your pocketbook. So we
decided to find a better way. Our power
supply provides any voltage between 3
and 30 volts, at any maximum current you
desire less than lIJOO mA. In addition. our
supply provides short-circuit protection.
load switching. and switchable voltage/
current metering. Further, all parts are
readily obtainable and inexpensive, and
the supply is easy to build and calibrate.
One feature that really sets our design
apart is that it's capable of providing a full
amp of power over most of its range of
output voltage. Many comparable power
supplies can provide one amp of current.
but only over a restricted range of output
voltage.
Output voltage is selected by means of
a range switch with two positions: 3-15
and I5-30 volts. A potentiometer varies
voltage continuously throughout the selected range. Similarly. current limiting is
selected by a switch providing ranges of
150-400 and 400-100 ma. and by a potentiometer that allows current to he varied continuously over the selected range.
Actually. both current and voltage ranges
overlap slightly to ensure that there are no
gaps in output.
Adapted with permission of Electronics Australia

The graph in Fig. illustrates the high
perti)rmance you can obtain from our
power supply. As you can see. maximum
load current (one amp) is maintained up to
27 volt`, after which the load curve falls
away due to transformer losses. Other
specifications include load regulation that
is better than 0.2% from zero to full load.
and output ripple that is less than 2 -Inv
I

rms.

Design considerations
Initially we considered using an 1.M317
three -terminal variable -voltage regulator
as the basis for our supply. but we soon ran
into difficulties. Despite various ap-
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25
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15

10

proaches, we were unable to come up with
a cost-effective circuit that would deliver
on,' amp over the entire voltage range. The
problem was thermal limiting in the
LM317 with a high input voltage and a
low output voltage. Another drawback
was that an additional op amp was reqcired to provide current sensing for the
current -limiting circuitry, and that would
have increased both cost and complexity
of the circuit.
So we rejected the LM317 and adopted
the LM723. It requires a current -boosting
transistor. but it has built-in current limit ir,. "lie guts of the 723 arc shown in Fig.
2. It consists of a series -pass transistor. an
error amplifier and a voltage reference.
'Pie error amplifier compares a portion of
the output voltage with the internal reference voltage and continually regulates the
base current that is applied to the series pass transistor. "That's what provides regulated output.
The 723's built-in series -pass transistor
can deliver a maximum of 150 mA of
current. so, in order to obtain more current, an external power transistor is re-

quired.
5

00

02

0.4

06

0.8

12

LOAD CURRENT -AMPS

FIG. 1-POWER SUPPLY CAN SUPPLY ONE amp
of current all the way to 27 volts, where output
drops to about 0.75 amp.

One particularly useful characteristic
o!' the 723 is its built-in current -limiting
circuitry. When output current reaches a
preset value. the current -limit transistor
turns on and that reduces the base drive to
tie series -pass transistor. The output voltage is thereby reduced.
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led hx the 723's internal reference voltage. Capacitor Cz is included to reduce
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2-THE LM723 REGULATOR has most of the circuitry necessary for
power supply built right in.
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Circuit details
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complete current -limited

rent amplification. That transistor can
handle lots of power. It has a maximum
collector current of 15 amps and a maximum VcE of 70V, both of which are more
than adequate for our supply.
Heat dissipation could have been a
problem when drawing high current at
low voltage. We solved that problem by
switching the secondary winding of the
transformer. For outputs greater than 15
volts, S2 -a selects the 30 -volt tap on the
transformer, and for outputs less than 15
volts, S2 -a selects the 24 -volt tap.

The schematic of the complete power
supply is shown in Fig. 3. A tapped transfbrmer drives a diode bridge (DI-D4) and
two 2500-1.1F filter capacitors (CI and
C2). That provides a no-load voltage of 37
or 47 volts, depending upon the position
of switch S2 -a. The unregulated DC is
then fed to a pre -regulator stage composed of QI and D5. Those components
protect ICI (the 723) from an over-voltage
condition: the 723 can't handle more than
40 volts.
The LED (LEDI) and its 2.2K current limiting resistor (RI) provide on/off indication. The current through the LED
varies slightly according to the transformer tap selected, but that's of no real

Voltage regulation
Now let's examine in detail how the
voltage -regulator section works. The error amplifier in the 723 is connected as a
non -inverting amplifier with variable
gain. The input to that amplifier is fixed at
about 2.8 volts by R3 and R4. which are

consequence.
The series -pass transistor in ICI drives
voltage -follower Q2. which provides cur -
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1.20F
16V
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output noise.
On the 0-ISV range. switch 52-h is
closed, so feedback resistance-the resistance between the output of the supply
and the inverting input of the error amplitier-tan he varied between 101) and 5000
ohms. That corresponds to an amplifier
gain ranging from 1.1 to 6.1, and that
corresponds to an output voltage ranging
from 3.1 to 17.1 volts. With switch S2 -h
open, the gain of the amplifier is adjustable from 5.8 to 10.8, and that corresponds
to an output voltage ranging from 16.2 to
30.2 volts.
The current -limiting circuit depends on
the position of S3. 'Float switch causes
load current from the emitter of Q2 to flow
through either R14 or RIS. The resulting
voltage is applied to a voltage divider network composed of R I2 and R I3. The voltage developed at the junction of those two
resistors depends on the setting of front panel control R13, CURRENT t.ixm. That
voltage is then applied to the current-limiting transistor in the 723.
In the interests of economy, we elected
to use a single meter and to switch between measuring voltage and current. It
would he nice to have a separate meter for
each, but cost is prohibitive. Meters are
expensive. and a larger case, which is also
more expensive, would he necessary to
provide the necessary front panel area.
Our metering circuit is straightforward.
When measuring voltage. the parallel
combination of a R16 and R17 provides an
effective resistance of 30K. That resistance is in series with the one-mA moving -coil meter, so it can measure a
maximum of 30 volts full scale. When
measuring current. the meter is shunted
by the 0.5 ohm resistance provided by the
parallel combination of R5 and R6. ¡rim tiler potentiometer R7 is used to adjust the
meter for accurate readings.
There's not much else to the circuit.
Capacitor Có prevents switching transients from being delivered to the output.
and D6 protects the power supply from an

IA

017
1.551

from a charged capacitor, for example.
Capacitor C5 ensures stability of the supply under all conditions.
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FIG. 3-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF OUR POWER SUPPLY shows how the LM723 can be put to good

use with little more than a current -amplifying transistor (02).

Construction
Except for the front -panel switches.
potentiometers. etc.. and the power transformer. all components are mounted on a
PC board that measures about 41/4 x 4%
(inches). A foil pattern Ihr the board is
shown in "PC Service."
No special procedure need he followed
when assembling the PC hoard, although
the job will he much easier if the lower profile components are installed first. Refer to the parts -layout in Fig. 4 to install all
components: he careful to install ICI, the
diodes. the transistors. and the elec-

Irolytic capacitors in the correct orientation. Also. mount transistors QI and Q2
without trimming their legs: the full
length will he necessary if you use the

_

heat sink arrangement shown in Fig. 5.
The pinker supply is housed in an attractive plastic instrument case that measures about 7%/s x 6'/s x 21/4 (inches). If
you purchase the kit from the source mentioned in the parts list, you'll receike special front and rear panels.
the layout of the front panel is shown in

117

VAC

BP3

o

CHASSIS
GROUND
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PARTS LIST

All resistors'/. -watt, 5% unless otherwise noted.
R1-2200 ohms, 1/2 watt

R2-470 ohms,

R13

+

LIMIT

MAXIMUM

C2

Cl

fz watt

CURRENT

R2

CURRENT
400 mA

05'

R3-1800 ohms
R4-1200 ohms
R5; R6-1 ohms, watt
R7-1000 ohms, trimmer potentiometer
R8-1000 ohms
R9-5000 ohms, panel -mount potentiom-

IA

1

I

_IL_
R7

R6

eter

R10-4700 ohms
R11-100 ohms

)

-R16-R17-

R12-270 ohms :
R13-500 ohms, panel-mount potentiom-

R12

+1C3

-C4-

R14-1.5 ohms, 5 watts
R15-3.9 ohms, 1 watt
R16-330,000 ohms
R17-33,000 ohms
Capacitors
Cl, C2-2500 µF, 50 volts, electrolytic

R3

-R11-R10-

OFF

R14

BP1

S5
I

C5

OI

O

O

LOAD

V

C6

D6
O
S5 -a

BP2

O

-V

L_

R9

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

FIG.

4-ON- AND OFF -BOARD COMPONENTS

are mounted and wired as shown here.

di-

ode

Q1-BD139 or ECG373

Q2-TI P3055
Other components
F1 -1/4 -amp, 250 -volt fuse

M1-0-1 mA panel meter
S1-SPST power switch
S2, S4-DPDT switch
S3-SPDT
S5-DPST
T1-117 VAC primary, 0-24-30 volt sec1

R 5

T

C3-4.7 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C4-820 pf, ceramic disc
C5-100 µF, 50 volts, electrolytic

C6-0.1 µF, ceramic disc
Semiconductors
IC1-LM723 voltage regulator
D1 -D4, D6 -1N4002 rectifier
05-1N5257B, 33 volts, 1 watt, Zener

+

-R4-

R8

eter

ondary,

ICI

amp (Altronic A6672)

Miscellaneous
Line cord. heatsink, mica insulators, silicone grease, PC board, case, binding
posts, knobs, solder, wire, etc.

Note: A complete kit of parts, Including
case, is available for $49.95 from Imtronics Industries, Ltd., 11930 31st
Court, St. Petersburg, FL 33702. Florida residents must add appropriate
sales tax.
Fig. 6. Note that. if you use a different
meter than the one specified in the Parts
List. you'll have to alter the drilling dimensions accordingly. The kit includes
Seorrheu/ ankkork that you can affix to the
front panel and then spray 11 ith a hard -

setting clear lacquer to protect the artInch can then he used as a temstiork.
plate.
You'll also have to drill holes in the ream
panel for the fuse holden the poker cord,
and the heatsink. But. don't drill the heat sink holes vet.
Secure the PC hoard to tour internal
mounting posts using self-tapping screws.
and bolt the pokker translornter to the case
using machine screws and nuts. Include a
SA

solder lug under the nut nearest the rear
panel.
Use medium -duty hookup wire (16
gauge) for all kk firing that carries the full

supply current, and light -duty hookup
wire for the potentiometer. the meter. and
the LED.

Install the rear panel and then mark the
positions of the holes for the power transistors. Drill those holes. and then you
can use the rear panel as a template for
drilling the heatsink mounting holes. The
heatsnak may hake to be trimmed to lit the
rear panel. Both transistors must he insulated from the rear panel using niica washers and insulating bushings. Smear
heatsink grease on all mating surfaces.

including the rear of the heatsink. and
then bolt the assembly together using machine screws and nuts as shown in Fig. 7.
Finally. use an ohmmeter to make sure
that there is no conductivity between the
metal tabs of the transistors. and the rear
Nine!. or the heatsink.
Anchor the 117 VAC power cable to the
rear panel with a cable clamp. Solder the
"hot" 117 VAC lead to the Iusehodder. the
reunal wire to the power transformer. and
the ground -wire to the solder lug beneath
the transformer. In addition. separate
ground leads should he run to both the rear
and the front panels.
We recommend that you use heat shrink tubing over all 117 VAC connections to the fuse holder, the transformer.
and the power switch. That will prevent
you from being shocked while doing the
testing and calibration discussed below.
Use kt ire sk ith thick insulation bier the 117
VAC circuit. and do not use a miniature
metallic switch for huwER switch SI.
Shown in Fig. 8 is a meter scale you can
use to replace the scale that comes kk ít11
The meter. Being careful not to bend the
meter's needle gently pry the plastic
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FIG. 8-ENLARGE OR REDUCE THIS METER
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6-DRILL THE

FRONT PANEL OF THE POWER SUPPLY according to the dimensions shown here.

#4

#6

SCREW

SCREW

't

MICA
WASHER
Q1

BD139-©

INSULATING

-

-I

NUT

Connect a voltmeter across the output
binding poses. turn the supply on and
close the I:crAD switch. If all is well. the
1'o'wt;R LEI) kk ill light up and you will he

-MICA

If

WASHER

TIP3055 Q2

-+g

g'4-INSULATING

-

®- --#6

BUSHING

'

NUT
REAR
PANEL

FIG. 7-ATTACH 01 AND Q2 to the rear panel
and the heatsink as shown here. Use heatsink

grease on all mating surfaces.
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cover off the meter and glue an enlarged
copy of our scale over the present one.

Testing and calibration

BUSHING

#4

HEATSINK

valued resistor there to increase the accuracy of the voltage displayed by the
meter. if necessary. Just use Ohm's law to
calculate the appropriate value.
Assuming all is yell. open the load
switch. select the 0-15 volt range. and
then turn the OUT I'u'1-SOI_ AGE

potentiometer fully counter -clockwise.
Now set the cuRRENT-usirr control to the
middle of its rotational range. the CURRENT-LIMIT s" itch to the one amp range.
and the voLrs/A\tps switch to amps. Now
connect a one -amp ammeter directly
across the output binding posts and close
the load switch.
Your meter should indicate a current of
about half an amp. although the supply's
meter ntay slunk something different now.
Adjust the ciRRr:NT-LIMIT control so that
the multimeter (-cads IA. and then adjust
trimmer resistor R7 so that the supply's
meter reads the same.

OF THE POWER SUPPLY reveals its neat, clean, design.

30V
}

our scale over yours.

C2

111

able to vary the output voltage from three
to 30 volts using the RANGL switch and the
Olft-I'uT volrAGF WHIR)].
Verify that the voltage reading on the
supply's meter and on your meter are
identical. Note that we left room on the
PC hoard for an additional trimmer resistorthat. if used, would parallel RI() and
RI7. You can install an additional high -

Finally. vary the C'l1IRREN-t-1.1\11C
control and verify that the meter reading
corresponds closely to that on the multi meter throughout its range.
Applications
Why is adjustable current limiting
useful? First. it protects the poser supply
in case its output is inadvertently shortcircuited by improper circuitry. Second. it
helps prevent that circuitry front being
damaged by excessive current due to a
fault condition.
Why is a separate LOAD sts itch useful?
It allows you to remove load voltage rr ithout turning the supply off the latter can
cause sss itching transients that might
damage the poser supply. the circuit under test, or both.
So, when testing out an untried circuit.
turn the LOAD sss itch off. and the voltage
and current controls all the slay dotsn.
Connect the supply to your circuit. turn
the t.oAD sss itch on. and gradually increase output voltage to the required voltage. Next set the meter to measure current
and turn the CURHLN r LIMIT control up
.r/ow/v while monitoring the ureter. If the
needle of the ureter scents to jump at all
thross the Limp sss itch quickly. But if the
needle moves smoothly as you rotate the
control. most likely the circuit has no severe power-related problems. In other
s,ords. you're not likely to fry anything!
So now you're ready to start the real
work-testing and troubleshooting your
circuit. But that's another article.
R -E

Electronic Aids
for the Blind
While electronic aids can't restore sight to the sightless, they
can help reduce some of the hardships of being blind.

RAYMOND M. FISH, Ph.D, M.D.
1751. It1-NJATnN FRANKLIN St'GGIS1I I)
that sight could he restored through the
use of some torn of electrical stimulation. That has. at least thus Can not proven
to he possible. We have. however. devised
many useful electronic aids for the blind
in the 200 -plus years that have passed. In
this article. we will examine some of
those aids. and see how electronics can he
used to minimize some of the disability
that accompanies blindness.
Aides tirr the blind can generally he
divided into two general categories. reading aides and mobility aides. Reading
aides allow persons with limited or no
vision to gain access to printed information. Mobility aides permit the visually
handicapped to move about in an un-

IN

familiar environment.

Reading aides
Persons with very poor vision (hut who
are not completely blind) can he helped
by devices that magnify print. Some such
des ices are purely optical. while others
use television cameras or computers to
achieve their object ise.
there are also many des ices that allow
a totally blind individual access to the
printed word. Those are often scanning
des ices that produce an audio or other
signal in response to the printed material
that is input to them.
Not all scanning devices are recent in-

nosations. the Optophone. for instance.
was invented in 1913. The device. and
later models of it. have up to 9 light sensitive detectors arranged in a vertical col J11111. The array of detectors is manually
scanned across a printed line. Each detector activates (or deactivates) a tone of a
certain frequency. The higher up in the
column the detector is located. the higher
the frequency of the tone that it controls.
As the array of detectors is moved across
printed material. time varying chords or
tones are produced. With practice. the
user can use those tones to "read'" the
material. "Reading speeds"' of up to 60
words per minute have been achieved with
the Optophone.
there are. of course. many similar,- devices. The Lexiphone is a reading aide
that recognizes letters and emits a different sound for each. Other devices pronounce the actual letters. No doubt future
devices will automatically scan a page.
recognize and pronounce many words.
and spell the others.
Some devices replace the audio signal
ss ith tactile simulation Istintulation of dill
ferent regions of the skin). In the \"isotactor, eight photocell sienals activate eight

tactile stimulators. -There are two stimulators on each of lbw fingertips. Other
tactile devices have two dimensional array s of over 0111 photodetectors. Each detector causes vibration of a pin in a
corresponding array of tactile stimulators
on a linger. One such aide. the Optacon.
allows users to "read" printed and typewritten material as well as characters on a
computer monitor.
A variety of different devices have been
deseloped that permit the visually handicapped to "read" the output of a computer. It is relatisel\ easy to make an LEI) or
television monitor with large print for persons who have limited vision. For the to-

tally blind. commercially available
computer terminals with speech synthesizers can speak at rate of several hunded words per minute.

Mobility aides
Me purpose of a mobility aide is to
allow a blind individual to move reasonably rapidly in an unfamiliar environment.
Development of the laser cane began in
the 1950's. Those devices. which are now
commercially available. emit pulses of infrared light that are reflected from obstacles. \Vith the laser cane. distance is
inferred by optical triangulation. In one
version of the cane. lasers emit 0.I -microsecond pulses of light 40 times a second.
Light reflected from objects is detected by
a photodiode. which is mounted behind a
lens. The angle made by the reflected ray
passing through the receiving lens is a
function of the distance to the object.
Three beams are emitted. One doss nward.
one straight ahead. and one upward. The
downward beam warns of stairs and curbs
by means of a low-pitched tone. The beam
that is emitted straight ahead warns of,
obstacles by stimulating the index linger
of the hand holding the cane. The upward
beam detects obstacles at head height and
warns of them by means of a high pitched
tone. Information about objects to either
side is obtained by twisting the wrist in a
rhythmic fashion while walking.
The Kay Ultrasonic Spectacles radiate
ultrasonic signals that are reflected by
obstacles. One receiver for each ear transforms the reflected energy into audible
sounds. Left -right direction is coded primarily by the relative intensity of the signals in the two ears. For instance. the
sound will seem to cone from the left if
the sound is louder in the left ear. and from
the far left if a lot louder in the left ear: the
sane holds true. of course. for sounds
heard in the right ear. A sound will seem
to cone from straight ahead if it is heard
equally in both ears.
The Kay Spectacles code distance by
changing the frequency of the sound. The
reflective properties of the obstacle effect
the amplitude and pattern of the sound
heard. Loudness increases as the distance
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to an obstacle is reduced. The elevation of
an object can he determined by moving
the head up and down (the maximum
sound indicates the height).
The output of the hay Spectacles is
coupled to the ears through small plastic
tubes that do not touch the ears: it is important to not interfere with normal hearing. which is in itself important for safe
travel.
Tactile mobility aides present pictures
of a person's surroundings h\ stimulating
the skin median cal lv or electrically. One
such unit is the \lowat sensor. That device
emits a tight beam of ultrasonic signals.
When the signals strike an object. they are
reflected back to the unit. which vibrates
in response. proximity to an object is indicated by the rate of vibration. Using that
device, it is possible to detect large objects in the user's path, or conversely.
openings. such as doorways and windows, in a wall. etc.
It is also possible to use the output of a
T\' camera to convey information to a
blind individual. Information front the
camera can he presented in either tactile
or audible from. In a tactile system. an

array of several hundred mechanical
vibrators or electrical stimulators. applied
to the firehead, back, or other part of the
hody, is used. The vibrations or electrical
stimulation given at each point in the array
con'esponds to the image detected by a
television camera. With a few hours of
training. such a system can allow a person
to recognize several dozen different objects and move about in simple environments.
Similar results can lie obtained by coding the image detected by a television
camera by sound. A television image is
scanned in raster fashion over a period of
about 10 seconds. The intensity of light at
every point in the picture determines the
loudness of the sound the person hears.

The left -right and vertical positions of the
sound are presented to the person by
means of stereo headphones. A block diagram of one such system is shops n in Fig.
I. As the scan moves from left to right. the
loudness in the right ear becomes greater
than that in the left. The vertical position
of the scan is coded by sound frequencyhigh locations are coded by high frequencies, lower positions by lower frequencies. That coding scheme permits persons
with a few hours of training to recognize a
limited number of real objects and to walk
about in a simple environment.
Figure 2 shows the audio signal presented to each ear as the scan moves from
left to right. The top waveform is that
present at point c in the block diagram of
Fig. I; the bottom waveform is at point o
in Fig. I. When the scan is at the left. the
sound is mostly presented to the left ear.
In the center, the sound intensity is equal
in the two ears. At the right the sound is
loudest in the right ear. Sound intensity
varies exponentially with left -right position. Varying the sound intensities linearly with position can he done. but the
sound will not seem to the listener to move
with a constant speed from left to right

during the scan.

2-AUDIO OUTPUT versus horizontal position. The top waveform in this photograph is the
audio signal fed to the left ear as the scan moves
from left to right. The bottom waveform is fed to
the right ear.
FIG.
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1-BLOCK DIAGRAM of a system that converts the output of a camera system into an audio
signal. That audio signal can be used by a blind person to locate various objects and obstacles.
FIG.

The top wavelbrnl in Fig. 3 shows the
audio signal generated with vertical position. higher frequencies are associated
with higher positions in the image. That
signal. is output by the VCO in response
to an exponential input signal (the bottom
waveform in Fig. 3) that is generated by
the diode function generator. In the block
diagram. the top waveform in Fig. 3 is
found at point 13. while the bottom wave thrill is found at point A.
Figure 4 shows the Diode Function
Generator. The DFG produces an output
voltage that varies approximately exponentially. While the input signal to the
DFG (the raster scan voltage) increases
linearly. the output will increase with several changes in slope, as shown in the
bottom wavetbrm of Fig. 3. (There is also
a polarity change because of the inverting
operation of the amplifier. but here we are
discussing only increases in magnitude).
Signals under about 2 volts are passed
linearly to the operational amplifier.
When the input voltage gets above 2 volts.
the diode controlling swim: 2 turns on.
passing even more current to the summing
junction (inverting input) of the operational amplifier. The current through the
diode divides. part going to ground
through R7. and the rest going to virtual
ground through R5. The voltage that must
occur on the input to cause the diode to
conduct is determined by the values R2I
and R22. The increase in slope obtained
in the output voltage depends on the values of the R5 and R7. As the input voltage
increases, additional changes in slope are
made by the other diode,resistor networks.
Unfortunately. such systems can not
present a detailed picture of an area to a
blind individual. The tactile and auditory
systems can only present information
about several hundred points in a few seconds. Most real environments contain images that need to be coded with hundreds
of thousands of points if complete information is to he conveyed. A reconstruction of an image with even 10.000 points
(100 on a side) will look blurred. An image made up of 4(X) points (about the
capacity of most systems) is hopelessly
blurred. Examine some newspaper images closely. seeing how many dots are
needed to reproduce various types of images. It will become clear that the above
systems cannot code clear images of a real
environment.
Thus, to determine such things as the
presence of small obstacles or irregularities in the ground. it is still best to
rely on a cane. The tactile and auditory
systems can be useful, however. for such
things as sensing distance to any obstacles, and to the ground. That information
would he presented to the blind person in
the form of auditory or tactile stimulation:
the stronger the stimulation, the nearer
the object. In addition. such systems give
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3-HEIGHT INFORMATION is coded by changes in frequency. The top waveform shows the
frequency change as the scan moves from top to bottom. That waveform is generated in response to
the signal shown in the bottom of the photograph.
FIG.

above. In tactile systems. the location of
the object is coded by the position of the
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FIG. 4-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM of the diode

function generators used in the scanning system of Fig.

1.

more three-dimensional picture of the
environment by giving the up -down. left right positioning of objects. In audiosysterns. that position is coded as discussed
a

As we stated at the start. Benjamin
Franklin suggested that sight could be restored to the blind through electrical stimulation. Experiments to do just that have.
in fact, been performed. but with very.
very limited success. At best. a blind person has been able to discern several dozen
spots of light when electrodes implanted
in the brain were stimulated.
When one examines the nature of sight.
and the structure and function of the
brain, the reasons for the poor results become apparent. For one thing. for adequate sight. it is necessary to transmit an
image to the brain that consists of over
10.00(1 individual points. In addition, the
image must he updated at least once a
second.
The major limitation is on the number
of points of light that can be communicated to the brain. Thus far, the effective
minimum spacing for electrodes is about
2 millimeters. By comparison, the optic
nerve is only about 2 millimeters in diameter, and the entire visual cortex of the
brain (the region of the brain that "processes" the signals that come from the
eyes) is only several centimeters in size.
Because of that, the maximum number of
electrodes that can he used is limited to a
very few.
Therefore. providing real vision for the
blind seems to bean impossible dream, or
a challenge for doctors and engineers
R -E
looking for a new frontier.
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Telephone Line Tester
HERB FRIEDMAN

Beat the telephone service guessing game with this simple
yet effective telephone -line tester.
EVER SINCE THE IiRLAFUP OF AT&T. THE
odds of getting a telephone circuit repaired on the first attempt are only 50-50.
The problem is that now the telephone
lines are the responsibility of your local
telephone company, while the receiver itself is the responsibility of its supplier.
most often AT&T. If you contact the supplier. and the problem is not in the telephone. they won't help you. Similarly, if
you call the local telephone company. and
the problem is in the telephone, you are
also out of luck. But this time there's a
kicker-you can he billed 550.0( or more
for a "service" call. And you still won't
have a working phone.
One of the ways to avoid playing the
telephone -service guessing game. and
thus any unnecessary and unconscionable
service charges, is to first. conduct your
own line tests, using the telephone -line
tester shown in Fig. I. If the telephone line
passes its tests, any problems must he the
fault of the receiver itself. If the line
doesn't pass its tests. you can call in the
local telephone company secure in the
knowledge they won't-or can't-stick
you for a service charge.
the telephone -line tester is intended for
the commonly used modular connector
system. 'ro use the device you simply unplug the telephone from its modular connector and substitute the tester's connector. It for some reason you want both
the tester and telephone to he simulta-
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neously connected. you can use a Yadapter at the modular jack. If the telephone uses the older 4 -pin "block" connector, you can use a modular-to -4 pin
block adapter; those are available in both
single and Y versions.

What it tests
The telephone -line tester checks the
operating parameters of the telephone
company's wiring at the modular connector. That includes the open circuit or
"on -hook" line voltage: the "loop" voltage. which is the line voltage when the

telephone is off hook (when the handset is
lified from its cradle): the ringer voltage.
and the polarity of the line. The telephone
lines voltage conditions are indicated by
a meter. and the polarity of the line connections is indicated by an LEI).
Normally. polarity is not a problem because most standard telephones will work
regardless of the polarity of the I)C voltage on the telephone line. (The purchase
of any telephone that is polarity sensitive
should be seriously questioned.)
I-lowever, reversed line polarity can interfere with certain kinds of switching equipment. in particular. some of the low-cost
conference and multi -use switchers. so
we've provided liar that test.
The voltage -level on telephone circuits
is 48 -volts I)C. The wires in the telephone
cables are color -coded, with the green
wire being the positive side, and the red

wire being the negative side. When there
is no load on the line. that is. when all
telephones in your home or office are ort
hook, the measured voltage at your telephone's modular connector should he
greater than 40 -volts DC, give or take a
smidgen.
Depending on your particular telephone's repeat coil, your telephone will
represent a DC load resistance of approximately 190 to 250 ohms when it goes off
hook. meaning the handset is lifted from
the cradle. Since there is resistance in the
wiring between the central office and your
telephone. there will he a substantial drop
in voltage when your telephone goes off
hook. At that time. the voltage at the modular jack might be as low as 5 -volts DC.
(A Bell System instrument. such as one of
the 500 series of telephones. will work
even if the line voltage approaches zero
volts.) For conventional service a loop
voltage of 5 or higher is considered acceptable.
A telephone is made to ring by superimposing a 90 -volt. 20 -Hz signal on the
line. Since a telephone ringer is always
connected across the line it represents a
continuous AC load on the line. Thus.
once again there will he a drop caused by
the resistance in the wires between the
central office and your phone. A 45 -volt
RM1S equivalent voltage at your telephone
is considered acceptable. although 40
volts is sufficient to ring the phone.

of the meter's pointer depends on how
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FIG.

1-BY PREVENTING UNNECESSARY SERVICE CALLS, this simple yet effective circuit

you quite

a

can save

bit of money.

FIG. 2-THE SMALL PC BOARD can be secured
to the front panel of the cabinet via Sts mounting nut. The board shown here is the author's

prototype.

How it works
The telephone -line tester shown in Fig.
is connected to the telephone line
through modular connector PI. Although
a conventional telephone modular -plug
has four connectors, the tester uses only
the two inside ones-the red and the
green. The yellow and black connectors
are not used for normal. single-instruI

ment. two -wire service. Since the tester's
LED polarity indicator is always connected when the tester is plugged in. the
instant the unit is connected you will have
an indication of the polarity. If it is correct-that is. if the green wire is the
positive side-and the red wire is the
negative side. nothing will happen. If the
situation is reversed. the LED will light.
With switch SI set for LINIJRING. both
SI -a and SI -b are open and the meter
indicates the condition of the line -voltage.
Any line voltage reading in the LINE OK
range (more on the meter in a moment)
indicates a line voltage higher than 40 volts DC. If the telephone is caused to
ring. either by using a ringback number or
by dialing from another phone. the meter
will indicate RING OK. and the LED will
pulse (indicating AC). if the ringing voltage current is correct. The actual position

11

00

2-1/4 INCHES
FIG.

3-BECAUSE OF IT'S SMALL SIZE and relative simplicity, the foil pattern for the telephone-line

tester is shown here.

many ringers are connected across the
link. (Three or more of the old-fashioned
ringers can excessively load the ringing
voltage if the local telephone company
has not corrected for your ringer load.)
when'SI is closed the voltage range of
the meter is changed and a nominal load
resistance of 230 ohms (R5 and R6) is
connected across the line to emulate the
off hook load of the telephone. If the
meter indicates Loop Oh. you can he certain that you have sufficient loop voltage

for satisfactory telephone operation. If
you place another load on the line. perhaps by taking an extension telephone off
hook. the meter reading will almost invariably drop below the LOOP OK range. I11at
is pert ctly normal: the line is operating
properly when a single loop load results in
a Loop OK meter reading. That, by the
way. is how to test telephones for proper
cc nnection. If lifting the handset causes
tlx meter reading to drop. you can at least
be certain that the telephone's hook
switch is v.orking and that the repeat coil
is connected to the line.

Building the unit
The unit is assembled on the metal front
panel of a 15/8 x 25/8 x 5%x -inch plastic
utility box. Except for the meter. all components are installed on a 2 x 21/4 -inch
printed circuit hoard that is self-mounting
to the panel through SI 's mounting nut
(see Fig. 2). An appropriate foil pattern for
this project is shown in Fig. 3: the pans -

placement diagram for that board is
sho\kn in Fig. 4. Note that the size of the
PC board and its layout aren't really critical as long as the hoard fits inside the
cabinet without interfering with the installation of the meter or the cabinet's
internal panel -support posts.
\\'hile it is usually best to make circuit
boards using the photographic method,
because of its small size. this hoard is an
exception. It is probably best to do this
layout by hand. using resist tape and resist
donuts. That's because the hoard's small
size and relative simplicity make the photographic method too expensive to justify.
That's why we've shown the layout here.
rather than in our PC service section as
usual.
There's just one catch to that-very
thin resist tape is getting harder to find in
stores all the time. If you can't find the
proper tape. we suggest you replace the
:race that sweeps around the SI contacts
with a length of No. 24 or No. 26 solid
insulated wire. That substitution has been
made in the author's prototype to show
you the proper routing of the wire. See

Fig. 2.
Potentiometers R2 and R3 are installed
on the toil side of the hoard so that they
51

previously mentioned. Cut the cord to the
length you want and then carefully trim
the insulation from the free end of the
green and red wires. "Those of you who
haven't worked with old headsets or telephone equipment are in for a surprise.
because the wires will appear to he a
strand of copper wound around a cotton,
polyester or silk thread. That's exactly

PARTS LIST

R1-4700 ohms, Y watt, 5%
R2-10,000 ohms, trimmer potentiometer.

R3-50,000 ohms, trimmer potentiometer.

R4-100,000 ohms,

135

LED1

-14. c

R5

FIG. 4-PARTS-PLACEMENT DIAGRAM for the
telephone -line tester. The foil pattern can be
found in our PC service section, elsewhere in

Y watt, 5%

R6-470 ohms, watt, 5%
D1 -D5 -1N4003 silicon diode
R5,

R6

I

rY2

LED1-jumbo red LED
M1--0-1-mA DC panel meter
S1-DPST, miniature, PC mount
P1-Modular telephone connector.
Miscellaneous-Cabinet, PC board,

,S1
11-

wire, solder, etc.
R4

D3

this issue.

01

04

D2

R1

FIG. 6-THE COMPLETED PC board is shown
here.

LED still doesn't turn on you have probably made a wiring error. Once you've determined that the polarity indicator is
working normally. return the power-supply connections to normal (LED oft).
Next. set the power supply to 5 -volts
DC. flip SI to the -ooh position. and
adjust R2 until the meter's needle moves
to the Loop OK reference line (reads 0.3
inA). Next. flip SI back to the LINE /RING
position, adjust the power supply for 40volts DC. and adjust R3 until the meter
pointer is on the LINE OK reference line.
I

FIG. 5-IF YOU WANT to dress -up the meter, a
new scale, similar to the one shown here, can be
made. If you choose to do that, be sure that the
LINE OK and LOOP OK reference lines fall at the 0.3
mA mark; the RING OK range begins at 0.4 mA.

can he accessed without dismantling the

project. All other components are

mounted conventionally on the -component" side of the PC -hoard. To ensure that
the LEI) passes through the panel when
the printed -circuit assembly is installed.
position the LEI) so that there is 7A -inch
between the printed circuit hoard and the
bottom of the LED before you solder its
leads. When the assembly is secured with
SI's mounting nut, %4 to of the LED will
protrude through the front panel.
lou might he tempted to substitute a
single 230 -ohm resistor for RS and R6.
Don't dot hat !'Ile loop load must he rated
lit watt, and that is most easily accomplished by using two parallel -connected
half-watt standard -value resistors.
Meter MI in our project is a 0-I-mA
I)C meter: those are available from almost
any electronics supplier. If you want to
dress up your project. you can create a
meter scale similar to the one shown in
Fig. 5. If you do that, the LINE OK and
Loop oK ranges should begin at 0.3 mA.
The RING OK range should begin at 0.4
mA. Once you've drawn the scale. remove the meter's plastic cover. Then. taking care not to bend or otherwise damage
the meter's needle, glue the new scale in
place.
the modular connecting cord can he
salvaged from some old telephone gear. or
you can gel a replacement cord at your
local telephone store. With rare exceptions. the cord will have four wires: you
will use only the green and red ones. as

I

I
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what it is. That type of wire is called
"Litz" wire: it is ven flexible. but it is
almost impossible to solder because the
fibers actually burn up betirre the connection is made. To install the Litz wires on
the printed -circuit hoard, lightly tin the
wire using a low -wattage (about 25 watts)
soldering iron. Then clip off the very end
of thew ire so there's no loose strand and
pass the wire(s) through its hole in the
printed -circuit hoard. Fold the wire flat
against the foil and then quickly solder it
in place. If you use too large an iron. or
too much heat (you keep the iron on the
connection too long). the wire will burn
up (turn black) and you'll have to repeat
the whole thing until the Litz wires are
properly soldered to the printed -circuit

foils.
Once you've assembled the hoard (see
Fig. 6), install the meter in the panel,
solder the two pieces of wire that will be
used to connect the circuit and the meter
to the PC board, and then secure the
printed -circuit board to the panel, using
SI's mounting nut. Finally, connect the
free ends of the wire you previously installed to the meter; he sure to observe the
proper meter polarity. To prevent the modular cord from eventually breaking at the
soldered Litz -wire connections. secure
the cord with a plastic cable clamp at one
of the meter's mounting screws.

Calibration
Set R2 and R3 to about mid -range, set
SI to the LINE/RING position and then con-

nect a small variable DC poser source
across the telephone line input. Adjust the
power supply f rr about 40 -volts I)C and
see if the LED turns on. If it does the
power supply connections are reversed. If
it does not turn on. check its operation by
reversing the power connections. If the

Testing the line
To test a telephone line simply set SI to
the LINE, RING position and connect the
tester to the telephone line. If the LED
lights, the telephone company's wiring to
the connector is reversed (it does happen).

Note the meter reading-the pointer
should rest anywhere in the ok range (read
0.3 mA or greater). Next. flip SI to the
Loop position: again. the meter should
read in the ok area. Finally. once again set
SI to the LINE/RING position and cause the
line to ring (perhaps by dialing from another phone). 'Ilse meter should read in the
RING OK range (greater than 0.4 InA) and
the LEI) should blink because the voltage
applied to the polarity -tester circuit is AC.
If any of the tests produces anything but
the expected results, the problem most

likely lies

in the telephone lines rather
than in the phone itself.

If you want to check out extension telephones. set SI for a Loop test and then lift
the handset of any phone; the meter
should indicate less than the OK reading
when the telephone goes off hook. As we
said earlier, that is normal and shows that
the telephone is at least connected to the
line.
The telephone -line tester we've described is limited: it can not tell you precisely what's wrong with your telephone
sen ice. But it can at least tell you roughly
where the trouble lies. and hence who to
call to have repairs done. Considering the
high cost of an unnecessary service call,
that puts you way ahead in the game. R -E
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Prints and =¢-1...
Slides from the same roll
,xt..

...

Seattle FilmWorks has adapted Kodak's
professional Motion Picture film for use
in your 35mm camera. Now you can
use the same film-with the same
microfine grain and rich color
saturation-Hollywood's top studios
demand. Its wide exposure latitude is
perféct for everyday shots. You can
capture special effects, too. Shoot it in
bright or low light-at up to 1200
ASA. What's more, it's economical.
And remember, Seattle FilmWorks lets
you choose prints or slides, or both,
from the same roll.
Try this remarkable film today!

"I have never seen better
pictures. And I have been taking
pictures for many, many years.

Ideal for use in Canon, Nikon,
Minolta, Konica, Olympus, Pentax
... any 35mm camera.
198hSFW

IF

1

Justin Buckley

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL

RUSH me two 20 -exposure rolls of Kodak MP film
for my 35mm camera. Enclosed is $2 for a 2 -roll starter
pack including Eastman 5247® and 5294°
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed

1
1

NAME

1

CITY

1

Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks
500 Third Ave. W.
P.O. Box 34056
Seattle, WA 98124

Am 100% sold!"
Panama City Beach, FL

---------I
$¿
4110

ADDRESS
STATE

ZIP

Look for this symbol
when you shop by mail.

--------Kodak, 5247 and 5294 are trademarks of Eastman Kodak Co. Seattle
FilmWorks s wholly separate from the manufacturer. Process ECN-II.
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Electronics Paperback Books
EVERY BOOK IN THIS AD $6 OR LESS!
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BP125-25

SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND ANTENNAS
$5.00. All are inexpensive
to build, yet perform well. Diodes, beams, triangle and
even a mini rhombic.

BP33-ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR USERS HANDBOOK
55.75. Invaluable
book for all calculator owners. Tells how to get the most out of your
calculator.

BP128-20 PROGRAMS FOR THE ZX SPECTRUM AND 16K
ZX82

$5.75.
Included with each program is a flow chart and a description
of what happens.
Notes for converting programs for use on other
computers are also included

BP36-50 CIRCUITS USING GERMANIUM, SILICON
ODES

BP183-AN INTRODUCTION TO CP/M

55.75. To run and use programs operating under the CP/M operating system you will find This book extremely useful.

208-PRACTICAL STEREO

BP99-MINI-MATRIX BOARD PROJECTS

$5.00. Here are 20 useful circuits
that can be built on a mini -matrix board that is just 24 holes by ten
copper-foil strips.

8P157-HOW TO WRITE ZX SPECTRUM AND SPECTRUM + GAMES PRO-

GRAMS $5.95. A crystal-clear step-by-step guide to writing your
own graphics
games programs.

BP117-PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC BUILDING BLOCKS-Book

1
55.75.
Oscillators, Timers, Noise Generators, Rectifiers, Comparators,
Triggers and more.

219-SOLID-STATE NOVELTY PROJECTS

$4.95. Fun projects Include the
Optomin, a musical instrument that is played by reflecting a light
beam with your
hand, and many more.

BP179-ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS FOR THE COMPUTER CONTROL OF
ROBOTS
$5.00. Data and circuits for interfcing the computer to the robot's
motors and sensors.

ZENER DI-

& TRIACS
$5.00. Build priority indicators. light modulators, warning devices. light dimmers and more.

& CONSTRUCTION MANUAL
$5.95. How the hobbyist
can build RF, IF, audio and power coils. chokes and transformers. Covers AM, FM
and TV applications.

& OUADROPHONY HANDBOOK
$3.00. A reference book for all interested In stereo and multichannel sound reproduction.

&

$5.00. A collection of useful circuits you'll want in your library.

BP37-50 PROJECTS USING RELAYS, SCR'S

160-COIL DESIGN
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BP42-SIMPLE LED CIRCUITS

55.00. A large selection of simple applications
for this simple electronic component.

BP127-HOW TO DESIGN ELECTRONIC PROJECTS

$5.75. Helps the reader
to put projects togetner from standard circuit blocks with a minimum of trial
and
error.

BP122-AUDIO AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION 55.75. Construction details for
preamps and power amplifiers up through a 100 -wart DC -coupled FED
amplifier.
BP92-CRYSTAL SET CONSTRUCTION
about building crystal radio receivers.

55.00. Everything you need to know

BP45-PROJECTS IN OPTOELECTRONICS 55.00. Includes infra -red detectors. transmitters, modulated light transmission and photographic
applications.
BP48-ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS
55.00. A wide range of
easily completed projects for the beginner. Includes some no -soldering projects.

BP128-BASIC & PASCAL IN PARALLEL $4.95. Takes these two programming languages and develops programs in both languages
simultaneously.

BP49-POPULAR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS

224-50 CMOS IC PROJECTS $5.25. Includes sections on multivibrators.
amplifiers and oscillators, trigger devices, and special devices.

BP51-ELECTRONIC MUSIC AND CREATIVE TAPE RECORDING
55.50.
Shows how you can make electronic music at home with the simplest
and most
inexpensive equipment.

225-A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL IC'S $4.95. Mainly concerned with TTL devices. Includes several simple projects plus a logic
circuit test
set and a digital counter timer.
BP17O-INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
to use a variety of co computer add-ons in as non-technical

$5.95. Shows how
possible.

a way as

227-BEGINNERS GUIDE TO BUILDING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
55.00.
How to tackle the practical side of electronics so you
Can successfully build
electronic projects.
BP169-HOW TO GET YOUR COMPUTER PROGRAMS RUNNING
Shows how to identify error in program and what to do about them.

55.95.

o 123-FIRST BOOK OF PRACTICAL

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS $3.75. Projects include audio distortion meter, super FET receiver,guitar
amplifier, metronome
and more.

BP24-52 PROJECTS USING IC

741

one available IC.

55.25. Lots of projects built around this

BP110-HOW TO GET YOUR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS WORKING

$5.00.

How to find and solve the common problems that can occur
when building projects.

r.wa<W
Mq«s

Dowd

n.
á.n:,
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and test equipment protects are all included.

BP56-ELECTRONIC SECURITY DEVICES

$5.00. Includes both simple and
more sophisticated ourglar alarm circuits using light, infra -red, and
ultrasonics.

BP59-SECOND BOOK OF CMOS IC PROJECTS $5.00. More circuits showing CMOS applications. Most are of a fairly simple design.

BP72-A MICROPROCESSOR PRIMER

$5.00. We start by designing
computer and show how we can overcome its shortcomings.

Name

Address
City

State

Zip

E

H87

SHIPPING CHARGES IN
USA & CANADA
$0.01 to $5.00.... $1.00
$5.01 to $10.00... $1.75

$10.01
$20.01
$30.01
$40.01
$50.01

BP91-AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO DXING 55.00. How you can tunerin on
those amateur and commercial broadcasts from around the world in the
comfort of
your home.
BP94-ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR CARS AND BOATS

55.00. Fifteen
simple projects that you can use with your car or boat. All are designed to
operate
from t2 -volt DC supplies.

:

sñn`;,.,.

l

j

OUTSIDE USA & CANADA
Multiply Shipping by 2 for sea mail
Multiply Shipping by 4 for air mail

Number of books ordered

Total price of merchandise

to

Sales Tax (New York State Residents only)
Shipping (see chart)

to 50.00 .. S5.75
and above. $7.00

small

MUSIC PROJECTS
$5.95. Provides the experimenter
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DAR SPEED -GUN
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This false -target
is ideal for testing and calibrating radar speed guns.
SINCE THE FCC HAS ALLOWED rttti C'054mercial and private use of some radar frequencies. interest in those frequencies has

greatly increased. Amateur-radio operators are actively experimenting with
radar for communications. On the commercial front. the burglar-alarm industry
has turned to radar for intrusion -detection
alarms. Boaters are using radar to guide
their crafts through hazardous fig. Even
professional baseball teams are getting
into the act with radar guns being used to
time the speed of their pitchers' deliveries. And of course everyone is familiar
with radar through its use by highway
police to enforce the speed limit.
As with all other electronics equipment. radar guns need to he calibrated and
tested periodically fur accuracy. Here is
an inexpensive portable calibrator for

e

li

cY

%/Eq

radar equipment. It works by generating
hd.ce

a

tirget.

Radar false -target generators are used
by the military as electronic camouflage
on our stealth aircraft to fool the enemy's
rae7ar-tracking missiles. A similar technique is used in this radar gun calibrator.
To better understand the technique. we
should first understand how radar speed guns work.

How radar works
The police have been using radar to
measure vehicle speed since the late
1940 s. A block diagram of a typical radar
speed -gun is shown in Fig. I.
A radar gun uses the Doppler effect to
determine the speed of a moving object.
Its output consists of a steady, unmodulated carrier. The signal travels in a tight

beam toward a target whose speed is being
monitored. That target can he any object.
such as a speeding baseball-or a speeding motorist. Because of the nature of
microwave transmissions, the signals are
reflected by the target hack toward their
source.
Because of the Doppler effect. the frequency of the reflected signal is slightly
higher than the original transmitted signal For each mile per hour an object is
travelling toward the radar speed -gun. the
reflected signal received by the gun will
be shifted about 31 Hz higher. In the radar
gun, the return signal is mixed with a
sample of the original transmitted wave to
produce a difference frequency. That dif=
Terence frequency is analyzed and converted to produce a direct readout of
speed.
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GUNN

WARNING

OSCILLATOR

MICROWAVE
OUTGOING

/HORN

RETURN
REFLECTION

AMP

MIXER

This radar calibrator may interfere with
police radar, CB units, radio receivers,
etc., up to 1000 feet away. Thus its use
should be restricted to laboratory use or
for educational, scientific, informational,
or calibration purposes. The illegal use of
a transmitter can subject the user to a
$10,000 fine, a jail term, and the seizure of
transmitting equipment.

TRACKING
COUNTER
DISPLAY

FILTER

PHASE
DETECTOR

H

VOLTAGE

CONTROLLED
OSCILLATOR

FIG. 1-SPEEDING FASTBALLS, or speeding motorists, can be timed using a radar speed -gun. A
block diagram of such a unit is shown here.

MODULATED
BIAS VOLTAGE

TUNING
SCREW

TERMINAL

As shown in Fig. 2. the heart of a radar
speed-gun-and our radar calibrator-is

Gunn diode oscillator. Typically those
oscillators can generate an output level of
about 100 m\1. With that output level, and
with a highly directional transmitting ana

tenna. the ranee of
about i/ of a mile.
OSCILLATOR CAVITY

17dB GAIN
HORN ANTENNA

2-THE HEART OF A RADAR SPEED -GUN
used by the police, and others, or a radar false target generator is a microwave Gunn diode.
Here, the proper way to mount such a diode in a
microwave horn is shown.

a

radar speed -gun

is

Until recently. high -output Gunn diodes were expensive: most cost several
hundred dollars or inure. Now. however. a
Gunn diode can he obtained for as little as
$ill. That certainly makes it attractive to

hobbyists litr esperimentation.

FIG.

How the calibrator works
Our circuit generates a false target that
can he used to calibrate radar speed -guns.

RADAR GUN
CAVITY
REFERENCE

TRANSMISSION
RETURN
REFLECTION

l
SIGNAL

o

I

SEEN BY MIXING SIGNAL
INSIDE ANTENNA CAVITY
a

SIGNAL
SIMULATED BY RADAR CONTROLLER

RADAR GUN
CAVITY

o

l
O

6

3-WHEN THE TRANSMITTED AND REFLECTED SIGNALS are mixed in the horn's cavity, the
resulting low -frequency beat can be used to determine the speed of the reflecting object, as shown in
a. The calibrator works by generating a signal that simulates the one that would result if the
transmitted signal were reflected by an object moving at a specified speed, as shown in b. As a result,
the low frequency beat detected by the diode is the same as the one in a.
FIG.
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such as those used to time the speed Of a
baseball player's Ihrow. Let's examine
I'jg. 3 to see how the calibrator can he
made to three a speed gun to read a desired speed. As is shown in Fig. 3-a. the
outgoing reference transmission and the
incoming reflected transmission are hod)
present inside the antenna cavity. Because. as described earlier. they are of
slightly different frequencies. they interfere with each other in such a way that a
difference signal (at a beat frequency) is
created. That signal is detected by a mixing diode, and the low -frequency heat that
results is passed on to he analyzed.
Tu truce a speed gun to read a particular
speed. all a false -target generator need do
is to produce a difference signal that simulates the one that would he created h_y an
object travelling at a certain speed. See
Fig. 3-b. Assuming (he output -power
level is sufficient. it will "capture'' the
receiver. preventing it from detecting any
other signal that might he present. including the Doppler -shirred reflection.

\
\

LOW FREQUENCY BEAT DETECTED
BY DIODE, OF 35 mph OBJECT

LOW FREQUENCY BEAT
DETECTED BY DIODE IS THE SAME.

PARTS LIST

RADAR DETECTOR

POWER
CORD

RADAR SPEED GUN

MICROWAVE
TRANSMITTER

J1

25

/
35

J3
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SPEED SET

'

VOLT

POWER

POWER
IN
TO RADAR

>--

-*--

PULSE
DETECTOR

-e

n

FIG.

Cl-05--10
C6,

µF, 25 volts, electrolytic
µF, ceramic disk
pF, 5%, 100 volts, mylar

C7-0.1

R

µF, 100 volts, mylar

ITRANSMIT

105-4518B dual synchronous divide -

counter

TIMER

by -10 counter

IC6-LM317 voltage regulator

SPEED
CONTROL
OSCILLATOR

a

Capacitors

Semiconductors
IC1-555 timer
IC2-4538B dual precision timer
IC3, IC4-4522B decimal divide -by -N

CIRCUIT

5-THE RADAR CALIBRATOR

Creating

DIVIDER AND
DUTY CYCLE
GENERATOR

difference signal that causes

speed gun to read

fmm o\erheating.

a

OUTPUT
DRIVER

GUNN DIODE

-e

MICROWAVE
OSCILLATOR

HORN

Is shown here In block diagram form.

desired speed is not
difficult. It's done by pulsing a carrier
whose frequency is in the passbauxf of the
speed gun's receiver. Speed is simulated
by \arving the pulse rate. That is. the
pulse rate is set at 31.4 pulses -per -second
per mile -per -hour of desi ed reading. For
a desired reading of 55 miles -per-hour the
pulse rate would he 31.4 x 55 = 1727
pulses -per-second.
the basic set-up litr calibrating a radar
gun is show n in Fig. 4. A block diagram
of the false -target generator is shown in
Fig. 5. Note that the false -target generator
is designed to work in conjunction with an
automotive radar detector. The radar detector is used to make the operation of the
calibrator almost automatic. When the
radar detector senses a transmission from
a speed gun. it sounds a busier or turns on
a light as a warning. In doing that, the
detector draws more current than normal
from its 12 -volt power source. The false target generator's pulse -detector circuitry
detects that surge. amplifies it. and. via
the trigger circuit. triggers the transmit
tinter. The timer turns on the speed-conIrol oscillator for approximately ten seconds. Using such a short transmission
time is necessa'V to keep the Gunn diode
a

R9, R15, R22, R23-1000 ohms
R11-1 megohm, trimmer potentiometer
R12, R18, R19-100,000 ohms
R13-1 megohm
R14, R17-47,000 ohms
R16-5000 ohms, trimmer potentiometer
R20-270 ohms

HOLD OFF
CIRCUIT

DETECTOR
POWER

SPEED
SELECT

1%
1%
1%
ohms, 1%

C8-470
C9-0.0047

I
TRIGG

R21-2200 ohms

95-2000 ohms,
R6-6650 ohms,
R7-4420 ohms,
R8-2210

J4/

FIG. 4-USE THIS SET-UP to calibrate a radar -speed gun. The speed gun can be forced to read 25, 35,
or 55 miles -per-hour by altering the setting of a switch on the calibrator.

S2

R2, R24, R25-1 ohm
R3, R10-10,000 ohms
14,

12

RADAR CONTROLLER

TRANSMIT

All resistors 1 -watt, 5%, carbon film
unless otherwise noted
R1-4700 ohms

A manual TRANS\Irr switch (S2) is included for those not wanting to use a radar
detector to trigger the Gunn oscillator.
The switch is a momentary type. and it
also triggers the one-shot for ten seconds.
The speed -control oscillator drives a
divider network that generates the appropriate frequency and duty cycle for the
output driver. which supplies voltage to
the Gann -diode oscillator. After ten seconds the transmitter timer locks itself off
Iitr a couple of seconds to give the radar
detector time to settle down and reset.

About the circuit
The schematic diag!ant of the calibrator is shown in Fig. 6. Power is applied through .14. Power switch SI applies
power to the internal circuit through IC6.
an I.M317 voltage regulator: power is also
applied to .13. the v,,, jack. through R2. a
I-ohnt sensing resistor. The voltage drop
across R2 is amplified by QI. which is
slightly forward biased h\ R16, the TRIGcaLR SNNsrrlVl'n contral. Transistor Q2
amplifies the trigger signal and applies it
to pin 5 (the trigger input) of one half of
IC2. a 4538 dual tinter. That half of the
tinge' package is configured as a one-shot
with a period of about ten seconds.
'Ile period of the other half of IC2 is
determined by C3, R19. and RI I. The
,

01-2N3906 PNP transistor
02, 03-2N3904 NPN transistor
04, 05-TIP120 NPN power transistor
D1-1 N4004
D2, D3 -1N4148
D4-MA49159, Gunn diode
LED1, LED2-Red LED
Other Components
S1-DPDT, 3 amps, 110 volts
S2-SPDT, momentary toggle

S3-DP4T, slide switch

J3-3.5 mm phone jack
J4-2.1 mm phone jack
J1, J2,

Miscellaneous: PC board, hardware (7
each -4-40 screws, 3 each -4-40 nuts),
microwave horn, case, wire, solder. etc.
The following are available from Microwave Control, 1701 Broadway, Suite 236,
Vancouver, WA 98663. (1-260-693-6843):
Complete kit including tested Gunn diode,
microwave horn, PC board, case, and all
parts, $169.50; tested Gunn diode, microwave horn, $117.00; etched and drilled PC
board, $19.50. Please add $4.50 for shipping and handling. Washington state residents add 7.4% for sales tax. Allow 4-6
weeks for delivery.
output of that timer. pin 9, is used to reset
the first tinter via pin 3. Trimmer R II is
used to adjust the hold -off time of the
trigger circuit to prevent false relriggering. False retriggering can occur when the
calibrator output -signal is detected by the
radar detector. which in turn rclriggers the
calibrator. You will have to experiment
ith RII to lied the setting that \\ill prevent false relriggering.
ITie output of the first half of the 4538.
pin b. is used to enable IC1. a 555 tinter
that's configured as an astable multi vibrator. The oscillating frequency of ICI
is determined by R6. R7. RS. and CS. 'Ihc
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FIG. 6-ONE OUTPUT OF THE radar -calibrator circuit (J1 or J2) is fed to a Gunn diode mounted in a
microwave horn. Outputs are provided for each of the two most popular speed -gun frequencies.

There are two outputs taken Iron1 the
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R23
I

(0
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.-R14J2

I

IC3
03

K OUT

105

C'

-ohm resistor. 1125. is included to ensure
stability. 'llle .11 or J2 output. as appropriate. is applied to the Gunn diode. Although optional. and not shown in the
illustrations. for hest results a small.
0.47-p F Illylar capacitor. ('0.1 should he
installed across the Gunn diode.
Diodes I)2 and D3. in conjunction with
transistor Q3. help ensure that the driver
transistors remain off when the unit is not
triggered. When switch SI is at its slow
speed settings. 2535. the output if IC5 is
divided further and fed hack through R3
and ('I to modulate ICI.
1

nQ2

T02

03Q

i

;

R11¡

Q5G1

-R25-

S1

-R2-

R10

LII
J4 POWER

1

C

divider string. One. taken from pin 13 of
IC5. is emitter coupled to .12. X-11ANI)
OIrrl'IJT, via driver transistor Q1. The Iohnl resistor. R24, is included to ensure
stability. - Iheotheroutput, taken From pin
13 0l' IC3. is emitter coupled to JI. I:üANI) OlfrPl -I. via driver transistor Q2. r\

IC4

Building the unit
We recommend the use of a printed circuit hoard. If you wish to etch your
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FIG. 7-THE CIRCUIT SHOULD BE MOUNTED on a double -sided PC board. The patterns can be found
in the PC Service section, of this magazine.

output of the oscillator drives the divider
string consisting of I('-1. IC3. and I('5.

The output from each divider is
wave with

a -11)'/r

duty cycle.

a

square -

own. an appropriate double -sided layout
is provided in our PC Service section.
Also. you can purchase a hoard from the
supplier mentioned in the Parts List.
continue(/ On page /34
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Remote -Controlled
Power Switch

.r.

'1r

DANIEL B. COOPER

-00`r`
Our infrared remote controller frees you
from the tyranny of mechanical switches!

-

VI

Si

I

\

\Is

('k1\11-

I

li,\I

scribed here can he built for under S40.
You can then control any de\ ice that
drat\\ s as much as 151111 watts of power. The
device can he 30 or more feet away.
Our controller consists of a very small
IZ x 11/2 by % inches) hatter' -powered
transmitter and an AC -powered receiver
that measures only 51 x 31/2 x 11/2
inches. 10 use the controller, just plug the
receiver into a wall outlet near the device
you want to control. and then plug that
device into the receiver. Then use the
hand-held transmitter to turn the device
on and off at \our convenience. That's all
there is to it!

11.K. SLXl

Si

stereos, VCR's and other electronic appliances must he operated by something
so crude as a mechanical s\\ itch. There's
really nothing wrong with a switch. hut
you must he within arm's reach to operate
it. And when you're sitting contktrtahl\ in
an easy chair and want to turn a I'\'. a
stereo. or a lamp across the roost on or
oft it's mighty inconvenient to have to
stand up. walk over to the device, and 11

i

its switch.

Of course. ilrou're fortunate enough to
own a remote -controlled 1 \' or stereo.
then you're partly tree of the tyrann\ of
mechanical switches. But what about radios. lamps. and the myriad of other de\ ices that must he operated manually'!
We've got the solution. the easy -to build IR (infra -Red) control system de-

How it works
{he schematic diagram of the transmitter is shown in Fig. I. As you can see. the
transmitter is Milt around two CI\1OS 555
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22K
D1

C6
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(INFRARED)

C2

.0047
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e3

C4
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.01

Si
ON/OFF
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3.3K

1-THE TRANSMITTER IS BUILT AROUND TWO CMOS 555's that generate
signal; that signal is transmitted by the two infrared LED's, LED2 and LED3.
FIG.

81

12V

0
a

I

Fig. 2-c.

The output of IC2 drives LEDI through
resistor RS: that LED provides visual indication that the transmitter is working. In
addition. IC'_ drives transistor (11, \\hich
in turn drives the two infrared LED's
II.El)2 and LED3).
The transmitter is powered by a miniature 12 -volt battery, which is sometimes
called a "lighter'' battery from its use in
electronically -ignited cigarette lighters.
Although the battery supplies sufficient
\oltage for the circuit and is small enough
to lit in a tiny case. it cannot directly
source the high current needed to drive the
t\\o IR LED's. To provide that current. \\e
pre -charge capacitor C6 and then dump
all the charge it contains \y hen SI is
pressed. When SI is not pressed. power to
the IC's is cut off. However. C6 is kept

117

modulated 35 -kHz

R.

Then, when SI is
pressed. the current stored in C'6 can he
used to drive the LED's for as much as 1/2
second. That's plenty of time for the receiver to pick up a signal.
When C6's charge is exhausted. the
charged via

1

K

tinter IC's t1 LCSSS's). The TLC555 is
quite similar to its bipolar cousin. but it
requires less than 1(1(1 µA of supply current. and that's important \\ hen a circuit
must he pox\ered from a very small battery. as our transmitter is.
The transmitter generates a modulated
35 -kHz IR signal. The 35-kl-li carrier frequency is generated by IC2. and the 1500Iz modulating signal is generated by ICI.
The 15(10-I-Ic output of ICI appears as in
Fig. 3-u: the modulated output of I('2
appears as in Fig. 2-b. An expanded \ie\r
of each spike in that \\avel(trnt is shown in
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OUTPUT
OF IC1

160

(PIN 3)

+500
µs

p5

a

OUTPUT
OF IC2

(PIN

IIIIF

111111

31

INDIVIDUAL
PULSE OUTPUT
OF IC2

26.5

p5

PIN13)

J

+ 1--1.8µs

at

that distance. the receiver can pick up
the reduced signal. At greater distances,
though, it may he impossible for the receiver to respond twice in a 'cry sport
period of Iime-less than about a second.
13ut you should ha'e no trouble if you wait
life several seconds between each use of
the transmitter.

laced

The receiver
It is relatively easy to design an IR
remote -control system. but most simple
designs are hampered by either low sensitivity or high susceptibility to noise. the
outstanding feature of our receiver is its
high -sensitivity. low -noise input preamplifier. which is built ;wound an
µí'C1373 IR renutte-control preamplifier

noise perlornt:tce.
-Ihe de mod uI iced signal from the pre amp stage is sent to IC4-a. a 74('14
Schmitt trigger. The squared -up 15)11) -I -Ii
signal is then sent to the clock input of
ICS -a. half of a 4013 dual "I)'' flip-flop.
11x (lip -(lop is configured as a binary divider. so the frequency of its output signal
is exactly half the frequency of its input
signal. hut it has a duty cycle of exactly
5I)r.i .
That 75(1 -I -Ii signal is clipped to approximately 0.7 volts P -P by diodes 1)3
and 1)4. The clipped signal is then led to
I('(i, a 567 tone decoder. 'lire output of
that IC goes low wheneser the frequency
of the siutnal fed to it is within its lock
range-the range of frequencies within
which the IC will respond-of its internal
\'CO Voltage -Control led Oscillator).
The center of the \'( ()'s lock range is
set by components RR). R17. and 07.
The trimmer potentiometer (R16) allows

signal: that signal is. ín fact. an exact
replica of the signal produced by ICI in
the transmitter'
The preamp stage is very sensitive to
various forms of noise and R F interference. so. !Or maximum accuracy, the
entire preamp circuit should be shielded
and hvpassed. Our PC -hoard layout, discussed below. has been opt intiied for low-

(l(.I

ut hog. 3).
he IC is contained in an eight -pin SIP
(Single /Mine Package), and it incorporates circuity that not only conditions a
I

FIG.

2-THE

1500-Hz MODULATING SIGNAL is

shown in a; the modulated 35 -kHz carrier signal
is shown In b; and one cycle of the 35 -kHz bursts
is shown In c.

signal front

R9
1K

I

,

photodiode. hut also varies

chancing lighting conditions. The
µP( 1373 also has a sensitive 311-111 kl-li

output of the LI'lis drops to about onethird of their peak power. When SI is
released. C6 begins to recharge: it reaches
00h4 ofcapaciiv in about one second. and
Dull capacit\ in five to six seconds.
At distances under ten feet. that charge
time will he of no consequence because.

r-------

a

the bias on the diode to accommodate

tuned detector. automatic gain control.
Peak detector. and an output waveshaping
11

buffer.

All that circuitry allows the the weak
signal picked up from photodiode 1)2 to
be output as a clean, logic -level dentodu-
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FIG. 3-THE RECEIVER FEATURES A SHIELDED PREAMP, shown here inside the dashed lines. The
output of the preamp is squared up and fed to a PLL tone -decoder (IC6); the output of the PLL is fed
through a bt-stable latch (IC5-b). which provides the ON/OFF function.
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you to 'ar\ the center frequency lo match
the output of your transmitter. The lock
ranee of the V('O is set by CI M. We use a
2.2 µh capacitor here litr a moderately

narrow lock ranee-about III Ili. hate
provides an overall range of 750 Hz ±55
Hz. The length of time a signal of that
frequency must he present to ()brain output is set by capacitor C19. the 22-µ1-7
value sets that time at about 1(1 ins.
When I('6 detects a signal of the propel
frequency. pin 8 goes low. Since that output is an open -collector transistor. a pullup resistor IR181 is required litr proper
operation. The output signal is fed
through another Schmitt trigger 1104 -hl.
which drives another "D" Iltp-Ilup. IC5h. That Ilip-flop is configured as a !listable
latch: each successive input causes the
output to change state.
Schmitt trigger IC -1-11 also drives IC4c. which in turn dries 1.11)-1. siGNAI..
which lights up whenever a signal is recei ed. The y output of I('S-h drives IC4d. which in turn drives I_I:I)5. ON, which
lights up whenever the output is in the 1)1
state. the 7 output of I('5 -h drives two
parallel -connected iii erters. I('4 -e and
IC4-I.: they turn transistor Q2 on when
¡7 goes low."nut transistor energizes the
relay its contacts switch the device you're
controlling on and oil. Diode D6 is wired
across the coil of the relay to suppress the
reerse spikes generated h\ the coil whenever it is de -energised. \\'ithoul I)6. Q)2
might he destroyed.
Components ('21 and R22 are connected to the latch's R input: they provide a
poncr-on-reset function. In other words.
they ensure that the relay will he off when
poker is first applied to the receiver. \t
power-up. ('2I is effectively a short circuit. so Ft is high. In that reset state. the y
output of the flip -110p is low. the ¡7 output
is high. sit O2 and the relax are off. Hut. as
C2I charges through R22. the voltage
across ('21 increases. and eventually the n
input drops to ground and allows the I(' to
respond to input signals.
\\'e hate made pro\ ision fin- an optional
1.1W Si 1t' ttl I. switch. S2. Since the 567
I

I

FIG. 4-COMPONENTS MOUNT ON THE TRANSMITTER BOARD as shown here.

LED

2

D1

ICI

LED

C6

1

(11
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:

output. S2 can he
used to litree the inverters input low and
thus alternate the state of the latch without
damaging the 567.
The receiver is powered by a nine -volt.
I50-ttiA t anslin'nur that delisers about
12 -volts I)(' after rectification by diodes
I)7-1)11) and filtering h\ ('22. Since most
of the wicker circuit is voltage -independent. no regulator is used. However. the
567 requires a supply voltage less than
nine voles. 'Iherelinr. resistor R15. capacitor ('15. and ''Letter diode 1)5 are used to
has an open -collector

provide
source.

a

regulated. littered 6.s -volt I)C

Construction
\1'e

recommend that you use PC

hoards. especially

1Or

the receiver. as the

t

r.

LED 3

FIG.

IC2

Cl

Si

5-THE COMPLETED TRANSMITTER appears as shown here. The legs of the electrolytic capaci-

tors (C1 and C6) must be bent horizontally for those capacitors to fit in the case.

performance of its preamp can he degraded by improper layout. lou can etch
your own hoards using the toil patterns
shown in P(' Service: pre -etched hoards
are included with the kits sold by the
source mentioned in the Parts List.
When your hoards are etched. inspect
them IOr shorts and opens. Correct any
problems and clean the hoards with steel
wool. Now build the transmitter. Install
all components except the hater clips
and the three I.I'D's according to the diagram in big. 4. Take care to orient the
capacitors. the I('.s. 1)1. and OI correctly.
As uxl can see in Fig. 5. the leads of ('I
and ('6 must he bent at a right angle: the
capacitors are then mounted horizontally.
Ilse flat edge of SI should fare OI.
Nest solder the hatter)/ clips to the
ho:.rd. .1-he hump on the negative clip
should face inward. and the hook on the
positive clip should face outward. Now

insert I.FI)I into its holes with the flat side
toward the positive battery clip. hut do not
solder it in place yet. Lay the PC hoard in
the top half of the case. adjust the position
of the LEI) to line up with its mounting
hole. and then solder the LED in place.
Now insert the two IR LED's (I.Iil)2
and 1.1:1)31 into their holes with their flat
sides Ioward the side of the board the
negative hatters clip is mounted on. Solder them in place about '/s inch ahowe the
surface of the P(' hoard. ('arelully bend
their leads so that they are parallel with
the hoard and with each other. and so that
the center of each LEI) is ahout %u, inch
chine the surface of the hoard.
I.av the hoard in the lower half of the
case and carefully stark where the center
of each I.NI) touches the front edge of the
else. Remove the hoard and use a small
rattail file or a similar tool to cut out a
precise hall -circle lOr each LLD. ('heck
61

your progress often to avoid OVCrcutting.
Snap both halves 01 the case to;_elher
without the hoard m place and mark
where the edges of the holes meet the
upper half of the case. Take the case apart
and carefully lile out the holes in the upper half to match those in the lower half of

S2

LOCAL ON/ OFF
(OPTIONAL)

C18

06
RY1

the case.

Since the components are not so closely spaced. building the receiver is somewhat easier. Referring to Fig. 6. solder all

electronic-not mechanical-components to the hoard, except for LED -1.
LED5. 1)2. and TI. Be careful to orient all
polarized devices correctly: IC; should he
mounted with the bevel oriented toward
the transformer. Don't forget to solder the
jumpers in place.
Bolt TI to the hoard with its secondary
v ires toward C22. Keeping the leads as
shoe as possible. solder the primary and
the secondary wires to the appropriate
pads. To prevent shorts. ensure that all
strands of each wire pass through its hole.
Clip off and insulate the transformer's
center tap.
Solder three 3 -inch pieces of Is -gauge
wire to the output pads near the relay.
Connect the opposite ends of those wires
to the appropriate terminals on SOI.
Now solder 1)2 in place with its base
about % inch above the surface of the
hoard and \\ ith the beveled corner toward
the center of the hoard. 15,1ount I-1;1)4 and
LED5 with their flat sides facing each
other: the center of each LED should he
about %1 inch above the hoard. 'be LED's
will he parallel to the board and to eaeh
Other it they are mounted correctly.
Now solder four thick pieces of hus
wire to the lour holes where the shield will
mount. 111e shield can he bent as shown in
Fig. 7 from a thin piece of tin. Also. cui a
V/,- X IYs-inch piece of tin plate for the
bottom of the PC hoard. However. don't
solder either shield in place until you have
verified that the preanlp circuit \urrks ex-

actly as intended.
Strip the sheath of the AC cord so that
one inch of each conductor protrudes:
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,r

R23 IC 4

Jr
T1

JP
SO

1

117 VAC

lem. you may have installed QI

Building the receiver

i\+

+\'s

104_1:11

I

r

both TI.C555's are oscillating. If they are.
make sure that LEDI is mounted correctly. II' you still haven.( isolated the prob-

I

C1a

+

Now lay the hoard in the case. Then
insert 131 and press SI: I.EI)I should remain lit lirr as long as SI is pressed. If the
I.EI) doesn't light, make sure the battery
is inserted correctly. If it is. use a frequency counter or an oscilloscope to verif\ that

incorrectly, or you may have installed Q2
by mistake.
When the hoard is debugged. complete
assembly of the (ransmitter. Insert the
hoard into the lower half of the case and
then snap both halves together. If desired.
the R LED's can he pushed hack into the
case so that (hey do not protrude.
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FIG. 6-COMPONENTS MOUNT ON THE RECEIVER BOARD as shown here. One shield must be

soldered to each side of the board after testing confirms that the preamplifier works.

strip. twist. and tin 1/4 inch of each conductor. Pass the cord through the rear panel.
insulate it with a gronnnet. and solder the
leads to the hoard. Then press SOI into
the rear panel and solder the three wires to

the correct terminals. Your receiver
should resemble the one shown in Fig. 8.
No\\ insert the red plastic IR filter into
the front panel so that its legs are horizon continued an page 134

PARTS LIST
All resistors are''/, -watt, 5% unless other-

wise noted.
R1-47,000 ohms
R2, R11-150,000 ohms

R3-27,000 ohms
R4-2200 ohms
R5-180 ohms
R6-270 ohms

R7-6.8 ohms, 'h -watt
R8-3300 ohms
R9-1000 ohms
R10-22 ohms
R12,

R14-100,000 ohms

R13-680 ohms
R15-390 ohms
R16-5000 ohms, trimmer potentiometer
R17-12,000 ohms
R18-470,000 ohms
R19-1 megohm
R20, R21-1800 ohms
R22-10,000 ohms
R23-820 ohms
Capacitors

C1-1 ;IF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C2-0.0047 µF, mylar
C3, C5, C20-0.01 µF, ceramic disc
C4-0.001 µF, ceramic disc

C6-470

µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C7, C8, C11-10 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic

0.0033 µF, mylar
C10-0.047µF, ceramic disc
C12-47 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C13, C14-0.1 µF, ceramic disc
C15-100 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C16-1 µF, 16 volts, tantalum
C17-0.1 µF, mylar
C18-2.2 µF, 10 volts, electrolytic
C19-22 µF, 10 volts, electrolytic
C21-1 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C22-1000 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
CO

Semiconductors
IC1, IC2-TLC555, CMOS 555 timer
IC3-1.1.PC1373, IR photodiode preamplifier

IC4-74C14, hex Schmitt trigger

IC5-4013, dual "D" flip-flop
IC6-567. tone decoder
D1, D3, D4, D6 -1N4148, signal diode
D2-BPW50, infrared photodiode
D5-1N5526A, 6.8 -volt, 400-mW, Zener
diode

D7-D10-1N4002, rectifier diode
LED1-visible miniature red LED
LED2, LED3-XC880A, infrared LED
LED4-visible miniature orange LED
LED5-visible miniature red LED
Q1-BC640 (ECG383)

02-BC337 (ECG159)
Other components
B1

-12 -volt miniature

RY1-relay, DPDT,

'lighter" battery

10 -amps, 12 -volts

L1-5 mH inductor
S1-miniature SPST momentary pushbutton

S2-miniature SPST momentary pushT1

button (optional)
-volt, 150-mA, PC -mount transformer

-9

Note: The following kits and components are available from Dick Smith
Electronics, P. O. Box 8021, Redwood
City, CA 94063: Complete receiver including all parts, case, and mounting
hardware, no. K-3428, $32.00; transmitter including all parts, case, but
less battery, no. K-3429, $7.95; transmitter battery, no. S-3335, $1.19; receiver case, no. H-2503, $5.95; transmitter case, no. H-2497, $1.95; 52.50;
BPW-50 IR photodiode, no. Z-1956,
$2.50; µPC1373 IR photodiode preamplifier, no. KZ -6174, 52.50; twelve volt relay, no. S-7200, $4.95; nine -volt
transformer, no. M-2840, $2.50. All orders must add $1.50 plus 5% of total
price for shipping and handling. California residents must add 6.5% sales
tax. Orders outside the U. S. must be in
U. S. funds and add 15% of total price.
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HUMIDITY
MONITOR

Don't let static zap your costly electronic gear! This electronic
humidity monitor lets you spot potentially dangerous conditions.
MARK C. WORLEY
lOU'RE LIKE MN NV PEOPLE. volt'IEND
to downplay or simply ignore-the importance of humidity. But you shouldn't!
The reason is that, after temperature. humidity is the most important environmental condition that affects our comfort
level. We're comfortable when the humidity is low in the summer. hut that same
low humidity can make us feel uncomtortahly cool in the winter.
Perhaps more important to the readers
of Radio-Electronics is the fact that humidity-or the lack of it-can drastically
affect the operation of the electronic deices we love so well: computers. TV's.
VCR s. stereos, etc. Proper humidity control in the winter months can reduce the
static buildup that is so often detrimental
to the operation of electronic equipment.
For example, a rule of thumb states that
you should he careful when the humidity
drops below about 50% as the temperature
drops below about 700. You certainly
wouldn't want to handle any CMOS IC's
in'those conditions!
In order to help you bring your humidity problems under control. we will discuss
what humidity is. some of its effects, and
several historical means of measuring it.
Then we'll show you how to build a modern. electronic humidity monitor that features 5% accuracy for about $50.
IF

What is humidity?
Humidity is usually specified as percent Relative Humidity. or RH. for short.
Relative humidity is not a meosuremeni of
the amount of Water vapor in the air.
Rather. RH is the ratio of the amount of
water vapor in the air to the maximum
amount of vapor that air can hold. That
maximum varies primarily with temperature. although barometric pressure affects it to a lesser degree.
For example, let's assume that

a given
volume of air at a given temperature can
hold one ounce of Water vapor. It that air
contains half an ounce of water, its relative humidity is 50%. If that same volume
of air were cooled, it might he able to hold
a maximum of only 6/to an ounce of water.
So if that air still contained half an ounce
of water, the relative humidity would now
he 0.5 =0.6, or 83.3%.
On a hot day the relative humidity governs our comfort primarily because it af=
tects the efficiency of our natural cooling
system-our sweat glands. If the humidity is high. sweat can't evaporate as readily. That's why a hot. do day is more
comfortable than a warm, humid day.
Various "comfits zone" charts have been
developed that show which combinations
of temperature and humidity are the most
comfortable.

The effects of humidity are evident all
around us. For example. dew is caused by
cooling of the air during the night until it
saturates (reaches flu)%/c RH). and it then
releases excess moisture onto any cool
surface. The temperature at which that
saturation occurs is called the den' twin!.
Here's another common effect of humidit\ iced drinks that "sweat" on a hot
day. That "sweating'' is really caused as
follows. The outer surface of the glass is
cooled by the icy contents of the glass.
That surface in turn cools the surrounding
:

air.

When that air reaches the dew point
temperature. it releases some of its excess
moisture onto the surface of the glass. So
in reality that "sweating" is not perspiration from the glass. hut condensation
from the atmosphere. Hence the reason
cold drinks don't 'sweat- as much in dry
climates as they do in humid ones is that
there's very little eater in the air to condense on the glass.

Measuring humidity
Temperature is easy to measure using a
simple thermometer, or any of a number
of solid-state devices. Humidity, on the
other hand, is probably the most difficult
environmental condition to measure. The
search for an accurate, dependable means
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of pleasuring humidity has occupied scientists for centuries. For example.
Leonardo Da Vinci noticed in 1550 that a
ball of wool \+eighed more on a rainy day
than on a dry day. Ever since then scientists have been refining ways of measuring
RH precisely. For example. methods
using various organic substances. electro optical sensors. resistive sensors, and
variable -capacitance sensors have been
developed. Each method has unique advantages and disadvantages.
Organic sensors like human hair. animal hair, and animal membranes have
been in use the longest. and are still in use
today. An organic tissue absorbs moisture
readil\. and. as it does. it will stretch more
easily. That stretching can he measured,
and that provides an indirect indication of
RH. As you might suspect. the primary
disadvantage of organic sensors is their
tendency to age rapidly, and that requires
frequent re -calibration.
Relative humidity can also he calculated by measuring the dew point. The
dew-point method is highly accurate. hut
cumbersome. because of the cleanliness.
and the complex. precise circuitry that are
required. A mirrored surface is monitored
as it cools until moisture begins to form on
it. The temperature at which moisture is
detected is the dev, point. and that is dependent upon relative humidity. The dew point method is most suitable for
laboratory work.
Resistive sensors have their problems.
too. The resistance of that sort of sensor
usually ranges from the hundred of thousands of ohms to the tens of megohms.
That high resistance. plus the non-linear
response curves of those sensors. makes
them difficult to work v+ith. In addition,
they can he damaged by direct contact
with moisture. by common airborne contaminants. or by simple DC voltages.
Most sensors require an AC excitation
voltage. because even a small I)C \oltage
can cause chemical migration within the
sensor. and that usually ruins it.
Another humidity sensor is based on
variations in capacitance. Sensors of that
type weren't commonly used in the past
because of -their high cost-typically í1(10
or more apiece-and because they can he
difficult to use due to their small variation
in capacitance. However. the sensor
shown in Fig. I. developed by the N. V.
Philips Company. and sold in this country
by Mepco, Electra (Columbia Road. Morristown. NJ 07869). is inexpensive and
eas\ to work with.

The sensor
Philips' humidity sensor is a capacitor
formed from a dime -sized piece of plastic
film that is coated on both sides with a
very thin layer of gold. Because the dielectric constant of that film varies with
changes in R11. so does the sensor's capacitance. On each side Of the filet the
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a little we see that capacifrom about 115 pF at t).09'
RH to about 161) pF at 100h/r RII. In other
words. there is a change in capacitance of
45 pF over the entire RH range. So. in
order to measure RH. all we need is a
circuit that translates that 45 pi' variation
in capacitance to a properly scaled variation in \oltage.
But before we discuss the details of
circuit operation. there are a Icw other
things you should know that affect the
accuracy obtainable from our humidity
monitor. First. the sensor has a drift of
0.19 per degree Celsius. which translates
to an inaccuracy of I9í for a 10°C change
in temperature. So. over a range of 4(1°C.
accuracy will drop to about 4%. Given
proper calibration. our humidity monitor
should he accurate, therefore, to better
than 5% RH over a wide temperature
range. Just compare that to the typical
25% accuracy---or gorse-of the dial type humidity indicator included us ith
many wall- and desk -top thermometer -h trometer-humidity monitors! lou should
also he aware that the capacitance of the
sensor is somewhat dependent upon the
frequency applied to it. but to obtain the
accuracy we're interested in. we can ignore that variation.

extrapolating
ta:nce varies

ET7N-

FIG.1-PHILIPS' HUMIDITY SENSOR provides

a

45-pF change in capacitance over the 0-100%
humidity range.
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Circuit operation
If we were simply

120

1100
50

100

R.H.-PERCENT
FIG.

2-THE SENSOR'S CAPACITANCE and the

relative humidity are related exponentially.

gold functions as one plate of a capacitor:
it also provides the electrical contact fir
the sensor-housing's spring-contact leads.
The sensor measures about 0.6" in diameter, and 0.9" high. We list sonic of the
specifications of Philips' sensor in Table
I. For more information, see Mepco's

Technical Information Brochure 063.
their Technical Note 134, and the data
sheet that comes with the sensor.
The curve in Fig. 2 shows hogs the sensor's capacitance varies ss ith humidity. By

to build an oscillator
whose frequency varied in response to
changes in the sensor's capacitance, we
could pleasure relative humidity, but we'd
have an offset problem, because 0.0% RH
corresponds to 115 pF. not 0.0 pF. In other
words. we'd have some output even at
0.0% relative humidity. So we use two
oscillators in our circuit. and measure the
difference between their outputs. That allows us to obtain an output of 1.00 volt fitr
100/ RH.
Our circuit is a modified version of'one
supplied by Philips. In their circuit, one
4001 CMOS quad -NOR package was used
to build the two oscillators. and the gates
in a second 4001 us ere connected in parallel to pro\ ide extra drive for the rectifier/
filter circuit. We decided to use 7555's for
the oscillators because they're only
slightly more expensive. hut much more

TABLE 1-SENSOR SPECIFICATIONS
Parameter
Humidity range
Temperature range
Capacitance (25°C, 43% RH, 100 kHz)
Frequency range
Temperature dependence
Response time (max)'
10-43% RH

43-90% RH
Typical hysteresis
Maximum voltage

'To 90% of final value, (a 25°C, in circulating air

Value
10-90% RH
0-85°C
122 pF,

-_

15%

1-1000 kHz
0.1% RH/°C
3 minutes

minutes
3%
15 volts
5

ode 1)1. resistors R5 -R9. and capacitor
C3. The pulses front 1C3 -c are rectified
and filtered into a I)C voltage that is proportional to relative humidity. Full-scale
meter adjustment is provided by R6. and
R8 and R9 function as a voltage divider
that scales the output to exactly one volt at

5V

1C3 a

100% R1-1.

10

14
40016

IC3-b

u

Since the sensor's capacitance is expo-

11

nentially related to RII. something is
needed to increase the linearity of the cir-

1'4

4001B

u
SENSOR
(SEE

TEXT)

11111

5V
D1

=7.7kHz

IC3-c

IN914

114

H
PARTS LIST

4001B

All resistors 'h -watt, 5%, metal film (not

5V

ICI
7555

R1

1

carbon composition!) unless otherwise noted.
R1-6800 ohms
R2-5000 ohms, linear potentiometer, PC

5V

C8L
6.8K

-

1

R5

R6

3.3K

2K

R7

R8

806K
1%

7.5K

mount

1%

1M

oOUTPUT

R2

R9

5K

UNUSED

C3

GATE

.22

10K

0-1v
0-100%RH

1%

Cl

j_ .01

+ 5V

78L05

SOURCE

DC

INPUT
9-12

C6

10µF

VDC

16V
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3-THE HUMIDITY MONITOR CIRCUIT uses CMOS 555's to keep current drain low.

FIG.

IC1,

of three CMOS IC's and a low-power voltage regulator. Total current drain is only
about 5 mA, so battery operation is entirels feasible. The circuit consists of two
oscillators. a few NOR gates. and a detector/fi;ter circuit that helps linearize the

PIN3

IC3-a, PIN10

IC3-b, PIN11]

Lr

i

IC3-c, PINO

40µS-+

If

250

us

µs
I

cuit. "That something is provided by R7.
which supplies extra charging current to
C3. which \\ould normally he fed only by
the detector. Also. R8 and R9 discharge
C3 to further increase linearity. "The only
drawback to our scheme is that, due to the
voltage -divider effect of R7 -R9. the out -

i

I

4-TIMING RELATIONSHIPS of various
points In the humidity monitor's circuit are
FIG.

shown here.

pledictahle (and repeatable) than oscillators made from CMOS gates. Also.
we round that it was unnecessary to use
paralleled gates to drive the metering cir-

cuit.
As you can see from the schematic in
Fig. 3. our humidity monitor is composed

output.
A CMOS 7555 is used for ICI. a 7-kH,
astable oscillator. A CMOS 7555 is also
used for IC2. a one-shot whose pulse
width is determined by R3 and the capacitance of the sensor. The master oscillator
(ICI) drives IC3-a, which provides the
trigger pulse that drives IC2. The relationship of those two signals, and the
others to he discussed below, is shown in
the timing diagram in Fig. 4.
The output of IC2 is inverted by IC3-b
and combined with the master-oscillator
signal by 1C3 -c.
hich passes only the
difference between the two signals to the
fitter detector circuit that follows. Trimmer potentiometer R2 is provided to null
the :ircuit out at the low end of the RH
scale. On a dual -trace scope the null condition appears as equal -phase. equal -width pulses at pins 5 and 6 of IC3-c. With
inputs of that sort, IC3-c gives no output.
The detector circuit is composed of di-

R3-464,000 ohms, 1%, 1/4 -watt
R4-2200 ohms
R5-3300 ohms
R6-2000 ohms, linear potentiometer, PC
mount

R7-806,000 ohms, 1%, 1 -watt
R8-7500 ohms, 1%, 1/4 -watt
R9-10,000 ohms, 1%, 1/4 -watt
Capacitors
C1-0.01 µF,10%, mylar or polycarbonate
C2-0.001 µF, 10%, mylar or polycarbonate

C3-0.22

µF, 10%, mylar or polycarbonate
C4, C5, C7, C8-0.1 µF, ceramic, monolithic, or disc
C6-10 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic or tan-

talum, radial leads

Semiconductors
IC1, IC2-7555 CMOS 555 timer
1C3-4001B,

CMOS quad dual -input NOR

gate

IC4-78L05, 5 -volt, 100-mA voltage regulator
D1 -1N914,

1N4148, or equivalent

Other components
M1-50 µA
S1-SPST toggle or momentary switch
Sensor-Mepco #2322-691-90003
Sensor socket-Molex part #10-18-2031
Portable case-Radio Shack #270-1751
Outdoor case-Keystone part #677 (set
of #666 & #685)
Note: The following are available from
Mark Worley, 10614-B Golden Quail
Drive, Austin, TX 78758; Screened,
drilled and plated PC board, $7.00;
Sensor $15.00 for 1 or $25.00 for 2; Calibration capacitors (115 pF and 160 pF,
1% mica), $2.00 per set; Kit of IC's, sen-

sor, sensor socket, PC board, resistors, and capacitors, $40.00 (calibration capacitors, meter, enclosure,
& hardware not included). Data sheets
and op notes for sensor, $4 postpaid.
Add 10% for shipping, $3.00 maximum.
Allow up to 30 days for delivery. Send
cash or check only.
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m;\ of current drain to the
circuit. which would otherw ise consume
adds about 4

+ 5V

0-1V
FROM

BUFFERED
OUTPUT

OUTPUT
OF %RH
MONITOR

FIG. 5-AN OP -AMP VOLTAGE FOLLOWER may
be used to buffer the output of the humidity

monitor.

5V

R7

? 806K
1%

only about 1.5 mA. That 4 n1A is the
regulator's required operating current. so
it can't he eliminated (unless you can obtain one of National's new micro -power
voltage regulators). A Zener diode would
not alleviate the current -drain problem.
since it would require even more operating current. A Zener diode would also
have poorer regulation. Which could affect accuracy. With no voltage regulator at
all. the pulse height from IC3-c would
vary w ith battery voltage, so accuracy
would he aftcctedl.
For portable or occasional use. a 9 -volt
battery is the ideal power source. since
current drain is low. Alternatively. power
could he supplied by an inexpensive wall mount transformer with an output of 7.5 to 12 -volts DC. For permanent outdoor
installation, mount the power supply inside the house. not out in the weather.

Construction
5V

b

6-METERING CIRCUITS for the humidity
monitor. Use the circuit shown at a with a 100-11A
meter, and the one at b with a 50-µA meter.

FIG.

put cannot tall below 60 in V, which corresponds to 6% RH. So, our monitor can
read no lower than 6% RH.
For hest accuracy. the output should he
monitored With a meter having an input

impedance of at least one megohm. Alternatively, the output could he buffered to
drive an analog meter or other low-impedance load. The simple op -amp voltageIollower circuit shown in Fig. 5 could be
powered by the same (battery) supply that
powers the remainder of the circuit. Or
you could. if desired. substitute a pre assembled digital LED- or LCD-meter
module.
Another alternative would he to use a
IO(I-µA moving -coil meter as an indicator. Since a 100-11A meter with a fullscale reading of one volt has a resistance
of 10K. it could replace R9 in the circuit,
as shown in Fig. 6-a. But since a I00 -µA
meter is slightly difficult to obtain. we
used a 50-µA meter with the voltage divider shown in Fig. 6-b for our prototype.

Our humidity monitor can he used in a
portable mode both indoors and outdoors.
However. for permanent outdoor installation more rugged construction techniques
will have to he used. We'll present plans
I'm both portable and permanent units,
although we'll stress construction of the
portable unit.
The circuit should he built on a PC
board to minimize stray capacitance that
could affect ICI's output frequency. and
IC2's pulse w idth. You can purchase a PC
hoard from the source listed in the Parts
List, or you can etch and drill your ow n
using the toil patterns shown in the "PC
Service'' section of this maga/ine. It's not
recommended. but if you assemble the
circuit on pert board, use the kind that has
a solder pad around even hole (such as
OK Industry's #A -PC -02 prototyping
hoard). You may have trouble experimenting ith our circuit on a solderless breadboard because that type of breadboard has
a large amount of distributed capacitance
and a ground plane that can also affect
circuit operation.
Use only high -quality, low -temperature -coefficient components to limit
the effects of temperature on the circuit's
accuracy. Capacitors CI and C2 should he
polyst\ rene or polycarhonate types. It
might he worthwhile experimenting N ith
a positive -temperature -coefficient capacitor for CI to offset some of the sensor's
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8-YOUR COMPLETED PC BOARD for the
humidity monitor should appear as shown here.
Interconnecting wires attach to the bottom of
FIG.

the board.

temperature drift. especially if the
monitor will be used outdoors. The resistors should he metal- or carbon -film
types: carbon composition resistors
should not he used in our circuit because
their values vary widely with temperature
and humidity.

When you have a suitable hoard, use
the parts -placement diagram in Fig. 7 and
the photo in Fig. 8 to mount and solder all

components. Don't use IC sockets since
they can contribute to stray capacitance.
Solder the 3 -pin Molex socket to the
hoard vertically (as shown in the photo) if
You want to mount your sensor as it is in
our prototype. Also, for proper vertical
clearance you may find it necessary to use
a small tantalum capacitor tür Có. or to
mount that capacitor to the foil side of the
PC hoard.
After mounting all components. check
your work carefully. looking for solder
bridges between adjacent pads, pins and
traces. If the hoard is OK, remove all flux
from it. Be careful to keep ally solventparticularly acetone-away from the sensor. Use isopropyl alcohol to remove finger oils, and avoid touching cleaned
surfaces.
Use a pair of clipped -off resistor leads
ro extend the lengths of the sensor's leads.
Carefully solder the wires to the sensor.
and make sure you don't damage the sensor from too much heat! Then clip the
leads to an overall length 01' %1 inch. They
w ill project through the case and into the
Molex socket after final assembly.
Now let's turn to mechanical construction. First we'll discuss the portable
unit. Drill a mounting hole in each corner

ICS

-R5

D1

-R8-R7-

+V

IC4

Current drain
The 78L05 low-power voltage regulator
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FIG. 7-PARTS-PLACEMENT DIAGRAM reveals the compact size of the humidity monitor.

of the hoard. and use those holes to mark
he locations of the screw holes in the
case. Also. drill four holes for the sensor:
two for the leads. and nut for the mounting tabs. Use an eighth -inch hit (or larger)
for the sensor leads to minimize capacitive coupling to the case. as well as to
eliminate the possibility of a short. Allow
for a little ot-tsei in the position of the
sensor due to the construction of the Molex socket.
The meter used in our prototype has a
resistance of about 2K. so we added an
18K resistor in series with the meter to

give it a total resistance of 20K. Then R9
was changed to a 20K resistor. so that the
combination of R9. the meter. and RI()
would he 10K. That combination gives the
meter a full-scale range of one volt.
If you use a I(N) µA meter. pad its
resistance to 10K. if necessary. Then remove R9. and use the meter in place of
that resistor. If you decide to use a digital
meter. you can leave R9 at 10K. since
most digital meters have at least 10
megohms input impedance. and the parallel combination of R9 and the DVM will
not affect accuracy.
Mounting the sensor at the "rear'' of
the case might reduce the sensor's ability

to respond to current humidity conditions.
especially if the monitor is pushed hack
on a shelf. However, mounting the sensor
in that way reduces the possibility that it
+ill he damaged. But feel free to experiment with your own case and mounting
methods. We Kent a 1/2 -inch piece of thin
steel strapping into a "U" shape with
legs. Holes were drilled through the legs
and through the case on either side of the
sensor. Then the "U" was bolted to those
holes top event mechanical damage to the

To complete assembly. of the portable
unit, mount the hoard to the case. Then
insert the sensor's leads through the case
and mount the sensor to the case with two
sheet metal screws. Be careful not to
crack the sensor by over -tightening those
screws.

For permanent outdoor use. the sensor
must he covered to protect it from direct
rain and sunlight. A small louvered or
screened box about ten inches on a side
should work. Just make sure that air can
circulate freely through the enclosure to
reach the sensor. Also, avoid placing the
assembly in vegetation. near a sprinkler.
or in any other location that might tend to
exaggerate the actual humidity. A hundred feet of 22 -gauge wire between a remotely-mounted sensor and an indoor
power supply and display meter should
not affect accuracy.
To install the monitor outdoors permanentlr. the circuit will base to he mounted
in a watertight enclosure. We'll discuss
how to do that using the Keystone enclosure specified in the Parts List.
First, trim the PC hoard to fit the case.
Then cut tour two-inch lengths of 18 gauge wire and insert them into the holes
at the end of the hoard. Bend the leads so
that at least %a -inch of the wire lies flat
against the copper foil, and then solder the

leads. The

1/4

-inch of contact helps

strengthen the support for the hoard. Slide
the free ends of the wires into the octal
base of the case. Carefully bend the leads
so that the end of the PC hoard rests
against the base. Then clip the leads flush
with the end of the plug's pins. and solder
the ss ires inside the hollow pins. The octal

Finish assembling the ease by installing
the power switch, hatter_ holder. and tour
1/4 -inch standoffs for the PC hoard. If necessary. carefully remove the face plate of
the meter and use rub -on letters to re -label
the meter's scale. Assuming you're using
a 50-11.A meter. wire the case -mounted
components as shown in Fig. 9. It you're
using a different metering circuit, substitute the appropriate resistive network.
Loose wires and components can move
around and cause the outputs of ICI and
IC2 to vary, so mount all components securely. and keep all leads short.
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9-IF YOU USE A 50-µA METER with the
humidity monitor, it should be wired as shown
FIG.

here.

FIG. 10-OUTDOOR INSTALLATION of the
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midity monitor requires a watertight case; drill
holes for the sensor as shown here.
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Building the outdoor monitor

sensor.

GNOO

SENSOR

-/-- ..-(NOTE

plug wort'( fit into its socket if solder leaks
through to the outside of the pins. so he
careful.
Refer to Fig. 10 to drill the mounting
holes for the sensor in the top of the case.
and to Fig. I to drill the holes in the side
of the case that allow access to trimmer
1
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1.75"

SPAN

SIDE VIEW

FIG. 11-TWO HOLES MUST BE DRILLED in the
side of the waterproof case to allow final calibra-

tion.

potentiometers R2 and R6. Those holes
must he located precisely as shown to
allow proper assembly and adjustment. If
you use a small metal punch for the access
holes in the side, you may he able to reinsert the punched -out pieces in the holes
alter calibration: otherwise fill the holes
with epoxy, or cover them with electrical
tape.
Bend the leads of the Molex connector
90 degrees before mounting it flush
against the PC hoard. 'Then solder a scrap
of wire across the socket to hold it in place
firmly; two holes have been pros ided in
the PC hoard for that support wire. The
sensor's leads will have to be extended to a
length of 5/8 inch.
To complete assembly. attach the sensor to the case with two sheet metal
screws. A thin rubber gasket placed hetween the sensor and the case will provide
additional weatherproofing. Carefully insert the hoard and the base assembly into
the case so that the Molex connector
mates with the sensor's extensions. Use
blur screws to hold the case and the octal
base together. The two holes in the side of
the case should line up with R2 and R6 so
that those potentiometers can he adjusted
easily with a small screwdriver.

Final check-out
The check-out is the same

ton both the
portable and the permanent versions of
our humidity monitor. Before powering
up. carefully check the hoard once more
to make sure that all components have
been installed correctly. and that there are
no solder bridges between traces. etc.
Then plug the sensor into its socket and
apply power. You should he able to tuca -
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sure some voltage across R9 (in other
words. \1l, if installed. should deflect):
that voltage should rise if you breathe on
the sensor.

If you get no output,

Salt

-check your
work, and verily that supply voltage (1i\e
volts) appears at pin 8 of ICI. pin 8 of IC2.
and at pin 14 of IC3. If that voltage is
present. use an oscilloscope to verify the
presence of the waveforms shown in Fig.
4. After the hoard is debugged. allow it to
cool down from the heat of soldering before doing the final calibration. Also isolate the sensor from hand and breath
moisture until it stahiliies to ambient humidity-about 5 minutes should do it.
re

Calibration
For the first step of calibration we'll
assume that the sensors output exactly
matches the curve shown in Fig. 2. Doing
that allows us to substitute Ich silver -mica
capacitors for the sensor. Insert a I15-pF
capacitor into the sensor's socket and adjust R2 for a reading of 69(( R11 (60 niV).
Then replace that capacitor with a I60-pF
unit and adjust Ro for a reading of It)O%
RH (1.00 volt).
Alter assembling the case. you will
need to re -adjust R2 so that the output
agrees with a secondary humidity standard. That adjustment alters ICI's pulse width to correspond to the sensor you're
using. Remember. the Philips sensors
have a tolerance of
15% at 43% RH.
This means that, although there will still
he a 45-pF change in capacitance over the
entire 0-I009( range of RH. the high and
and low values may he shitted above or
below the nominal values. It is R2 that
provides compensation for that shift.

Absolute calibration standards
Finding a humidity standard can he dill
licult. hut here are a few ideas that may he
useful. The most common method of
measuring huntidity accurately is with a

sling psychrometer. You may he able to
borrow one from a science or chemistry
lab at a local high-school or college. The
sling psychrometer has both dry- and wet bu lb thermoni ters. The wet -bulb unit has
a \\ ick on its hulk that is moistened with
distilled water. When the psychrometer is
whirled in a circle. the evaporation of the
wick cools the thermometer's bulb. The
amount it cools depends on the amount of
water that evaporates. and that is governed
by the amount of moisture in the air-the
relative humidity.
The do -bulb thermometer is unaffected
by that procedure since it's not moistened:
it simply indicates the temperature of the
ambient air. With every psychrometer
conies a chart that allows you to determine
RII from the readings on the two thermometers.
The accuracy of the sling psychrometer
method depends on the accuracy of the
two thermometers. the accuracy with
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TABLE 2-SATURATED SALT SOLUTIONS
Lithium Chloride Monohydrate
Magnesium Chloride Hexahydrate
Magnesium Nitrate
Sodium Chloride
Potassium Chloride
Potassium Sulphate

which they're read. the cleanliness of the
wick and the water. and also upon a sufficient quantity of air blowing across the
wick. Small sling psychronieters with one
degree increments and short thermometers have an accuracy of only 10%.
or worse.
Saturated salt solutions offer better accuracy. but they are more difficult to use
because the sensor has to he placed as
close as possible to the solution without
touching it. and the calibration process
must occur inside an airtight container.
That can make circuit adjustment awkward. Anyway. the solution maintains an
equilibrium of humidity within the sealed
container as long as that solution remains
saturated. Both salt and water must be
pure for hest accuracy. \\'e list some commonly -used solutions. and the humidities
you can obtain with them. in Table 2.
Caution: Those solutions are poisonous. so handle and store them with
care. and keep them out of the reach of
children and pets. If you use the lithium
chloride solution. don't allow it to tall
below a temperature of 18°C (64°F). since
the humidity reference of the solution will
be permanently altered. Whichever salt
you use. stir in crystals a little hit at a time
until precipitates begin collecting on the
bottom of your container. When you're
sure no more salt will dissolve. put the
solution and your circuit hoard in an airtight container. and adjust R2 so that the
meter agrees with the value in Table 2.
One problem with the above calibration
procedure should he obvious-how does
one make the adjustments while the board
is within the air-tight container? There are
two possibilities. One is to stake the adjustment outside the container, then place
the hoard inside to see the result. Repeat
as needed until the meter reading agrees
with the value in Table 2. A more sensible
solution would be to mount only the sensor in the container so that R2 can he
adjusted from outside.
If those methods of calibration are impractical for you. you Wright try tuning in a
local weather broadcast on radio or T\'. or
you could call the National Weather Service in your area. To do the final calibration. whatever standard you have chosen.
apply power and then adjust R2 so that the
value indicated by the meter agrees with
your standard. Construction is now complete.

%RHC77°F

% RH C 68°F
11.3
33.1

11.2

32.8
52.9
75.3
84.3
97.3

54.4
75.5
85.1

97.6

Final thoughts
Whether or not you actually built our
humidity monitor. we hope you learned
something about what humidity is and
about ways of measuring it. Like many
subjects. there is a great deal more that
could he said about humidity: we encourage you to do some investigating on Four
own. In a similar vein. our circuit was not
intended to he used as the basis of a precision instrument. but we hope you'll find it
fun to build as well as useful.
As you know, indoor humidity drops
drastically in the winter. The reason is that
cold. dry outside air is further dried by
most indoor heating systems. (lo he more
accurate. hot air can hold more moisture
than cool air, so the RI drops as the temperature rises. You may find it interesting
to know that office buildings are often

built these days with humidity controllers
in addition to the systems that control
their heating. ventilation. and air-conditioning (I IVAC) systems.
You can use our humidity monitor to
help maintain humidity levels at your
home or office at a comfortable (and safe!)
level. Humidity control can help prevent
respiratory problems. and it can prolong.
the life of valuable paintings. hooks. and
electronic devices.
For indoor use. avoid placing the humidity monitor near air-conditioning or
heating vents: also. keep the monitor far
away from any large potted plants since
they can affect accuracy. For desktop use.
keep the sensor away trout a hot work light. as heat can also affect the humidity
reading.
An RH of less than 20% can easily
occur during the winter. And with such
low humidity. a large quantity of static
electricity can build up. since the conductive moisture usually present in the air
isr 't available to provide a discharge path
for that energy.
Making sparks fly by touching your
spouse's nose or a metal surface may he
fun. but doing that to your computer (or
just about any electronic device) could
prove fatal for the machine. Similarly.
you're much more likely to damage
CMOS and other components while

huilding projects like our humidity
monitor. So, an RI of about 509 is low
I

enough for you to he comfollahle. and
high enough for your electronics to he
safe.
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Leakage Tester

GARY McCLELLAN

Find the leaky capacitors that many testers miss with this easy -to -build leakage checker. You
can use it to test cables, appliance insulation, and high -voltage diodes, too!
iosi, NI. 1)1(1tAI. ('AI'A('I IANCh Tt sIcrs make capacitor checking quick and
ease. but they have shortcomings. For ining sound familiar
stance. does the I
to your
You are troubleshooting a piece of
equipment and replace some defective capacitors \\ ith units from the junk box.

llo\\

Alter hours of additional troubleshooting
you discover that those replacement capacitors are no good alter all. even though
the\ checked out OK on your tester. That's
because they arc leaks'. and your meter is
one of the many that has no leakage -test
function. That "missing feature'' wound
up costing you much time and aggravation.
Or perhaps you just bought some electrolytic capacitors font your dealer, installed them. and \\ ;Itched as the powersupply fuse blew. You later find that the
cause was those "new- capacitors: they
had become leaky alter sitting on your
dealer's shell for the better part of a decade. If you had only known. those capacitors could have been rejuvinated with a
shot of current from the proper source.
Instead. you ha\e a bit \vn fuse and some
fried capacitors.

Assuming it does everything else well.
don't trash your capacitance tester just
because it doesn't have a leakage -test
function. Instead. supplement it with the
leakage tester described here. Our tester
checks the all-important leakage parameter quickly and easily, weeding out defective capacitors that otherwise test
good. It can also brings those elderly

"new'' capacitors hack to life fast.
Besides checking capacitor leakage.
the circuit has many other uses on the
bench and in the field. For example. use i[
to test insulation resistances on power
tools and appliances If you find just one

tool or appliance with a dangerous fault
heti)re it finds von. you'll he very' glad you
took the time to build and use the circui!.
You can also test suspected lossy cahler..
as well as high -voltage diodes. rectifiers.
neon lamps. and other high -voltage cotitponents that are often difficult to troubleshoot with conventional I)MM's.
And in a pinch the circuit can serve as a
regulated power supply. The output voltage spans 3 to 101) volts. which may matte
the project useful for temporarily powering de\ ices dra\\ing under 10 ntA or so.
The circuit is easy to build and is fairly

inexpensive. too. A small PC hoard holds
the active components. including two
IC's. three transistors. and some diodes.
while the remaining switches and a meter
mount on the cabinet. parts costs will run
about $45.00 or so. depending upon how
well you can shop or scrounge for them.
The PC hoard. and a few harder-to -get
components. are available from the
source mentioned in the Pans I.ist.

How it works
the project is basically a regulated I)C
power supply with a metering circuit to
indicate leakage current. Refer to the
block diagram in Fig. I for details.
There are several notewonh\ features of
which you should he a\\are. First. a novel
power supply design permits the unit to
charge test capacitors with a constant current source. That means they charge faster. saving you testing time, particularly
for large capacitors. In addition. an analog meter is used ti)r leakage -current measurements. That allows von to see the
charging action and monitor the leakage
current easier than with a digital meter.
Arid analog meters are generally much
cheaper than digital ones!
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PARTS LIST
All resistors t/. -watt, 5%, unless otherwise noted
R1-8200 ohms
R2-5000 ohms, potentiometer, PC

DISCHARGE
O1

S1

TESTED

CAPACITOR

Ml
RANGE
SWITCH

DISCHARGE

0-I OMA
METER

o
CHECK

FIG.

1-THIS BLOCK DIAGRAM makes it easier to see how our little leakage tester works.

In operation. 9 volts from a plug-in
transformer passes through switch SI -a
and is rectitied by diodes I)1-1)4. If field

operation is required. it is possible to substitute a I2 -volt hatters' for the plug-in
transformer. Tile switch is a I)PST unit
that selects either power ()N or eapacitor
DISCIIARGIi. Front the rectifier. the output
is filtered by capacitor Cl. and is then
used to power the rest of the circuitry.
Part of the potter output is Icd to IC3. a
positive voltage regulator. tt hieh is used
to provide a stable 1.2 volt reference fu r
ICI. That ensures that the output voltage
will he stable regardless of how much
voltage is used to power the project.
Op -amp ICI serves as an error amplifier. Its joh is to ensure that the voltage
applied to the capacitor under test is regulated. It does that by'"sampling- the voltage at capacitor C5 through the range
switch. the range switch is nothing more
than a resistive attenuator network reducing the output voltage to about I.2. The
op -amp simply adjusts the power supply
until its minus ( inverting) input equals 1.2
volts. That regulates the output voltage.
Transistor (1I serves as a control element for the rest of the power supply.
Since the op -amp cant provide enough
current to do the job directl\. a )arlington
power-transistor is used here to boost the
current. Resistor Rh limits current to the
rest of the circuitry. preventing transtitrnter damage.
Moving on, the DC output from capacitor CI potters IC2. which is a CMOS
programmable one-shot tt Ired as a I(II)I-Iz oscillator tt ith complimentary outputs. the outputs from IC2 alternately
drive transistors Q2 and Q3. which sere
I
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as switches. They alternately switch each
side of the transformer TI
inding to
ground. generating current pulses.
Transformer TI performs two purposes. First it steps up the current pulses
so that they can he rectified. Second. under heavy load las front a charging capacitor) it saturates. limiting the output
current to the capacitor to about 20 inA.
That forms a constant -current type power
supply, which is especially eftcctive in
changing test capacitors.
The output from trutsfornter TI is rectified by diodes 1)7 to 1)10 and filtered by
capacitor CS. From that point the I)C output feels hack to the range switch, which
is used along with op -amp ICI to set the

output voltage. the DC output also drives
the test capacitor. which is connected to
the project through binding posts.
Meter NI is included in the minus leg
of the test capacitor for monitoring the
charging and discharging currents. Note
that resistor R I2_ and switch SI -h are included to discharge the test capacitor
tvhen the power is turned off.
1 hat takes care of the basics. Now turn
to the schematic diagram of Hg. 2 for
some details on the liner points of the
circuitry. You should he able to identify
the parts we just discussed on the schematic diagram.
First let's look at the error amplifier.
ICI. Basically. that amplifier is set up as
all inverting. gain -of-1(111 unit. Resistors
R3 and RS set the gain value. Although
that practice is rather unusual titr a power
supply (RS is usually not included). the
reduced gain is necessary to permit stable
operation when testing very large capacitors (say 15.0111) µl I)iode 1)5 serves as
I

1.

mount (Circuit Specialists 32JQ305 or
equal)
R3-100,000 ohms
R4-270 ohms
R5-10 megohms
R6-10 ohms, 2 watts
R7-2200 ohms
R8-1 megohm
R9, R10-10,000 ohms
R11-18,200 ohms, '/s -watt, 1%, metal film
R12-100 ohms, 2 watts
R13-10 ohms
R14-68 ohms
R15-30,100 ohms, '/s-watt,1%, metal film
R16-40,200 ohms, Vs -watt, 1%, metal
film
R17-49,900 ohms, '/e -watt, 1%, metal
film
R18, R19-100,000 ohms, Vs -watt, 1%,
metal film
R20-150,000 ohms, '/s -watt, 1%, metal
film
R21, R22-249,000 ohms, '/s -watt, 1%,
metal film

Capacitors
C1-1000 µF,

16 volts, axial leads, electrolytic
C2, C6-0.1 µF, 50 volts, polyester
C3-0.0022 µF, 50 volts, polyester
C4-100 µF, 16 volts, radial leads, electrolytic
C5 -211F, 450 volts, axial leads, electrolytic

Semiconductors
IC1-LF356N op -amp (National)
IC2-4047 CMOS one-shot (RCA)
IC3-LM317LE adjustable voltage regulator (National)

Q1-03-TIP120 NPN Darlington (Radio
Shack 276-2068 or equivalent)
D1 -D4, D7 -D12-1N4004

rectifier di-

odes, 400 PIV, amp
D5-1N4148 silicon signal diode
D6-not used
1

Other components
M1-1-mA DC meter

S1-DPST miniature toggle switch

S2 -12 -position, 1 -pole rotary switch (Radio Shack 275-1385 or equivalent)

S3-SPST normally -closed pushbutton
switch

T1-117 volts/12.6 volts,

1.2 amps, center
tapped (see text)
T2-117-volts/9 volts, 300 mA, wall -plug
transformer
Miscellaneous: PC board, plastic case
(Radio Shack 270-627 or equivalent),
knob, hookup wire, 4-40 hardware, press on decals, etc.
An etched and drilled PC board plus all
1% resistors listed above and voltage
reference IC3 are available for 517.50

postpaid from: Mendakota Products,
PO Box 2296, 1001 W. Imperial Hwy., La
Habra, CA 90631. When ordering re-

quest part

LC1 and

enclose a check or

money order for the appropriate
amount. California residents include
6% sales tax. Sorry no COD's or credit

card purchases.
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2-THE CIRCUIT

of our leakage tester is seen In greater detail in this schematic diagram.

overload protection. preventing excessise
\oltage trout s Vet sw itch S2 from
damaging ICI. That condition plight occur if you were to switch rapid'\ from 1(11)
volts to 3 volts. And finally. capacitor ('2
provides some A(' feedback, insuring stable operation over a wide range of capacitor loads.
Moving on. lets look at I('2. Resistor
RS and capacitor C3 set the operating
frequency to 11111 -Ii. 'fiat frequency.
while not critical. was chosen to prevent
"heats" with the (ill Ili pox er line and
permits increased output front transi

I

titrnx r
And Iinally. lets look

at the metering
and 1)12 are included
to protect the meter from harmful overloads. especially when a large capacitor is
being discharged. A 10-m\ current shunt
consisting of resistors R 13 and R I4 is also
included for measuring currents in non
capacitor-testing applications. That shunt
can be selected via pushbutton switch 53.
So much litr the theon. Now ss h\ not
get started building your project?

circuit. Diodes

1)11

Construction
\Ve'll descrihc :cssenibly shortly. hut
first
7

he

about obtaining the parts.
circuit uses no exotic pans. and most
a te -s ysutrds

should he available from Circuit Specialists PO Box 3(147. Scottsdale. Al
8'S2571. Radio -Shack, or your ravorite
electronics pants supplier. If toll order ilk
PC hoard from the supplier listed in the
Puns I.ist. you will also get the harder-tolind IV4 resistors and voltage regulator. If
you have trouble locating some items. try
the suppliers that advertise in the hack
pages of this magazine. If alter all of. thzt
you are still having difficulty locating, a
p:utieular part. mail two first class stamps
and a self addressed. stamped envelope to
the I'(' -hoard supplier mentioned in the
Pants I.ist lir assistance.
A word about TI: the hoard was designed to accommodate a transfor nlcr that
was available from a parts supplier that
had nationwide outlets. Since then.
however. the transtinmer has been discontinued by that supplier. fonunately. any
I'_.(, -volt. I.2 -amp center -tapped trans limner will do tine. although it like,\ vv ill
have to be mounted off the hoard.
Substitutions titr other parts are also
acceptable. providing they are equal or
better in quality than the parts specified.
For the sake of both conven:encc and
safety. you should use a PC hoard. Ifdesircd. you can huy one flan the supplier
listed in the Paris List. or else make one
1

from the artwork provided in the I'(' -service section. liwnd elsewhere in this ntagatine.
Once you have assembled the parts and
obtained or nude the PC hoard. you can
start construction. Refer to Fig. 3 for details as we discuss assembly.
Start by placing the board in front of
you with the tüil side down. Then install a
1(11)µF capacitor at ('-1 along the top lefthand corner.
Continue by installing a wire juniper
below C4. If you have been able to ohtuni
a translitrnter that will tit on the hoard (see
the preceding discussion,. install it next.
Otherwise. that transformer will have to
he mounted ofl:the-hoard: in that event
Ilse wiring het sseen the transformer and
the hoard will he the among the last steps
in the construction process.
Nest. install IN4004 diodes at 1)7 to
1)I(1 as shown. After that. install a '_-µh
capacitor at ('5. and a 100-ohrn resistor at
RI_'.

Finish up the top half of the hoard by
a I8.2h (usually marked 1822F)
resistor at R I I. then a 10 -ohm unit at R 13.
Also install a 68 -lint resistor at RI4 and
two INN4(III4 diodes at 1)11 and 1)12.
Nlose hack to the left edge of the hoard
and continue assembly. Install TI P120

installing
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R16

R11

R19

R18

3-FOR SAFETY. this project requires

a PC

the board shown in our PC Service section.

transistors

at Q3 to QI first. Note that the
leads are bent hack 90 degrees. allowing
the transistors to he mounted with the
metal tabs flush against the hoard. Then
install 1OK resistors at RIO and R9.
Continue by cutting a short length of
insulated wire and installing it between
Q2 and Ql. Position the wire so it doesn't
touch the transistors. Then install a 2.2K
resistor at R7 and a 10 -ohm unit at Rh.
Install a 14 -pin I(' socket at IC2. then
an 8 -pin unit al ICI. Do not install those
IC's until later. Next. install a 0.(1(11-0;
capacitor at C3 and a I-ntegohm resistor
at R8. After that. install a 270 -ohm resistor at R4. a O. I -µF capacitor at C6. and

an 1.1\13171.E at IC3.

Finish the hoard by installing a IN4148
diode at 1)5 and a 0.1-11F capacitor at C2.
Then install a 10-ntegohm resistor at RS
and a 100K unit at R3. Next install a 5K
potentiometer at R2. If the single -turn
unit specified in the pails list is used.
position the potentiometer with the adjustment screw next to the hoard edge.
The additional pads have been provided
around R2 so that a V4 -inch. multi -turn
potentiometer (Radio -Shack 271-343 or
eyuitalent can he used if desired. After
R2 is in place. install an 8.2K resistor at
RI and the 1000-11F capacitor at Cl. Complete your work by installing IN40O4 diodes at

1)1 to 1)4.
Check your work carefully. especially
diode and capacitor polarities before continuing. Fix any mistakes now, because
they will he harder to correct later.
Refer to Fig. 4 to see the construction
details for S2 and its associated resistors.
Note that it is easier to Wire the switch

72

that the PC -hoard (and TI it required)
mounts inside of the chassis. while everything else goes on the front panel.
Place the hoard in the bottom of the
box. against the top side. Drill three
mounting holes for the hoard. plus a 1/4
inch hole in the top side fitr the power
cord. Drill another 1/4 inch hole in the
bottom side for access to pot R2. If TI is
mounted off-the -board. drill mounting
holes as appropriate for the unit you are
using.
Complete the mechanical work by installing the switches, binding posts. and
meter on the front panel. Connect the
switches to the appropriate points on the
hoard.
When done. check your work carefully
and correct any errors. Install the hoard in
the hox using 4-40 x -inch screws and
nuts. Use a nut as a spacer between the
hoard and box on each screw. If TI is to he
mounted oft -the -hoard. install it in the
chassis and wire the transformer to the
appropriate points on the hoard. Feed the
power cord (from T2) through the hole
that has been drilled for it and connect the
cord to the appropriate pads on the hoard.
Finish up the assembly by installing a
CI)4047 at 1C2 and an LF356 at ICI.

R20

R21

R22

board. Here we see the parts -placement diagram for

now than later when it is installed on the
front panel. You might findassenthly easier it you clamp the switch's shaft in a vise
before starting work.

,, '
R11

R1R18

R16

R15

R20

R21/
2

Now we get to try the project out. Plug
Iranstornler T'2 into a nearby AC outlet.
Then set SI to the DISCHARGE position and
likewise set S2 to the 10(1-vot.r position.
Set your DMM to its 200 -volt DC range
and connect it to the binding posts (BPI
and RP2).
Flip SI to the cr-ii cr. position and the
will read somewhere between 85
and 120 volts. If so. the project works and
you can go to the calibration.
If you are having problems. disconnect
the power and discharge capacitor C5

DM

ith

R22

a jumper

wire. Then check over your

wiring for errors. Remember-when

REAR VIEW OF
SWITCH S2

troubleshooting. always discharge C5
after venting the pow er oft: that can pre-

-I

vent
TO BOARD

=

Checkout

UNUSED POSITION

FIG. 4-RESISTORS R15-R22 are mounted on
the rear of S2 as shown. Be sure to tie any
unused switch positions to R15.

\Vire the resistors ott the hack of sw itch
S2 as shown. Note that most I% resistors
are marked in code: for instance. R15
would typically appear as "3O12F.
When the resistors are wired in place.
use a piece of hare wire to connect any
unused terminals to R I5 as shown. That
prevents dangerously high voltages from
appearing at the output terminals it S2 is
set to an unused position. Finish the
switch wiring by attaching h -inch leads.
Set the hoard and sw itch aside for a
moment and prepare the chassis. Note

a

dangerous shock.

Calibration
Calibration is easy to perform. First set
to DISCIIARGL, and then set S2 to the
1(1(1 -sore range. Then set your DMM to
its 200 -volt DC range and connect it
across the binding posts. Hip SI to the
CIn:c1< position and adjust R2 until the
DMM reads 100 volts.
To he on the safe side, you should
.:heck the output voltage for each position
of S2: it should he within 2% of the panel
SI

value. If not, the I% resistor associated
ith that position should he checked.

Using the project
Danger, high voltage!

'his project can
provide a dangerous electrical shock if
misused. Avoid a harmful shock by using
Continued on ¡rage 136
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AMPLIFIER
Build this versatile amplifier and get "home stereo" sound from
your Walkman -type cassette player or radio. It has many other applications, too!
\RLE WALKMAV-TYPE STEREO CASsette players and radios are great for
entertainment on the go. hut sometimes it
would he nice if they could he used to give
full stereo sound-like a home hi-fi.
Well. when used with the small. highperformance stereo amplifier described in
this article. those units are capable of
doing just that. In addition. thanks to the
inclusion of a pair of preamplifier stages.
the amplifier can he used with low-level
inputs such as microphones. turntables.
and electric guitars. It can even he wired
up as a tiny PA system.
PORT

About the circuit
Figure I shows the schematic for the
basic Walkman amplifier. It is designed
around a National Lí\1380 audio power
amplifier IC. The gain of that low-cost IC
is internally fixed so that it is not less than
34 dB (50 times). A unique input stage
allows input signals to he referenced to
ground. 'Ilse output is automatically sell'
centering to one half the supply voltage.
Ilse output is also short-circuit proof with

internal thermal limiting.
With a po\\er supply between 9 and 15
volts. and a minimum 8 -ohm load. a heat
sink is generally not required for the design shown. If you choose to build the
circuit using the PC board shown in our
Adapted from a story that originally appeared in
Dick Smith's "Fun ways into Electronics. Volume
Three."

PC Service section, a very small amount
of heat sinking is provided by that hoard's
design: the copper tracks act as thermal
fins. Although that does riot normally represent enough heat sinking if the IC is to
he extended to its maximum capability.
with this design and the limited parameters that the circuit operates within, that
heat -dissipation scheme should prove sut-

ticient. With

a

maximum supply of

15

volts and an 8 -ohm load. the output is
around 1.5 -watts -per-channel. the input
stage is usable with signals front 5(1-ntV
to 500-nt\' rats.
If the amplifier is to he used \\ith a
source other than a personal stereo, such
as a

phonograph or an electric guitar.

some type of preatnplifer is required. A
suitable circuit is shown in Fig. 2. In that
circuit. two 741 op -amps have been con-

figured

as

input amplifiers. 'Ilteir input

stages have been referenced to a common
point-half the suppl\ voltage. That voltage is derived front a voltage divider made
up of RI and R2. t\\o 2.2K resistors. The
gain of each of the 741's has been fixed at
21 by the input resistors (R3. R4) and the
feedback resistors ( R9. RIO). Input capacitors. CI and C2. are used to filter out any
DC component from the input signal.
With a power supply of 12 volts. the
gaiescent current dra\\ n by the total system is 30 to 35 mA. Under dri\en conditions. the drain could increase to 3(8) mA
OT

more.

Building the amplifier
While the circuit can he built using any
construction technique, we recommend
using a PC hoard. A suitable design is
shown in our PC Service section
(elsewhere in this magazine). The parts placement diagram for that board is
shown in Fig. 3. Note that the hoard has
been designed to accommodate both the
power amplifier of Fig.
and the preamplifer of Fig. 2. All inputs and outputs
of both amplifier stages have been made
accessible for maximum flexibility.
As with any project. the first step is to
make sure that you have all of the parts on
hand. One source for a complete kit of
parts is given in the Parts List. Otherwise.
you should he able to get most. if not all.
of the parts front your favorite distributor.
Begin construction by installing all of
the resistors. excluding the two potentiometers. Next. install the IC's. We realize
that that order of construction ís a hit
unconventional. but because of the large
size of the electrolytics that flank some of
the IC's. it is easier to perform the steps in
that sequence.
Once the IC's are in place, the capacitors should he installed. Be sure to note
the polarity of the electrolytics and install
them correctly.
the only connections left are the volume controls. Rí5 and Rí6, the input wiring, and the connection to the poser
supple. The potentiometers arc panelI
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812

R12
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47K
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personal -stereo amplifier. Note that only
the power -amp stage is used: no connections are made to the preamp.
Ube amplifier is connected to the personal stereo via the stereo's headphone
jack. Thus. the input to the amplifier must
he connected to a miniature stereo phono
plug as shown. Note the two 3.3 -ohm resistors connected across each channel.
Personal -stereo outputs are designed to
teed headphones. not amplifier/speaker

speakers.

mount units: they are mounted on the front
panel of whatever case you house the circuit in. and they are connected to the
hoard via junipers.
The input wiring scheme is dictated by
how you use the system. If you are using
the amplifier with a Walkman -type stereo
to drive a pair of8-ohm speakers. only the
power amplifier stage is used. If the input
is a microphone. turnable. etc.. the preamplifer stage will also need to he used.
\\'e'll look at the appropriate wiring
schemes in more detail when we discuss
the various applications for the amplitier.
Once vou've checked your work for
accuracy. and you're satisfied that there
are no solder bridges. etc. on the hoard.
power can he applied to the circuit. The
unit requires at least 9 volts at 211(1 in.\.
and will work with power supplies of as
high as 12 volts. Obviously. using a 12 volt supply will result in higher levels of
audio output. Suitable power supplies are
available from a number of sources. including the one mentioned in the farts

List.

speakers can he driven from those units.
Figure 4 shows the input wiring scheme
that is followed when the unit is used as a
CHANNEL
PREAMP
INPUT
CHANNEL
1

Using the amplifier
Normally. those miniature 114tlknotttype personal stereos can only he used
with headphones. But if the power amplifier stage of the circuit is used. K -ohm
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FIG. 2-THE PREAMP. If you wish to amplify
low-level signals, such as the output of a turntable, the signal will first have to be fed to the
preamp shown here.

LM380

1-THE WALKMAN AMPLIFIER. With this simple circuit you can use your personal stereo to drive
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FIG. 3-PARTS-PLACEMENT DIAGRAM. Both the power amp and the preamp

this board.

circuits are contained on

combinations. Thus. those resistors are
included in the input fire impedance
matching. Alternately. if the stereo has
two headphone output sockets, as most
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+9 12V

CHANNEL
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do. you can leave one set of phones connected to the unit. Then, the 33 -ohm resistors are not necessary.
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FIG. 4-USE THIS INPUT W RING SCHEME
when using the circuit to amplify the signal from
a personal stereo. The 33 -ohm resistors are
used for impedance matching with the personal
stereo's headphone output.
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C2

R4

O.1kF

47K

+9-12V

t

All resistors'/. watt, 10%, unless otherwise noted
Rl, R2-2200 ohms
R3 -R8, R11, R12-47,000 ohms
R9, R10-1 Megohm
R13, R14-2.7 ohms
R15, R16-50,000 ohms, potentiometers,
audio taper

Capacitors
Cl, C2-0.1 µF,

16 volts, tantalum
C3 -C8-2.2 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C9, C10, C13, C14 -4701.3.F. 16 volts, electrolytic

C12-0.1 µF, ceramic disc
C15-100 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
Semiconductors
IC1, IC2-741 op -amp
IC3, IC4-LM380 audio amplifier
Miscellaneous: PC board, speaker,
hook-up wire, etc.
C11,

The following is available from Dick
Smith Electronics, Inc., PO Box 8021,
Redwood City, CA 94063: Kit of all
components, including PC board, but
excluding speakers and power supply
(K-2667) $14.95 plus $3.00 shipping. A
12V, 500 mA power supply (M-9555) is
available for 56.95, plus $3 shipping (51
if ordered with the amp. California residents must add 6.5% sales tax. Orders
outside U.S. must remit U.S. funds and
include 55 for shipping.

C4

47K

2.2uF

CHANNEL
PREAMP
INPUT

ITIF"

2

If the input is to he a microphone. turntable. or any other low-level source. the
preampliter state must he used. In that
case. the signal source is input to the preamplifcr. and the output of the preantpliter
is fed to the power amp. If that is done.
input signals ranging from 3.5 -mV to
I(N)-mV rats can he accepted.
By using the twin output stages in a
PARTS LIST

+9-12V

-

RIO

C14

CHANNEL

R16

PREAMP
OUTPUT
2

470pF

50K

CHANNEL
POWER- AMP
OUTPUT

CHANNEL
2

POWER -

AMP
INPUT

1
FIG.

S-THE CIRCUIT can be used as a small

this circuit will be about

PA

amplifier if it is wired up as shown here. The output of

3 -watts.

"bridge'' mode.

the output porker can be
approximately doubled (to 3 watts). If that
is done. the circuit can he used as a mini
P'\ amplifier.
to use the circuit for such an application. the speaker is connected across the
acti\L output points of each amplifier as
shown in Fig. 5. Let's look at that circuit
in a little more detail.
In that circuit. the channel -I preantp is
used as an input stage with a gain of 21: it
can accept inputs ranging from 3.5 to WO
m\. the channel -2 preantp. however. has
been modified (compare the circuit to the
one -hewn in Fig. 2 I. Now. the gain of that
stage has been reduced to unity by chang-

ing :he feedback resistor. RIO. to 47k.
That stage now acts as an inverter. That
satisfies the requirements of the bridge
output: that is. one input is positive -going
while the other is ;legal ive-going. In other
words. the inputs to the output (power
amp) stages are 80 degrees out of phase.
Thal provides twice the voltage swing
across the K -ohm load for a given supply.
thereby increasing the output power by a
titctor of liter over that of a single stage.
The key factor limiting the amount of
power that that circuit can deliver to the
I

r.
JI

ow,,,,,

;-:..

.

i
1-

v

K

6-FOUR IC's comprise this simple. yet versatile amplifier. A single -channel amp with double -power output can be configured.
F4G.

load is power dissipation. Because of that.
we have limited the power supply to a
maximum of 12 volts. That. as previously
stated, will result in a maximum power
output of about 3 -watts rms. 'lo obtain
more power you could attach a heatsink
pent from a piece of copper I.5"on a side.
Bend two wings up al a 30° angle. leaving
a 1/4 -inch strip down the center. (flue the
center-wings up-to the output IC's
u ith epoxy.
Note that in the dual configuration.
both volume controls need to he adjusted
R -E
equally to control the output.
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EVERY ISSUE OF Hands-on Electronics

IF YOU'RE THE KIND OF READER that
doesn't want to wait, you can order your next
copy of Hands-on Electronics now. Hands-on
Electronics is crammed full of electronic projects that you won't be able to wait to build for
yourself. You can expect top-notch digital projects, fun -to -play electronic games, valuable
add-on computer projects, BCB and shortwave
receivers, photographic/darkroom gadgets, devices to improve your car's performance, test
equipment ideas, and more in every issue of
Hands-on Electronics.
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YOU CAN HAVE THE NEXT TWELVE ISSUES of Hands-on Electronics delivered to
your home for only $28.00
savings off the
single copy price of $2.50 per issue! Or you can
order 7 issues for ony $16.97 and still save off
the single copy price of $2.50 per issue!

will continue to contain a variety of construction
articles to suit every taste. In addition, feature
articles on electronics fundamentals, test equipment and tools will round out each issue. Of
course, Hands-on Electronics will continue to
provide new product and literature listings to
keep you up to date on the latest developments
in electronic technology.

GET IN ON THE ACTION! Order your next
issue of Hands-on Electronics today. Use the
convenient order coupon below. Be sure to send
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STEREO

TV Decoder

DT

> D,P1ER

Are you still listening to TV in mono? Double your TV-listening pleasure
with this stereo -TV decoder!
STEVE SOKOLOWSKI
STERN( SOUND-IT'S THI? mOs C E\('ITING
thing to happen to television since color!
Now's the time for you to tin(' out how
exciting it can he. We explained what it is
and how it works a year ago (in the February and March 1985 issues of RadioElectonics). Now it's time to get your
hands dirty. Our simple. one -IC circuit
will double your viewing pleasure. yet it
can he built for about the cost of a single
pre-recorded videotape. Rut before we
dive in to discuss circuit operation and

construction. let's quickly review the
basics of MTS (Multi -channel Television
Sound) transmission.

Stereo -TV signals
As with standard FM -broadcast signals, the stereo -TV audio signal has three
components. As shown in Fig. I. they are:
the pilot signal. left + right (I.+ R) audio.
right (I. -R) audio. In a conand Iebt
ventional TV receiver the I. + R signal. or
the main channel is the only one that is
detected-it's the monaural signal that
you normally hear through your TV's
speaker. Note that it is a frequency -modulated (FM) signal with a 75-µs pre -emphasis. and a bandwidth of about IS kHz.
Just above the main channel is the pi/o/
tone. which is used to alen the receiving
R signal. or the stercircuitry that the
eo -difference suhehannel is available for
processing. The MTS pilot signal is
15.734 k I Iz-the standard TV horiiontalscanning frequency. Jr.
As you can see in Fig. I. the 1.-R
signal or stereo .suhchannel occupies the
TV haseband frequency ranging from 2/fi

-

L-

lO 3/11.

NITS allows for additional suhchannels

that can he used for a number of purposes.
One possible audio-bascband configuration is shown in Fig. I. That configuration
incudes two additional suhchannels: the
SAP, or Second Audio Program. channel
(which can he used for bilingual broadcasts and other program-related material)
and the professional channel (w hich caa
he used fix communicating with remote
news crews, and other non -program -related purposes.) Our stereo adapter cannot decode any of those additional
suhchannels.
Stereo TV is generated in a manner
quite similar to the manner in which
broadcast FM is generated. As shown in
Fig. 2, separate left and right audio inputs
are applied. after low-pass filtering, to the
matrix that pros ides the stereo sum
IL + R) and difference (I. -R) signals.
the sum, or monophonic. signal gets the
75-µs pre -emphasis: it is then clipl-ed.
filtered, and mixed with the difference

signal. Rather than pre -emphasis. the

-R signal is processed by the (11).x-compressor/noise-reduction system. (See the
article mentioned above for information
on how that system works.)
Those audio signals are then mixed
with the 15.734 -kHz pilot signal. which,
as we said above, is derived from the the
horizontal sync. The resulting signal is
filtered and then sent to the audio -modulation circuity\ where it is modulated in the
I.

usual manner.
To receive stereo TV signals. all we
really need is a circuit that will process
that composite -audio signal in the converse manner. The basic idea is indicated
in Fig. 3. the "TV detector" block separates the suns and difference channels.
each of which is filtered (and expanded. if
necessary.). Then the L + R and 1.-R signals are applied to a matrix circuit that
restores the original left and right channels. At that point they're ready for anlpliPROFESSIONAL
CHANNEL
FM (VOICE)

STEREO SULCHANNEL
50
I

FSK (DATA)

1

=

PI

ó 25
á
5, 15

3
0
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dbx
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Z
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fH
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I

AM DSBSC
dbx COMPRESSED

L+R
FM 754
PR

13-34

LOT

51H
=

6.1/21H
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1-THE MTS DISTRIBUTION OF SIC NALS provides for a monaural main channel, sub -channels

for the stereo sub -carrier and
or computer (FSK) data.

a

secondary audio program (SAP), and

a

professional channel for voice
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COMPOSITE
STEREO

LOWPASS

FILTER

CLIPPER

LOWPASS

FILTER

composite audio. WVe'II show you how to
do that in a minute.
The composite input signal is pre amplified by transistor Q and is then coupled to the high-pass filter composed of
C3, C'4. R(,. and R7. The filtered audio is
then passed to ICI. an NIC1310P "Coil less Stereo Demodulator.- .fiat l(' is norntalIr used to demodulate broadcast -hand
FM signals. but by changing the frequency or its on -hoard VC() Voltage ('on trolled Oscillator) slightly ( from 19 kI Ii to
15.734 kHz). we can use that IC to detect
stereo- I V signals.
A block diagram of the MC1310P is
shown in Fig. 5. Notice that the components connected to pin 14 control the
VCO's frequency. hence the pilot -detect
and carrier frequencies. For use in an FNI
receiver. the VCO would run at four times
the 19 -kHz pilot frequency (76 kHz), but
for our application. it will run at lour
times the 15.734 -kHz pilot frequency of
stereo TV, or 62.936 kHz.
I he MC131OPdivides that master V( O
signal by two in order to supply the 31.4611
kHz carrier that is used to detect the
R
(

FLTER
FILTER

L+R

O O

II

75us
PREEMPHASIS

A
T
R

CLIPPER
L -R

LOWPASS

LOWPASS

FILTER

-

AM.
DSBSC

2

FILTER
dbx
COMPRESSOR

CONTROL SIGNAL

1

HORIZONTAL

fH

SYNC

4fH PLL

:2

2

PILOT

I.-

FIG.

2-MTS STEREO

IS GENERATED in a manner similar to that of standard broadcast FM. MTS
from broadcast FM in that it uses dbx noise -reduction, and the standard TV horizontal -scan

differs
frequency to generate the pilot tone.

audio signal. the L -R signal undergoes
normal FM detection. and at that point
we've got two audio signals: 1.+R and
L R. 'fhc decoder Klock in the IC perlimns the addition and subtraction to produce the separate left and right signals.
Referring back to the schematic in Fig.
4. RIO and CIO tornt a de -emphasis network that compensates for the 75-µs pre emphasis that the left channel underwent:
R12 and ('II perform the same function
for the right channel. Now we've completely restored the original audio sig-

-

AUDIO
SWITCH

SAP 3

nal-almost.
SUM CHANNEL

L+R

COMPENSATION
AND DEEMPHASIS

l -R
TV
DETECTOR

(COMPRESSED)

DIFFERENCE
CHANNEL FILTER

dbx- TV
EXPANDER

SAP
SAP CHANNEL

FILTER

SAP
(COMPRESSED)

FIG. 3-THE ORIGINAL LEFT- AND RIGHT-CHANNEL AUDIO SIGNALS are recovered in the matrix
decoder after filtering and de -emphasis of both L + R and L - R, and after expansion of the L - R signal
by the dbx unit.

fication. (Note that the block diagram to
Fig. 3 includes a SAP decoder, which our
stereo adapter does not offer.)
If you're wondering hots the original
channels can he extracted from the suns
and difference signals. examining the following equations should clear things up:

(L+R)4

(L -R) = 2L

(L+R)-(L-R)

= 2R

In other words, we can restore the left
channel by adding the sum and difference
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lou'll recall. in Fig. 3, the dbx expander circuit. \ke have provided no din
expansion because dbx IC's haven't been
released for general distribution. (They're
available only to licensed OEM's.) So to
provide some noise reduction (which will
he necessary if you live in a less -than ideal reception areal, what we can do is
connect our adapter to a non-dbx noise reduction system. Ahernativelr, eve can
connect our adapter to a stereo system
ith a built-in noise reduction system.
(Another possibility world he to connect
the stereo -TV decoder to the experimental
componder discussed in the November.
i985 issue of Radio-Flecfronics-l:'ditor.)

signals. and V,e can restore the right channel by subtracting the difference signal
from the sum signal. At that point all rte
have to do. in order to provide usable
stereo -TV signals. is provide power amplification. So hove can we extract the left and right -channel signals''

Circuit description
lire schematic of the stereo -TV decoder is shove n in Fig. 4. Assume tier pork
that it is connected to a proper source of

None of those solutions is perfect. so
the stereo TV you'll receive is less than
ideal. However, we'll get no stereo TV at
all if we don't star building an adapterso let's do it

now'

Construction
Since we're not dealing with very high
frequencies. the adapter can he built in
.lust about any convenient manner. A PC
hoard will simplify construction. though,
so sse'ye included a foil pattern in "PC

+12V

PARTS LIST-MAIN BOARD
All resistors 1/4 -watt, 5% unless other-

wise noted.

R1-10,000 ohms, audio taper,

R11

fC6

R12

.47

LED

MULTIPLEXED
AUDIO
INPUT

l

7

OK

1

C4

330µF

330µF

C5

16V

16V

.001

1

I6

T.01

.01
12

ICI
MC1310P

1

.005
1

4.7K

_C11

C10

13

+

Cl
R4

4.7K

R10

R8
33052

C3

3

11

R2-20,000 ohms, linear taper,

PC -

mount, trimmer potentiometer
R3, R10, R12-4,700 ohms
R4-1 megohm
R5-27 ohms
R6, R7-47,000 ohms
R8, R11-330 ohms
R9-16,000 ohms

Capacitors

C1-0.005 µF, ceramic disc
C2, C5-0.001 µF, ceramic disc

14

8

9

C4-330 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C6-0.47 ;IF, ceramic disc
C3,

01

MEG

PC -

mount, trimmer potentiometer

33052

252222

C7--0.22 µF, ceramic disc

C2

R6

R7

47K

47K

.001

C8

C7

o

.05

.22

LEFT OUTPUT

C8-0.05 µF, ceramic disc
C9-470 pF, ceramic disc
C10, C11-0.01
o

RIGHT OUTPUT
R3

R5

R9

4.7K

2752

16K

ceramic disc

ductor-less FM stereo demodulator
Q1

-2N2222

LED1-Standard red LED

C9

470pF

F.

Semiconductors
IC1-MC1310P or LM1310 or XR1310 "In-

R2

20K

FIG. 4-THE CIRCUIT OF OUR MTS ADAPTER is qui e simple, as shown here. The transistor providesa
IC (an MC1310P), which decodes the left and right audio channels.

little pre -amplification for the

Note: A kit containing the main PC
board and all parts that mount on it is
available for 530.00 plus $1.50 for shipping and handling. Order from Del Phone Industries, Inc., P. O. Box 150,
Elmont, NY 11003. New York residents
must add applicable sales tax.
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(
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5-THE MC1310P WAS DESIGNED FOR BROADCAST-FM decoding, but the stereo -TN pilot tone
and carrier can be generated by altering the IC's VCO frequency from its nominal 76-khz value.
FIG.

Service." You can also buy a PC board
a kit of parts: see the Parts List for
more information.
Use the parts -placement diagram in

and

Fig. 6 and the photo in Fig. 7 as a guide for
mounting all components. Use a socket
for ICI Be sure to orient QI correctly. and
don't apply too much heat to the tran.

sistor.
In Fig. 7 you'll notice

a

small hoard to

er.

INPUTS

DECODER
1

When you've got the PC hoards assembled, check theta over carefully !Pr
solder bridges between adjacent pads and
traces on the PC hoard. And make sure
that all polarized components-ICI. QI.
LED! . the electrolytic capacitors-are installed correctly. When everything looks
OK, it's time to align and install the adapt-

the right of the main PC hoard. That's a
7812 regulator circuit that supplies 12 volts DC for the circuit. Ube schematic of
that circuit is shown in Fig. 8. The foil
pattern Iitr the power -supply board is also
shown in "PC Service." and the parts placement diagram is shown in Fig. Y. For
our prototype. we used a small wall mount transformer to supply AC to the

power supply.

You'll need an audio oscillator and a
frequency counter to align the adapter.
Connect the frequency coulter to the oscillator and adjust the oscillator titr a frequency of exactly 15.734 klIi at about 1/2 volt p -p. "Men connect the output of the
oscillator to the input of the adapter. and
apply power. Adjust trimmer potentiometer RI to its center position. then adjust
trimmer potentiometer R2 until LE1)1 illuminates. If you have trouble getting the
LEI) to light up. adjust RI to allow more
signal to get through to ICI.
If you don't have an audio oscillator
and a frequency counter. you can align the
adapter by connecting your adapter to a
source of composite "I'V audio. as described below, and then tuning in a local
station that you know is broadcasting in
stereo. With the adapter connected to your
stereo system. and RI set in the center of
its range. slowly adjust R2. Watch for the
LED to light up. and then adjust RI and
R2 litr hest received audio.
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Cl

R3

J1

PARTS LIST-POWER-SUPPLY
IC1-7812 12 -volt, 1 -amp regulator
D1 -04-1N4001 power rectifier
C1-2200 µF, 25 volts, electrolytic
C2-0.1 µF, monolithic

MULTIPLEXED
INPUT
R4

R5-p.,.,

Other components
F1-Y.-amp, 250 volts

R

R6

J1, J2,

R7

+

J3-RCA phono jack

S1-SPST, miniature toggle
T1 -12 -18 -volt wall -mount transformer

i

C39"1,IFC4P

First, there will he too much distortionyou have to pick up a low-level signal.
Second. the output will not contain the
proper composite signal.
VCR connection-You may simply he
able to connect the adapter to the audio
output on the hack of your VCR. Untortunately. the adapter will not operate correctly with most VCR s because many
manufacturers filter out the necessar\ signals and leave only the main channel. But
it's certainly worth a try.
External -TV connection-If you purchased a TV recently. you may he in luck.
If your TV has an stereo output jack. just
connect the input of your adapter to that

RR

LED
STEREO
1

410
J2

J3

LEFT
OUTPUT

RIGHT
OUTPUT

+12

VOLTS
DC

FIG.

6-THE STEREO -TV DECODER'S COMPONENTS

are located on the PC board as shown here.

jack.

Internal -TV connection-Warning-

That completes alignment! What we
did was simulate the 15.734 -kHz pilot signal with the audio oscillator. When the
adapter is properly connected to a VCR or
TV that is receiving a stereo signal. the
LED will light up to indicate that a stereo
signal is being received-just as the STEREO indicator on a standard FM receiver
does.

Don't attempt this sort of connection unless you are sure you know what you are
doing and you have complete documentation for your TV. The high voltages in
your TV are hazardous to your health. and
the health of your adapter! Remove the
hack of your TV and solder a shielded
cable to the output of your set's audio
detector. Connect the other end to the

Adapter installation

adapter.

Internal -VCR connection-Warn-

Connecting the adapter to a source of
composite audio is potentially the most
difficult part of this project. We'll describe five different possibilities.
Don't get any ideas about using the earplug output of your TV. VCR. or radio.

7-YOUR STEREO -TV DECODER'S PC
BOARD should look like this after all
components are mounted.
FIG.

ing-Don't

T1

117

Si

'

12-18 VOLT
SECONDARY

1N4001

141

VAC

+12

VOLTS
F1

DC

1/4 AMP
250 VOLTS

FIG.

B-THIS POWER SUPPLY provides plenty of power for the stereo -TV decoder.

ICI
7812

+12

VOLTS
DC

t..Q9/

T1

12-18
VOLTS
F1

117

VAC

FIG.
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1/4 AMP
250 VOLTS

9-PARTS PLACEMENT diagram for the power supply board.

.

attempt this sort of connection unless you are sure you know what
you are doing and you have complete documentation for your VCR. One mistake
could he very expensive! As with the previous method. locate the audio detector
IC. Then solder one end of a shielded
cable to that point. Connect the other end
to the audio input of the adapter.
Radio connection-If you have a table
or portable radio that can receive TV audio. carefully connect one end of a
shielded cable to the audio detector's output. Connect the other end to the adapter's
input.
Whichever method of installation you
choose, connect the outputs of the adapter
to your stereo amplifier's (or receiver's)
auxilliary inputs and tine -tune the alignment.

Conclusions
Stereo TV is still new. so even though
many programs are now recorded in stereo (such as Johnny Carson and Miami
Vice), not all stations are equipped to
broadcast stereo audio. For a partial listing, check the hack issues of Radio -Electronics mentioned above, or call your
local TV stations.
R -E
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Turn your voice into a versatile musical

"instrument" with this fun -to -build mini music synthesizer.
l

of tun to build
use. The ingenious little unit samples
holds the frequency ofa signal from a

Controlled Amplifier (VCA ) output stage
make up the main section. The remaining
circuitry is a simple. adjustable low -frequency oscillator that's used as a tremolo -

microphone or other sound source and
outputs that signal as a single note. The
input "signal" can he a whistle. hum. or
some other sound. The duration and amplitude of the note can he controlled. The
frequency of the note can he halved or
doubled with a flick ofa switch. A vibrato
effect can also he applied via a variable
tremolo control. To add to all of that, two
channels are available to give chorus or
stereo effects. Each of those channels has
a separate 'olume control.
The signal source is derived from a low to medium -impedance microphone. That
mic ophone can he almost any dynamic
or electret type. The types used with lowcost cassette recorders will work well.
The synthesizer's output is connected
to an external amplifier of some type. A
home -stereo system would he suitable:
feed the signal to the auxiliary or tuner
input. A PA amplifier could also he used.

effects generator.
The first stage of the input section is
made up of ICI -a and its associated circuitry'. 'That stage has a gain of about 10(1
at I kHz. The op -amp circuit used in that
stage is very basic. Note. however the
presence of the capacitor in the feedback
loop. That capacitor causes a roll -off in
gain as the input frequency increases. The
output of the amplifier is AC coupled to
the next stage by C7.
The second stage consists of IC1-h and
its associated circuitry. That stage has a
gain of about 20. Like the previous stage.
the high frequency response is limited by
a capacitor in the feedback loop. That response tailoring has been done to reduce
the normally rich harmonic content of the
human voice: the only signal sse want to
process is the fundamental note. The harmonics are low in amplitude and can he
partially rejected by the simple approach

How it works
The schematic of the synthesizer is
shown in Fig. I. As you can see there. its
input section is basically a microphone
amplifier and signal shaper with three
stages. Twin Voltage Controlled Oscillators (VCO's) each with a Voltage

used in that circuit.
The last stage of the input section is the
most significant and needs some explanation. The op -amp there. ICI -c, is configured as a Schmitt trigger with offset. The
hysteresis components are R22 and R2
Normally a Schmitt ti igger is histable,
and in the quiescent state the output ysould

1IIS

MINI -MUSIC S1 Nl II:SI/ER

complex. but
and
and

I

IS NO1

T(X)

it is a load

Adapted from a project that originally appeared in
Dick Smith's Funways into Electronics. volume
three.

age at the inverting input is greater than
the hysteresis voltage at the noninverting

.

he

either positive or negative depending

on the last signal transition. The dill
ference in this case is that the offset volt-

input: resistors R20 and R39 establish that
offset. The purpose of the offset is to assure that the output at pin H of ICI is
always low (negative) y hen no signal is
present. Ile output will only switch when
the input exceeds the sum of the hysteresis
and offset voltages. The circuit acts as a
gating system to the following phase locked loop circuits.
The Schmitt trigger is the second stage
of the processing that rejects the harmonics and noise in the input signal from the
microphone. The input level. set by R-ll.
is adjusted by turning that control until
reliable response is achieved from a normal -level input (such as a singing voice).
It is not adjusted tart her than that minimum amount. In that way. the Schmitt
trigger will tend to switch only on the
peaks of the fundamental. The levels of
the harmonics and noise content of the
signal are below the threshold sYY itching
points and will he rejected. 'Ile purer the
voice or note, the more reliable the circuit
action. A "gravelly'' or "rough'' voice
thus will tend to proYe unreliable as a
signal source. The hest results will he
from a whistle, because that produces a
note that is relatively free from harmonics
of any amplitude.
From the output of ICI -c. the signal is
split and led to both the right and left
channels. Since the circuitry in the ttso
channels is identical. k+e will look at only
one of those: channel I.
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FIG. 1-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM of the mini synthesizer. The potentiometers can be either panel -

mounted or PC -mounted.
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SEE TEXT

2-THE LOCATIONS OF ALL PC -board mounted components are shown here.
nicrophone input stage, cut the trace between the pads marked with an asterisk.
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To

disconnect the

l'ron1 the Schmitt trigger. the signal is
passed to IC2. a 4046 C\IOS Phase Locked Loop (PIA.). That IC consists of two
separate circuits. One is a \'CO that runs
from suhaudio to over I \I Hi. The other is

dual -output phase comparator. Iiv
adding just a few external components. a
complete I'LL can he formed. (I'or more
information on the 4046. see the manufacturer's data sheet.)
Without art input signal. the output of
the Schmitt trigger will he low. and there 'Ore pin 13 01 IC4-a. a 4016 analog switch.
will also he low. That means that the analog switch will he off, and pin 13 (ht.r.
COST s\R,vioR-ourPtrr 2) of the 4046 will
he disconnected 110111 pill 9. the input to
the \'C'O. The voltage present on the
lowpass filter capacitor (C5). together
with the RC timing components 1C3 and
1251. will determine the frequency of the
a
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R1, R19, R21, R36-1000 ohms
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FIG. 3-THE OFF -BOARD COMPONENTS should be connected to the PC board via wires.
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v

10 volts

µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C3, C10-0.01 µF, ceramic disc

C4, C8-120 pF, ceramic disc
C5, C12-0.1 µF, polyester
C6, C9, C13, C14-2.2 µF, 16 volts, elec-

LS2

02F

CH2

R35, R36-4.7 megohms
R40, R44-1 megohm, potentiometer, linear taper
R41, R42, R45-10,000 ohms, potentiometer, audio taper
R43-100,000 ohms, potentiometer, linear taper

R44

E
S1

ohms
R5, R13, R24-47,000 ohms
R7, R16, R29, R30-1 megohm
R12, R14, R25, R31, R32-10,000 ohms

C15-470 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
Semiconductors
ICl-LM324 quad op -amp
IC2, IC3-4046 CMOS PLL
IC4-4016 quad analog switch
IC5-4013 dual D flip-flop
01, 02-ECG123AP NPN transistor
D1 -D4-1N4148 silicon diodes
Other Components

S2-DP3T miniature slide switch
S3-S5-DPDT miniature slide switch
J1 -miniature phone jack
J2, J3-phono jack
S1,

y,a
o

LI

B1

-9 -volt battery

Miscellaneous: PC board, case, knobs,
battery snap, wire, etc.
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,
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kit of parts (Catalog Number K-2669)
is available from Dick Smith Electronics, PO Box 8021, Redwood City,
CA 94063. The kit includes the PC
board, but not the case, the battery or
the jacks. The price is S19.95.
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FIG. 4 -THE FINISHED PC -BOARD is shown here. Note the use of PC -mounted trimmers In this

version.

'CO. The voltage across C5 will not dissipate for a long period of time. because of
the very high input impedance at pin 9 of
the 4046. and the low -leakage characteristic of that 0.1-µF polyester capacitor.
that. in turn. means that the output frequency' of the VCO at pin 4 will remain
long period of time.
Nov, let us look at what happens when
an input signal is present. Pins 13 of the
analog switch and 12 of the PLL. will go
high. The analog switch is then on. and
the phase -comparator output of the 1'1.1.
(IC2, pin 13) will he connected to the
VCO (IC2. pin 9) via the lowpass tiller
(R9. RIO. and CS). Pros ided that the input
signal continues at a fixed frequency for a
tahle titr

a

short period of time. the PH. will lock in
and follow any frequency variations. For
the most part. in that locked state. the
PI-ussl. PULSE output (pin I) s+ill he high
(there will. howeser. he some narrow
negative -going pulses).
With pin of the 4046 high. 1)3 will he
Iorward-hiased via R8. so C6 will charge.
The voltage across the capacitor is applied
to the base of Ql. which acts as a voltage
I

follower buffer. That transistor is half of
the VC \ output stage. the other section
being another 4016 analog switch (1C4 h). The control gate (pin 5) of IC4-h is
connected directly to the output of the
\'CO (pin 4 of IC2). or indirectly via the
4013 la dual D flip -(lop). depending on the

setting of SI. The squarewave output front
the VCO opens and closes the analog
switch. It can he seen that that action
directly gates the voltage available to the
output terminal via the two current limiting resistors and the potentiometer.
When the input signal disappears. pin
of the 4(146 returns low. As described previously. the VCO remains running at a
frequency determined by the voltage on
capacitor C5. The voltage across C6 then
begins to discharge via the transistor follower and the t\\o resistors. R12 and R40.
Those two resistors control the "decay"
rate. If R40 is set to its maximum value 11
megohm) the discharge time will he long
(decay will occur slowly ). As the discharge is taking place. the continuous
output from the VCO switches the analog
gate IC'I-h on and off to "sink" the deeming voltage on the emitter of QI via the
load resistor (R18) at the VCO rate.
I
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The frequency 01' the note reaching the
output stage can he changed front that of
the original. By using a Ilip-flop as a divide-hy-two element. the output can he
halved or doubled depending on i\ here it
is coupled into the circuit. With (he octave -select switch (SI) in the center position (ir). the output frequency will he
identical to to input. When the r/2 position
is selected. the 4013 (configured as u
clocked tlip-Il0p) divides the output from
the VCO (IC2. pin 4) by two (lower octave). In the 21- position. the flip-flop is
connected hety cen the output of the VCO
and the comparator of the P11.. That results in a frequency that is twice that ofthe
input (upper octave) at pin 4 of the VCO.
So far ve've only used three sections of
the LM324 quad op -amp. The lixuth section (ICI -d) is used as a tremolo generator. The op -amp is configured as an astable multi vibrator to give a squarewave
output. Potentiometer R43 is included to
adjust the frequency (tremolo rate). The
squarewave is then smoothed somewhat to
give a more natural tremolo effect to the
output note. That \\ overbill] is then applied to the VCO (at pin 12. IC2) via a
selector sic itch and a 4.7 megohni re-

sistor.

Assembly
Assembly is yen st-aight {mu ard if you
füllow Figs. 2 and 3. Start by mounting all
of the low-profile components on the
board. Those include the resistors. diodes. and the juniper. Next. install the
capacitors. Be sure to observe the polarity
of the electrolytics. After that. install the
IC's and transistors. taking care to observe the proper orientation. Finally hook
up the switches. potentiometers. and
other off-board components. Note that the

can he triggered from an external source. :\ positive
pulse input via 1)2 to the VCA will charge
C(r. If that input is held high. the output
from the \'C.\ will also remain high. If
the input is a pulse from a sequencer or
eien a simple svi itch, the output from the
VCA can he triggered without the need
for an audio signal at the microphone input. That could he used with rhythm gen-

erators. etc.. to create different effects.
the frequency of the VCO can still he
changed by using the microphone input.
If you require that the input signal from
the microphone -amplifier stage not trigger the VCA. create an open circuit by
removing 1)3 from the hoard. ( Ihe toil
pattern for the project is provided in our
"PC Service" department: the parts placement diagrams are shown in Figs. 2
and 3.)
By disconnecting the input stage from
the VCO. the PI.1- call he used separately
by providing an external input signal. Isolation is performed by cutting the PC

Next. -v varying the uecAy controls.
With the controls set to maximum. you
will hear the outputs change in frequency
as the note of your whistle changes. Notes
that are wide apart in fregtiency,will take a
little longer to lock. Now try changing the
setting of the ocrAvE soars cm switches.
Also try out the TRi MOLD RATE control: be
sure that the tremolo section is sis itched
into the circuit when you do that.
If all is s\ (irking. the completed board
(see Fig. 4) can be mounted in a case to
complete assembly. If you detect any
problems. go over your work carefully to
find the cause of the problem.

Optional inputs
The VCA of either channel

L

..

hoard has been designed to accept PC mount potentiometers. but you can use
panel -mount potentiometers and connect
them to the board with wire.
To test the system you si ill need to use
an audio amplifier of some type. Feed the
output of the synthesizer to the amp, plug
in the microphone rid hatter.. and turn
the unit on. Whistle a few times close to.
but not directly into the microphone. Turn
up the nrlcRot'i-roNE. INN tar raver SE r
control until some response is heard from
the outputs. Set the VDU WI. controls of
both channels to an appropriate level.
Vary the pitch (frequency) of your whistle: the output should vary in kind.

ONCE COMPLETED, the circuit should be installed in a case.
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hoard trace between the pads marked with
sterisk in Fig. 2. The input is applied
via DI. That input should he a square wave. The peak -to -peak voltage of the input should not greater than the circuit's
supple voltage, and should not he less
than 759/ of the supply voltage. If the
input stage is disconnected from the I'LL
in the manner described. the circuit could
he used to modify the output of an electronically aniplificd instrument or a sound
generator (provided that the input signal
meets the regtiirentents of the 4(46). For
example. the output from a simple monophonic organ can he used to create more
interesting tones and sound effects. The
decay control could he used to vary the
note shape. and the octave switch can
change the note frequency.
To reconnect the PH. to the microphone input stage. the link destroyed
when the PC trace was cut Hurst he restored. 'fiat is done by installing a jumper
hettceen the pads marked is ith an asterisk
in Fig. 2: for convenience. that juniper
could he replaced by a switch.
an

a

i

t

THE UPPER TRACE is a 3-kHz input signal from
a signal generator. The bottom one is the output

that results.
(Photo courtesy of Tektronix)

Operation
Connect the microphone and switch the
unit on. Now slowlt is bustle a tune a short
distance from the mouthpiece. Do not
Now directly into the microphone. Best
results are obtained with the microphone
at the side of your mouth so that any. air
currents do not hit it directly.
Turn the input -level control up until you
get a reliable response from the unit every
time a note is whistled at the same volume. Turn the output -volume controls to it
suitable level to avoid feedback. The
whistled note should he a short. clean
burst. Try changing the DECAY controls so
that the generated sound varies from a
short staccato to a long, slowly -decreasing tone.
Note that the synthesizer is sensitive to
all sound. Thus. sthen the microphone
picks up the output sound of the amplifier.
feedback occurs and the systent locks up
in an uncontrolled state. To avoid that.
you must keep the microphone away from
the speaker system.
When you find a suitable input level. try
the other functions. 13r changing the ocIAVL SELECT sic itches, the output frequency can he set to he the same its the
input. or one half of the input. or twice the
input. By adding tremolo to one or both
channels. interesting tonal effects can he
achieved.
Tr singing or humming into the microphone as the sound source. 'Ihe system
will respond hest to pure. clean notes.
Rough \oices will not he reliable.
By striking different shaped objects
next to the microphone. the system will
tend to pick up the fundamental resonance
of the object and produce an equivalent
note.
Musical instruments can also he used
as the sound source. A simple recorder.
for instance. can produce many and varied
sounds. Other instruments. such as a
guitar, can produce different notes and
sounds. The combinations are endless.
To give greater versatility to the unit.
channel one can be controlled from external sources as described above. With a
little practice. this mini synthesizer can
stake you a "one-man hand.''
R -E
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OK, TVRO fans, here's your chance to build a high-performance

satellite receiver-for peanuts!

THE IDEA OF RECEIVING TV SIGNALS FROM

satellites became popular aln ost instantaneously when the first home TVRO
was built in 1979. However, due to the
tremendous costs involved. the practice

of receiving TV signals from satellites
was nowhere near as popular. Only recently have prices dropped to the point
where satellite -TV can be enjoyed by a
large number of people.
Receiver kits helped make satellite TV
affordable to electronics hobbyists (to
whom TVRO was esecially appealing.)
But the kits that were available were difficult to build. and they required a lab's
worth of expensive test gear to align. But
now-thanks to advances in electronics
and state-of-the-art circuit design-we
can show you how to build a satellite receiver tix less than one hundred dollars!
It's very easy to build. and requires only
yóur eyes. a TV set. and a voltmeter to
align. And that's not all: The receiver performs as well as-if not better thancommercial units costing several times as
much.
If you already own a satellite -TV system. this is an ideal opportunity for you to
add a second eceiver to your system at a

very low cost. All that is required is an
isolated two-way power divider. a down converter, and the associated cabling. If
you have an older satellite system, and
your picture. sound. or both aren't up -to snuff. then this receiver may be just what
you need to improve reception. It accepts
a standard 70 -MHz input, and features
continuous transponder-tuning. tunable
audio suhearrier with switchable band-

width.

a

polarization control circuit. de -

!eatable AFC. and an integral crystal controlled RF modulator for output on TV
Channel 3 or 4.
Of course. the receiver can't pick up
satellite -TV signals all by itself-several
other components are necessary. We'll
briefly describe what's needed for a complete system. But it you're very unfamiliar with satellite TV, we suggest you
check the special sections that appeared
on the subject in the June 1984. October
1984. June 1985 and July 1985 issues of

Radio -Electronics.
Main system components
There are several components. in addition to the receiver, that are needed to
complete a TVRO system: the dish, the

feedhorn. the LNA (low-noise amplifier).
the downconverter. and the cable. We'll
examine each of those in turn.
.
dish is parabolic in shape. and it is
built from metal. The strength of the signal received by the antenna probe in the
feedhorn is proportional to the diameter of
the dish. Luckily. satellite power levels
have increased the past few years to the
point that a small dish (four to six feet in
diameter) provides adequate reception
throughout much of the midwest and
south. Throughout the rest of the country.
an eight- to ten -toot dish will probably be
necessary for good reception. although
newer satellites may allow the use of a
tour- to six -toot dish. Whatever sized dish
you use, though. it must be aimed precisely at the desired satellite. Signals from
the satellite then hit the dish and are reflected to a point. the focal point of the
dish. where the fi'edliorn is located.
The feedhorn has several purposes. It
collects the micro' a'es that have been
reelected by the dish, directs them to the
LNA, and selects the desired polarity.
polarity is imporTo understand
tant. you must understand that TV satellites can broadcast on 24 different

hy
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degrees Kelvin: the lower the number. the
less noise the amplifier adds to the signal
as it is amplified. Gain is measured in d13.
and typically ranges between 3(1 and 55
dli. :\n average LNA today might have

channels. numbered
through 24. The
trick is that the odd -numbered channels
are broadcast in a different spatial orientation than the even -numbered channels.
That is done because the fi'eyuencies of
the odd and even signals actually orerlap
One another. But because they're polarized differently. we can receive one set
without interference from the opposite
set. \Ve'II discuss more about how that
works in the -theory-of-operation- sec lion below.
hhe L,\7A (low -noise amplifier) is similar to the antenna pre -amp found on
fringe -area TV antennas. Its purpose is to
boost the satellite signals to a level that
can drive the downconverter. The LNA is
mounted behind the feedhorn.
the two most important specifications
of an LNA are the noise temperature and
the gain. Noise temperature is rated in
I

METER
CIRCUIT

100°K noise temperature and 51) dB gain.
although some high-performance models
are rated at 85°K.
Roughly speaking. the noise temperature of the 1.NA can he correlated to
the size of the dish. For example. a ten foot dish and a 100 -degree LNA will ,give
results similar to an eight -foot dish and an
SO -degree LNA. or to a sir -foot dish and a

LNA.
the cloll'lleenVerler is what actually

(TO-degree

tunes in the desired channel. It is mounted
directly to the LNA or behind the dish on
the mount. I)ownconverters usually have
three electrical connections: the input.
which conies from the LNA. the 70 -Milt
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'Ile receiver accepts a 70-\111z signal
from the downconverter at jack JI: that
jack also supplies the variable tuning voltage to the downconverter. the input signal is isolated from the tuning voltage by
inductor 1.1 and capacitor C18. Front panel potentiometer 8103 (TRAVSl'o I)Ek
T-tN1NG) is used to tune in the desired
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transponder. -Primmer potentiometers
R 102 and R104 set the maximum and minimum voltages. respectirels, presented to
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FIG. 1-SATELLITE RECEIVER BLOCK DIAGRAM. When analyzed in segments, the receiver isn't really
as complicated as it looks.
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to the reccirer. and an
additional voltage that is used to time in
the desired transponder channel. That
voltage is set by the user at the receiver.
\ lost common downcometiers use a tuning voltage that ranges from two to sixteen
volts. Receivers usually supply that tuning voltage to the LNA through the saute
cable and connector that the 70 -Mil, signal travels through.
Sonte downconverters are designed to
he mounted directly to an LNA. and must
he used with a 30- to 35-dR gain LNA. If
a 50 -dB LNA is used, it is recommended
that the downconverter he mounted he hind the dish and connected to the I.NA
via RG213 cable. unless the dish is smaller than about seven feet, or unless the
downconverter is specifically designed to
he used with a high -gain LNA.
There are two tr pes of coaxial cable
used in typical satellite systems: RG213
and RG59. The standard 75 -ohm cable
used to hook up TV antennas is RG59.
and RG213 is special 50 -ohm cable designed for high -frequency. use. The LNA
is connected to the downconverter with
RG213 cable. and trio RG59 cables connect the receiver and the downconverter.
An additional RG59 cable connects the
receiver to the TV set. Finally. the
feedhorn is connected to the receiver via a
two -conductor shielded cable. One conductor carries the supply voltage from the
receiver, and the other provides the polarizing pulses that we'll discuss in a moment. But let's begin at the beginning.
Refer to the block diagram in Fig.
and
the complete schematic diagram in Fig.
while following this discussion.
I

ON/OFF

VOLTAGE

outlst. which goes

the downconverter.
\n :AFC (Automatic Frequency Control) voltage is derived from the received
signal and summed with the tuning voltage by IC3. AFC' can he defeated hr front panel switch SI if terrestrial interference
is encountered (or if a sr nthesized down converter is used). When AFC is defeated.
RIO() supplies a compensation voltage for

proper tuning.
[he 70 -Milt input signal is capacitively coupled to ICI. which provides a
gain of about 25 dH. Filter FLI is a SA\\
(Surface Acoustic It ave) filter with a
bandwidth of 27 NIFIz. Its purpose is to
strip off noise and interference occurring
on either side of the selected channel.
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available, and hard -to -find components, including the PC board, are available separately.
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All resistors 1/4 -watt, 5% unless otherwise specified.

R114 -100,000 ohm trimmer potentiome-

R3-270 ohms
R2-510 ohms

Capacitors
C1-05, C7, C8, C13 -C18, C20, C21, C23,
C24, C27, C42, C44. C50-052, C61,
C64, C65, C67-0.01 p.F, ceramic disk

R1,

R4, R5, R32, R33, R77-680 ohms
R6-150 ohms,' -watt

R7-1200 ohms
R8, R30, R44, R46-10,000 ohms
R9, R10, R26, R53-56 ohms
R11, R16, R17, R24, R25, R28, R60, R65,

C6, C37, C41, C43, C54, C59, C66 -unused
C9, C10, C63-33 pF. ceramic disk
C11, C12, C46, C53-0.001 µF, ceramic

R12, R15, R29, R34, R42, R52, R72, R79,

C19-47 pF. silver mica

R87-75 ohms

R82, R86, R95-1000 ohms
R13, R47, R70, R93, R96-100 ohms

R14-3.9 ohms
R18 -R21, R54, R73-470 ohms
R22, R23-120 ohms

R27-820 ohms
R31, R43, R69-220 ohms
R35, R37-22,000 ohms
R36-18,000 ohms
R38, R74, R94-100,000 ohms
R39, R40, R45, R92-4700 ohms
R41

-unused

R48, R64-330 ohms
R49, R51, R88-2200 ohms
R50-120,000 ohms
R55, R56, R58, R62, R63-150 ohms,'/ watt
R57, R75-3300 ohms
R59, R61, R66. R68, R76-560 ohms
R67-43 ohms

R71-12,000 ohms
R78, R83,

R84-0 ohms (jumper)

R80-47,000 ohms
R81-1500 ohms
R85-8200 ohms
R89, R90-2700 ohms
R91-68,000 ohms
R96-180 ohms, watt
R97 -R99, R101 -unused
R100-5.6 ohms, 5 watts
1

R102, R104, R105, R107, 8111. R1125000 ohm trimmer potentiometer
R103-5000 ohm linear potentiometer
R106, R113-10,000 ohm trimmer potentiometer
R108-10,000 ohm linear potentiometer
R109-2000 ohm trimmer potentiometer
R110-5000 ohm linear potentiometer

Transistors QI and Q2 boost the filtered
signal to drive both the limiter and the
signal -strength muter circuit.
The signal -strength meter provides a

relative indication of transponder
strength. It can he used to tine -tune the
position of the dish and the leedhorn for
maximum signal strength. Trimmer potentiometer RI(17 sets the meter's fullscale deflection. and R 114 sets the meters

sensitivity.
Amplitude limiting

is provided by IC2.
an t 1CI01 I6 balanced EC'I, (Emitter Cou-

pled Logic) transceiver. That limiting removes amplitude -modulated components-impulse noise -front the 7(1-1Il Ií
signal. Two limited FM signals are
provided by IC2's final stage at pins 2 and
3: those signals are 180 degrees out of
phase with each other. Another 9(I de -
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ter

disk
C22, C45, C49, C58, C60-10 µF, 25
volts, tantalum
C25, C56-47 µF. 16 volts, tantalum
C26, C48, C57, C59-0.22 µF, 30 volts,
tantalum
C28-100 pF, ceramic disk
C29-56 pF, ceramic disk
C30-68 pF, ceramic disk
C31-300 pF, ceramic disk
C32-220 pF, ceramic disk
C33, C38, 062-100 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C34, C68-0.1 µF, ceramic disk
C35-470 µF 16 volts, electrolytic
C36-10 pF, ceramic disk
C39-0.0047 µF, ceramic disk
C40-0.047 µF, ceramic disk
C47-5600 µF, 40 volts, electrolytic
C55-0.0022 F, ceramic disk
C70-220 µF. 25 volts, electrolytic
C71-5-70 pF, variable
072-2-20 pF, variable

Semiconductors
IC1-MWA120, hybrid small -signal amplifier

IC2-MC10116, triple differential line receiver

IC4-LM358, dual op -amp
IC5-MC1496. video detector
IC6-NE555, timer
IC7-NE592, video amplifier
IC8-NE564, phase -lock loop
IC9-7805, 5 -volt regulator
1010-7812, 12 -volt regulator
IC11-7818, 18 -volt regulator
01, Q2-BFR91
03, 04, Q6 -2N2222
05, 07-80328 or 2N3683
IC3,

grees of phase shift are provided by C71
and L2 helbre the signal from pin 3 of IC2
enters pin 4 of IC5. The signal from pin 2
of IC2 enters pin 8 of ICS. without further
delay.
The 70 -Ml-11 carrier frequency is removed by IC5. an MC1496 balanced

modulator -demodulator. That IC mixes
the signals from pins 8 and 10 with those
from pins 4 and and removes the carrier
I

frequency. The remaining signal. output
on pin 6. is the hasehand video signal. It
contains all the video information as well
as the audio suh-carrier.
The hasehand video signal is buflired
by Q4 to provide a low-impedance output.
the inductors. resistors. and capacitors
between R58 and C33 form a lowpass
filter and a video de -emphasis filter. The
filtered video is then amplified by IC7. an

Q8-BC548 or ECG548
D1 -D4-1N60
D5-1N752, 5.6 -volt zener diode

D6 -HP 5082-2800 or 1N6263 Schottky

diode
D7-1S2075
08 -D11 -1N4002

D12-86119 tuning diode
LED1-standard green LED
LED2, LED3-standard red LED's
Other components

-"F" connector
J2, J3, J4-RCA phono jack
J6 -coaxial power input jack
TS1-4-position screw -terminal strip
L1, L5-10 µH
L2-0.33 p.H, six turns on a t/ -inch form.
L3-100 µH
L4-2.7 µH
Si, S4-SPDT, toggle switch
S2, S3-DPDT, toggle switch
FL1-BO124 SAW filter
FL2-5-8 MHz block filter (Dick Smith
J1, J5

L-1600)

M1-200 µA edge -reading meter
RF modulator
-18 -volt AC power transformer

T1

Note: the following are available from
Dick Smith Electronics, Inc., P.O. Box
8021, Redwood City, CA, 94063: Complete kit of parts including case but no
power transformer, #K-6316, 599.95
plus 54 shipping; SAW filter, #L-1620,
S29.95; Case, #H-2507, 512.95; PC
board, #H-7000, S29.95; 18 -volt transformer, #M6672, S7.95;BFR91 transistor, #Z-1691, S1.19; BB119 diode,
#Z-3070, $0.20; MWA120 RF amplifier,
#Z-6095, S12.50; MC10116 ECL IC,
#Z-6000, S0.79; HP5082-2800 Schottky
Diode, #Z-3230, $2.00; 5 -8 -MHz filter,
#L-1600, S3.95. Other individual parts,
and complete satellite systems, are
also available from Dick Smith. California residents please add 6.5% sales
tax. Orders outside U.S. must include
U.S. funds and add 15% of merchan-

dise total for shipping.

NE592 balanced -output video amplifier.
The video level is set by KI09. while the
video polarity is set bx a PC -board jumper
connecting C34 either to pin 7 or pin 8 of
IC7. For a normal video signal. connect
C34 to pin 8.
Diode 1)6 is the clamp that traps out the
30 -Hz dispersion waveform that is added
to the video signal during uplinking.
(That di/he/It/1z technique helps to eliminate interference to terrestrial microwave
communications. Transistors Q6 and Q7
huffer the signal to provide a 75-ohnt output with a one -volt p -p video level. The
output of Q7 is also used to drive the RF
modulator.
The hasehand signal from Q4 is also
amplified by Q5. and feeds a 5- to 8 -Mil?
filter. The filtered signals are then routed
to pin 6 of IC8. an NE564 phase -locked

loop. That IC is used to lock in the audio
subcarrier by varying the voltage on
varactor diode DI2. The tuning range (5.0
to 8.0 MHz) is set by C72, while front panel SUB -CARRIER TUNING potentiometer RI 10 tine -tunes the audio sub -carrier.
Audio de-emrhasis is provided by R80
and C55. and Q8 amplifies the signal to
drive the RF modulator. A separate audio
output is provided at jack J3. Trimmer
potentiometers Rl I I and RI I2 set the narrow- and wide -reception bandwidths of
the PLL, respectively.
As mentioned above, satellite -TV signals for the U.S. are broadcast in two
polarities; horizontal and vertical. In
order to receive signals of either polarity,
we must hale some way of rotating the

antenna probe. The receiver offers a
PULSE output at its rear-panel terminal
strip TSI for that purpose. When POLARITY sw itch S2 is toggled. the pulse width
at the PULSE output changes. and that
causes the motor -driven antenna probe (in
the feedhorn) to rotate 90 degrees.
The control pulses are generated by
IC6. an NE555 tinier IC functioning as an
astable multivibrator. Its pulses are output
on pin 3: R47 protects the IC's output
stage in case a short develops in the cable
leading to the feedhorn. The SKEW
control. RI08. varies the pulse width for
tine tuning of the received signal.
The pulse width of the output of the 555
circuit can van from about 0.6 ms to 2.6
ms. which corresponds to a probe movement of about 160 degrees. Ideally. with
SKEW control R108 centered, the output
pulse width with S2 in its HORIZONTAL.
position would he 1.9 ms. and it would he
1.0 ms in its VERTICAL position. Then.
each time the I'OLARITI switch is toggled,
the probe will rotate 90 degrees. Because
polarization may vary slightly from satellite to satellite, the front -panel POLARITY
selection switch S2 is supplemented by
the front -panel SKEW control (RI08) for
fine-tuning.
Ihe RF modulator delivers a signal that
is compatible with all standard TV's and
VCR's to TV Channel 3 or 4. The modulator is crystal controlled, so no fine tuning is required.

Construction
PC hoard is strongly recomtoil pattern is presented in the
"PC Service" section of this magazine.
Use the component -placement diagram
in Fig. 3 and the photograph in Fig. 4 to
assemble the hoard. When inserting parts
in the PC hoard, work in numeric se-

Use

of

mended:

a

a

quence, and check

off

each part as it is

installed.

1-Beginning with resistor RI. insert
all resistors in numerical order. R96 and
RIO0) are not installed on the PC hoard.

2-Install the wire jumpers. Insulation
shóuld cover the entire exposed length of

each jumper.

3-Install

the trimmer potentiometers
on the hoard. followed by the trimmer
capacitors. and then the other capacitors.
Carefully check the value of every part
before mounting it. Be sure to orient all

polarize' capacitors correctly.

4-Install all diodes. Be careful to install them w ith the correct polarity. and
use extra care in bending the leads on
glass diodes.
5-Insert all IC sockets. making sure
that pin one of every socket is oriented
correctly. ICI and FLI should both he
mounted flush to the hoard and soldered
in. The leads of transistors Ql and Q2
should he trimmed to a length of 2 mm.
and those transistors should he mounted
and soldered on the solder side of the
hoard. The other transistors should he inserted from the top and soldered now.
Lease 1/4 -inch of lead protruding above the
hoard.
6-Voltage regulators ICIO and ICII
need heat sinks. Use heat-sink grease and
mount them loosely to the heat sinks he tore inserting the assembly in the PC
hoard. Align the legs of the regulators and
the heat -sink tabs ith the corresponding
holes in the PC hoard, solder the regulators and heat sinks to the hoard, and
tighten the screws. Install the 7805 regulator. IC9.
7-Mount Pr ss ER sw itch S3 and AItC
switch S2 on the hoard and solder them.
8-Solder the two type -F connectors.
JI and J5. and the three RCA -type phono
jacks. J2. J3 and J4. to the PC hoard.
9-Mount the RF Modulator on the
hoard. Be sure that all tour mounting tabs
are flush, and then solder them to the
hoard.
19-Mount and solder the inductors.
Note that L4 is mounted vertically on the
hoard. Install FL2 now.
II-Mount green POWER LED3 1/2 -inch
above the hoard. It will he bent to tit into
the front panel later.
(Editor's note: We recently heard from
an experimenter who reported that the following modifications will improve performance: Remove R69 from the board.
Replace R64 with a 220 -ohm, 1/4 -watt
unit. Add a 330-ohm. 1/4 -watt unit at the
base of Q7.)

Front -panel assembly
At this point. all components should he
installed except the IC's and the front- and
rear -panel components. The front -panel
layout is shown in Fig. 5.
I-Mount potentiometers RI03. RI08,
and RI10 to the front panel. Orient all
three so that their terminals point down.
2-Viewing the panel from the rear.
connect the center and right terminals of
R 108 together. Solder a seven-inch wire to
all terminals except the right terminal of
R108

.

3-Mount

switches S2 and S4. Solder

six-inch wires to the three terminals on
S4. Solder a seven-inch wire to each center terminal of S2: connect a short juniper
between the upper -left and the lower-center terminals
4-Insert LEDI and LED2 into the appropriate holes in the front panel. Orient
them so that their cathodes (the flat sides)
a e toward polarity -switch S2. Solder
each cathode to the nearest lower-end ternrinal on that sw itch. Solder a seven-inch
w ire to each anode.
5-Solder ten inches of wire to each
ureter terminal. Mount the meter in the

front panel.

Rear -panel assembly
I-Mount the terminal strip and AC input jack J6 to the hack panel.
2-Solder a jumper wire between the
two ground terminals of TSI.
3-Solder R1(X) and the positive lead of
C70 to the + 5V terminal. Solder the
minus lead of C70 to ground.
4-Solder one four -inch wire to the
PuLsE output terminal. another to one
ground terminal. and another to the other
end of RIM. Solder a three-inch wire to
the two bottom terminals of J6.
Fiinal assembly
The component -placement diagram in
Fig. 7 should he consulted while connecting the front- and rear-panel components to the PC hoard.
I-Insert and solder PC terminal pins
(or short pieces of stiff wire) in all holes to
which off-board components will he connected. Place the PC hoard in the cabinet.
but do not screw it down yet.
2-Slide the front panel over the two
PC -mounted switches. and then insert the
front panel into the first slot of the cabinet.
Carefully insert the green POWER LED
into its hole.
3-Slide the rear panel over the connectors mounted at that end of the hoard.
and then insert the rear panel into the last
slot of the cabinet.
4-Insert and tighten the tour mountinc screws.
5-Connect all wires from the offhoard components to the appropriate pins
on the PC hoard. Doublecheck all connections.
6-Plug the transformer's output into
J6. and then plug it into the wall.
7-Check the output of each regulator
(1C9-ICII) for the correct voltage. Also.
check the voltages at J5 (the + I8V connector), at the -r5V terminal strip, and at
pin 8 of IC4 (+12V). "Ihe now ER LED
and meter lamp should light up, and so
should either LEDI or LED2. depending
on the position of S2. Flip that sw itch to
verity that the opposite LED lights up.
8-Turn off the receiver and unplug the
transformer.
9-Insert all the ICs into their sockets.
Be sure to orient them correctly. and make
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sure all IC's are seated properly.
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FIG. 4 -THE COMPLETED PC BOARD. Be sure to route the interconnecting wires away from the

voltage regulators.
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ILL --Route all wires down the center of
the hoard. He sure to leave clearance
around the trimmer potentiometers. and
route wires
ay front the regulators heat
sinks. Use wire ties to secure the of ices.
1-Set each trimmer to the center of its
range using a small screwdriver. Set the
two trimmer capacitors so that the adjustment slot is parallel to the side walls of the

cabinet.

12-Turn on the receiver and measure
the total current drain. It should he about
401) ma.
13-Measure the voltage at .1I. The
voltage should vary as R I03. TRANSPONDER TUNING. IS varied.
Aligning the polarizer
A friend or spouse may he helpful in
completing the following alignment.
I --Connect the polarizer to the appropriate terminals on TS The red wire usually connects to + 5V. black connects to
ground. and white connects to the pulse
output-but make sure your unit follows
that convention. Center the SKEW control.
2-Turn on the receiver. Verity that the
probe moves as I'OI.ARO ' switch S2 is
toggled. Mark the vertical probe position
on the side of the polarizer. Move S2 to
IORIZON-I AL. Adjust R 113 so that the probe is 90 degrees from its former position.
I .

I

I

already working. Ideally, a friend or
neighbor will allow you to hook up the
receiver and downconserter for linal testing. It that is not possible. then first you

II

II

L
POWEROON

1V

9

TRANSPONDER
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0

SKEW

0

On.

VERT

©

OFF

1732

1351

6

will

have to get your dish aimed precisely
Galaxy I. Instructions for doing that are
usually giseit in the assembly instructions
packed with the dish.
Next., the leedhorn. LNA and down converter should he installed, and then
cable should he run to the receiver. I)o not
use more than about 250 feet of cable
between the downconverter and the receiver.
At this point you are ready to attach a
TV (or a video monitor) and an audio
amplifier to the receiver. CAUTION: Disconnect the receiver from the AC voltage
source while hooking up eserything.
After everything is hooked up. reconnect
the receiver to the AC voltage and follow
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FIG. 5-FRONT-PANEL LAYOUT, with dimensions to fit the controls mounted to the PC board.
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these steps:
I-Turn on the receiver and adjust the
TRANSPONDI.K TUNING control to receive
a picture. Adjust the SI:Ew control and the
POLARITY switch for the hest picture.

'S2 -b

ON

LED1

9

HORIZONTAL
S

2-Adjust C71 for maximum contrast
in the picture. Gently compress and expand L2 s coils slightly while observing
the picture on several different channels.
Adjust L2 for the best picture.
3-Adjust RI09 for the hest picture.
Video level is controlled by that potentiometer. as is contrast. It it is adjusted to
too high a value, a buzzing sound may he
heard in the audio w hen lettering appears
on the screen.

1
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6-FRONT- AND REAR -PANEL COMPONENTS are connected to the

Aligning the tuning control
The adjustments made now will he
line -tuned a little later.
I-Measure the voltage at pin I of IC3.
Turn AFC on. Adjust R105 for exactly 3.0
volts DC. Turn AFC off. Adjust R106 for
the same voltage.
2-Measure the voltage at J Set the
TRANSPONDER TUNING control to line up
w ith the "Channel " label on the front
panel. The voltage should he set to the

PC board as shown here.

lowest voltage specified by the downco-lverter manufacturer. That is done by ad-

justing RI04.

3-Set the TRANSPONDER TUNING
control to Channel 24. Adjust R102 for the
highest voltage needed by the downconverter.

I .

I

Final check-out
The easiest way to check out and adjust
the receiver is to use it on a system that is

4-Set the SUICARRIER 1UNING
control to the center position; and set the
RANDw IDTII switch to WIDE. If no sound
is heard, adjust R 11 slightly. If nothing
hut noise is heard: adjust C72 until the
audio conies through. That can he a
"touchy.' adjustment. Get it close, and
then try tine -tuning the front -panel control. Once the sound is heard, readjust
RI I2_ for hest audio.
5-Aim your dish at Satcom F-3. and
tune in the appropriate transponder for
either WTBS or WGN. Set the RAND w IDTI-I switch to NARROW , and then slowly turn the SUICARRIER control counterclockwise front center. Several FM -radio
programs should he heard. Adjust RI II
for the best sound.
6`Adjust R 107 for full-scale meter deflection when receiving the strongest station in your area.
7-Trimmers R102 and R104 may need
to he adjusted slightly in order to make
R103 correspond with the markings on the
front panel. Set the TRANSPONDER TUNING control to the number of the lowest
transponder channel received in your area
and adjust R104 for hest reception. Then
set the panel control to the number of the
highest channel in your area and adjust
R102. Those adjustments will interact
slightly, so go hack and forth until both
channels come in correctly.
R -E
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ULTRASONIC
PEST- REPELLERS
ROBERT E SCOTT
Iii Ri: HAVE I4I:1,1
litany articles published that proclaimed
that ultrasonics. either in the form of
pulses or a sweep signal. can be used as an
effective insect and rodent repellent. I've
always been skeptical of such claims and
placed them in the same category with
those electronic devices claimed to prevent swallows from nesting on the
courthouse roof and prevent pigeons from
defiling the Stonewall Jackson statue on
the town square. Nevertheless. I filed
those articles away f(ir investigation
sometime in the future.
Last summer. my hunting and fishing
club took possession of a farmhouse that
had been abruptly abandoned about a year
ago. The house was absolutely overrun
with mice and roaches that were hold
enough to sca niper about in full daylight.
\Ve were at a loss as to how to get rid of
them.
Ultrasonic pest repellents had begun to
appear in mail-order advertising and our
club president suggested that we try one.
Those devices. according to the literature.
generate a signal that s\\ceps over a frequency range of approximately 22 kHi to
65 Litt. dc\elop sound pressures ranging
from 115 to 152 d13. and repel pests in
areas of 2500 to 3500 square feet. Power
consumption is typically 2 to 4 watts.
Prices range from S30.0( to $70.00. plus
shipping.
At first. scoffed at the suggestion that
we purchase an ultransonic pest repel ter.
but agreed to try one since they were available for a 30 -day trial and full refund. The
S30.00 model was available from several
sources under names that include Pest
Control. Pest -Eliot 1500. and \Vestronix.
We ordered one and it carte within a few
days. It was shipped in a plain unmarked
canon and we were surprised to find that it
did not carry a trade name or model
number. We installed it in the clubhouse.
Within two weeks. mice and roaches were
nowhere to be seen -even when lights
were suddenly turned on in a dark room.
Now, we consider the clubhouse completely free of pests. Not a sign of them:
e'en in the darkest corners and crannies.
OVER TI -11: YI..\KS.

I

The claims made for those ultrasonic pest repellers seem
fantastic at first glance-but they really work. In this article,
we'll find out what makes those devices "tick".
Now that the pest repeller had done its
work. I began to speculate on its circuit.
An early article on the use of ultrasonics
in insect and rodent control ("Electronic
Pest Control". by Lyman Greenlee. Popular Electronics, July 1972) indicated that
the repeller needed a power amplifier de -

livering 16-20 watts in the ultrasonic region and special high -power tweeters.
Certainly that little plastic box didn't contain a 20 -watt power amplifier or high power tweeters. Also. a 16 20 -watt power
amplifier drawing only 4 watts from a
supply would he about as close to ''per -
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FIG. 1-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM of a popular ultrasonic pest repeller. Despite its simplicity, the device

was remarkable effective.

on the line from the power supply modu-

lates the ultrasonic frequency. Iwo
Darlington-connected NPN transistors
provide some power amplification and
drive for the speaker.
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If you want to experiment with the
effects of continuous or pulsed high-Irequenc\' signals. the circuit in Fig. 3 is
ideal: it can provide either a continuous or
pulsed output. It sots de\ eloped by Signetics and described in Llecnunic l'rodiniS .1/(gazing.
Looking at the circuit. one 555 timer.
IC?. generates the ultrasonic squarewave
at a recommended 20 kHz. "fiat signal
can he supplied continuously or pulsed on
and off by a second 555. ICI.
Experimenting with frequency and
daty cycle is eats. Duty cycle is the "on"
time compared to the total period. and can
he set front slightly above 50% to almost
I0014. In the astable mutt ivihratorcircuit.
the duty cycle is set by the timing resistors. R1 and R 2. and is equal to R -1-I
I

+ (R-r2/RTI)
The on time

I

I-

2R.1.?.

is close to II)0% when

is chosen to he as small as practical
b

FIG.

2-THIS PEST REPELLER, of French design, is built around

schematic diagram is shown In a;

block diagram of the

a
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a

CD4011 quad NAND gate. The

is shown in b.
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3-THIS CIRCUIT IS Ideal for experimenting with ultrasonic signals. It can supply either a pulsed
or continuous output.
FIG.

petual motion as one can come. Illus.
couldn't wait to pry open the repeller's 61/4
x 4V x I1/, -inch plastic case and see
I

what made it "tick-.
Figure is the circuit of the device \se
tested. \\'e were quite surprised to lind
that the circuit was simply a 555 timer IC
connected as at squarewave generator. Its

frequency. That sweep of fiord 25 kHi to
65 kFli is surprisingly close to the 22-65kHi range specified in the ads. The speaker is a 2 inch piezoelectric tweeter.

I

frequency is approximately 45 kFli.
determined by the values of RI. R'_.

has
as

and

CI.

iii

"carrier- is frequency
modulated bV a modified trapiioidal voltage wayeloriii applied to pin 5 of the 555
timer. That modulating voltage is de \eloped by a network consisting of C2.
R3. and R4 connected across one leg of
the bridge rectifier. A check \\ ith an oscilloscope showed a s\seep of approximately 2(1 kFli on each side of the base
The 45-k

How the French do it
'Ilse circuit in Fig. 2

is a pest rcpellcl
described in the French electronics magazine. Le Ham Pailefir. In the article. the
author claints that frequencies in the range
of 2(1 to 40 k Hi cause highly uncomlimahle cos ities to limn in brain Iluids and
blood \essels of mice and insects. causing
them tc heat a bast\ retreat. Radiated
power levels can be as low as % watt.
Looking more closely at the circuit, a
quad tw -input N.\ ) gate is connected as
unit ivibrator operating at around 40 kHz.
With the minimum of filtering used in the
power supply. a residual 120-I Iz sawtootl

Rrl

while

limiting the current through the discharge
transistor to the maximum specified in the
data sheet. (The discharge transistor.
which is on -hoard the 555. is an open collector NPN device with the collector
going to pin 7 and the emitter to ground at
pin I. The maximum current through it
varies with different manufacturers so you
s`)ouId check the maker's data sheet to be
sate.)
If you want a duty cycle of less than
5.0(4 connect a general-purpose silicon
diode such as the IN914 across R.1.2 with
its anode at pin 7 and cathode at pin 6.
That effecti\ely shorts R.1.2 while timing
capacitor CT- is charging. and the duty
cycle is now (R-1.2/R.rl) + R and it can
he varied from around 0 to nearly II00rh.
The frequency of the squarewave generator can he found from I.44/C'r(R.rI +
2R.r ). where resistance is in ntegohnls
and capacitance in nticrofarads.
If you want to vary the duty cycle of the
oscillator while keeping the frequency
constant. use the basic circuit shown in
Fie. 4.
In that circuit. a single potentiometer is
used for the tsso timing resistors. In that
scheme. it is possible to set the value of
one of the two "timing resistors" to zero.
As that is undesirable. two resistors. RI
and R2. hase been added to set minimum
al ties for those timing resistors.
Use the basic circuit shown in Fig. 5
s. hen you want to \ark frequency while
keeping the duty cycle constant at approximately 50%. 'hhe variable element used
in that circuit. Rra and RI -h. is a two gang linear potentiometer. Note that the
\aloe of the two variable elements are
continued on page /38

i
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SEE -IN -THE -DARK
THE PHRASE "SEEING IN THE DARK
is a misleading one. With the possi-

ble exception of mystics and mu talus. when the lights go out. we all
walk into walls. Being able to see in
the dark all depends on what you
mean by "dark.'' The human eve is
only sensitive to a very narrow hand
of the electromagnetic spectrum. as
shown in Fig. I. Figure 2 shows the
eve's relative sensitivity to wavelengths in that narrow hand.
The infrared portion of the elec-

tromagnetic spectrum is just below
visible light and extends from about
700 to well past 10.000
microns. The human eye is normally insensitive to electromagnetic radiation in that region. In
order to produce a visible image
using infrared light. then. we need
a device that's both sensitive to infrared and able to translate an infrared image into one that the
human eye can see. One such device is the RCA 6032 image converter tube. and that tube is the
heart of the infrared viewer that
we'll show you how to build.
The 6032 can he thought of as
being divided into two parts. The
front end is a photosensitive cathode that responds to infrared radiation in the range of 500 to 1200
milli microns. Whatever image is
focused on the cathode is reversed
left -to -right and passed on to the
second part of the tube. That is a
small fluorescent screen on which
the visible image is formed. Focusing the image on the screen is done
electrostatically-a voltage is applied to
the focus ring at the tube's center and
controls the convergence and divergence
of the electrons being aimed at the
screen's phosphor. That is similar to the
way the electron gun is focused in a television set.

Building the viewer
The schematic of our viewer is shown
in Fig. 3. As you can see. the circuit's
only job is to produce the voltages that the
image converter tube needs to operate.
Before we start talking about how the circuit works and what's needed to actually
build it. there are two things that have to
he said.

CAUTION! The tube needs about
12,000 volts to operate. and 12,000 volts
is a very serious amount of voltage! Because of that, the utmost care must he
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VIEWER
ROBERT GROSSBLATT

"See in the dark"
with this easy-to -build
infrared viewer!
observed when working with this circuit. Any carelessness is dangerous,
and could ery possibly be fatal. BE
VERN', FERN. CAREFUL!
'That caution should be taken seriously.
even though the circuit is powered by a 9 volt battery. That's because our power
supply is capable of producing as much as
15.000 volts from a fresh battery. Also.
although the tube only needs a handful of
microamps to operate. the supply can produce over 200 microamps. There's a
world of difference between 200 micro amps at 10 volts and 200 microamps at
15.000 volts! Once again. 15.000 volts
can he lethal, even if the current is negligible. Be careful!
Secondly. the tube itself is made of
glass and. just as any other type of electronic tube. it contains a vacuum. Although the glass is thick and the tube is

strong. the tube will implode if
punctured. Now. flying glass from
such an occurrence is bad enough.
but the phosphor on the screen can
do you a lot of damage if it gets into
a cut. To avoid any problems. handle the tube carefully and when you
solder the high -voltage leads on the
tube. make sure the iron is in contact with the tube for as short a time
as possible. Tin the wire ahead of
time and never-repeal, neversolder near the tube's glass seals.
Keeping those warnings in mind.
let's take a look at the circuit.
The first stage of the power supply is an oscillator formed basically
by Ql. Q2. and part of the primary
of TI. Resistor RI keeps the circuit
unbalanced so that oscillation will
start when power is first applied.
The base current for the transistors
is produced by induction in TI and
is limited by R2. The switching action of the transistors causes the
induced voltage in TI to switch polarity and that alternatively turns on
QI and Q2 in turn. The two diodes.
DI and 1)2. are steering diodes for
the base current.
When SI is closed, current flows
through RI and TI. The base drive
for the transistors comes from TI's
stand-alone winding. Because the
two transistors are being driven out
of phase, the circuit begins to oscillate. That causes an induced voltage to appear across TI's secondary. How great that voltage will he
depends on how much voltage is
available from the battery. Assuming that the battery is between 7 and 9
volts, the induced voltage on TI's secondary will he between 200 and 300 volts.
That voltage is rectified by the full wave bridge made from diodes 1)3 to 1)6.
Capacitor C2 is charged through D7 and
R3. setting the stage for the next part of
the circuit's operation. Transistor Q3 is
the center of a timing circuit with an R -C
constant determined by the values of R6,
R7. and C3. The I5 -microsecond pulse
produced by that part of the circuit tires
SCR I , and causes C2 to discharge. inducing a high -voltage pulse in the secondary
of T2. That voltage is rectified by 1)9.
The voltage produced by the discharge
of C2 is boosted by the inductance of T2's
primary and that negative overshoot
causes the SCR to turn off. As soon as the
SCR turns off. the whole process starts all
over again.

The image -convener tube requires a
high voltage in order to focus the image on
the fluorescent screen. That voltage is applied via a voltage -divider circuit made up
of R}t and R9. Don't forget that by the
time power gets up to the tube. were
talking about some 12.000 volts at fairly
high peak -current \alues. The values for
those two resistor: are extremely high because only flea power is needed at the
focus ring of the tube. Excessive current
can destro\ the tube. so the resistor values
are probably higher than you're ever seen
before.
Getting the tube to produce a sharp
image is a matter of providing the right
voltage at the focusing ring The value of
20t ))) megohnls for R9 can he considered a
final value. but the voltage yr ill have to he
adjusted by daisy-chaining resistors together to form R8. A value of 200
nlegohnls is a good starling point: the
optimum value. rs hich varies from tube to
tube. will he within 15c4 of that.
If the operation of the power supply
seems familiar to you. it's probably he cause the same basic principles are used in
the design of most automobile capacitise
discharge systems. The same sort of
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15,000 volts from a single 9-volt nickel -cadmium

3-THIS POWER SUPPLY can produce up to
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this parts -placement diagram should be followed.

pulsed high voltage is needed to make the
spark plugs fire. \nd if you've ever fooled
around under the hood of a car. you know
that you can he knocked or er backward by
the juice at the plugs. Once again: BE

All solder joints must he clean and
shiny. Because of the voltages invoked.
anything less than a perfect joint will

CAREFUL WHEN YOU ARE WORKING WITH THE HIGH VOLTAGES
INVOLVED IN THIS PROJECT.

possible.
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Building the circuit for the infrared
viewer is relatisely straightfonutrd and
ran he done on either a perthoard or PC
hoard. We recommend using a PC hoard:
an appropriate pattern is provided in our
"PC Service- section. on page 78. and
the corresponding parts -placement diagram in Fig. 4.
\'halerer method you choose. because
we're dealing with high voltages. there
are several considerations that are different from a low-voltage circuit:

Cause

arcing.

Leads must he absolutely cut as short as

All the components on the hoard. and
especially those that follow TI should he
locked in position with paraffin. varnish.
or high -voltage putty.
The first step is to mount and solder the
components onto the hoard. Do not.
however. mount the high -voltage portion
of the circuit IP2 and the circuitry on the
secondary side of that t anstOrmer ). Before building that part of the circuit. you
heed to verity that the halance of the project is operating correctly. When you
mount the components on the hoard. pay
attention to the polarities of the diodes and
capacitors. \lake sure that the transistors
are correctly oriented and the transformer
1
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leads are properly. identified. Do your soldering only when you're sure that every-

thing is correct.
'Ilse next step is to verity that everything
to this point is operating correctly. Connect the leads from an ohmmeter to the
hatters clips and press SI. That is an easy
way to make sure you don't have a short
across the power supply. If that checks out
tine. connect the power leads to a 6 -volt
supply and measure 1)7's anode voltage.
You should see about 175 volts there. and
the drain on the 6 -volt supply should he no
more than 75 mA. Be Very cautious when
you're taking those measurements. It may
seem that 175 volts is a long \'ay from
15.001) volts. but that voltage can still do a

_

hit of damage.
Once everything checks out, you can
mount and sire the rest of the circuit. If
you don't get the proper readings. check
sour connections on the hoard again. The
circuit is simple enough for you to be able
to find your mistake without too much

irritation.
Take the high -voltage leads and tape
them down so that they're about a quarter
of an inch apart. Connect the circuit to the
6 -volt source again and you should see
sparking at the output. You have to adjust
R6 for the minimum spark rate. If you
watch the current draw. you should see it
drop as the sparking rate is reduced.
Once again a word of caution. Anytime
you're adjusting a circuit that produces
high voltage. you want to be absolutely
sure to isolate yourself from the hoard.
.1 -hat
means that a metal -bladed screwdriver. or anything else metal, for that
matter. to nrtke adjustments is a definite
no -no. And contrary to popular belief.
you don't want to use a wooden anything
either. High voltages do sseird things and
that includes traveling through anything
that is even the least bit conductive. Wood
is porous. can absorb moisture from the
air: the result can very sell be you lying
on the floor!
Once you've finished assembling the
high voltage supply and you're sure it
works. you're ready to tackle the image
convener tube. Rut just as there was for
the power supply, there are some precautions to keep in mind for this part of the
assembly as well.
When you're soldering connections to
the various rings on the tube. do it as
quickly as possible. Tin the wires before
you solder the connections. If you apply
too much heat for too long. you'll destroy
the glass -to -metal seals on the tube.
The tithe is made of glass and contains
a vacuum. The sseakest points on the tube
are at the small areas where the glass was
sealed after the tube was assembled. Keep

your iron and any solder away from the
glass in general and those seals in particular. The glass can implode and the
phosphor coating on the screen can cause
you a great deal of trouble.
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5-SEVERAL RESISTORS will need to be daisy-chained to obtain the value needed for

With those precautions in mind. solder
R9 between_ the locus ring and the ring
surrounding the fluorescent screen. Once
you've done that. solder short pieces of
wire to the ring surrounding the objective
end of the tube and another point on the

locus ring. Temporarily connect RR
across those pieces of wire as well as the
high voltage leads from the power supply.
Nlake sure that the lead coming from the
D9 -C4 junction on the power supply
hoard is connected to the R8/objective
end of the imaging tube and the other lead
is connected both to ground on the board
and the RY'eyepiece end of the tube.
When you've made sure that everything
is hooked up properly. apply power to the
circuit and you should see the phosphor at
the eyepiece end of the tithe glow with a
green light. Turn off the power and fasten
a piece of window screening flush against
the objective end of the tube. Re -apply
power and you should see an image of the
screening on the phosphor screen. Your
next step is to adjust the value of R8 to
make the image as sharp as possible.
Varying the voltage at the tocusing ring
changes the electrostatic focus of the
tube. You'll have to experiment with a
numher of resistor combinations to find
the value that produces the sharpest liens.
As sse said before, 2(X) megohms is the
nominal value and the correct value for
your tube is probably within plus or minus
15 percent of that.
Once you've daisy chained the resistors
together and soldered them to the imaging
tithe (see Fig. 5). you have only one more
final test to do before you can call it a
wrap. Turn out the lights and apply power
to the circuit again. What you're looking
for here is evidence of high voltage leaks.
"Those will show up as small sparks or
"corona.'' Note the places where they

R8.

show up and turn the power ofl. Wait a
second or so for the circuit to discharge.
then insulate those areas with high -voltage putty.
Believe it or not. once you've made
sure that the focus is as sharp as you can
make it. (or is at least acceptable to you).
and there's no evidence of corona, the
project is completed.
Now we come to the question of the
ease. lou need a focusing lens in front of
the tube and a viewing lens at the rear. In
order for the front lens to focus a sharp
image on the tube's objective. both the
tube and the lens have to he on the same
axis. And the same conditions apply to the
MEASURING WAVELENGTH
Whenever you're talking about the electromagnetic spectrum, some confusion
can arise over the units used to refer to the
wavelength of the radiation.
As you move up the spectrum from DC
toward daylight, the frequency of the radiation will increase and the wavelength will
decrease. Those two measurements are
related by "c," the speed of light through: x
= K(f/c)
where h is the wavelength, fis the frequency in Hertz, c is the speed of light, and K is
a constant determined by the medium
through which the radiation is travelling.
Although you can refer to the wavelength in meters, by the time you get up to
the visible part of the spectrum, the wavelengths are pretty small. Green light, for
example, has a wavelength of about 550
x 10-9 meters. The two most common

units of measurement for the upper
reaches of the spectrum are the milli micron (10-9 meters) and the Angstrom
(10-'0 meters). The latter is named after
the 19th -century Swedish physicist A. J.
Angstrom.

FLASHLIGHT

PARTS LIST
All resistors Y watt, 10% unless noted
R1-10,000 ohms
R2-1000 ohms
R3-4700 ohms
R4, R5-100 ohms
R6-100,000 ohms, potentiometer
R7-2200 ohms
R3-200 megohms, see text
R9-2000 megohms, see text
Capacitors
C1 -10µF, 25 volts, electrolytic
C2 -1µF, 400 volts, electrolytic
C3 -111.F, 25 volts, electrolytic
C4 -.001µF, 15 kV, ceramic
-

Semiconductors
01, Q2 -2N2222 NPN transistor
03-2N2646 FET transistor
D1, D2-1N4002
RUBBER
SLEEVE

D:3-D8-1 N4007
D9-MX200EP, 20-kV diode
SCR1-C107D
-Other components
B1

-9 -volt nickel cadmium battery

S1-SPST, momentary pushbutton, nor-

malty open
to 400 volts, 10kHz switching

T1-12

transformer

T2-11 kV pulse transformer, 400 -volt primary

Miscellaneous: 6032 image tube (RCA),
PC board, PVC tubing for case, focusing
and viewing lenses, battery clip, flashlight,
wi-e, solder, etc.

6-THOUGH THE CASE is not critical, here is one that works well. The flashlight at the top is fitted
with an infrared filter for use as a source of infrared light.
FIG.

viewing lens at the rear. The easiest solution to the problem is to use a piece of
tubing to hold the whole assembly. PVC
tubing is perfect for that purpose.
A length of 21/2 -inch diameter PVC will
hold the imaging tube if you shim the ends
with 2'/s -inch tuhing. The same 2Ys-inch
tuhing can also he used to mount the front
and rear lenses. Use set screws to hold the
2 Vs -inch tubes inside the main PVC enclosure.
One appropriate case is shown in Fig.
6. The optics in that unit are encased as
just described. The PVC handle contains
the power supply hoard and the battery.
Once the hoard is mounted, cut a hole out
over SI so that it can he conveniently
pressed. To prevent accidental contact
with the hoard. slide a flexible rubber
sheath la section from on old bicycle tire
inner tube will do) over the handle so that
the hole is covered.
Note that there is nothing critical about
the ease. When designing and building a
case for your unit, the only precaution is
to make sure that no extraneous light can
leak inside the tube. because that will
degrade the quality of the image. Black
tape or putty can take care of any light
leaks.
Once you have the viesxer assembled,
you're ready to explore the world of in-

frared light. Its interesting. and somehow
reassuring. to catch a telex ision remote
control. Yes. they really do put out bright
flashes of preyiouslx invisible infrared. If
you put an infrared filter in front of a
flashlight. you'll he able to see in the dark
by using the flashlight and peering
through the viewer. (You'II note that the
unit shown has such a flashlight mounted
on it. That Ilashlight serves as an infrared
light source. Also note that once the infrared filter is in place: the light emitted by
the flashlight can not he seen by the naked
eye.) Deep infrared filters are expensive
hut a piece of unexposed but developed
Kodachronte Will do almost as well. Use
the ends that come hack in the box along
with your developed slides.
Infrared energy is also produced by
heat. You can prove that by getting a
steam iron nice and hot and putting it next
to a piece of newspaper. Turn out the
lights. look through the viewer. and you'll
he able to read by the heat of the iron.
As to the quality of the image you see
using the viewer. there are two limiting
factors. Those are the "brightness" of the
infrared source. and the quality of the
optics used.
Turning first to the brightness of the
source. the unit shown uses a common
flashlight as described. That should he

The following are available from Information Unlimited, PO Box 716,
Amherst, NH 03031: Complete kit, in-

clAing

case and basic lenses, but
minus the 6032 image tube, 599.50;
6C32 image tube, $49.50; assembled

and tested unit $199.50; power board
kit $34.50; assembled power board,
$49.40; T1 alone, $14.50; T2 alone,
$15.50; D9 alone, S2.50; C4 alone,
S3.00; optional 75mm telephoto focusing lens with iris adjustment and C mount, 5125.00; optional 50mm wide-

angle focusing lens with

C -mount,

$95.00.

sufficient in most cases. If not. a hrighter
source of light can be substituted, as long
as an infrared filter is used as outlined
above.

Tie optics (lenses) are much more critical. The standard optics supplied with the
kit offered by the source mentioned in the
Parts List are adequate for most hobbyist
applications. It' you require images with
more sharpness and clarity. however. you
will need to use higher quality. and more
expensive lenses. Such lenses are also
avai:able from the source given in the
Parts List.
The uses of infrared imaging are endless and eve opening. If you want to lied
out more about the subject. Kodak publishes a wonderful booklet called "Applied Infra Red Photography." Write to
Kodak, Consumer Markets Division.
R -E
Rochester. NY 14650.

Radio-

Electronics®

Special Projects #1
$6.00
SP4 Special Projects #4 (Summer 1982)
$6.00
SP5 Special Projects #5 (Winter 1983)
$6.00
SP6 Special Projects #6 (Spring 1983)
$5.00
SP7 Special Projects #7 (Summer 1983)
$6.00
SP8 Special Projects #8 (Fall 1983)
$6.00
SP9 Special Projects #9 (Winter 1984)
$6.00
SPIO Special Projects #10 (Spring 1984)
$6.00
111 Hands -On Electronics #1
$5.00
112 Hands -On Electronics #2
$5.00
113 Hands -On Electronics #3
$5.00
114 Hands -On Electronics #4
$5.00
115 Hands -On Electronics #5
$5.00
115A Hands -On Electronics #6
$4.00
116A Hands -On Electronics (Jan -Feb '86)
$4.00
116B Hands -On Electronics (Mar/Apr '86) $4.00
116C Hands -On Electronics (May/Jun '86) $4.00
116D Hands -On Electronics (Jul/Aug '86)
$4.00
116E Hands -On Electronics (Sep/Oct '86)
$4.00
116K Hands -On Electronics (Nov '86)
$4.00
116L Hands -On Electronics (Dec '86)
$4.00
117 Hands -On Electronics back issues (1987) $3.50
Write in issues desired
150 TV Descrambler
$3.00
151 Build Your Own Robot
$12.00
152 8 -Ball Satellite TV Antenna
$5.00
107 Radio -Electronics back issues (1987) $3.25
106 Radio -Electronics back issues (1986)
$3.75
Write in issues desired
105 Radio -Electronics back issues (1985) .. $4.25
(Jan. 85 not available)
Write in issues desired
To order any of the items indicated above, check off the
ones you want. Complete the order form below, include
your payment, check or money order (DO NOT SEND
CASH), and mail to Radio -Electronics, Reprint Department, P.O. Box 4079, Farmingdale, NY 11735. Please
allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
SP1

REPRINT
BOOKSTORE

104 Radio -Electronics back issues (1984)
$5.25
(December 1984 issue is not available)

Write in issues desired
103 Radio -Electronics back issues (1983)....$5.75
(Jan., Feb., May are not available)

Write in issues desired
102 Radio -Electronics back issues (1982)
(Jan., Feb.) is not available)

$6.50

Write in issues desired
101 Radio -Electronics back issues (1981)

.. $7.00

(Issues available: July, Aug. Sept. Nov )
Write in issues desired
153 Etch your own PC boards
$3.00
O 154 How to Repair VCR's
$3.50
155 IBM Typewriter to Computer
$3.00
O 125 Radio -Electronics Annual 1985
$3.50
126 Radio -Electronics Annual 1986
$2.50
156 How to Make PC Boards
$2.00
157 All About Kits
$2.00
El 158 Electro Importing Co. Catalog (1918) $5.95
159 Low Frequency Receiving Techniques
Building and using VLF Antennas
$6.00
160 New Ideas - 42 Circuits
$3.50
161 Descrambling (Feb., 1984)
$2.00
162 Build Your Own Satellite TV Receiver $7.00
163 Receiving Satellite TV
$7.00
164 Modern Electrics (April, 1908)
$3.00
165 How to Repair CD Disc Players
$5.00
166 Collected Works of Mohammed Ullyses Fips
(62 pages, April Fools Collection)
$10.00
167 Designing With IC's
$4.00

....

If you need a copy of an article that is in an issue we
indicate is unavailable you can order it directly from us.
We charge 50C per page. Indicate the issue (month &
year), pages and article desired. Include payment in
full, plus shipping and handling charge. Make checks
payable to Gernsback Publications, Inc.

ARTICLE

PAGES

MONTH

TOTAL PAGES

YEAR

(a) 500 each

MAIL TO: Radio -Electronics
Reprint Bookstore, P.O. Box 4079, Farmingdale NY
SHIPPING CHARGES IN USA & CANADA
$0.01 to $5.00
$1.00
$30.01
$5.01 to $10.00
$1.75
$40.01
$10.01 to 20.00
$2.75
$50.01
$20.01 to 30.00
$3.75
Total price of merchandise
Sales Tax (New York State Residents only)
Shipping (see chart)
Name

TOTAL PRICE

All payments must be in U.S. funds

11735

to 40.00

to 50.00

.... $4.75
.... $5.75

and above

...

$7.00

OUTSIDE USA & CANADA
Multiply Shipping by 2 for sea mail
Multiply Shipping by 4 for air mail
S

$
$

Total Enclosed

$

Address
L.

City

State

Zip

EH87
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FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE, THE IBM t'C HAS BECOME I'HE DE FACTO

standard personal computer. Of course. like all computers. the PC
has its shortcomings. But its most serious problem is its expense.
There is a way around that problem. hówever, and Radio -Electronics will show you that way. We'll show you how you can put
together a PC -compatible computer using parts available from
HiTech International. We'll explain how the computer works. and
we'll review its performance.
HiTech International. whose computer we'll he assembling,. is a
supplier of IBM PC XT -compatible motherboards (system hoards)
and other accessories. The best part about the HiTech computer is
that even a novice at electronics construction can assemble his own
computer at considerably less cost than IBM's offering.

If you've been wondering
if you can obtain IBM
compatibility for a
reasonable price, the
answer is that you can.
We'll show you how.

ELLIOTT S. KANTER

PC Compatible
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Building by subassembly

TABLE 1
IBM PC XT SPECIFICATIONS

Microprocessor:

Intel 8088 (4.77 MHz) with socket for addition of an 8087
math co -processor.

Memory:

ROM: 40K, includes BASIC interpreter.
RAM: Either 128K or 256K onboard, expandable up to 640
KB with a memory- expansion card

Keyboard:

83 -keys with 10 function keys, numeric/cursor keypad,
adjustable typing angle, and detachable 6 -foot coiled cable

Mass Storage:

10 MB fixed/hard disk, 360 KB double-sided/double density
51/4

-inch disk drive

Expansion:

Eight expansion slots

Software:

Diagnostics, Microsoft cassette BASIC interpreter in ROM

Operating System:

PC DOS 2.1 (with advanced disk BASIC)

A

32 pounds

Cost:

$3895

Warranty:

90 Days.

have been relegated to home rather than
business use. 'That changed when com-

TABLE 2.
BASIC IBM PC XT

Part No.
8529254
8529247

Item

8529161
852963
8529209

Base Assy (case bottom)
Bezel Assy (case front)
Top Cover (case)
Keyboard assembly (complete)
64K memory modules (2 required)

Price
$750.00

PC XT motherboard with 128K RAM
130 -watt power supply

TOTAL:

20 -BIT,

OSCILLATOR,

4.CHAN.
DIRECT
MEMORY

8088

CLOCK &
CONTROL CIR.

CPU

KEYBOARD
INTERFACE/CONN.

$390.00
$ 86.00
$ 41.50
$ 50.50
$270.00
$200.00(2)
$1788.00

2-CHAN.
18 -BIT

TIMER,
COUNTERS

LEVEL
INTERRUPT
8

ROM

AREA
AUDIO
INTERFACE

POWER SUPPLY

(

128K RAM
SPKR

(EXPANDABLE)
INPUT;OUTPUT CHANNEL

8-I/0 SLOTS
(TO PRINTER,
MODEM, DISK
DRIVE, ETC.)

1-A BLOCK DIAGRAM of the IBM PC XT shows the "musts for
The HiTech PC also has the same block diagram.
FIG.

\lanv of I-Iiiech's customers are service centers who buy the system or motherboard to use as running spares for PC
XT's brought in for repair. 'The hoards are

IH\I's. and-with the
e\eeption of the lack of BASIC in
ROM-have the same form and function
as that of the PC XT hoard. The basic
the saute size as

100

brief history of the PC

For many +ears. the terms "personal
computer" and "PC.' have been applied
to small. limited -use microcomputers
which. because of their limited power.

Size: 51/2 x 20 x 16
inches

Weight:

In this article. \Ve won't show you how
to put together a computer piece -by piece. (For example. the motherboard is
regarded as a single component.) Instead.
we'll show you how to build it suhassembly-hv-subassembly. \\e'II build the system in stages so that it can he expanded
when the need for more functions makes it
necessary (or when the cash flow permits). But we're getting a little hit ahead
of ourselves. Let's talk more about the
IBM PC hefbre we talk about how to assemble a PC -compatible computer.

a

personal/business computer.

puter-giant I13\I unleashed a small multifunction microcomputer that has become
the de Jacto definition for PC. Some three
years ago. the I13\1 PC was introduced to
the marketplace and the public's perception of computers changed. More computers were found in small and large offlees and in the home. While there were
already a number of "business -quality microcomputers or PC's available. the
magic letters IBM tended to make then
more acceptable.
There were many other fine companies
producing computers. But when the sales
figures for any given period are compared. it's obvious that. by numbers
alone. IBM was literally taking over the
market. Even so. the new entry to the
scene was not without its detractors. 'The
most common complaint was land still is)
about the keyboard. The company that
pioneered a standard in typewriter keyboards with the Se/colic really missed the
boat with the PC. Some keys are located
in illogical positions, and the feel is not
comfortable (although you Caul get used to
ít). Others complained that IBM could
have gone with a more advanced microprocessor. and that the machine was too
slow. Despite those. and other. complaints. the sales of PC's continued.
In the business \+orld, ifa product sells
it's a success! And success breeds imitation and-as the PC imitations came to be
known-clones. The buzz ++orris "IBM
compatible" became a company's ticket
to bigger sales. \lany manufacturers did
TABLE 3.
BASIC PC XT HITECH INTERNATIONAL

IBM PC N'! can not tell the difference
between an Iii\1 hoard or a HiTech hoard.
And. unless you run the Advanced Diagnostics Program Diskette front 113M. neither will you. The discernible difference
between the two hoards appears as an error message which translates to "Hey.
there's no BASIC in the IRO\1,.."

PC XT motherboard

with 128K RAM
Power supply, 130 watts
Case (complete)
Keyboard (complete)
RAM Each 64K 2 required(3)

$525.00

$175.00
$150.00
$150.00
$ 50.00
Total: $1050.00

cost almost S3000.

TABLE 4
HITECH PC XT SPECIFICATIONS

I131%1 finally determined what the customer wanted and needed: adequate mem-

Microprocessor:

Intel 8088 (4.77 MHz) with socket for addition of an 8087
math co -processor.

Memory:

ROM: 8K implemented (can be expanded by user to 40K)
RAM: Either 128K or 256K onboard, expandable up to 640K
with a memory -expansion card

Keyboard:

Enhanced Key Tronic 5150 PC. 83 -keys with 10 function
keys, numeric/cursor keypad, adjustable typing angle and
detachable 6 -foot coiled cable

Mass Storage:

10 MB fixed/hard disk, 360 KB double sided/double density

5'/. -inch disk drive

Expansion:

Eight expansion slots

Software:

Diagnostics, supports DISK BASIC

Operating System:

PC DOS 2.1 (with advanced disk BASIC)

Size:

51/2

Weight

32 pounds

Cost:

$2,454.00

Warranty:

1

x 20 x 16 inches

Year.

TABLE 5
HITECH PC XT+ PARTS LIST

Part No.
RE -PCB W/IC
RE -PS -130
RE -ROM
RE -CASE
RE -5150

RE-MON/DIS
RE -DISK DR.
RE-CTRL -A
RE -HARD DISK
RE-YAD

Description
Motherboard with 128K RAM
130-watt power supply
BIOS ROM
Case (complete)
enhanced keyboard
RGB video card
Teac 360K disk drive
Disk controller/parallel port
10 megabyte drive with controller
Y Adapter (to attatch two drives)

Total:

everything and anything they could to
make their offering the same in form and
function as the 113M PC. A few companies
made such perfect duplicates that they
found themselves in legal difficulties with
1131' Others modified their product and
qualified their "compatiblity-' by stating
it would "...run most of the vast library of
That
business applications packages.
.

approach teas perhaps the most prudent
for the company which did not want to
earn the attention of the lawyers in residence at I13M. There even were a fee+
computers that did achieve compatibility
without paying the price of legal hassles
and the like. The system from IliTech
International. which we are examining in
this article, is one of them.
While achieving compatibility is important for the computer company. the
bottom line is: Can the average smallbusiness person aftitrd the end product?
While the IBM PC appeared on the surface to offer quite a "hang for the buck.'
closer examination revealed that the options necessary to make the computer a
viable tool raised the price upward significantly. Naturally. those companies staking "clones" were quick to point that out.

Price
$525.00
175.00
35.00
150.00
150.00
175.00
125.00
175.00
650.00
5.00
2165.00

The display card, and other absolutely
necessary "options" cost extra. as did sut=
ticient memory. mass storage, printer outputs, etc.
Early in the game. IBM noted the limitations of their original PC and offered
first an upgrade of disk .hives to dual

density. double sided-effectively dot-bling the available storage capacity on
each drive. That wasn't enough. The industry cc as getting storage -hungry and demanded more and more storage. causing
both IBM to turn to a hard -disk drive

(often called a "Winchester"). which
could bring the mass -storage capacity up
to 10 megabytes in the same space as a
floppy.
As the consumer was becoming memo r -hungry, the computer was rapidly he -

ory. and more mass storage. Thus, the PC
XT was introduced. The letters "XT"
were chosen to give the feeling that the
computer really had something "extra."

(But is it really extra. or is it the minimal
configuration that the I'C should have
been sold in from the start?)
A real

computer

The basics "musts- for a personal/business computer are shown in Fig. I. a block
diagram of the n otherboard or system
hoard of the IBM PC XT. A listing of the
basic specifications of the PC XT is
shown in Table I.
In that PC XT, three of the eight expansion slots are occupied by asynchronous
communications. floppy-disk drive and
fixed -disk adapter cards. The price shown
(331395 includes those cards. and 256K
KAM. The operating system. PC -DOS
2.10 is optional. and sells for SOS.(1(1. The
price shown in Table I does not include
any graphics or video -output card.
No matter how you might look at it.
-Olen you take into account the operating
system. display adapter card. and printer
port, it will cost you in the neighborhood
of 550(1(1 before you have a meaningful
computer. That kind of price makes a lot
of people wonder just what they're paying
for. Is it a premium for the 113M logo, or is
it the real value or cost of the computer
known in the trades as Ni OL or manufacturing overhead and labor). Well. in order
to answer that question. let's see what it
would cost to put together a basic 1131 PC
using I13?1 parts. Then he'll do the sane
using parts from I-liTech.
(

=1G. 2-THE KEY TRONIC keyboard features
more comfortable feel and layout.

8

a

EXPANS ON SLOTS
POWER SUPPLY

m
m

I

xm
m

coming power-poor. The PC's power
supply was not capable of supplying the
demands that the hard disk placed on it.
So IBM was torced to offer a hard -disk
storage expansion option together with a
heftier supply. But that wasn't all bad: the
expansion also added extra 110 slots. (The
PC's five slots would be fully populated
even in a minimal configuration.) The had
part about the expansion unit was that it

MOTHERBOARD

F

LDPPY

DISK
DRIVES

HARD
DISK
DRIVE

m

z

m
CI)

SPEAKER

FIG. 3-THE BASIC INTERNAL ARRANGEMENT
Df the HiTech PC. Note that the 8 slots will accept
full-size boards-an advantage over the IBM

machine.
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occupied by acombination printer/tloppydrive controller and the hard -disk control-
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Now that we've introduced you to the
HiTech PC -compatible. it's time to put it
together. Assembling your system really
is easy and anyone can do it. HiTech
seems to have set a standard for simplicity
of assembly. The only tool you'll need is a
common I/4 -inch Ilat-bladed screwdriver.
And you'll need only about one hour. So
we'll assume that if you can turn a screw.
you will build your own PC -compatible
computer.
Before we go any further. we Should
point out that a bare board is available
from HiTech for $95. So if you really want
to assemble your computer piece -bypiece. you can. Whether you can really
save any stoney depends on how well you
can shop for bargains on IC's, connectors.
etc. Be advised, however, that because
HiTech cannot control how you put your
hoard together, they cannot issue any warranty for a bare hoard.
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system.
As with the IBM. the operating system
(PC -DOS 2.10) is optional and has a suggested retail price of $65.00. If the standard IBM PC DOS Version 2.10 is used
the system will not support BASICA. If
the COMPAQ PC DOS Version 2.10 is
used, all disk BASIC functions will he

Building the Computer
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for 5 long and 3 short hoards. The price
shown does not include a video or graphics adapter card. We should also note that
the price shown is for a user-assembled

supported.
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a similarconliguration. an IBM PC
XT would have two long and one short
expansion slots filled. We should also
note that the liTech expansion slots w ill
accommodate eight full-sized adapter
hoards as opposed to the IBM's capacity

ler. In
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-

Table 2 shows some pricing data from
IBM's Part's Center. (W1r2n quoted those
prices we were told that '...tiese prices
are firm for today only and may change at
any time...-) Reduced to its basic building-block level (system board, case.
power supply and keyboard assembly) we
see that we couid put together a PC with
I28K RAM bu: no disk drises for just
under $180(1. (Note that parts numbers are
listed shown in Table 2 with the exception
of the Keyboard. which is made up of
many separate items-at the manufacturing stage-and will he lumped together
with the total cost.)
What wou.d be the cost for the saute
system using parts from HiTech? Are
there any real savings and are there any
differences'? Table 3 shows the prices for

102

IiTech's basic I'C. As you

can see, the

price is about $I050-a saving of about
$700. What do you lose? IBM BASIC.
which is contained in ROM in the I'C. But
disk BASIC is supported.
Do you get anything extra? We should
note that the keyboard that's furnished by
HiTech is the Key Tronic model 5/50.
shown in Fig. 2. It's fully IBM-compatible but features a "corrected" keyboard
layout with a reel not unlike the IBM Selectric typewriter.
Now that we've looked at the savings
you can hope for with the basic model.
let's look at a more fully equipped model.
Table 4 lists the specifications for
HiTech's version of the XT, which you
can compare to Table I. We should note
that two of the eight expainsion slots are

oa 11

ON010101

FIG. 4 -THE HITECH MOTHERBOARD and some of the features you'll have to be familiar with.

1

ON

OFF

FIG. 5-THE PROPER SETTING of the config-

uration switch for our system.

So. assuming that you'll start with a
ready-assembled mother hoard, let s run
down the features and components your
computer will have:

Systemboard with I28K RAM
Single 360KB floppy disk drive
10 megabyte hard -disk drive
130 -watt power supply
Key Tropic 5150 keyboard
Parallel printer port
Applicable controller cards

Color graphics/monochrome display
adapter

continued on page 136
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Part

"HEN WE LEFT OFF
last time. we were
just getting ready to configure the motherboard. The first step is to set the config-

Now that we've introduced
you to the HiTech
PC -compatible computer,
let's see how it's put together.

2

uration switch SWI. which is a DIP
switch that is made up of eight separate
switches that we'll call SW1-I-SWI-8.
As we showed you last month. for our
configuration the switches should be set
as follows:

SWI-I:

OFF.

ON.
SWI-3: OFF.
SW I-4: ON.
SWI-5: OFF.
SWI-6: OFF.

SWI-7: OFF.
SWI-8: ON.
Switch SW 1-1

ELLIOTT S. KANTER

is always

oft for normal

operation. while SWI-2 is on unless an
8087 co -processor is being used.
Switches SWI-3 and SWI-4 are set depending on how much memory is installed. For I28K. they should he set off
and on respectively. For I92K. they
should he set on and oft respectively. For
256K. they should both be off.
Sw itches SWI-5 and SWI-6 are set depending on the display adapter used. They
should both he on if no display adapter is
used. If a color/graphics adapter (with
40 x 20 resolution) is used. SWI-5 should
he oft'. but SW 1-6 on. For a resolution of
80 x 25. those settings should he reversed. If both adapters are used, or if a
monochrome adapter is used, both SW 1-5
and SWI-6 should he off.
Sv. itches SWI-7 and SWI-8 are set de -

PC Compatible

Computer
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pending on how many tlopp-disk drives
are installed. For drive. both should be
on. For 2 drives. SW I-7 should he oft. but
SW 1-8 should he on. For 3 drives. SW I-7
should he on. but SWI-8 should he off.
For 4 drives- both should he oft:
Two other DIP switches are located on
the motherboard. "those switches are not
numbered but their locations are labeled
"1,1iR RAM I:XIANSION." in he. 4. (For
your convenience. Fig. 4. which appeared
last time. will he repeated here.) Unless
you have the necessary expertise to implement alternative RO\liEPROM's. don't
disturb the settings.
Now it's time to insert the BIOS ROM
in position U35. Be sure to observe the
orientation of the notch or dot indicating

A

I

`

tion the drive as shown in Fig. 6 and locate
the power connector and the data -cable
connector. Using a screwdriver. gently
pry out resistor pack RAI and discard it: it
is not required l.ir use with the IliTech
PC. Next, Hove the jumpers: they should
he at the its and osi positions. That's all
there is to configuring your floppy -disk
drive. Ifyou have purchased a second disk
drive. configure it in exactly the same
planner.
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Configuring the disk drive
If you have not done so already. care-

.a-

!

pill 1.
Now that you have completed the
switching configuration process, you're
almost ready to install the hoard in the
case. Before you do. locate the juniper
block JPI. (See Fig 4.) you are using the
IIiTech Power Supply. ensure that a
jumper is in place from pins 2 to 3. That
jumper enables the on -hoard power-on reset. If you are using the IBM power supply, install the jumper from pins to 2.
The system board is now ready to he
installed. It will he secured by a locking type, plastic stand-offs and
6-32 X
1/4 -inch screws. As noted in Fig. 4. one
screw will he mounted with an insulating
washer separating it from the component
side of the hoard. With the case positioned as shown in Fig. 3 (see the July
1985 issue of Radio -Electronics). slide
the system hoard in from the left and line
up the plastic locking -type stand offs with
the holes in the hoard. 'Those stand-offs
will slide in their mounts making this task
easier. When you have lined the hoard up
and the stand-offs protrude through the
holes, press down to lock the hoard into
place.
Refer again to Fig. 4 and install the
screw without the insulating washer
+here shown (point A). In a similar manner install the screw with the insulating
washer where shown (point B). Take the
two-wire cable coiling from the speaker
and plug it into the on -hoard connector as
also shown in Fig. 4. That completes the
installation of the system hoard.
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FIG. 4-THE HITECH MOTHERBOARD and

sane of the features you'll have to

You are now ready to install the floppydisk drive in the case. Pop out the lower of
the two plastic drive faceplates and carefully insert the disk drive. component side down, through the from of the case.
Secure the disk drive using two 6-32 X
I/4 -inch screws in the slots ibracket) and
tapped holes (disk drive) ensuring that the
drive tront is lined up with the front of the

panel. The direction -indicating arrow on
the front of the disk drive should be pointing Lp. that's all there :s to installing the
drive. It you have purchased a second disk
drive, install it in a similar manner.

Installing the hard -disk drive
Your hard -disk drive. despite its name,
fragile. VOL should take whatever precautions are necessary to prevent it from
is

WSULA-OF

be

familia. win.

jarring or dropping. (Damage can occur if
it's dropped from heights as little as two
inches'.) Unpack the disk drive and remove the plastic front panel cover from
your computer.
Refer to Fig. 7 and gently slide the drive
into the right -haul side opening las viewed from the front). Using the supplied
mourning screws- secure the drive to the
bracket as shown in the drawing. That
completes the installation of the drive
proper. The next step is to install the controller card.

Hard -disk controller
If you have not done so already. unpack
the hard -disk controller card and position
it in front

of you

as shown in Fig. 8.

Locate the DIP configuration switch

,

_^-

ali1.11.

hack slot covers to install the card: save
the screw and use it to secure the Lard with
the cable end pointing towards the coinputer's front panel. Connect the remaining ends of the cables to the hard -disk
drive. They ate keyed and can only he
inserted in the proper manner. Your hard disk drive and controller card are now
installed. \\e will format the disk shortly.
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proper jumper configuration.

POWER SUPPLY

SLIDE
IN

REAR 01

UNIT

(21-SCREWS
SECURE HARD DISK

POWER SW.

through SW1-8 on. -That's all you have to
do to configure the controller card. Don't
change any jumpers on the card. You're
now ready to install it. using Fig. 9 as a
guide.
Using the supplied cables. plug the 20 pin and 34 -pin cables into the card as
shown with the red striped end of the
cables pointing down toward the card edge connector. Insert the card into a vacant slot near the hard -disk drive and
route the cables as shown toward the hard
disk. You will hate to remove one of the

FIG. 7-MOUNTING THE HARD DISK and power
supply is straightforward.

IRefer to Figs. 7 and 1(I.1 turn the case
around and line up the four mounting
holes with their corresponding holes in
the rear panel. Using four 6-32 x -inch
round -leaded set ens. secure the loner
supply to the rear of the case. Locate the
two cable assemblies and connect them to
the motherboard as shown. In a similar
manner. connect one of the two. 4 -line
cable assemblies to the rear of the hard
dill drive. The assemhlt's connector is
keyed and can only he inserted the correct
I

.

'>I!i

6-THE FLOPPY-DISK DRIVE. The resistor network

Position the power supplt so that the
power switch is located to the right rear
tas viewed irons the front) and protrudes
from the rear right hand side of the case.

way.

"tile remaining 4 -line cable assembly
he connected in a similar manner to
the Iloppv disk drive. If you are using two
drives, use the v -adapter and carefully
match the color codes of the wires and
crimp the adapter in place.

will

The adapter cards
Now it's tinte to install a color-graphics/monochrome display card and a Ilop-

EXPANSION
SLOTS

34 -CONDUCTOR

CABLE

CONFIGURATION
o

SWITCH
POWER

a

SUPPLY

RED STRIPED EDGE

20 -CONDUCTOR

CABLE

8-THE HARD -DISK CONTROLLER CARD.
The first four positions of the configuration
switch should be set to off, and the last four
should be set on.
FIG.

HARD
DISK

m

CT.R.

X

m
m
m
ZJ

S\\' I. Note that this SW is not the sane
S\\' that we set on the system hoard.) the
controller supplied with your computer is
(

m

I

z

I

capable of accepting hard disks ranging in
capacity tioto 1OM13 to 30M13. S\\1 configures the card to the drive installed. In
our case, we will he installing and configuring this card for a I0\1B disk, so set
SWI-I through SW1-4 off and SW1-5

m
33
cr)

x

HARD DISK CABLE

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

FLOPPY DISK CABLE

FIG. 9-ROUTING THE RIBBON CABLES for the disk drives is easy if you follow the layout shown.
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the top or up. Route this cable as shown
previously in Figure 9. That completes the
installation of the floppy disk controller.

To mount the 1)1325 parallel printer port.
fasten this connector to the (supplied)
bracket with the hardware supplied. Position that connector and bracket in the last
opening and secure it with the remaining
screw removed previously..
We're now ready to close up the case
and try things out! Slip the case coyer on
from the front and secure with the four
6-32 X 1 -inch black flat head screws.
Plug the connector from the keyboard into
the socket located on the rear of the cabinet. Figure 13 shows the completed system which is also available ready to use
under the name SAM 2001.
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The "smoke test"
Now hook up your monitor. plug every-

v
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ttty

FIG. 10-THE FOWER SUPPLY is shown connected to the motherboard. Note that the cables for the
floppy- and hard -disk drives are not shown.
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rear panel covers and save the screws. The
left -most opening w ill be used for the
D1325 parallel printer port connector. The
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12-THE FLCPPY-DISK CONTROLLER

adapter shown here also comes equipped with
parallel printer port.

a

pv-disk controller/parallel printer card.
Each of those cards is packaged separately with necessary cables and instructions as to use. The color-graphics/
monochrome display card shown in Fig.
II should he installed in the list (leftmost) expansion slot with the two connectors-one for RGB color. the other for
composite video-visible from the rear.
Remove the screw holding the rear panel
cover corresponding to the first slot (right
as viewed from the front). Discard the
panel cover hut retain the screw: it will he
used later to secury the adapter card. Position the card with the connectors to the
rear and press down firmly. Secure the
rear panel bracket
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is the

floppy-disk controller card with a parallel
printer port. Remove the third and eighth

11-THE CO'-OR graphics/monochrome
adapter is fully compatible with the IBM system.
FIG.

we'll install

remaining (third) opening will he tilled
with the expansion -drive connector.
Refer to Fig. 12. the controller/printer
adapter. The only required configuration
would be to change the position of the
juniper located nearest the card edge fingers. The purpose and possibilities of that
configuration change are more than adequately covered in the documentation that
comes with the. card and w ill not he repeated here.
Position the card so that the gold fingers
on the long edge of the hoard are directly
above the connector and ensure that the
plate attached to the hoard lines up with
the now open rear slot.
press the
hoard down into the connector and replace the screw removed previously to
hold the hoard in place.
'hake the cable supplied and place it
between the floppy -disk drive(s) and the
controller card with the red edge of the
cable pointed to the top of the computer. If
you are using only one drive, locate the
connector at the fold of the cable and press
the connector onto the bottom disk drive.
The red line should be visible toward the
left as seen from the front of the computer
(on the disk drive). If you are using a
second floppy drive. position the connector at the split end of the cable in a
similar manner and press this connector
onto the top disk drive. "Ilse remaining
connector located at the long end of the
cable should he connected to the card
adapter w ith the red edge line pointing to
Firmly

thing in, slip your operating -system disk
into drive A (the top drive). and turn the
computer on. The screen display will
show the self=test in progress. When the
self-test is complete. it will instruct you to
insert your system diskette in the drive
and to press any key.
At the system prompt. you Wright wish
to enter 1)IR followed by RETURN to
view the contents of your system disk. For
detailed information on your system disk
and the various uses of the utilities it contains. consult the literature that conies
with the diskette. or an of the many fine
hooks available on the MS-DOS operating system.

Formatting the hard disk
Now that everything seems to be workins right, it's time to format the hard disk.
Leave your DOS disk in drive A and enter
"FDISK" followed by a return. A menu
will present you with a number
Select Option
In response to the prompt asking if you
want to use the entire fired disk for DOS.
answer NO
In response to the prompt asking for
partition size. enter 303.
In response to the prompt asking for the
starting cylinder number. enter 0.
I lit the ESC (Escape) key to return you
to the ['DISK options. In order to make
the partition active so that the systent will
load the DOS on power-up. select option
1

.

.

i

View the partition data and double
;heck it. You will he prompted to enter the
itunher of the partition von want to stake
active. Select 1. Then hit the ESC key to
return to the FDISK options. Use the ESC'
key again to return to DOS.
Reboot your system by hitting CfRI.
Al;f I)EL (the control. alternate and delete keys) simultaneously.
Next we'll use the DOS command
FORMAT to initialize the hard disk's director). First type "FORM
C:/S."

ADD-ON BOARD SUPPLIERS
ABM Computer Systems
3 Whatney
Irvine, CA 92714
714-859-6531

ORDERING INFCRMATION
The following are available from HiTech International, Department
oma Way Suite M, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
Part No.
RE -PCB W/IC

Apstek Inc.
2636 Walnut Hill Lane Suite 335
Dallas TX 75229
214-357-5288

RE -PS -130
RE -ROM
RE -CASE
RE -5150

AST Research, Inc.

RE-MON/DIS
RE -DISK DR.
RE -CTRL-A
RE -HARD DISK
RE-YAD

2121 Alton Ave.

Irvine, CA 92714
714-863-1333

R -E, 1180

MiralPrice

Description
Motherboard with 128K RAM
130 -watt power supply

S525.00
175.00
35.00
150.00
150.00
175.00
125.00
175.00
650.00
5.00

BIOS ROM
Case (complete)
enhanced keyboard
RGB video card
Teac 360K disk drive
Disk controller/parallel port
10 megabyte drive with controller
Y Adapter (to attach two drives)

Total*: 2165.00

Byad, Inc.
95 W. Algonquin Road

Arlington Heights, IL 60005
312-228-3400

'Note that due to last-minute price changes by both IBM and HiTech, the price difference
between their two compatible computers does not live up to the $2000 claimed on last
month's cover.

Chrislin Industries, Inc.
31352 Via Colina Suite
Westlake Village, CA 91362
213-991-2254

-I

1

e

E.

IDE Associates, Inc.
7 Oak Park Drive
Bedford, MA 01730

800-257-5027
2001

MA Systems
2015 O'Tolle Ave.
San Jose, CA 95131

408-943-0596

a

.-.

Maynard Electronics
430 E. Semoran Blvd.
Casselberry, FL 32707
305-331-6402

r

Microlog, Inc
222 Route 59
Suffern, NY 10901
901-368-0353

Orchard Technology
47790 Westinghouse Drive
Fremount, CA 94539
415-490-8586

Personal Computer Products, Inc.
11590 W. Bernardo Court
San Diego, CA 92127
619-485-8411

Persyst
17862 Fitch
Irvine, CA 92714
714-660-1010

Profit Systems, Inc.
30200 Telegraph Rd. Suite 132
Birmingham, MI 48010
313-647-5010

Quadram
4355 International Blvd.
Norcross, GA 30093
404-923-6666

Tecmar
6225 Cochran Rd.
Bolon, OH 44139-3377
216-349-0600

FIG.

13-THE COMPLETE HITECH COMPUTER is aval able fully assembled as the Sam 2001.

You'll be prompted to hit any key to begin
fonnatting drive C. When you do. don't
he surprised at the amount of time required to format the hard disk. You will he
able to tell that the hard disk is N.yorking by
the drive indicator light being illuminated. When formatting is complete. a
status report will he displayed telling you
the total disk space. the space marked as
defective. and the space currently allocated to files. Note that the amount of
space marked as defective must he ZERO.
If any bad bytes are found, you should
contact HiTech International.
As we have seen. the DOS command
FORMAT is required to setup the hard
disk. it also initialises it. Initialization
could he disastrous if used a; the wrong
time. The same command is also used to
format the floppy disks. so if you used it in
error, the hard disk could in fact he erased.
To piexent that from happening. change
the name FORMAT.C'OM to F\1T.COM.
To do so type "RENAME FORML\'F.CO\1 F\IT.COM."

Next create a batch file to lornlat floppy
diskettes. To do so type: "COPY CON:
FOR \IAT.I3AT FMT Mkt.- Then hit the
F6 key. That program will enable you to
format a diskette or to format and place
DOS on vour diskette. To only format the
diskette type FORMAT: to both fi)rnlat
Reid add DOS. type FORMAT/S.
That completes the formaning and configuration of your hard disk. You are now
ready to enjoy your system.

Add-ons, etc.
One of the advantages of building your
own system is the ability to tailor accessories to your needs. there are a lot of companies making accessories for the 113M
I'C'XT and anything that fits the IBM.
will work in your HiTech computer. To
offer you some assistance. we are including a list of suppliers of accessories that

will permit memory expansion. additional ports (serial. parallel. game. etc.)
and the

ability to configure additional
R -E
a RAM disk.

memory as
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Bar -Graph Voltmeter
11

12 13

V!.

for your CAR
Your car's ammeter can't warn you about impending battery failure. But this bargraph voltmeter
will help you keep tabs on your car's charging system!
STEVE PENCE

il,\\'I. 101. I:\'I:Il

HI:I:N SrRANI)I'.D IN A

parking kit because of a dead battery?
Nearly all of us have at one time or another-usually at the most inconvenient
tinte. 13ut that situation could he easily
a\oided if you knew your battery's con-

dition.
Adding

a voltmeter to vour dashboard
instruments is the best way to track your
battery's performance. We'll show you
how to build a voltmeter that's a hit dilterent trim the ones you are accustomed
to seeing. Instead of a traditional mechanical meter movement. this one uses a
sleek -looking. easy -to -read bargraph display. the display uses ten LEDs (Light
Emitting Diodes) to display a voltage
range fi'ont 10.5 to 15 volts. Each LED
represents a 0.5 -volt step in voltage.
The voltmeter is designed around National Semiconductor's I.ty13914 dotiha'
display driver. Using that IC keeps the rest
of the circuit simple: only 15 passive components plus the 01 display LED's are
required.

The voltmeter circuit
The schematic of the voltmeter is
shown in Hg. I. The heart of the circuit is
ICI. the LNI-3914 dot bar display driver.
That IC contains nearly everything
needed to construct a surprisingly accurate voltmeter.
As you can see from the sintpliticd representation of the driver's internal circuitry shoyyn in the schematic. the device

108

a precision voltage reference
source that is very stable over a yyidc range
of supply voltages and temperatures. It
also has a precision voltage-divider chain
made up of ten I f; resistors.
When the voltage reference is properly
connected across the divider chain. IO
very accurate voltages arc set up at the
junctions of each of the 1K resistors. Each
of these reference voltages are fed to the
input of a separate comparator. which
compares the reference voltage y\ ith the
voltage presented to the input al pin 5.
If the input voltage is greater than the
reference voltage. the comparators output will go low. turning on its respective
LED. As the input voltage goes higher.
successively higher LED's turn on. The
voltage that each LED represents is determined by the total voltage applied to the
divider chain. If one volt is applied then
each step will equal .1 volt.
You will note that the input voltage applied to pin 5 is first divided in half by RI
and R2. That's because the 3914 cannot
measure a voltage that is equal to its supply voltage. \Ve use the voltage divider to
cut it in half to provide plenty of headroont. This means that when the battery,
voltage changes by .5 volt the input to the
driver sees only a .25 -volt change.
In order tin' the driver to measure in
.25 -volt steps we must apply 2.5 volts to
the internal divider chain. That is accomplished by setting trimmer potentiometer
R5 to the correct value. The internal volt-

contains

age reference is set up to provide a constant current down through R5 (which is
in parallel with the p ecision divider) and

through R6. Tile voltage dropped across
R5 is therelore also seen across the precision divider.
Resistor R6 is needed because we must
begin our measurement at 10.5 volts instead of ground. That resistor essentially
extends the bottom of the internal divider.
The first comparator therefore turns on
when the input signal is .25 volt above the
voltage seen at the top of R6. If the constant current from the reference source is
set to provide a 5.0 -volt drop across R6.
then the first comparator will turn on
when the input voltage is equal to 5.25
volts (which corresponds to a battery voltage of 10.5 volts that is divided in half).

Trimmer potentiometer R5 is next adjusted to so that 7.5 volts is applied to the
top side of the divider. You now have 2.5
volts across the divider for the required
.25 volt per step. Since the current through
R5 and 126 is constant. the voltage
dropped across R6 will he constant. even
if the value of R5 is changed.
Resistor R7 and diodes 1)2 th ough 1)5
clamp the voltage applied to the LED's to
about 3 volts. This limits the power that
the driver IC must handle and improves
measurement linearity.
The electrical systems of most automobiles are extremely noisy. often producing narrow spikes as much as 200 volts
in amplitude. Spikes of that magnitude

+

a project of this nature if
Precautions are not taken. \ lowpass litter
made up of 1.1 and C2 guards against
voltage spikes. Diode DI is used to protect
against reverse voltage in case the voltmeter is hooked up backward. Although
those three components are not required
tier the voltmeter to operate. von should
install them: They do increase long terns

can easily ruin

BATTERY
A

D1

1N4007

Ll

RI
30.1K

R7

1.0 mh

82S/2W

JU1

BAR/DOT
SELECT

reliahilits.

Building the voltmeter
LED1

Cl

R2

.1

30.1K

15.0 VOLTS

LED2

REFERENCE
VOLTAGE
SOURCE

2

3

/

W

14.5 VOLTS

LE03
LED4

13.5 VOLTS

LED5

13.0 VOLTS

LED6

O

12.5 VOLTS

LED7

12.0 VOLTS

OLED 8

11.5 VOLTS

~OLED9

7.5V

\LED

11.0 VOLTS

10

10.5 VOLTS

y

ADJUST

*

5.0V
R6

1

3.74K

_-

D2
1N4007

D3
1N4007

04
1N4001
D5
1N4007

FIG. 1-THE BARGRAPH VOLTMETER SCHEMATIC shows that the circuit is not complex. To make the
meter easy to read at a glance, you might consider installing yellow, green and red LED's to represent

different voltage ranges.

ttilY1Jt°e
O

The bargraph voItmeter is easy to build.
It's made Lip of a printed -circuit hoard.
one integrated circuit, and a few discreet
components. A I'C hoard is not essential.
but it certainly is a convenience. A tüil
Pattern litr a hoard is shown in Fig. 2. loo
can. howeser. build the meter using pre punched circuit hoard and point-to-point
wiring techniques. The layout of the circuit is not critical. The parts are available
from a large number of electronics distributors or from the source listed in the
parts list.

Once sou have all the parts together.
You can begin assembly hs installing the
components hs following the parts -placement guide of Fig. 3. Remember that the
diodes. the LED's. and capacitor C2 are

polarised and must he installed in the correct direction.
When installing the I.F..I)'s be sure they
are all placed the same height front the I'C
hoard (approximately .150 inches). Iltat's
most easily done by having someone hold
the hoard lür sou while you solder them
into place. Have him hold the hoard lilil
side up. with the LED's installed over a
flat surface. That will tierce the faces of all
the LED's to he at the saute height from
the hoard. \fter the are all soldered in.
bend them over so the\ are parallel to the
surface of the hoard (see Fig. 41.
If you have access to different -colored
LED's, you might consider instal h ng
them to signal different voltages. For example. yellow could represent anything
under 12 volts. green could indicate inputs
between 12 and 14 volts. and red could he
used to indicate that your battery is overcharging.
Don't forget to install the ju111per wire.
11. on the printed circuit board. That programs the I.1\13914 to display in the bat-mode. If. on the other hand. you prefer the
dot mode (in which only one I.1i1) at a
time conies on) simply leave the jumper
out.

Calibrating the meter

2

FIG.

1/2 INCHES

2-THE FOIL PATTERN for the bargraph voltmeter

is shown full size. The circuit layout is not
PC board will certainly keep things neater.

critical, so you may prefer to use point-to-point wiring. But a

Calibration is easy to do-but it does
require the use of an accurate voltmeter as
a reference. Tile calibrating meter should
volt on a
he able to read to within at least
10 -volt range.
.
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PARTS LIST

Resistors
R1, R2-30,100 ohms,

i-.`i1``
Mrn
á

W

J

óW
J

ó
W

J

ó

J

W

co

J

J

W

J

\\

ó
W

J

R\

0
W

J

J

Capacitors
C1-0.1 µF, ceramic disc

C2-10

IC1J
R2
R3

-C1-

R1

TO

GROUND

D1

BATTERY

R6

C2

-L1-

1

FIG.

"

JU1
BAR/DOT
SELECT

3-PARTS PLACEMENT DIAGRAM. Note that for the unit to read from left to right, it must be

installed foil -side up.

Al',

:88332

LM3914d

µF, 16 volts, tantalum

Semiconductors
IC1-LM3914 bar/dot display driver

D

R7

1/4 watt, 1%

R3-750 ohms 1/4 watt, 5%
R4-500 ohms trimmer potentiometer
R5-5000 ohms, trimmer potentiometer
R6-3740 ohms. 1/4 watt, 1%
R7-82 ohms, 2 watts

,

'

r

D1-D5--1N4001
LED1-LED10-rectangular red LED
L1-1.0 µH choke
The following are available from Elephant
Electronics Inc., P.O. Box 41770-P, Phoenix, AZ., 85000: Printed circuit board only,
(BVM-1) S5.95; PC board with all board mounted parts, (BVM-2) 519.95; Kit of all
parts including case, (BVM-4) S24.95. Arizona residents add 6% sales tax. Canadian orders please remit in U.S. funds. Allow
4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

the voltmeter: In order for the display to
read from left to right. the PC hoard must

mounted with the foil side up.
Many cars come equipped with an ammeter to indicate charging is taking place.
Although this tells you that the alternator
is eharging. it does not tell whether or not
the battery is accepting the charge. A voltmeter on the other hand lets you know
immediately' what is happening in the
charging system. It can give von advanced warning that vour hattery is on the
way out.
It your battery is fully charged. the engine is not running. and no accessories are
on. you should measure 12 to 12.5 volts. If
the battery is placed under load by turning
on the headlights the voltage should drop
only a half a volt or so. Alter starting_ the
engine. the alternator will quickly bring
the battery voltage up to 13 or 14 volts if
the system is charging properly.
It the alternator voltage were to rise
more that 2 volts ahoye the batten voltage. it would indicate overcharging. One
possible reason could he a had voltage
he

regulator ground. Overcharging will
cause excessive boiling of the electrolyte
and warping of the plates. That can lead to

4-THE ASSEMBLED VOLTMETER BOARD. When you install the LED's, make sure that
you keep them all the same height. and bend them evenly.

FIG.

Preset variable resistors R4 and RS to
the center of their range. Connect the
meter to a source bet cell 12 volts and 15

volts. With your calibrating voltmeter.
measure the voltage front pin -1 of the IC to
ground (across resistor R(t). Adjust R4 fir
e\aetl' 5.(1 tolls at this point.
Next measure the voltage from pin of

110

the IC to ground (across R5 and R6). Adjust R5 for exactly 7.5 volts. 7'he two
adjustments should not interact. but recheck the voltage at pin 4 just to he sure.

Installing the voltmeter
Mechanically. there is only one thing
you have to keep in mind when installing

internal shorts.
If the hat lery isn't holding a charge
properly. it is easily detected by checking
the voltage just before starling the engine.
If the voltage has dropped to II volts or
less over night. you may soon he stuck in a
park ng lot somewhere.
One of the real advantages to the voltmeter is that von become accustomed to
the normal pattern of voltage Iluctuations.
\When a prohlenl rears its head. the pattern
will change and \ou then have an early
warning of impending doom.
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No electronics workbench is complete without
a variable power supply. If you're still missing that
essential tool, here's a versatile six -output supply you'll want to build.
A

VARIAIiI.P. IY)w't-.It SL't'r'Ll IS AN I.SSI:N-

tial part of any electronics workbench. If
your workbench is lacking one. then this
supply is for you! It's inexpensive. easyto-huild. and its more than just a power
supply: It includes two variable, precision
voltage -reference outputs too!
The power supply provides three pairs
of complementary voltage sources. Each
output has built-in current limiting. and
all share a common ground. While the
supply is designed for low- to medium
current applications. we'll show you how
to increase the current capability of the
non -precision sources to 2 amps.
The first pair of voltage sources. + Vs
and
V,. are independently adjustable.
Each has a 15 -volt range of adjustment
and can supply a current of 100 ma.
V.1.. is
The second pair. + V and
dual -tracking: The outputs. which are adjusted using a single control, are equal in
magnitude and opposite in polarity. The
adjustment range of the dual -tracking outputs is the same as litr the independent
supplies. The tracking sources can also
supply 100 ma of current.
The third pair of outputs. + V1, and
is a set of precision voltage

-

-

I

-V.

-

sources. one positive and one negative
with respect to ground. The output of each
is set by a 10 -turn potentiometer and
turns -counting dial. Those supplies have a
somewhat wider voltage range (25 volts
each). hut have very low current output 14
mA. They are intended. once calibrated.
to he used as secondary calibration standards. not to supply operating current to

working circuitry.
One of the special features of this power
supply is that each pair of outputs is completely independent of the others. so you
need only build the output pairs that you
need. For example. if von don't need the
precision source. simply omit all components,rssociated with it. (Even if you omit
one section. we recommend using the
printed -circuit artwork provided: it will
make it easy to add the section later.)

Circuit operation
As you can see from Fig. I. the power
supply is made up of tour main sections:
The rectifier circuit is shown at the upper
left of the diagram. the precision sources
at the upper right. the dual -tracking supply at the lower left. and the independent
supplies at the lower right.

The rectifier circuit
The rectifier circuit supplies half-wave
rectified 1)C to each section of the power
supply. Note that the polarity of the diodes
and capacitors for the positive supplies is
opposite that of those for the negative
supplies. The non -precision supplies are
powered by the ± 20 -volt rectifier outputs. while the precision sources get their
raw power from the "40 -volt rectifier
outputs.

The independent supplies
Lever diode I)5 pros ides a 6.8 -volt ref=
erence to the non -inverting input of op amp ICI. he inserting input will also he
at a potential of 6.8 volts due to normal
op -amp feedback. The soltage developed
by ICI is dropped across 10K potentiometer R6. the front -panel + SUPPLY control
that's used to adjust the + V5 output voltage. The output of RO, which may vary
from 0.0 to 6.8 Volts, is applied to the
non -inverting input of op -amp IC?. The
gain of the op -amp may he calculated
using the following equation:
_
EOUT Ew(R10 i R11-1 R12)'R12
With trirnnter potentiometer R I set at
its midpoint. about 2.5K. the factor in
I
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VOLTS,
60Hz
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D6

R24
10K

1N754
6.8V

R23
75012

1/10 A

F1

S1

o.

4.7K

R3

3

40V
300mA

T1

II

POWER

-20V

2N3766
+20V

Q5

1N4001

012

1N4001

D11

l<

R2

4.762

-40V

2N3906

Q8

DUAt.
TRACKING
SOURCES

6.8K

R4

50V

=

I

50

r

4.7K

R52

VT

1.8K

R3

_L

100µF/

C6100µF/

10K

1133

R32
5K

5.6K

CS
11--3-1-1-°+

+VT

R36
47012

10K

2N2484

Q9

-----0

R30
6.8K

71

tR39

>8.2K

R38

4-

2.7V

1N4371

D8

PRECISION
SOURCES

1M-

R37
4.712

2N3904

+ 20V

F

12V

07

1.1N47424

2N3740

47012

--

5011

C 11

50V

T47µF

f91IV104
SEE TEXT
yC2

=

SEE TEXT

'D2

=
+I
1000µ

1N4001

03

CI
T47µF

4.762

R1

-

I

1N4001I

Di

+40V

1-THE SCHEMATIC shows that the power supply is made up of three Independent pairs of
voltage sources, a rectifier circuit, and a metering circuit.

FIG.
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R51

25K
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0-
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-Vp

+VS
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-

47012

016
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R52

C10
.003

47012

2N3906

Q4

M1

R18
4.712

OPTIONAL
METERING
CIRCUIT

+40 V

7

2N3904

02

2N3740

Q3

R8

47052
47012

R7

C

012
2N2605

011
2N2605

1K

R50

7.2K

R10

T

-

Í+

--"A***=1.

6.8K

R20

R19
9.1K

100µF/
50V

C4

R12
6.8 K

SOURCES

-Vs

INDEPENDENT

5K

R11

_+

-o

oBPS

O--0 +VT
100pF/
50V

C3

S3b

ó

-0+Vp

BP3

-0+VS

-06P1

S2 -b

parentheses copses out to about 2.42. I;I\
is the reference voltage dropped across
potentiometer R. So the output Voltage
may vary. according to the position of R6.
from() x 2.42 = Ilvolts to6.8 , 2.42 =
16.5 volts.
The op -antis provide current limiting.
and series -lass transistor l )t proY ides current amplification. Transistor 1)2 senses
the output voltage. and. as pan of IC2
feedback loop. helps compensate fix variations in load current.
The negative independent supply is
composed of IC?. IC4 and associated circuitry. Its reference voltage is taken front
1)5. the same 6.S -volt Zener used in the
positive -output circuit. Here. homever.
the reference is applied to the inserting
input of IC?. Due to the ratio of RI3 to
IL I-1, that op -amp has a gain of
1. Chereliore IC3 has a -(t.r-volt output that is
applied to front -panel
st I't t control
potentiometer RI5. Front that point on.
the negative circuit operates just as the
positive circuit does. The output voltage is
determined by multiple ing the input voltage by the factor
R2(1) R2211. Note
that PNI' series -pass transistors are used
here. \k hile NPNt transistors are used in
the positive supply.
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FIG. 2 -FRONT-PANEL LAYOUT of the power supply. The hole -sizes for the ten -turn potentiometers
and turn -counting dials you use may differ from those given here.
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provides the tracking action that produces
an output equal in magnitude hut opposite
in polarity.

I

14-2.59

1e-5.62

1.12

.480

portion of the circuit. and thereby

Letter diode 1)9 establishes a 12 -volt
bias on the hases of a pair of cotuplententar\ transistors. 1)11 and Q12. That bias
produces a constant I-nta current through
the collector circuits of the two trail_
The magnitude of that current may
he adjusted by R50. The voltage developed across R5I h\ that current is fed
to the non -inverting input of ICY. which is
a.ed as a voltage Ibllo er (an amplifier
yy ith a voltage gaits of I. I-lere ICY also
provides current amplification. The op amps used in this circuit call provide a
maximum current of about 4 ma.
The non -inverting input of IC') has an
input impedance of at least 1(1 ntegohnts.
so cry little of the -ma current generated
by transistors OI and (12 leaks through
ma through 25K
that point. Of course.
potentiometer R5I will provide a 21 -colt

I

i1

I

Precision output supplies

I

i1

Dual -tracking supply
I he dual -tracking supplies operate in a
manner similar to that of the independent
supplies. A 6.8 -volt reference is derived
from Zener diode I)(, and applied to the
non -inverting input of IC5. which functions lust as ICI does. Its output is
dropped across front -panel _
potentiometer R24. The output of R24 is
then applied to non -inverting :nnplil"ier
IC6. which functions just as IC_' does.
IC7 is slaved to the output of the positive

drop. As more and more
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FIG. 3 -REAR-PANEL LAYOUT of the power -supply. Note the small holes along the bottom for

m

adjusting the trimmer potentiometers.

33

of the potentiometer is shunted to ground.
the voltage presented to the op -amp decreases proportionately and so. therefore.
does the output voltage. For example.
tyhen R5I measures 1(1K (front the non inverting input ()I' the op -amp to ground).
output voltage would he 11.111)1 ma X
111,(11)11

ohms =

1(1

rolls.

The negative precision source is quite
sunrlar to the positive source. except that
NP\ transistors are used for the l -ma current source. and the polarity of the Zener
diodes is reversed. Op-amp ICS functions
as a voltage t011ower, as ICY does in the

positive output circuit. Iihe output voltage
is adjusted by R44. the front-paneI
y,.

-

m

z
m
33
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control. While R44 and R51 are specified
as 10 -turn 2 IS potentiometers. I0K units
can he used if _ I0 -volt outputs are sufficient.

Metering circuits
The meter circuit shown in Fig.
is
optional. If you choose to omit allnteter-

.68

31

-

6.150-

1-

-41`---

---- --

Q

1

3.350

I

I

I

t

I

front the output pads on
the PC board to the appropriate binding
posts. If you choose to include the current -metering circuit. understand that.
with the switching arrangement shown.
only one supply at a time may he used: the
unused supplies will he disconnected
from the binding post outputs. Although
2 -position dual -gang switches were used
in the prototype. you can use any switches
with at least ti positions and 2 gang.. On
the other hand. you could add separate
meters tin' each output circuit.
The value of R52 will he determined by
the meter you use l'or \
It will not be
necessary at all it' you use a meter with a
voltage rating greater than that of the
highest output. For the meter specified in
the Parts List. a value of I.f.1K is adequate.
and gives a Lull -scale reading of 40 volts.
im_. just run leads

1 68.,

-Q-

-

All resistors are t/. -watt, 5%, unless
otherwise noted.

-4:L_1-
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I

I

I

I
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}-- ------------5.250

PARTS LIST
47

R1, R2, R9, R18, R27,
3.125

- 1-

FRONT

ALL HOLES 0.125 INCH DIAMETER
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
FIG. 4 -TOP VIEW of the power supply chassis
shows the mounting holes for the PC board.

transformer, and cabinet feet.

R5-620 ohms
R6, R15, R24-10,000 ohm panel -mount

potentiometer
R8, R16, R17, R25, R26, R35.

R10, R28-7200 ohms
R11, R29, R32-5000 ohms, 15 -turn, PC -

mount trimmer potentiometer
R13, R14, R33, R39,

10 -TURN

POTENTIOMETER

i

PC -mount
trimmer potentiometer
R44, R51-25,000 ohm, 10 -turn panel mount potentiometer
R52 -See Text

LOCKING LEVER

Capacitors

Mounting potentiometers and dials
When buying components. be sure to
select a dial that matches the potentiometer's shaft diameter. To 11101111( the potentiometers and dials. refer to Fie. 5 and
follow the procedure described below.
adapted from instructions prepared by
Beckman Instruments fur the IIe/iput
Doodiul series of potentiometers and
turns -counting dials which were used on
the prototype.
Turn the potentiometer shaft against its
counterelockw ise stop and insert the shaft
into the shaft hole.

114

C2-47

C3, C4, C5,

ameter.

R46-10.000 ohms

R23-750 ohms
R31-5600 ohms
R34-4700 ohms
R38. R45-8200 ohms
R40, R47-5100 ohms
R41, R48-2700 ohms
R42, R49-1500 ohms
R43, R50-1000 ohm, 10 -turn

C1,

i

R36-470

ohms

R19-9100 ohms

Construction
Most components are easily obtainable
from common sources: some hints are
provided for those few components which
may prove difficult to tind. The cabinet
specified in the Pan. List is roomy enough
that it should allow a heftier transformer
and output transistors to he used to increase the power supply's current -output
capacity.
Figures 22. 3. and .4 show the dimensions of the front. rear
-ear and bottom panels
of the enclosure. Although hole diameters
are provided. be sure you check the manufacturer's specifications litr the dimensions of the pans you'll he using hefiire
drilling. The shafts titr the potentiometers
will probably he either Vs or %J inch. Twoinch edge -reading meters were selected to
give the front panel ant uncluttered look.
You can. of course, use other meters. The
square hole in the hack panel accommodates a rather fancy fuse holder: you may
tied it more convenient to use a standard
round fuse holder with a (1.441 -inch di-

R37-4.7 ohms

R3, R21-1800 ohms
R4, R12, R20, R22, R30-6800 ohms

µF, 50 volts, electrolytic
C6-100 µF. 50 volts, elec-

trolytic
C7,
C8,
PANEL

C9-0.1 µF
C10-0.003 µF

C11,

C12-

1000 µF, 50 volts, electrolytic

Semiconductors
LOCATING
WASHER
MOUNTING
NUT

DIAL ASSEMBLY
FIG. 5-MOUNTING A MULTI -TURN DIAL and
potentiometer can be difficult if you don't follow

the instructions carefully.

Slip a locating washer over the shalt.
and seat the locating -washer lug in the
small hole beneath the shaft hole.
\Vith a wrench. firmly tighten the

mounting nut into the potentiometer
bushing. Note that the nut supplied is reversible. For thick panels. use as shown in
Fig. 5. For thin panels. reverse the nut.
With the locking lever in the 1n.i (up)
position. slip the dial assembly over the
potentiometer shaft. Be sure that the lug at
the top of the locating washer seats in the
slot behind of the dial. Also he sure that
the whole assembly rests lightly against
the panel.
Turn the dial counter-clockwise until
the zero of the outer scale is in the center
of the window. Now turn the dial slowly
until the scale reads between ID and 20 at
the index line. Tighten the set screw until
a very slight drag on the shaft is felt. Turn
the knob very slowly until both zeros line
up with the index line. Tighten the set
screw firmly.

The PC board
The recommended way to build the

IC1-1C9-LM101, or LM741 op -amp
D1, D3, D11, D12 -1N4001

D2, D4 -See Text
D5. D6 -1N754 6.8 -volt Zener
07, D9-1N4742A 12.0 -volt Zener
D8, D10 -1N4371 2.7 -volt Zener
01, Q5 -2N3766
02, Q6-2N3904

03. 07-2N3740
04, 08-2N3906
09, Q10 -2N2484
011.

012-2N2605

Other Components
Ft -Fuse'/Áo amp, 250 volts
S1-SPST, 115 volts AC, amp
S2, S3
-position, 2 -pole rotary switch
BP1-BP9-Binding posts
Miscellaneous: Turns -counting dials (2);
Cabinet: Bud No. SE3030; heatsinks for
01, 03, Q5, and 07; line cord. hookup

-6

1

wire, etc.

Note: An etched and drilled PC board
is available from Specialty Electronic
Services, Inc., P.O. Box 3320, San Antonio, TX 78211, for $48.50 postpaid.

power supply is to use a printed -circuit
hoard. Full -site foil patterns for a suitable
hoard are show n in the "PC Service'. section. (See page 83.) If you choose not to
make your own hoard, you can purchase
an etched and drilled hoard from the
source mentioned in the Parts List.
'.Whichever hoard you use. check it carefully for shorts and broken traces before
you mount any components. Be particularly careful when you check areas
that will he hidden under components
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R6

+Vs ADJ.

R15
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FIG. 6 -PARTS PLACEMENT DIAGRAM shows how on -board and off board components are wired.

once they're mounted on the PC hoard.
After checking your hoard and correcting any problems. you can mount the
components using the parts -placement diagram in Fig. 6 as a guide. Be sure to
observe the polarity of all semiconductors
and electrolytic capacitors. l.'se sockets
for the op -amps. but don't insert the op amps at this time. Orient the small transistors IQ2. Q4. Q6. Q8 -Q12) and diodes
on the PC hoard carefully.
Transistors QI Q3. Q5. and Q7 require
heat sinks. and should he mounted to the
chassis. Be sure to use mica insulators so
that their collectors won't short to the
chassis: and coat the insulators on both
sides with silicone grease to ensure efti-

,'.

1"-'41:1
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4
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FIG. 8 -INTERNAL ASSEMBLY of the power supply. M1 and M2 are shown at the upper right, and T1 at
the.

._..

i

O

lower left.

cient heat transfer. Attach the complete
assemblies to the rear panel.

Final assembly
FIG. 7-THE REAR PANEL OF THE POWER SUPPLY.

After all components have been
mounted. but bell

re the

IC's have been

installed in their sockets. check the hoard

carefully for solder bridges and unsoldered pads. Fix any problems.
then connect the transformer to the
hoard. Verity the presence of +40
Continued on /page
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PHONY
BURGLAR ALARM
Scare off burglars without emptying your wallet with this
simple, inexpensive electronic "scarecrow."
S AI) cum \ll.N1'.\RY
rlii\l THESE:
burglar alarm is becoming as coma household "appliance' was a refrigerator or a dishwasher. But burglar
alarms are not inexpensise. Most will cost
a few hundred dollars. and some elaborate
s\ stems could cost a thousand dollars or
I

I

.\

N

days
mon

a

- -------

P4Orr."«.

DISARM

rr
6

ICI

LM3909

4711F

B1

16V

1-ITS

FIG.

NOT A REAL BURGLAR ALARM,

but this "electronic scarecrow" can do almost
as good a job as a real one when it comes to
scaring away a burglar.

3-THE CIRCUIT SHOULD

An electronic scarecrow
No burglar alarm will make your home
absolutely burglar proof. If you have
something a burglar wants halls. and the
burglar is a professional. he'll find a way
to defeat the alarm. Otherwise, an alarm's
principal value is as an ''electronic scarecrow.- Seeing that the house is protected.
a burglar will move on to easier pickings.
How does a burglar know that these is
an alarm:' Most alarm systems have their
sensors hidden from view. so frequently
the only sign of an alarm system is a status
display located near the entrance. [bat
display usually consists of a red and a
green LED that show whether or not the
system is armed.
By now you may have guessed ss here
we are headed: Since the presence of an
alarm -status display alone is enough
sometimes to scare off a burglar. why not
set up a dummy display and du away with
the rest of the system'' '(hat's precisely

PARTS LIST
C1 -471.(F, 16

SI

¿DISARM
ARM

be assembled on

volts, electrolytic

IC1-LM3909 LED flasher IC
LED1-green jumbo LED
LED2-red jumbo LED
S1-SPST, key switch
B1-1.5 volts, "C" cell
Miscellaneous: PC or perforated -construction board, anodized aluminum panel, battery holder, wire, solder, etc.

J

B1

1.5V

LED

2s~

GREEN

FIG.

RED

1

\\

2-THE CIRCUIT CAN

PC board. The

Service section.

116

LED

BE BUILT on a tiny
pattern is provided in our PC

The following are available from En berg Electronics, PO Box 55087, Indi-

anapolis, IN 46205: Complete kit,
including anodized aluminum cover,
S18.95; assembled unit, $22.95;
anodized cover, S2.50; PC board,
$2.50. Indiana residents please add 5%

sales tax.

a

114.

g;

1410

FIG.

.

J-1

more.

If your household possessions are simply not worth that kind of outlay. there is a
very inexpensive alternative. Most burglars are burglars because it's the easiest
was they know of to make a fast buck.
\Vhen they look li\r a house to ransack.
they try to lied the easiest target. The
trick. then, is to make sour house look
like it is protected by a sophisticated
alarm system. That can he done for less
than S2(I with the circuit described here.

.

piece of anodized aluminum.

what our circuit does. Of course it won't
give you the degree of security that a real
alarm -system would. but its cost is much.
much losser.
The schematic diagram of the circuit is
shown in Fig. I. The circuit is extremely
simple and is built around an LN13909
LEI) flasher IC. With the value of. CI
shown. the circuit will (lash an LED at a
rate of 5.5 times -per-second. It is powered
by an alkaline "C" -sue cell: estimated
hatter lilt is 15 months.
Switch SI should he a key type as is
typically found in burglar-alarm installations. The switch should he mounted on
the dummy status -display's front panel to
give the set up a Wore realistic look.

Building the circuit
The circuit is simple enough to he built

a piece of perforated construction
hoard. If you wish to use a PC hoard. an
appropriate pattern is shown in our PC
Service section. The parts -placement diagram for the board is shown in Fig. 2.
Two construction details hear special
mention. One is the lead length of the
LED's. flies' should he 1/ -inch long to
allow li)r 11 \ibility when mounting the
hoard (more on that in a moment). Secondly. the lead length ()WII should he kept
to an absolute minimum. Be sure that the
bottom of that electrolytic capacitor is
tlush with the hoard.
The circuit is stoned on a piece 01
anodized aluminum. Size is not critical,
as long as it is appropriate fi)r the task. Ihr
author's prototype was I% x d inches.
The other side of the aluminum piece will
serve as the dummy status -panel.
Continued on page 139
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O1I-Thne
Crystal Radio

1.

r

Here's how to build a vintage -style crystal radio receiver
with performance that might surprise you.
PAT
I:("I RUNI('S 11111t1í1 IS

I

11.55

Itl'lla

crystal set. \\'hat'.' You haven't! Then
this vintage -style crystal radio is the one
to build! It's a high-performance recei'er
that tries its hest to remain true to its era.
Crystal radios capture the imagination
because they need no power source and
they bring hack the days v hen radio was
..magic... There is. of course. nothing
magic about a crystal set that works well.
But careful design can make a receiver
something special. This design uses the
signals captured by the antenna very efficiently. Of course. the attractive polished
wood base helps make the receiver special. too-even to those w ho aren't usually fascinated by the "magic" of crystal
radios.

a

high-performance circuit
'Ihe schematic of the recenei is shown
in Fig. I. One of the features of the design

O'BRIAN

from the antenna -tuning circuit is inductively coupled to the stain tuning circuit
via 1.2 and 1.3. The degree of coupling is
variable. \s shown in the pho'o in Fig. 2.
L2 can pivot about its mounting point.
The variable coupling results in a more
selective receiver.
The main tuning circuit is made up of
L3 and C2. RF energy from that tank

a

Building the receiver
-low you build your receiver is. of
a personal choice. But well show
you what we think is the right way to do it.
If you lack the skills or the materials that
are needed to put together an authentic looking crystal radio, then you might he
better off buying the kit that's available
from the source mentioned in the Parts
I

course-

off by S2 and detected by
S2 isn't a conventional
switch. Instead, it is an alligator clip that
is moved from tap to tap. The detected
audio signals are fed to jack J and then to

circuit

is tapped

DI. Switch

I

.

C2

hair of high -impedance (-WOO ohm)

headphones. Capacitor C'3 acts to h pass
RF past the headphones. which must he a
high -impedance type.

L2

L3
I

U

A

antenna -tuning circuit is separate from the plain frequency -selection
circuit. The antenna -tuning circuit is
made up of an 110 -turn. I11 -tap coil I LI1. a
coupling coil (1.21. and an optional fired
capacitor (CI 1. It acts as a pre -selector for
the main tuning circuit. In other words. it
mauinliies the strength of the signals received h\ the antenna at a particular frequency or frequency hand.
The inductance of 1.1 is saricd by selecting one of the coils taps. The energy

JI

111

is that the

,\
L.

Itill

Dl

1

¡NI'-

At

l
-

.

'

maw

-,_.....

GND

A2

CRYSTAL RADIO SCHEMATIC. The coils are hand -wound. Their starting points are
indicated by bold dots. Note that switch S2 is not a standard switch-it is an alligator clip at the end of a
FIG.

1-THE

"flying lead."
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PARTS LIST

L1'

D1-1N34A germanium. See text

51

C1-220 pF, mica
C2-0-200 pF, variable
C3-750 pF, mica

ANTENNA TAP
Al

or. C1

52

L3
A2

J1

750pF

HEADPHONES

L2'

Miscellaneous: Hardwood base, coil
0-200pF

GND

'SEE TEXT

2-REAR VIEW of the crystal set shows how the components are mounted on bakelite panels,
which are in turn mounted to the hardwood base. Note that the coupling coil. L2, pivots around its
mounting point so that its degree of coupling to L3 can be adjusted. Also note the case in which Dt. the
crystal detector, is mounted.
FIG

List.

receiver shown in the photos
a kit.
II' you choose to put
yours together from scratch. don't hesitate to change our layout to suit the components you Ijnd. Just try to keep the
flavor of the past by following our prototype and h\ using using things like brass
screws. I)CC (Double Colton Coated)
wire. bakelite mounting panels. etc.
Helitre we can build the receiver. we
have to get all the components together. It
will take some scrounging but it can he
done. The best place to start is with the
IT he

was built from

L3-80 turns of 26 -gauge wire on spider -web form. See text.
L2-16 turns of 26 -gauge wire on spiderweb form. See text.
J1-phone jack, IA inch
L1,

TUNING TAP

)

components you'll have to make yourself:
the three "spider -\\eh" coils.
Winding the spider teh coils is perhaps
the most

difficult part of building

the re-

ceiver. It's actually not that difficult it' \ou
follow our directions carefully. Two of the
coils. 1.1 and L3. are wound identically.
They consist of $0 turns of 26 -gauge
enamel -coated wire \u utnil on a 9 -spoke
spiderweh coil form with a diameter of
-1% inches.
The coil is wound as ten separate X -turn
coils. After they are wound. the\ are con -

'L'

MOUNTING
BRACKETS

9

ANCHOR
SPOKE

FIRST SPOKE

START OF

SECOND COIL

START

{IRS]

OF

COIL

WINDING
DIRECTION

forms, 26 -gauge wire, binding posts. rubber mounting feet, high -impedance headphones, etc.
NOTE: A complete kit for the crystal
receiver (order No. K-9002) is available
from Dick Smith Electronics, Inc., P.O.
Box 8021 , Redwood City, CA 94063,

800-332-5373 (orders) 415-368-8844
(inquiries) for S79.95 plus S5.50 handling. High -impedance vintage (1940)
headphones (order No. C-4001) are
available for S19.95 plus S2.50 shipping. California residents must add
6.5% sales tax.

netted together-the connections become the taps. Figure

3

shows what your

coil form should look like. and indicates
some of the winding specifics.
The coils are wound front the "front..
of the coil forms, which is the side where
the "L'' mounting brackets are attached.
Start at the inside of the coil and work
outward. To start each 8 -turn coil. feed
about 10 inches of wire through the appropriate hole from the front of the form.
taking it around the right side of the
mounting spoke (which we'll call the anchor spoke).and leeding it again through
the same hole and pulling it tight. That
anchors the start of each coil in place.
Now wind the wire around the coil form.
under the lost spoke. over the second.
under the third. and so on.
The "finish- end of the coil is pushed
through the nest (tole toward the outside
of the form. and it is anchored to the spoke
by hringmi.g the wire :wound the the left
side of the mounting spoke and through
the hole and pulling it tight.
The start of the next coil is anchored at
the hole where the preceding coil ended.
Be sure to wind the coils tightls so that a
total of S11 turns will fit on the coil fount.
and so that you don't cover holes on the
spoke.
When all ten 8 -turn coils a e wound
correct)\ on the coil form. \utt should he
left with 9 pairs of wire. and two single
wires (the start and end). Twist each pair
together tightly. and cut to an appropriate
length. Solder the Ll pairs together. and tin
the start and finish leads. You'll have to
apply a good amount of heat front the
soldering iron because you need Io melt
the enamel coating. I' you do it right, you
won't have to scrape the leads h:rte. You
can check your \murk by measuring con:111C1101"

44 INCHES

FIG. 3-THE SPIDER -WEB COILS must be hand wound. Here, shown half size, is the coil form for L1
and L3. Each coil consists of 80 turns of 26 -gauge enamel -coated wire, tapped every 8 turns. However,
as explained in the text, they are wound as ten separate 8 -turn coils. Coil L2 is wound as 16 turns of 26 gauge cotton -coated wire on a 33/. -inch form. Use stiff, black cardboard to make the forms.
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This experimental high -voltage

ROBERT GROSSBLATT, and ROBERT, ANNINI

generator can produce 75,000
volts at a peak power of 25,000

Man's fascination

with high voltages
began with the first
caveman who was
terrified by a bolt'of
lightning. In more
recent times,
electronics
experimenters and
hobbyists have found
the Tesla coil and the
Van de Graaff
generator equally
_r
fascinating. In this
article wel show you
how to build a handheld high -voltage
generator that is
capable of producing
75,000 volts at a power
level as high as 25,000
watts. The stun gun
can be used to
demonstrate high voltage discharge and
as a weapon of selfdefense. Before
building one, however,
you should read and
pay very dose
attention to the
warning in the
accompanying text
box, as well as to the
description of
physiological effects
that follows.

-

watts.
h

1

WARNING
TH S DEVICE IS NOT A TOY. We present
I for educational anc experimental pur-

3oses only. The circuit develops about
75,300 volts at a maximum peak power of
25,300 watts. The output is pulsed, lot
continuous, but it can cause a great daal
)f pain should you become careless and
get caught between is output terminals.
And you should never, repeat, NEVER,
Jse it on another person! It may not be
against the law in your area to carry a s:un
gun in public, but, if you use it on another
oeison, you may still be liable for civil action.
help you build, -est, and acust the
device safely, we havE included a pumper
of tests and checks that must be followed
strictly. Do not deviate from our pra:edure.

o

i

-19

Physiological effects

C2

So that you may understand the danger
inherent in the stun gun. let's discuss the

VIA

physiological effects first. When a high
voltage is discharged on the surface of the
skin. the current produced travels through
the nervous system by exciting single
cells and the myelin sheaths that enclose
them. When that current reaches a synapse connected to a muscle, it causes the
muscle to contract violently and possibly
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file seconds of
continuous discharge to immobilize
hut it takes only about

someone completely.
Let's compare the stun gun's output
with a similar des ice. called a Taser gun,
which appeared on the market a few years
ago. You may base seen a film demonstrating just how effecti'e the laser could

06
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HIGH -VOLTAGE
OUTPUT

R3
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to go into spasms.
The longer contact y. ith the high voltage is maintained. the more muscles will
he affected. If the high voltage maintains
contact with the skin long enough to cause
muscle spasms. it may take ten or fifteen
minutes before the brain is able to reestablish control over the nerve and mus-

cular systems.
How much power is required to cause
such spasms'! That's not an rasy question
to answer because, although it is relatively easy to make precise measurements
of the power produced by a high -voltage
device, it is difficult to rate the human
body's susceptibility to shock accurately-.
Some obvious factors include age and diseases such as epilepsy. But the bottom line
is simple: The only one who fools around
with a stun gun is a foul.
The amount of energy a device delivers
is actually the amount of power delivered
in a given period of time. For our purposes, it makes sense to talk about energy
in joules (watt -seconds). Using a fresh
9.8-volt Ni-Cd battery, the stun gun is
capable of delivering peak power pulses
of 25,0(X) watts. Actually, pulses start out
at peak power and then decay exponentially. The length of the decay time depends on the components used in the
circuit, the ambient temperature, the battery's capacity, and the positioning of the
output contacts with respect to each other.
Assuming that the decay rate is purely
exponential, the stun gun can produce
about 0.5 joules of energy. provided that
the battery is fully charged. Let's put that
number in perspective.
Both the Underwriter's Laboratory (in
Bulletin no. 14) and the U. S. Consumer
product Safely Commission state that
ventricular fibrillation (heart attack) can
he caused in humans by applying 10
joules of energy. Since the stun gun only
generates about half a joule. you might
think that a device that produces only one
tvcntieth of the critical amount has a
more -than -adequate margin of safety.
Don't bet on it. A brief contact s+ ith the
stun -gun's discharge hurts a great deal.

3.9µF
350V

07
154001

T3'J

;III

J1

IN4001

02

CHARGER
INPUT -

154001

SEE TEXT

1-THE STUN GUN'S CIRCUIT is a multi-stage voltage step-up circuit. The 01/02 circuit produces
squarewave output of about 10 kHz, and 03 produces 15-11s discharge pulses at a rate of about 20
ppm. Those pulses fire SCR1, which induces a voltage in the windings of step-up transformers T2 and
13.
FIG.
a

he as a deterrent. A foolhardy volunteer
was paid an enormous sum of money to
have the Taser fired at him. No matter how

big, strong. land stupid) the person was,
Taser's "darts' hit him, he
would collapse to the ground and go into
uncontrollable convulsions.
The energy produced by the Taser is
only 0.3 joules-about 60% of what our
stun gun produces! Even so. the Taser has
been officially classified as a firearm by
the Bureau of Tobacco and Firearms because it shoots its electrode "darts"
through the air. Even though our stun gun
doesn't operate that way. the Taser puts
out considerably less energy than the stun
gun. Keep those facts and figures in mind
as you assemble and use the device.
as soon as the

How it works
The schematic diagram of the stun gun
shown in Fig. I. Basically. it's a multistage poser supply arranged so that each
succeeding stage multiplies the soltage
produced by the preceding stage. The
final stage of the circuit feeds two oppositely -phased transformers that produce
extremely high voltage pulses. If that description sounds familiar. you've probably studied capacitive -discharge ignition
systems-the stun gun works on the same
is

principles.
The first section of the power supply is a
switcher composed of Ql. Q2. and the
primary ss indings (connected to leads E,
F. 6, and II1ofTI. When ilk t:sw itch SI is
closed, RI unbalances the circuit and that
causes it to start oscillating. Since base
current is provided by a separate w inding
of Ti (connected to leads C' and I)), the
two transistors are driven out of phase
u ith each other, and that keeps the circuit
oscillating. Resistor R2 limits base drive
to a safe value. and diodes DI and 1)2 are
steering diodes that sss itch base current

from one transistor to the other. Oscillation occurs at a frequency of about 10
kHz.
The sss itching action of the first stage
generates an AC voltage in TI's high -voltage secondary (leads A and B). The
amount of voltage depends on the battery
used. but a battery of seven to nine volts
should produce 250 to 3(X) volts across
TI's secondary.
That voltage is rectified by the full\h ilk e bridge composed of diodes D3-D6.
Capacitor C2 charges through 1)7 at a rate
that is controlled by R3.
'Ile value of capacitor C2 affects the
output of the stun gun. The greater the
capacitance. the more energy that can he
stored. so the more posserful the discharge will he. A larger capacitor gives
bigger sparks. but requires more charging
tinge, and that gives a lover discharge
rate. On the other hand, a smaller capacitor gives smaller sparks. hut a faster discharge rate. If you wish to experiment
with different values for C2. to 3.9µF (as
shown in Fig. 1). 7.8 µF, and 1.95 µF.
Those values were arrived at by using one
3.9 µF capacitor alone, two of the sank
capacitors in series, and too in parallel.
Meanwhile, UJT Q3 produces IS -µs
pulses at a rate of about 20 ppm. That rate
is controlled by C3 and the series combination of R(, and R7. When a pulse
arrives at the gate of SCRI, it fires and
discharges C2. That induces a high -voltage pulse in the primary v, indings of 12
and T3, whose primaries must he wired
out of phase ss ith each other. The result is
a ringing gave of AC whose negative
component then reaches around and
forces the SCR to turn off. When the next
pulse from Q3 arrives, the cycle repeats.
The outputs of the stun gun appear
across the secondaries of T2 and T3. The
hot leads of those transformers connect to

1

PARTS LIST

E

A

H

G

-R1÷f-D2-

D3-

-}-D4C2

iR2

T1

B

-0

S1

R2-110 ohms, 1 watt
R3-2200 ohms, 1 watt

O -'

FIRE

-

R4-36 ohms
R8-100 ohms
R6-39,000 ohms
R7-22,000 ohms
R5,

E

B

D

E

F

C

r/

+

-If-- 97--iCi
44-05- f-D1-

R3

All resistors are 1/4 -watt, 5% unless otherwise noted.
R1-1000 ohms

B Q2

C

ell

C

+II

sl

II

Capacitors

C1-10 µF, 25 volts, electrolytic
C2-3.9 µF, 350 volts, electrolytic_
C3-1 p.F, 25 volts, electrolytic

Í

L----1

9V

J11v

Semiconductors
D1, 02-1N4001, 50-volt rectifier
D3-D8 --1N4007, 1000-volt rectifier
01, Q2-D40D5, power transistor

CHARGER
OUTPUT

2-MOUNT ALL COMPONENTS ON THE

shown here. Note that T2 and T3 are
mounted ott board, and that J1, Cl, and D7 mount on the toil side of the board. In addition, a number of
components mount beneath T1: D1 -D6, R1, and R3. Those diodes and resistors must be installed
before T1.
FIG.

PC BOARD as

03-2N2646, UJT
SCRI-2N4443
Other components
B1

-9 -volt Ni-Cd

battery

S1--SPST momentary pushbutton switch
R4

Q3

R2

Ti

R8

SI

02

T1-12 to 400 volts saturable -core trans-

DI

former. See text
T2, T3-50 kilovolt pulse transformer,
0.32 joules. 400 -volt primary.See text
-

lam

I

Note: The following components are
available from Information Unlimited,
P. O. Box 716, Amherst, NH 03031: Ti,
$12.50; both 72 and T3, $12.50; C2,
$1.50; PC board, $4.50; case, $3.50;
case with 72 and T3 potted, $17.50;
charger, $6.50; 9.8-volt battery, $16.50;
complete kit of all parts including all

7
0

ot

r

p

w

-

:..

components, PC board, case, and
charger, but no battery, $39.50.
the output electrodes. which should he
held securely in position about two inches
apat. and which should he insulated from
each other and troin the environment with

high -voltage potting compound.
3-BEND SCR1'S LEADS 90' so that the nomenclature faces up and then solder the SCR to the
board. Also note that C3 must be bent over at a 90 angle, and that R2 is mounted vertically.
FIG.

JI

UMPER D7

CI

a

i*

i

1

rid

.11 !!

r
"'Pi
s:1

r

~I;
FIG. 4-JACK J1. DIODE D7. AND CAPACITOR Cl mount on the foil side of the PC board. One terminal
of J1 mounts to the same pad as R8. and the jack should be glued to the board with RTV (or other high -

voltage compound) after you verify that the circuit works properly.
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Construction

IL:
,

The stun gull can he powered with almost any battery that can supply at least
seen volts at one amp. A Ni-Cd battery'
would he a good choice: R8 and JI will
allow the batten to he recharged w ithout
removing it from the case.
The higher the battery's voltage, the
higher the stun -gun's output voltage.
Most nine -volt Ni-Cd's actually have a

masimum fulls -charged output of only
7.22 volts. However, batteries that deliver
9.8 volts when fulls charged are available
from several sources.

12=Aq "

.

f

Batteries

Keep in mind the fact that the stun gun
produces dangerously high \oltages, and
don't approach the construction of the
stun gun with the same nonchalance with
which you might build a light dimmer.
The circuit can he huilt on a PC' hoard
or on perthoard. The toil pattern for a PC
continued on pale 135
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RADAR
SIGNAL
DETECTOR
If you think that a sensitive
radar detector is a
complicated and expensive
piece of equipment, have we
got a surprise for you!
GREGORY HODOWANEC
RADAR I)I;TECI'ORS AR': USUALLY ('O\IPLIcateL! and expensive devices. hut a simple. vet effective. detector can he built in a
small plastic case for less than ten dollars!
The circuit. which can he tuned to re-

spond to signals between 50 M I-I, and 5011
GI Iz. is a modified version of the author's
gravity-wave detector presented in April's
issue. VI
actually present two different
11

circuits.
model.

an

"economy" and

a

"deluxe -

How they work
The economy model's schematic is
shown in Fig.
and the deluxe models
I

.

schematic is shown in Fig. 2. The main
difference between the two circuits is that
the economy model simply dries a
piezo-electric transducer directly from an
op -amp. while the deluxe model uses an
1.1\1386 audio power amplifier to drive a
small speaker. Doing that allows the extra

FIG.

2-DELUXE RADAR DETECTOR adds

a

speaker.

buffer amplifier and an audio power amp to drive

op -amp stage to he used for additional
buttering. and that mikes for a more sensitive detector.
The first op -amp in each circuit ( ICI -u)
functions as a current -to -voltage converter. Then. in the economy model (Fig. I).
ICI -h buffers the output to drive the piezo
buzzer. Potentiometer R5 sets the switching threshold of ICI -h; normally it is adjusted so that the circuit hare!\ triggers on
background noise. then it's hacked off a
hit. That should provide plenty of sensitivity to incident RF.
Resistors R3 and R4. and capacitor C4.
serve to "split- the supply voltage. To get
more sensitivity from the detector. those
components could be eliminated and Iwo
series -connected nine -volt batteries used
instead. In that configuration. the junction of the batteries wonId he connected to
the point where R3. R4. and C4 now
meet. Alternatively. for mobile operation.
twelve volts could he tapped from your
car's cigaette-lighter jack.
The deluxe model functions in a similar
manner. except that ICI -h is configured as
a X 20 buffer amplifier to drive the
1.N1386. Potentiometer R2 adjusts threshold here. and potentiometer R5 functions
as a

volume control.

circuits. input capacitor CI
functions as a "transmission -line" that
intercepts both electrical and magnetic
components of incident radar signals.
While it is a low-Q circuit (it is very broad hand). the response may he further optimized by trimming CI 's lead lengths for
In both

C2
PIEZO
.05 TRANDUCER

the desired frequency. as shown in Fig. 3.
To detect typical road -radar systems. the
input capacitor's leads should he about

0.5-0.6 inches long.
circuits the detector provides a
or slowly -decay ing output
resonance of about 4(1(1-6(11) Hz for

In both

"ringing.FIG.

1-THE ECONOMY RADAR DETECTOR

needs only one IC and
nents.

a

few discrete compo-

with a
the component values shown. Feed hack
resistor RI may he adjusted for another
"ring- frequency, if desired.

22µF

a

ICI

wummommolffildwal

a

= 0.8

z 0.6
150.4

w

0.2
0.0
500 100

10

1

.1

FREQUENCY-GNz
b

3-VARY THE LEAD LENGTHS OF
tune the input circuit.
FIG.

C1

to

Construction hints
Whichever detector you choose. build
non-metallic case so that incident
RF won't he blocked. however. make
sure than only RI provides feedback to the
detectors input. Since the gain of the detector is so high. unwanted feedback can
force the input stage into continuous oscillation. rather than the "ringing- oscillation that decays in time. Should
unwanted feedback become a problem. a
small capacitor (0.005-0.01 µF) across
resistor R4 may help, as may a 2()0-5(11)
µl' capacitor across the battery.
Perthoard construction is preferable to
PC -hoard construction because :educed
wiring capacitance and the absence of a
ground plane will reduce the chance of
unwanted feedback. I.ikew ise. it's better
to use a small shielded speaker for output
because magnetic (and gravitational) energy from the speaker could feed hack to
the input. So keep CI as for trout the
speaker as possible.
'Ihe detector should perform properly
with little adjustment. After applying
Continued On page /35
it in a
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WORKING WITH
VOLTAGE COMPARATORS
+12V

+12V

Voltage -comparators and
window-comparators are
extremely versatile circuits.
Here are some practical
circuits that you can put to

VIN

VOUT

-0110W
VIN

use.
RAY MARSTON
WE'RE SURE

laM

FIG.
VOL' CAN THINK OF

many applications for a voltage comparator: a circuit that abruptly changes its
output state when an input voltage crosses
a certain reference value. Voltage comparators have plenty of practical applications apart from the obvious ones of overand under -voltage switches. The number
of applications becomes especially apparent when you realize that the voltage can
he representing resistance. temperature.
light -level. and more.
Voltage comparators can readily he
made to activate relays (or alarms. or
other circuits) when load currents (or temperatures. light levels. etc.) go outside
of-or come within-preset limits. We'll
look at some practical circuits in the next
few pages.

Basic voltage comparator circuits
The easiest way to make a voltage comparator is to use an op -amp such as the
CA3140: two basic configurations are
shown in Fig. I. The 313( op -amp has a
typical open -loop. low -frequency voltage
gain of about IOO dB. so its output can he
shifted from the high to the low state for
vice versa) by shifting the input voltage a
mere 100 µV (microvolts) or so above or
below the reference voltage value. The
CA3I40 can he powered from either a
single -ended or split power supply and it
provides an output that typically s' ings to
y. ithin a couple of volts of its positive rail
or to within a few millivolts of its negative
(or zero) supply rail. Unlike many other

1-BASIC VOLTAGE -COMPARATOR CIRCUITS.

op -amps. the 3140 can accept input voltages all the way down to the negative rail
value.
The operation of the circuit in Fig. I -a is
very simple: A fixed reference -voltage
(VRF_F) is generated via the combination
of R2 and Zener diode Dl. It is applied
directly to pin 3. the non -inverting input
terminal of the op -amp. The input or test
voltage ''IN is applied to the inverting
input terminal (pin 2) via current -limiting
resistor RI. When "IN is below V, ,,t; the

op -amp output is driven high (to positive
saturation). but ashen V1, is above "REF
the output is driven low (to negative saturation). That response is shown graphically in Fig. 2-a.
By simply interchanging the connections to pins 2 and 3. the action of the
circuit can he reversed: the op-amp output

is normally low but goes high when V1N
exceeds VREF That circuit is show n in
Fig. I -h. and its response is shown graphically in Fig. 2-h.
There are a few points worth noting
about the basic single -supply voltage comparator circuits in Fig I. "111e first
point is that the reference voltage can he
given any value from zero up to VI ithin 2
volts of the positive supply-rail. Thus. either circuit can he made to trigger at any
desired value between those limits by simply interposing a potentiometer between a
fixed voltage -reference source and the
-V_R1,1:- pin of the op -amp.
the second point to note is that the
voltage-input pin of the op -amp must he
constrained to the range from zero volts
up to within 2 volts below the positive
supply-rail value. Thus, it' you want the

to
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FIG. 2-THE ACTION OF THE VOLTAGE comparators shown in Fig.
here.
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is shown graphically
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circuit to trigger

at some high value of
input kolt age you w ill have to feed the
input voltage to a simple voltage divider
helbre the op -amp input.
The final point to note about the basic
voltage -comparator circuits is that they
give a non -regenerative switching action,
so that the op -amp is driven into the linear
(non -saturated) mode w hen the input voltage is within a few tens of 'Diet -molts of
VRH:p Under that circumstance, the op amp output generates lots of spurious
noise and that output will vary with slowly
varying input signals. In some applications. that may he unacceptable. The
problem can he overcome by using
positive feedback, so that a regenerative
switching action is obtained. The feed hack signal introduces a degree of hysteresis in the voltage switching levels: the
degree of hysteresis is directly proportional to the amount of feedback.

+12V

R1

.

5-A VOLTAGE DIVIDER allows us to use
the voltage comparator to give high -value, variable -voltage triggering. This circuit does not of ter regenerative switching.
FIG.

Special voltage -comparator circuits
Figures 3 to 7 show how the three points
mentioned above can he put to practical
use to make various types of "special"

R2

+12V

3.3K

FIG. 6-THIS CIRCUIT, like that in Fig. 5, gives us

V1N

high -value, variable -voltage switching. It offers
regenerative switching.

+12v

your
R1

22K

3140

via R3. Note that in Fig. 4, the circuit's
input terminal is terminated via R6 to ensure controlled hysteresis.
Figures 5 and 6 show examples of how
the circuits can he modified to give high value, variable -voltage (0-150 volt) triggering by interposing a simple voltage
divider (R2 and R3) between the input
signal and the input of the op -amp: The
circuit in Fig. 5 gives non -regenerative
switching, while that in Fig. 6 gives regenerative switching.
Figure 7 shows how the comparator can
he used as a sensitive audio converter that
converts sinewaves to squarewaves. It can
operate from input -signal amplitudes as
Iow as 10 mV peak -to -peak at I kHz and
can produce decent squarewave outputs
from sinewave inputs with frequencies up
to about 15 kHz. The converter's input
impedance is I(N)K. The operation of the
circuit is rather simple: The voltage divider made up of RI and R2. and capacitor
C2 apply a decoupled reference voltage to
pin 2 of the Op -amp and an almost identical voltage is applied to signal -input pin 3
via isolating resistor R3. When a sinewave
is fed to pin 3 via Cl , it swings pin 3 about
the pin -2 reference level, causing the op amp output to transition at the "zero voltage difference" cross -over points of the
input waveform and produce a squarewave
output. Potentiometer R5 is used to bias
the op -amp so that its output is just pulled
low with zero input signal applied (so that
the circuit operates with maximum sensitivity and stability). Because of the gain bandwidth product characteristics of the
op -amp. circuit sensitivity decreases as
input frequency increases.

Window comparators

2

The voltage -comparator circuits that
we have looked at so far give an output
transition when the inputs go above or

Cl
4.7pF

3-THIS UNDER -VOLTAGE SWITCH lets
you vary the VREF trip point and otters regenerative feedback.
FIG.

R4

R2

22K

+12V
yOuT
O

7

+

C2

101F

R5
10K

10K

BALANCE

7-THIS SINEWAVE-TO-SQUAREWAVE
converter needs an input of under 100 mV to
provide a 10 -volt P-P squarewave output. The
circuit can be used to about 15 kHz.
FIG.

ICI
3140
R3

1MEG

R4
10K

4-THIS OVER -VOLTAGE SWITCH also otters regenerative feedback and adjustment of
FIG.

VREF

voltage -comparator circuits: plenty of
other variations are possible. For example. Figs. 3 and 4 show how the basic
comparator circuits can he modified so
that the switching voltage can he varied by
using a potentiometer (R5) to set the desired reference or trigger voltage at an value
in the range 0-5.6 volts and to give regenerative (noiseless, snap -action)
switching by feeding part of the op -amp
output hack to the non -inverting-terminal

below a single reference -voltage value.
It's a fairly simple matter to interconnect a
pair of voltage comparators so that an
output transition is obtained when the inputs fall between, or go outside of, a pair
of reference -voltage levels. Figure 8-a
shows the basic configuration, which is
known as a window comparator.
The action of the circuit is such that the
output of the upper op -amp goes high
when Vi, exceeds the 6 -volt Vu (upper
limit) reference value, and the output of
the lower op -amp goes high when VIN
falls below the 4 -volt Vl. (lower limit)
reference value. By feeding the outputs of
the two op -amps to R4 via the DI -D2
diode OR gate. we get the situation where
the final output is low when VIN is within
the limits set by V0 and V1 but goes high
when the input is outside those limits.
By taking the output via a simple Inver.

Analog -activated comparators

+12V

+12V

i

3140

Vu

R2

10K

1

o-

N

ICI

Wh

o

anleter R6. The value of R\ is chosen so
that it drops roughly 1(1(1 millivolts at the
required trip point, Thus. a fixed reference voltage of 1/2 the supply voltage is
fed to pin 3 of the op -amp via the voltage
di\ ider made lip of R3 and R4. A similar
but current -dependent voltage is fed to pin
2 via Rx. RI. R6, and R2. In effect, those

01

154148

R1

VIN

Figure 10 shows how a comparator circuit can he made to function as an overcurrent s\1/4 itch that gives a high output
when the load current exceeds a certain
value-which you can choose via potenti-

10K

v01
---154148

3140

02
154148

7
2

IC2

V,

VOUT

o

6~

o

two sets of components are configured as
a Wheatstone bridge- v ith one side feeding pin 3 and the other side feeding pin
2-and the op -amp is used as a bridge balance detector. Consequently. the trip
points of the circuit are not significantly

R2

10K

a

b

8-TWO WINDOW COMPARATORS. When V,N is outside the window determined by Vu and VL; the
output of the circuit in a goes high while the output of the circuit in b goes low.

influenced by supply -voltage variations
but are highly sensitive to load -current
variations.
By simply transposing the connections
to pins 2 and 3. the action of the circuit in
Fig. 10 can he reversed so that it functions
as an under -current switch: The circuit
can then he used as a lamp- or load -failure
indicator in cars, test gear. etc.
Figure II shosx s the circuit Ma sensitive
AC over-voltage switch that gives a high
output w hen the input signal exceeds a
peak value (6 mV to III mV) that is preset
via potentiometer RI2. The AC input signal is applied to the non -inserting input of
variable -gain amplifier ICI. Its gain can
he varied from 45 to 850 via RI22. Note
that the input of ICI is DC -grounded via
RI -R2. so the op -amp responds only to
the positive half-cycles of the input signal. Consequently. the output of ICI is an
amplified, half-wave -rectified version of
the input signal. That rectified signal is
peak -detected via RS, Di, C2. R6. and
R7, and is fed to the input of non -inverting
voltage comparator IC2. The circuit's output is positive "hen the voltage across C2
exceeds the value on the junction of R8 -

FIG.
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10
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10
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VOLTS
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VOLTS

a

FIG.

9-THE ACTION

OF THE WINDOW COMPARATORS shown in Fig. 8-a and 8-b are shown here in a

and b respectively.

circuits shown in Fig. 8 are shown graphically in Figs. 9-a and 9-h.
Window comparators can readily he
made to activate from any parameter that
can he turned into an analog voltage. in
the same way as a "normal voltage comparator can. Let's look at some examples.

+12V
LOAD

VIA
Rx
R3

R1

10K

LOAD

10K

R6

I

1K

Il

3140
2

SET TRIP

R9.

7

VOUT

6

ICI

CURRENT

o
+12 V

4

R2

R4

R5

10K

10K

10K

2

3140

FIG. 10-OVER-CURRENT SWITCH. The output

goes high when the load current exceeds a value determined by the setting of R6. By reversing
the connections to pins 2 and 3 of IC1, the output
will go low to signal the over -current condition.

ter stage. the action of the circuit in Fig. 8a can he reversed so that its output goes
high unlr when the input voltage is within
the "window" limits. Alternatively. the
required action can he obtained by transposing the two reference voltages and taking the output via a diode AND gate. as
shown in Fig. 8-h. The actions of the two
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11-AC OVER -VOLTAGE SWITCH can be triggered by input signals in the range of 6 mV to

peak.
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O
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ment is used as one arm of a Wheatstone
bridge and the op -amp is used as a simple
bridge -balance detector. Thus, the trip
point of each circuit is independent of
supple -voltage variations. In all cases. the
sensing element must have a resistance in
the range 5K to 1(10K at the required trip
point. The potentiometer is chosen to ha'e
the same resistance value as the sensing
element at the required trip level.
The circuits shown in Figs. 12-15 also
show a variety of Way we can use the
output of the op -amp to activate a relay or
to generate an acoustic alarm signal.
Thus, the over-temperature switch in Fig.
12 has a transistor -driven relay output.
while the under -temperature switch in
Fig. 13 has a FET-driven relay output.
Similarly, the light -operated switch circuit of Fig. 14 generates a monotone
alarm output signal in a small speaker.
while the dark -operated switch of Fig. 15
generates a logy-potter pulsed -tone signal
in a small acoustic transducer.

+12V

R1

10K

01

2N3704

R2

10K

FIG.

12-THIS PRECISION OVER -TEMPERATURE SWITCH will control

relay.

a

+12V

OUT

FIG. 13-THIS UNDER -TEMPERATURE SWITCH also will control a relay.
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100K
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1011F
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1/4 4011 7,8.
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9,12,13

R6

27K
VOLUME

R3

100K

I
FIG. 14-LIGHT-OPERATED SWITCH. A monotone alarm will sound when the light detected by R7 rises
above a value determined by the setting of R8.

Figures 12 to 15 show a variety of ways
you can use comparator circuits as light or temperature -activated switches. For

light-sensitive circuits we use a cadmium -

126

sulfide photocell: for temperature -sensitive circuits, use use an NTC (Negative -Temperature -Coefficient) thermistor
as the sensing element. The sensing ele-

Micro -power operation
All of the 3140 -based comparator circuits that we have looked at so tar are
continuously powered: they draw continuous currents of about 4 mA per op-amp.
So it you wanted to use a 9-volt batten, as
a power supply. you'd find it running
down after a couple of days of continuous
operation. As you can see, the circuits
that we've shown you so far are not well
suited to batten operation in portable applications. In practice. however, all of
those circuits can easily he modified ti>'r
long -life hatters operation by using a
micro -power "sampling" technique: the
principle behind that technique can be
explained very easily with a simple example. as follows.
The under -temperature sw itch shown in
Fig. 13 monitors temperature continuously and draws about 5 mA of quiescent
current (with the relay off). In reality.
however, temperature is a slowly -varying
parameter and thus does not need to he
monitored continuously-it can he efficiently monitored by briefly inspecting or
sampling it. We can sample it by connecting the supply power and looking at
the op -amp output only once eYery second
or so. If the sample periods are yen brief
(say 300 microseconds) relative to the
sampling interval (I second). the mewl
current consumption of the monitor can
he reduced by a factor equal to the interval/period ratio (in this example. by a
factor of 33(10). Thus. by using the sampling technique, we can reduce the 5-mA
consumption of circuit in Fig. 13 to a
mewl value of 1.6 µA.
Figure 16 shoes the basic circuit of a
"micro -power'' or sampling version of
the under-temperature switch we saw in
Fig. 13. It operates the relay when the
temperature of the thermistor falls below a
preset value but it draws a mean quiescent
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FIG. 15-ANOTHER LIGHT-OPERATED SWITCH. A pulsing tone will sound when the light detected by
R6 falls below a value determined by the setting of R6.
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17-THIS CODED-LIGHT -BEAM DETECTOR uses a modified version of the sampling technique to
monitor for the presence of a coded light -signal.
FIG.

current of only a few µa1. The monitor
network. made up of R5. Rft. R 1, R2. and
ICI, is almost identical to that of Fig. 13.
Rut instead of being continuously
pokkered. it is powered via a 3(X)-ntieroselortd pulse just once ekery second pia a
sample -pulse generator and QI Note that
the output of ICI is led to temporary
-memory" store R4 -CI via 1)1. and that
the memory store operates the relay via
Q2.
lltus. it the thernlistor temperature is
outside the trip level kk hen the sample
pulse arrives, the output of ICI will remain low and no charge will he lid toC'I
so Q2 and the relay k1 ill he off On the
other hand, if the thernlistor temperature
is within the trip level when the sample
pulse arrives, the output of ICI will switch
high for the duration of the pulse and thus
rapidlk charge CI up via 1)1 and drive the
relay on via Q2.
The circuit ill Fig. (ft illustrates the
basic principles of the micro-pokker sampling technique. In reality the sampling
interval and pulse width used land. thus.
the reduction in matt power consumption) will depend on the specific application. II. for example. you wish to monitor
transient changes in light or sound levels
and know that these transients hake minimum durations of ((((I its. you may have
to use a 50 -ms sampling interval and (say)
a 50)) is sample pulse. In that ease the
mean consumption of your circuit will he
reduced by a factor of 100.
In some cases. you may hake to slightly
modify the operating principle ()idle sampling circuitry to obtain the desired micro power operation. Figure 17. )()r esantple.
shoes how the principle may he adapted
to make a coded -light -beam detector, in
kshich the "code" light signal is modulated at kHz for a minimum duration of
100 rats. 'Illus. the sample -pulse generator
is designed to produce a minimum pulse
width of 1.2 Ills so that it can capture at
least one full I -kHz code cycle. Further.
the sampling interval is set at ft(( Ills so that
part of a tone burst will always he captured. Ilse sampling circuitry thus gives a
50:I reduction in monitor -current consumption.
Iltus. in the circuit shown ill Fig. 17.
the sample generator repeatedly feeds I.2
rats "inspection" pulses to the 31411 detector cireuitry via one input of the OR gate
and via QI to see if any trace of a coded
signal exists: If no trace of a coded signal
is detected. the output of the Op -amp remains low and another sample pulse is
applied 60 rats later. If a trace of a code
signal is detected. the output of the opamp s\h, Relies high and the resulting pulse
is "captured" and applied to the remaining input of the OR gate. That temporarily
applies full power to the 3140 circuitry so
that the code signal can he completely
inspected '.ia the passive signal con-

ditioning circuitry.
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Send away today for your 48 -page booklet containing a complete reprint of all
seven articles in the series on Backyard
Satellite TV Receivers by Robert B.
Cooper, Jr.

specifications, and how you, the home
constructor, can meet them. Find out
what mechanical and electronics skills

This all-inclusive report gives you all the
data you need to build your own Backyard Satellite TV Receiver.

along with examples of actual receivers
built at comparatively low cost.
ANTENNA DESIGN... and exactly
how you can build a spherical antenna,
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the complete system under $1,000.
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Power Supply
Did you ever wish you could have a backup AC power supply in case of a power failure?
Or did you ever wish you could take one or more of your home appliances with you
on family outings? Well, this easy-to -build power inverter can help you do both!
DAVE SWEENEY
A

PU'AER INVERTER IS USEFUL GADGET

that can lend some degree of portability to
otherwise home -bound electronics devices. Its function is to convert a low DC voltage to a usable AC level. The power
inverter we'll describe here will let you
generate alternating current that will allow you to power a small television. personal computer, strobe light, or other AC -

operated device without being tied down
to an AC outlet.
While the project was originally designed so that AC devices could he operated in a car (from the 12 -volt system); it
has another important use: it can serve as
part of an uninterruptable (backup) 4C
supply. If you suffer from some short-term
power outages. it could he particularly
valuable. Your burgular alarm could still
operate during a blackout, and your clock
would still keep time.
We won't go into detail on particular
applications of the uninterruptable power
supply. But we will mention that you have
several options for making the unit "kick
in" automatically when the power company cannot deliver. The easiest way. as

show n in Fig.

1. is to use a 117 -volt relay to
switch between the standard AC line or
the 117 volts from the inverter. One possi-

may even he damaged!
In a motor vehicle (which is where this
unit was designed to be used). the inverter

ble disadvantage there is that the relay
might not he fast enough in some applications. For example, only a very slight disruption in power can overwrite your
computer's memory with garbage. Only
experimentation will let you know for
sure. A solid-state relay. which typically
has a faster switching time than a mechanical relay, might he your best bet. In either
case, you'll want to make sure that you
have a fully charged battery to supply
power to your inverter. A trickle charger
would he a valuuhle addition to the cir-

produces 117 -volt AC from your auto's 12 volt DC battery. So you can use the unit to
add to the fun of an outdoor party. or even
to power an electric razor while you wait
in line at the drive-in bank!

cuit.
Provided the inverter's power capacity
is not exceeded, you can power most any

AC -operated device indoors or outdoors.
and during power failures. Be cautioned
however, that the output of this inverter is
closer to a squarewave than a sinewave.
Even though the high-trequency components of the squarewave output are filtered. some devices will not operate
properly with such an input and others

Voltage isn't everything
Besides generating the correct AC voltage. an inverter must provide the correct

frequency. Many devices, especially
those with transformers or motors, re-

If the frequency varies as the
load changes, or when the DC input fluctuates, the performance of the device may
he reduced, or the equipment might he
damaged.
Low -power. inexpensive inverters typically rely on a special winding of the
transformer for oscillation. Since most inverters are little more than an oscillator
with specially wound transformers, the
unit's output frequency is determined by
quire 60 Hz.

transformer's inductance. Therefore,
loading the transformer changes its effec-
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For example. the transformer is an inex-

117 VAC

pensive. general-purpose 25.2 -volt center -tapped. 2-antp unit with a single high voltage winding.

(LINE)

Circuit description

live inductance. and results in an output frequency that varies with load require-

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the
power supply inverter. MOSFET transistors. Q3 and Q4. form a flip-flop whose
output is used to turn power transistors QI
and Q2 on and off alternately. When QI is
on. current flows in half the low-'oltage
winding: when QI is oft. Q2 is on and
current flows in the other half of the lowvoltage winding.
Transfitrnter TI. which has a 117 -volt
primary and 25.2 -volt secondary is used
as a step-up. rather than a step -doss n.

ments.
The inverter passer supply that we'll
describe here overcomes that deficiency
by using a 555 oscillator to control the
output frequency. Isolated from the power
output. the oscillator maintains a 60-11z
output frequency regardless of the load.
\nd if that isn't enough. it has a low parts count and the pans used are easy to find.

transformer. (A transformer transfers
power in either direction-the terms primary and .secondary are assigned rather
arbitrarily.) Current in each half of the
center -tapped winding flows in opposite
directions (i.e.. positive and negative).
That alternating current (AC) in the center -tapped "secondary.. winding induces
\C in the high -voltage "primary" wind -

to

117 VAC

(INVERTER)

4

117 VAC

OUTPUT
117 VAC

(LINE)

1-A SIMPLE RELAY SETUP will let you use
the inverter as a backup power supply.
FIG.

ing. That voltage step-up results front the
operation of Q1 and Q2. which are turned
on and off alternately.
:\s long as the power transistors (QI
and Q2) alternate at 61) Ili, the output
voltage will also he at 61) Hz. To maintain
that operating frequency. the flip-flop (Q3
and QT) sss itches the base currents of QI
and Q2. [he flip-flop is triggered by the
output of the 555 oscillator. ICI Since Q3
and Q4 conduct alternately. they are always inversely related to each other. And
because they operate from the same trigger. they'll always generate a symmetrical
.

\C squarewave.

tsI
Vs

3-WHEN A 60 -Hz AC VOLTAGE is applied
standard transformer, the relationships of
the voltage (V), current (I) and windings (n) may
be expressed as VP/Vs = Is/lp _ NPINs.
FIG.
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Now let's turn to Fig.
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discussion

of the turns ratio and transfer characteristics of the transformer. When a 60 -Hz

UNREGULATED

AC voltage is applied to a standard trans for men the relationships of the input/output voltage V, current W.). and the
number of turns in the transformer Windings IN) can he expressed as Vi,/
= Is/
I,, = NrN5. For the transformer specitied, the turns ratio is 117/25.2: therefore.
feeding 25.2 -volts .\C to the secondary of
TI (without allowing for inefficiencies)
produces a 117 -colt output.
Since translornter TI is rated at 2 -amperes maximum in the secondary winding. the transferable poser is 25.2 (V) X
2 IA) or 5t).4 watts. Because the turns
ratio determines the output voltage, applying 12 -volts AC to half the secondary
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2-THE INVERTER SCHEMATIC. Note that the transformer's center tapped secondary is connected as the input. So TI is used as a step-up transformer.
FIG.
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also yields an output of 117 volts.
Hossever. the output power capacity will
he cut in half.

To increase the capacity of the unit,
connect two identical transformers in parallel. a similar effect to placing tyro batteries in parallel. Just he sure to connect
like terminals together. so as not to cause a
phase difference that could damage the
traitsfilrnters! The unit's power-handling
capacity will then he then the suns of all
parallel trtnstlarmers.
The net result is while translornter TI
determines the step-up voltage level. the
555 oscillator determines the output frequency. Therefore. even if .F1 is severely
loaded. the oscillator and \1OSFEl.'s
maintain a symmetrical 60 -Hz :\C signal
for T'1.

PARTS LIST

All resistors
noted.

1/4,

5% unless otherwise

R2-100 ohms, 1 watt
R3, R4-470,000 ohms
R5, R6-390,000 ohms
R7, R8-1 megohm
R1,

R9-1000 ohms
R10-10 ohms. watt

c

1

R11-10,000 onms
R12-100,000 ohm potentiometer
Capacitors
C1, C2 -50µF, 50 volts electrolytic

C3, C4-.04711F, ceramic disc

C5-.1µF, ceramic disc
C&-.01µF, ceramic disc
C7-100µF, 50 volts electrolytic
Semiconductors
IC1-555 oscillator
IC2-7812 12 -volt regulator
01, 02-2N3055 NPN power transistor
03, Q4-IRFDIZ3 N -channel FET
D1, D2 -1N914
LED1-Standard red LED
LMP1-neon panel lamp
T1-25.2 volts, 2A center-tapped
Miscellaneous: Cabinet, perforated

N

construction board, AC panel socket, miniature phono jack, 4A slow -blow fuse, cigarette lighter plug, etc.

5-THE AUTHOR'S PROTOTYPE is shown here installed in metal cabinet. Note that two transformers are used to increase power handling capabilities.
FIG.

Circuit operation
Capacitor C5 and potentiometer RI2
determine the frequency of the output signal at pin 3 of ICI. the 555 oscillator. the
output signal is differentiated by C3 and
C4 before it's input to the base of the two
power transistors (QI and Q2) via diodes
DI and 1)2. respectively. The signal from
ICI is adjusted to 120 I-Iz. That's because
the flip-flop formed by transistors Q3 and
Q4 divides the frequency by 2.
When Q3 is on. the base of QI is connected via RI to the regulated 12 -volt supply. Then. when the flip-flop changes
states. Q4 is turned on and the base of Q2
connected to the 12 volt supply through
R2. The 100 ntA base current allows QI
and Q2 to alternately conduct through
their respective halves the transformer's
secondary y. indmg.

To eliminate switching transients
caused by the rapid switching of Q3 and
Q4. capacitors CI and C2 filter the inputs
to the base of QI and Q2 respec:ively.
Figure 4 shows the waveform that appears
at the output (primary) of the transformer.
Though the output is not a sine\yave, it is
close enough to opetate all but the most
critical equipment. But don't risk damage
to your expensive equipment if you're not
sure. As a rule of thumb. if your equipment can he damaged b) transients. it',
not a good candidate for this backup

power supply.
Power for the unit comes from your
you
automobile's 12 -volt system.
want to use the inverter for backup applications --from a storage battery. It is
regulated by IC2 la 7812 regulator). LED
1. connected across the 12 -volt input. may
he used to indicate whether power is being
fed to the circuit. The neon pilot lamp.
Lí`11' I. shows a presence or absence of
output power. Jack JI is included to
provide a convenient 9 -volt DC supply fOr
a videogame. like the Atari 26(X).

or-if

Circuit construction
The method of construction

klollim1
FIG.

4-THE ABOVE TRACE SHOWS the

60 -Hz

output from the Inverter. Note that although the
output is closer to a squarewave than a snewave, most of the high -frequency components
have been removed.

is not critical, but if you're going to build the inverter as a portable unit. its important to
build it to withstand punishment. The author's prototype ryas built on perforated
construction -hoard using point-to-point
wiring. as show n in Fig. 5. Note that there
are two tr nstormcrs show n: as mentioned

previously. two or more transformers may
he paralleled to increase the unit's power
handling capacity.
The power -inverter circuit should he
housed in a metal cabinet. and power transistors QI and Q2 should he heat sinked.
To avoid damage from vibration. the components should he secured to the driver
board with an epoxy adhesive.
The I-HI.Vt N('1'-Al)JUSI potentiometer. R 12. should he set prior to connecting the collectors of QI and Q2 to the
transformer. Set the frequency at pin 3 of
the ICI to 120 H,: then using a scope.
monitor the base of both QI and Q2 to
verify that a 60 -Hz signal is present. Once
the signal is established. the QI and Q2
collectors may he connected to the trans I

Potentiometer R12 may he mounted an
the panel to allow frequency adjustments
from outside the inverter. To test the unit
out. plug it into the cigarette -lighter socket in the '.chicle. Both pilot lights should
come on. If not. go hack and check your
work. If all is syell, the unit is ready- for
use.

Safety procedures
Caution: Keep in mind that the inverter. whether being tested or used, has the

saute output -voltage level as that of an
ordinary household power-outlet and is
just as dangerous. Exercise the same caution that you would in dealing with house-

hold line voltage.

R -E
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BENCH POWER SUPPLY
Continued from page

115

I

-

Tll volts across 1)2 and 1)4. and - 2(1
cults across ('I and C12. While you're al
it. verify the presence of 2(1 volts on pin
20 volts at pin 4 of each op -amp.
7. and
If everything checks out. reno'se power
and insert the IC's. Be sure to orient pin
I

-

that each output reads exactly 10.0(1(1
volts.
To get symmetrical outputs front the
independent supplies, adjust RI so that
equal rotation of potentiometers R6 and
RI5 gi\es the saute output voltage.
To adjust the dual -tracking source. turn
potentiometer R24 to maximum resistance. Then adjust R29 for an output of
exactly + 15.000 volts, as measured at the
r output. Then adjust R32 so that
exactly
15.000 volts appears at the

-

I

correctly.
Run wires from the transistors mounted

+'

-

- V.t

output.

on the rear panel (see Fig. 71 to the PC
hoard. Finally. using Fig. h. complete the
point-to-point wiring between the hoard
and the front- and rear-panel components.
At this point. your power supply should
appear similar to the prototype shown in
Fig. 8.

Substituting components

Calibration

The 2.7 -volt Zeiler diodes (1)8 and
difficult to find. If they
are. 3.3 -volt units ntav he substituted
(IN5226B). If doing so produces more
than
niA from the constant -current
sources. trimmer potentiometers R43 and
R50 can he adjusted to compensate. The
6.8 -volt reference diodes (1)5 and D6) are
not critical and etas he either IN957B.
IN5235B, or INT736A devices. The two
12 -volt Zener diodes may he
N963.
IN5242B, or IN47-f2A units.

A 1)MM or VOM accurate to at least
4
digits should he used to calibrate the

precision sources. To obtain sufficient
resolution. allow the supply to run for 10
Minutes or more so that the temperature
w it hin the cabinet-and the output voltages of the precision sources-will stabilize. Adjust R44 and R5I so that their
dials read 10.0(1 (i.e.. their resistance
should he exactly 10K ohms). Then adjust
trimmer potentiometers R43 and R50 so

CRYSTAL RADIO
Continued from page

118

tinuity from the beginning of the coil to
the end.

The coupling coil. I2. is wound in the
saute manner as the larger coils. but it's
wound on a smaller (33/4 -inch diameter)
form. and is made up of 16 turns of 26 gauge DCC wire. The anchor spoke has a
single mounting point. so that the coupling to L3 can he adjusting by pivoting 1.2
around that point.
Diode 1)1 can he just about arr germanium diode. But if you want to keep
your crystal radio authentic -looking. you
should mount it its a case like the one
shown in Fig 2. Such cases were commonly used to mount fixed -contact cat whisker detectors.
The variable capacitor is a 200-pF device. It won't he easy to find, so feel free
to experiment w ith its value. Capacitors
CI and C3 are fixed -mica types.
Perhaps the most important pail of
building the rcceixer is putting up the antenna system. For good results, your antenna should he as long and as high as
possible. If you can manage to put up a
75 -foot long -w ire antenna, great! Just remember: your ground system is also very

Sonic of the components specified in
the Pans List may he difficult-if not itnpossible-to find. For example. you may
have that problem with the 40 -volt Zeller
diodes (D2 and 1)41. However, two 20 -volt
Zeller diodes may he connected in series
to achieve the saute result.
1)10) may also he

I

I

important. A four -toot copper pipe or rod
hammered into the earth can make a good
ground. If you can't manage that. try your
cold -water pipe.
The wooden base shown in the photographs is about II by 7 inches (it's '/s
inch thick). The edges are routed for a
smooth appearance. Choose some type of
hardwood, such as oak or maple for the
base, and sand it well. Stain it according
to taste, and then give it a couple of coats
of satin -finish polyurethane. (Sono rave

lightly) between coats.

If you want to finish both sides of the
breadboard base at the saute time, then
use tour woodscrews as temporary' feet.
(Install them where you will he installing
the rubber feet.) Finish the bottom of the
breadboard first, and then turn it over and
finish the top and the sides. The screws
will keep the bottom of the hoard from
touching anything else. Before you give
the breadboard a second coat (which we
do recommend). just he sure to let the first
coat dry thoroughly. Then sand very
lightly with super-'ine-grit paper, and apply the second coat.
When your base is finished. it's time to
start mounting parts. The parts on the prototype (and the available kit), including
the coil taps. are mounted on small
hakelite panels which are, in turn.
mounted to the base. The main tuning

All electrolytic capacitors are polarized
aluminum types. and radial -lead devices
were used in the prototype to conserve
space on the PC hoard.
All live cermet trimmer potentiometers
used in the project ate the 3/4 -inch long
rectangular type.
Increasing power output
If you want to beef up the outputs of the
non -precision supplies. you must increase
the current capacity of the transformer. the
output transistors. etc.
The transformer specified for this project has a rated output of 40 -volts centertapped at 300 -ma. You may replace it w ith
a unit having higher current capacity. hut
if you use a transformer with a higher
voltage rating. he careful not to exceed the
voltage rating of the op -amps and tran-

sistors.
The 2N3766 transistors (Ql and Q5)
may he replaced by 2N6057 devices; the
latter hay e a maximum collector current of
12 amps. The 2N3740 transistors (Q3 and
Q7) may he replaced by 2N6050 units,
which also have a maximum of 12 amps.
Both the 2N6050 and 2N6057 are housed
in '10-3 cases and will require additional
heat -sinking.
If you are using the metering circuit,
the value of R52 might have to he increased. as well as the the rating of the
current meter.
R -E

capacitor, the headphone jack, and the
antenna tap switch are mounted to the
Front panel, which is, in turn, mounted to
the base using small "1." brackets.

Operating the receiver
Tuning your crystal set can he tricky
business until you get used to it. The first
step is to set the detector tap to the midway
point, and to set the antenna tap switch,
S I , to 0 (minimum inductance) and adjust
L2 for maximum coupling to L3. When
you plug in your high -impedance headphones, you'll hear one or more stations.
Tune to a station at the lower-frequency
end of the hand by adjusting the main
tuning capacitor, C2. so that its plates are
about 2/3 in mesh. Then reduce the coupling between L2 and L3. until you can
barely hear the station. Advance the antenna tap switch until you reach the peak
volume for that station. When that station
is tuned. you can reduce the coupling further between L2 and L3. While that will
reduce the volume. it will increase the
receiver's selectivity. so you can tune in
other stations on nearby frequencies.
Once you get used to tuning the radio,
you can experiment with the detector tap.
If you are in a strong -signal area, you can
probably get by with decreased inductance of L3. 'hat will increase the receiver's selectivity also.
R -E
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RADAR CONTROLLER

POWER SWITCH

continued from page 5/i

continued from page 62

Once you've etched or purchased the
hoard. mount the components on the
hoard as shoe n in the parts -placement
diagram. Fig. 7. Be sure that all components are oriented as shown. Bolt the regulator and power the transistor to the
circuit hoard for heat sinking.
The Gunn diode. ss Inch is mounted in a
microwave horn. dray s up to
ampp of
current. so use number IS wire for the
connection betsyeen the circuit and the
horn. and keep the length to I(1 feet or
less. Under no circumstances should you
connect DC voltage to the Gunn diode or
reverse the polarity of the connections to
the diode I puss er is fed to the anode side:
the cathode side is grounded). Doing either will almost certainly blow out that
$6(1.0(1 component.
When mounting the microwave horn,
he sure that metal objects are kept away
from the opening (plastic sill do no
harm). 'I'he poser supply for the unit
should he able to supply 12 -volts 1)C at 2
amps: most automotive electrical systems
are capable of meeting that requirement.
After coitstnietion and hook-up. test
the unit h\ aiming it toward an automotive
radar detector and depressing the TRANS sin switch. That should cause LED2 to
light. Also. the radar detector should react
as appropriate (a buzzer should sound or

until you get some response front the circuit. Don't worry about making an e\ act
adjustment. The adjustment we're doing
now is prelinrinan: the receiver must be
tine -tuned to obtain max inituit range of
about 30 feet.
After you get a response, solder the
shields in place. The easiest way to do that
is to melt a small amount of solder in caeh
corner of the shield. Then set the shield in
place and heat each corner in turn to let
the solder flow onto the pin.
To fine-tune the receiver, set it up in a
position 's here you can get a clear line of
sight to it for a distance of about 30 feet.
Position yourself about live feet from the
receiver, point the transmitter at the receiver. and press the THANSsri r button.

I

I.EI) should flash) to the presence of a
radar signal. Verify the oscillating frequency of the 555 tinter by connecting a
scope or frequency counter to pin 3 of that
IC. With the S3 set to 55. the frequency
measured should he 39.6(1(1 Iiz.

FIG.
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Warnings
While the radar calibrator can be a
useful diagnostic tool in aligning radar
speed -guns. if used fitr illegal purposes
and/or by unlicensed individuals, it can
he the cause of a great deal of trouble.
(Penalties of up to 510.(11111 and a year in
jail are some of the possible consequences
of such use.) Further. because of possible
interference to police radar. communications services. etc.. the unit should only
he used in a laboratory. and only for educational or calibration purposes.
It may he possible lirr certain individuals. such as licensed amateur -radio operators, to use the calibrator legally in the
workshop. the laboratory, or the field. but
it is left to the individual user to ascertain
the requirements for such use. and to meet
them.
In any event. any ss illful interference to
another service by any indis idual is

punishable with stiff penalties under
Federal law: other local. state. or Federal
penalties may also he applicable. We
strongly discourage use for such applica-

tions.
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FIG. 8-THE RECEIVER'S PC BOARD should appear as shown hereafter all components have
been mounted.

tal. Then fit the panel over the two LED's
so that the legs of the filter fit around the
photodiode. Insert the panel -board assembly into the bottom half of the receiver
case.

Testing and alignment
Plug the receiver into an AC' outlet. The
LED should light briefly and then
go out, and the ON LFI) should remain
off. Set trimmer potentiometer R16 to the
center of its range.
Noss aim the transmitter at the photodiode and press SI. With a little luck.
the center frequency of the 567 will be
close enough to the transmitter's output
frequency that the SR;NAI. LED will light
up temporarily. 'the ON LED should light
up and stay lit. and the relay should latch
on. A second press of the button will turn
the LED and the relay off-that is, of
course. only if you're lucky.
If the receiver doesn't respond. adjust
R16 slightly and try again. Repeat that
smGNAI.

If the receiver responds. hack up another five feet and to again. Remember to
let the transmitter recharge titr a Iew seconds betrseen transmissions. particularly
when you're standing hack at distances of
ten feet or more.
Continue backing up in live-tirot segments until you reach a point where the
receiver will not respond. At that point.
adjust Rt{ slightly and try again. An assistant to handle the transmitter would be
helpful.
Even under worst -case conditions. the
receiver should he able to respond Shen
the transmitter is 20 feet assay. If you can
adjust it to respond to signals only up to a
certain distance but no farther. your problem is likely due to overly bright lighting.
electrical or RI: noise. or something else.
Don't blame the receiver!
Assemble the case and plug the device
you want to control in. you're now free to
operate that device at your convenience.
free from the tyranny of its sr5 itch! R -E
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continued from pine /2/

hoard can he purchased from the source
mentioned in the Parts List. If you
build the circuit on a perlboard.follow
our parts layout closely; otherwise you
may have problems with arcing.
Due to the critical nature of the three
transformers, we are not providing details
on winding them. They are available from
the source mentioned in the Parts List.
Referring to the parts -placement diagram in Fig. 2, and the photos in Fig. 3
and Fig. 4. mount all components except
C2. TI. T2. and T3 on your hoard. Note
that several components mount on the tiil
side of the PC hoard: CI. D7, and JI. Do
not install those parts yet either.
After all components (except those
mentioned above) are installed, check

your work very carefully. especially
1)I-D6, RI. and R3. because TI will he
installed above them. and there will he no
chance to correct errors later. After you're
absolutely sure that they're installed correctly, install TI with the black mark on
the windings mounted toward C2.

Foil -side components
One of JI's tabs shares a hole on the PC
hoard with resistor R8. which should he

RADAR SIGNAL DETECTOR
continued from pole /22
power, background noise should he heard.
You may want to vary the value of RI
slightly to get a pleasant ringing frequency. Then adjust the threshold control (R5
in Fig. I: R2 in Fig. 2) so that received
signals are just above the I/( noise back-

ground.
You can test the detector on the workbench by generating a millimeter-wave
microwave signal. You don't need a fancy

just

signal generator
"arc" a small inductor (say 500 m11) across a nine -volt
battery. A properly-functioning detector
should ring loudly when a signal is generated in that manner fifty feet from the
detector. You may want to experiment
with different inductors at different distances from the detector.

Conclusions
Both circuits pick up low-level pulsedRF signals. The detector responds to very
short pulses and will continue to ring fir
several milliseconds. Rut the circuit will
respond only to the beginning and the end
of a CW (continuous -nave) signal. Using
either circuit, you'll soon he able to recognize various signal sources by their
"signatures." Microwave towers, for ex -

mounted already. Solder the tab of .11 that
corresponds to the tip (not the barrel of an
inserted plug to the indicated pad. "Then
mount CI and 1)7. Last. solder a 1/4 -inch
piece of 18 -gauge wire to the barrel pin of
JI. and connect the opposite end of that
wire to the appropriate pad beneath SI.
1

I

the FIRIS switch.

Preliminary check-out
WARNING: 11'hile measuring voltages and currents. keep your face,
hands, and all metallic objects away'
from the high -voltage end of the stun
gun. If if you want to prod a component, use a non-conductive rod such as
a plastic TV alignment tool. high voltage behaves very differently than low

voltage. Any material that retains
moisture can serve as a discharge path.
TH VI INCLUDES WOOD! Also, never work on or use the unit when your
hands are wet.
Connect a voltmeter (set to a 1010 -volt
DC range) to ground and to the output of
the D3-I)6 diode bridge. Then power up
the circuit using either a freshly -charged
battery or an external supply capable of
delivering 9.8 volts at one amp. If everything is working properly. you should
measure about 40() -volts DC at the output
of the bridge when you press SI.
If you don't measure that voltage, connect an oscilloscope to the collector of Qt
or Q2. You should see a squarewave with a

PARTS LIST-ECONOMY MODEL
All resistors 1/4 -watt, 5%.
R1-1.1 megohm
R2-27,000 ohms
R3, R4-100,000 ohms
R5-100,000 ohms, panel -mount potenti-

ometer

Capacitors

C1-0.22 µF

C2-0.0 µF
C3-100 µF,

16 volts,

electrolytic

Semiconductors
IC1-1458 dual op -amp
Other components
S1-SPST switch
Piezo-electric transducer
PARTS LIST-DELUXE MODEL
All resistors 1/4 -watt, 5%.
R1-2.2 megohms
R2-10,000 ohms, trimmer potentiometer
R3-4700 ohms
R4, R6, R7-100,000 ohms
R5-25,000 ohms, panel -mount potentiometer

period of about 1001.1.s. If that wavelirnn is
not present. the switching circuit is not
operating correctly. Remove power and
check your wiring again. Do not debug
the circuit with o batten connected!
Resistor R6 controls the rate at which
the UJT (Q3) discharges. and R3 controls
the rate at which C2 charges. You can
experiment with the values of those components if you are not satisfied with the
circuit's high -voltage output. R3 can vary
from 2.2 to 4.7K. You can also experiment with the value of C2. See Table I.
Alter the circuit is operating correctly.
attach J to the hoard with high -voltage
putting compound or RTV. And before
you mount the circuit in a case. make sure
there's no arcing on the PC hoard. If there
is. you can stop it with a liberal application of RTV, paraffin, or epoxy.
I

Conclusion

Ile stun gun's discharge is very impressive. The spark is highly visible and
each discharge produces a sharp. resounding crack. The circuit can teach you much
about voltage -multiplying circuits and
power supply design. Rut don't ever forget that the stun gun is not a toy. It can
cause much damage to both you and
others. Never leave it lying around where
children. pets. or anyone unfamiliar with
how to use it can handle it. It's a good idea
to remove the battery before storing the
R -E
stun gun. Above all: he careful!
ample. provide lots of varied output.
Either circuit could he used fur purposes other than radar detection. For example, you could use one to detect a
hidden radio transmitter (provided the
transmitter is a pulsed type). the detector
could he used as a leakage detector at a
microwave tower. The detector could also
he used to detect leakage or arcing in
home power lines. as well as outdoor
power-transmission lines. In fact. the uses
to which this circuit may he put arc limR -E
ited only by your imagination!

Have a heart-to-heart

with your doctor...

Capacitors

C1-0.22 µF
C2, C5-0.05 p.F
C3-220 µF, 10 volts, electrolytic
C4-10 µF, 6 volts, electrolytic
Semiconductors
IC1-1458 dual op -amp
IC2-LM386 audio power amplifier
Other components
S1-SPST switch
SPKR-8-100 ohm miniature speaker

American Heart Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE
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HITECH IBM PC/XT

LEAKAGE TESTER

Continued from page 102

continued from page 72

The system we'll describe uses several
multi -function adapter cards. That will
allow us to leave open 5 of the 8 expansion
slots. From a standpoint of comparison,

IBM PC XT without the addition of
monitor or display adapter card(s)
already has 3 of the available 8 slots in
use. The addition of the color graphics
the

any.

and monochrome display adapter cards
will increase the load to an additional 2
slots leaving only 3 available slots for any
accessories and expansions you might
have in mind. The suggested parts listing
and cost for the system is described in
Table 5.
Note that our computer uses a parallel
printer port rather than the RS -232C port
present on the IBM PC XT. That doesn't
mean that you have to. We made that
choice because we already had a parallel
printer on hand, and because we were
using a plug-in modem card. But the com-

bination floppy -disk controller/printerport hoard is available in either configuration. One of the advantages of putting
your own computer together is that you
can control the selection and actual configuration of options for it.
Figure 3 shows the basic internal arrangement of the case. The case is of all
metal construction with the needed
brackets for mounting the drivels) welded
into position. The areas reserved for both
the floppy drivels) and the hard disk drive
are supplied with pop -out plastic panel
covers (front) which will he removed as
the respective drives are installed
The first phase of construction will deal
with the motherboard as shown in Fig. 4.
During these steps we will:

Configure DIP Switch SWI
Locate and install the ROM
Locate the power input connector
Locate the RAM area and expand to
256K if desired.
Locate power connector JPI
Position the hoard on your work surface
with the expansion slots facing up and to
your left. We will be setting configuration
DIP Switch located near U20 on the PC
hoard. Because of the possible variations
in physical appearance of this switch, refer to Fig. 5 for guidance as to switch
positions and settings. Your switch may or
may not have the ON position marked. If it
does not. ON will he in the position of the
arrow. A hall -point pen might he useful in
setting this switch.
We'll tell you how to assemble and configure your computer next time. But before wse go. let's mention that the parts
listed in Table 5 can he obtained from:
HiTech International, Dept. RE. 1180 Miraloma Way. Suite M. Sunnyvale. CA
94086. (408) 738-0601.
R -E
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it only for the test purposes intended, and
discharge tested capacitors with a screw
driver when finished. In addition. use of
this project is recommended by technically qualified personnel only.
Now that that's out of the way, the unit
is a cinch to use. Let's look at some typical applications for the project:
Testing capacitors is easy. If applicable, remove the suspect unit from the circuit first, as any external leakage can
cause a good capacitor to test leaky. Set SI
to the DisctIARGE position. Then set S2 to
the working voltage of the capacitor. If the
voltage is greater than the project can
provide, use the I00 -volt position.
Then use insulated clips to connect the
capacitor to the project.
Flip SI to the CHECK position. The
meter needle will "kick" upscale and
drop to zero for a good capacitor. If desired, press S3 for more sensitivity; that will
give you 0-I mA readings instead of the
nominal 0-10 mA readings.
Note that the meter needle may kick
upscale many times before settling down.
That indicates that the capacitor has excessive leakage at the test voltage and
requires "forming." That is a common
situation with capacitors that are used at a
voltage far lower than the working voltage, like, say, a 50 -volt part in a 12 volt
circuit. That is not a fault of the project.
However, if the meter doesn't stop kicking
after several minutes. the capacitor isn't
forming and should he replaced.
When the testing is finished, return SI
to the DISCHARGE position. The meter will
read negative, indicating discharge.
When the needle returns to zero, remove
the capacitor.
So how much leakage should a good
capacitor have? There is no simple answer, as it depends upon the capacitor type
and circuit requirements. However, here
are a few rules of thumb you can use.
Paper, mica, polyester, and tantalum
capacitors should display no leakage.
Electrolytic capacitors up to 50µF should
show less than 25 µA of leakage current.
Electrolytic capacitors from 51 p.F to 500
µF should show less than 50 p.A leakage.
Electrolytic capacitors from 501 µF to
1.0(0 µF should show less than 100 µA
leakage. Electrolytic capacitors from
1.001 p.F to 20,000 µF should show less
than 50() µA leakage.
Another use for the project is forming
new capacitors. Understand that electrolytic capacitors chemically deteriorate
when they sit unused. The capacitor's
electrolytic film, essential to capacitor
operation. deteriorates, causing very high
leakage currents. If you apply a voltage to
the capacitor. the film can reform. But if
that voltage is too high, that is, close to

the device's rating, the film may not he
able to form fast enough. So the capacitor
will consume power, get hot, and possibly
explode. Here's how to solve that problem:
Set SI to the DISCHARGE position and
S2 to the 3-vot:r position. Then use insulated clips to connect the capacitor.
Flip SI to the CHECK position and note
the meter reading. When the meter reads
minimum current. change S2 to the 6 your position. Continue increasing the
voltage until the working voltage is reached. Discard any capacitor that takes over
five minutes to form, or still has high
leakage when checked at its working voltage.
Appliance safety is easy to check.
Here's how: Set SI to DISCHARGE and S2
to 100 -yours. Assuming the device to he
tested uses a three -wire power cord, use
an insulated clip lead to connect the "hot"
side of the power cord to the positive binding post. After that, connect the ground
lead of the power cord to the negative
binding post. The return or common side
of the power cord is unconnected. If the
appliance does not use a three -wire power
cord, connect the negative binding post to
any exposed case screws or other metal
surfaces on the unit to he tested.
To test, flip SI to the CHECK position.
Press S3 for more meter sensitivity. The
meter must read under 50 µA. For higher
readings repairs are indicated.
Cables may he easily checked for leakage problems. Simply perform the checks
the same way you did for appliance leakage. Remember to always connect the
positive binding post to the center conductor and the negative binding post to the
shield: that prevents a shock hazard.
If you need more sensitivity when performing leakage testing. try using your
DMM if it has a 200-µA DC range. Simply set it to the 2(0-µA range and connect
it in series with the positive binding post
and the cable under test. That technique
works great for other applications. except

testing high -value capacitors. With those.
when you switch to DISCHARGE. the current from the capacitor passes through the
DMM, overloading it.
Another use for the project is quickly
checking those special high voltage diodes used in TV sets and microwave
ovens. Usually a DMM can't check those
components because it can't supply
enough voltage to turn on the device.
To test the diode, set SI to DISCHARGE
and S2 to I00-voLrs. Then remove the
diode from the circuit and connect it to the
project's binding posts. Flip SI to CIIECK
and note the reading. Then return SI to
DISCHARGE and reverse the diode. Flip SI
to CHECK again and note the reading. With
most silicon diodes we expect a full-scale
reading when the diode is connected one
way and zero when it is reversed. With
selinium diodes, the difference should he
at least 100 to I.
R -E
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Repairing
Compact Disc
Players
When CD Players burst upon the scene,
any repairs had to be referred to the
manufacturers. Nobody else knew did-

dly-squat about them. Sure. They
sounded GREAT when they worked
right, but before long, they started to develop problems. Unlike standard records, there were no grooves. A laser
beam tracked in the surface below the
surface. It was a whole new ball of wax,
and without the wax!

Radio -

Electronics

Can YOU restore a Compact Disc Prayer
to whole and healthy operation? There
are two requirements, and you have both
of them. The first is an inborn curiosity
about things electronic. You obviously
have that, or you wouldn't be reading this
advertisement in this publication! The
other thing you need is information. And
you can get all the info you need simply
by filling out the coupon below and mailing it in with the small fee.

By return mail you will receive a thorough, detailed treatise on the repair of
Compact Disc Players. It's all you need
to know, and written so that it's easy to
follow. This information, plus your own
skills as a technician will make you the
complete authority on this new subject.

You'll learn: Preventive maintenance
techniques. How to diagnose problems.
How to make repairs. Adjustments to
keep your unit operating. Tune -Ups for
maximum performance. Areas to avoid.

RE Bookstore
500 B. BiCounty Boulevard
Ci Farmingdale, NY 11735
Please print

want
reprints (165) (a $5.00 each,
plus $1. Handling & Postage.
I

have enclosed $
must add sales tax.
I

US & Canada only
US Funds only
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PEST REPELLERS

NEW PRODUCTS

continued from page 93

continued from page

8

flexibility with a variety of user -selectable options as far as placement is concerned.

Turntable
The Beogram 3300 from Bang &

Olufsen of America is a moderately -priced, state-of-the-art unit.
Designed as a part of the B&O remote -controlled Beosystem 3300
multi -room music system, it uses
Datalink, a proprietary, interactive
technology to allow intelligent,

two-way communication with
other system components. The

4-IF YOU WISH TO VARY the duty cycle
while keeping the frequency constant, replace
the timing resistors with a single potentiometer.
FIG.

turntable has an elegant tapered
design with black plexiglass and
brushed aluminum finish. This
continues the classic styling that
has been honored in museums
worldwide.

1K

+ver
RT1

R2
1K

The components of the ALS-525
consist of 51/4 -inch woofers,'/4-inch
dome tweeters, and crossover networks. Altec Lansing's carbon-tiber cloth, long -throw high -compliance woofer cones and poly -

mide dome tweeters with ferroflouride cooling are used in the

In -Dash Speakers

ss.4áwen

-
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02
1N4001
+ CT
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5-IF YOU WISH TO VARY he frequency,
but keep the duty constant, at about 50%, the
555 circuit can be modified as shown.
FIG.

equal at all tintes.
Returning to our basic circuit. the
power amplifier. IC3. may he anv convenient type with response reaching into the

ultrasonic region. You might consider
usin s a low-power IC aniplitier such as the
Sprague t'1.N37t)3 or 378411. or the National I. \1380. L\1353. or L\135-1.
1'he output transducer may he an inexpensive tweeter. Pte/oelectrie ty pes
should he given special preference. You'll
find several approriate transducers listed
in the catalogs put out by many of the
mail-order firms advertising on the hack
pases of this maga/inc.
When experimenting with ultrasonic
frequencies. he aware that if the frequency
is too close to the audible range. the signal
may he annoying. and possihly painful, to
house pets and some people-particularly
girls and yours' women. Due to the nature
of ultrasonics, those effected may not he
aware of die source of this discomfort. So.
he alert lo the condition of those around
you when you are experimenting.
R -E
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mation, contact Altec Lansing
Consumer Products Division,
Milford, PA 18337.

OUTPUT

1N4001

ih1;

new ALS-525 speaker systems.
Suggested retail price for the
ALS-525 has been set at $250 per
pair. If you'd like additional infor-

R1

100K

,.

To simplify locating a particular
cut in the record, the arm can be
moved in 3/4 -inch increments, forward or backward. This can, if so
desired, he done by remote control. A built-in light automatically
illuminates the record surface during cueing, to aid in absolutely
precise positioning.
Platter speed is controlled to an
accuracy of 2%, regardless of line voltage changes. The unit ís priced
at $399. Additional information is
available from Bang & Olufsen of
America, 1150 Feehanville Dr.,
Mount Prospect, IL 60056.

Three -and -one -halt inch loudspeakers for in -dash use come
with a special flange adapter with
several holes. This makes installation easy on any American or foreign car. Four -inch by six-inch
adapter plates allow the speaker,
named the ALS-35, to be used as a
substitute for four -inch by six-inch
speakers also.
The ALS-35 can handle 15 watts
nominal, 30 watts maximum. The
usable frequency response ranges
from 90 Hz to 20 kHz and the sensitivity is 88dB at one watt/meter.
Impedance is four ohms.

Car Speakers

The Model ALS-525 two-way

component automotive loud-

speaker systems will handle high
power with low distortion. The
units boast a crossover module
that provides a two -position mid-

'*
CIRCLE 64 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

range frequency control and
three -position high -frequency
level control for optimized perfor-

130 Hz

mance. Because the woofers, satellite tweeters and crossovers are
separately mountable, the ALS-525

contact Altec Lansing, Inc.,

provides greater versatility and

The unit's total harmonic distortion measures in at one watt from

to 17 kHz.
Suggested retail price is $70/
pair. For additional information,

Milford,

PA 18337.

NEW PRODUCTS
Bookshelf Speakers
Two bass -reflex speaker systems
from Revox of Switzerland, dub-

ty particle -board construction and

ingenious rib -and -chamber reinforcement structures.
The midrange speaker is tightly

BURGLAR ALARM

enclosed in an assymetrical chamber to avoid internal standing
waves. Removable speaker grilles
are designed to be totally sound
transparent in all directions and at
all frequencies.
Both the Forum MKII and the
Plenum MKII are three-way bass reflex designs. The Forum, the
smaller of the two, measures 13
inches wide, 191/2 inches, high, and
134/5 inches deep. It has a capacity
of handling 150 watts music power.
It has a 91/2 inch woofer, a 31 inch
midrange, and a % inch tweeter.
The Plenum MKII is slightly
larger, measuring 131/2 inches wide,
223/4 inches high, and 131/4 inches
deep. Capable of handling 170
watts, the unit contains a 10%s inch
woofer, a 41/2 inch midrange, and a
1 -inch tweeter.
Special lacauet coatings have
been used on the midrange and
woofer cones that result in stiftening for the bass and damping for
the midrange. The one -inch dome
tweeter is made of pure titanium
for low mass, high velocity and improved heat dissipation.
Prices start at $550. For addi-

Continued from page

tional literature or information,

bed the Forum MKII and the Plenum MKII offer some fine performance features. For example, to
help eliminate sound -swirling associated with right-angled edges,
the new speakers use chamfered

9
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edges which are claimed to aid
sound propagation around the en-

closures. Other enclosure improvements include a high-densi-

116

Begin by drilling holes for the two
LED's and the key switch: also drill two
mounting holes. Be careful, as a neat,
"professional" looking job will help enhance the effect. Next, secure a "C" -cell
battery holder to the panel using RTV
adhesive: the holder should be located ¡list
below the holes for the LED's. Then
mount the key switch in the appropriate
hole. Wire the switch and the battery
holder to the appropriate points on the
hoard, keeping lead lengths as short as
possible. Bend the LED's 900 so that they
are parallel with the hoard. Position the
LED's in the holes you previously drilled
for that purpose so that they protrude
inch. Finish up by securing the
about
board to the top of the battery holder with
a piece of double sided tape. Fig. 3 shows
how it should look.
The unit can he installed just about anywhere. We suggest mounting it in your
door frame for a professional look.
Although the circuit doesn't actually
do anything, you should make it a habit to
"arm" and "disarm" it as appropriate.
That little hit of theater will help convince
a burglar who is "casing" your home that
it is indeed protected as advertised. R -E

contact Revox Div., Studer Revox
America, Inc., 1425 Elm Hill Pike,
Nashville, TN 37210.

Recovery, ambience control and
full -function remote.
Each of the four signal -processing circuits is independently by passable. These include Compression, Impact Recovery, Increased
Ambience and Decreased Ambience.
DAIR, Digital Audio Impact Recovery, is a two -band design that
adds impact to musical transients.
Compression is a two -band con-

trol for background listening,
making car cassettes, and for easier taping of CDs.
Ambience Control adds or subtracts left/right (difference) information in midrange and treble to
increase or decrease stereo separation and spaciousness of the
sound field.
Also provided on the dbx DX5 is
a headphone jack and a volume
control. It is rack -mountable, and
measures 17'A -inches wide, 111/4inches deep, and 31/2 -inches high.
It is priced at $699. suggested re-

tail. For additional information,
contact dbx, PO Box I00C, Newton, MA 02195.
More CD Players
Available now at a suggested retail of $280., is the Model DCD-300
from Denon. This is the least -expensive player Denon has ever
produced. At only 14 -inches in

CLI Player
A compact disc player with 16 -bit

resolution, four times oversampling, two D/A converters, and
dual (separate anolog and digital)
power supplies, has been intro -

CIRCLE 92 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

width,
k

it is also Denon's most compact. Like the top -of -the -line De non players, it offers such

4-4
_

.

Sf,,t,
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duced by dbx. Nan-ed the dbx
DX5, it also offers advanced error
processing in software and transport design, two -band OverEasy
compression, two -band Impact

sophistication as a Super -Linear
Converter, independent power
supplies for digital and analog sections, and an isolated pickup sub chassis. Convenience features in-

clude 15 -selection programming,
repeat track, timer play, and audible fast search.
For additional information on
the DCD-300 and other components in the Denon line, write to

Denon America, Inc., 27 Law
Drive, Fairfield, NJ 07006, or call
them at 201/575-7810.
139
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CAN DO

DO YOU HAVE A COPY OF THIS?
you haven't, you'd better send for yours
right now! The Videocassette Recorder,
once a rarity, has become ubiquitous.
They're all over the place. It seems that
almost everybody that has a TV set has
a VCR to go with it. And why not? Blank
tape is inexpensive and with a VCR you
can record programs to watch later, another day, or keep forever. Forever?
NOTHING is forever! And those VCRs
are starting to break down. Sure, you can
run a head cleaner through the machine,
but if that doesn't fix what's wrong, what
do you do next? Remove the cabinet and
start looking for burned resistors? What
if you don't find any?
If

Radio-

Electronics

You're an electronics technician. We
know you are because you're reading
this book! And with your skills and the
information we've gathered for you, you'll
never have to do another VCR repair "by
guess and by gosh!"
Whether you repair VCRs for a living, or
as a hobby, or just want to know what to
do when your own unit fails, this book is
for you. The first time you refer to it, it will
pay for itself three times over. If you
doubt that statement, check on the fees
that VCR repair people are demanding
these days. Don't wait until it's too late.
Fill out the coupon below and send it
right in. You won't be sorry.

RE Bookstore

500 B BiCounty Boulevard
©Farmingdale, NY 11735
Please print

want
reprints (154) (a $3.50 each,
plus $1. Handling & Postage.
I

have enclosed $
must add sales tax.
I

US & Canada only
US Funds only
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PC

SERVICE

One of the most difficult tasks in building any construction project featured in
Radio -Electronics is making the PC
board using just the foil pattern provided
with the article. Well, we're doing some-

thing about it.
We've moved all the foil patterns to this
new section where they're printed by
themselves, full sized, with nothing on the
back side of the page. What that means
for you is that the printed page can be
used directly to produce PC boards!
Note: The patterns provided can be
used directly only for direct positive photoresist methods.
In order to produce a board directly from
the magazine page, remove the page and
carefully inspect it under a strong light
and/or on a light table. Look for breaks in
the traces, bridges between traces, and in
general, all the kinds of things you look for
in the final etched board. You can clean up
the published artwork the same way you
clean up you own artwork. Drafting tape
and graphic aids can fix incomplete traces
and doughnuts, and you can use a hobby
knife to get rid of bridges and dirt.
An optional step, once you're satisfied
that the artwork is clean, is to take a little
bit of mineral oil and carefully wipe it
across the back of the artwork. That helps
make the paper transluscent. Don't get
any on the front side of the paper (the side
with the pattern) because you'll contaminate the sensitized surface of the
copper blank. After the oil has "dried" a
bit-patting with a paper towel will help
speed up the process-place the pattern
front side down on the sensitized copper
blank, and make the exposure. You'll
probably have to use a longer exposure
time than you are probably used to.
We can't tell you exactly how long an
exposure time you will need but, as a starting point, figure that there's a 50 percent

'

8

o

o.

(,)
'01

increase in exposure time over lithographic film. But you'll have to experiment
to find the best method for you. And once
you find it, stick with it. Don't forget the
"three C's" of making PC boards-care,

W

A

cleanliness, and consistency.
Finally, we would like to hear how you
make out using our method. Write and tell
us of your successes, and failures, and
what techniques work best for you. Address your letters to:

f
m

m

Radio -Electronics
Department PCB
500-B Bi-County Blvd.
Farmingdale, NY 11735
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IF YOU WISH

to etch your own board for the 30-volt power supply, use this pattern.
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3/16 INCHES

BUILD OUR LITTLE LEAKAGE CIECKER and find the leaky capacitors that have been
eluding your capacitor tester. The pattern for the PC board is shown here.

KepioCbcL

y Kepro Circuit

MAKE PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS AT HOME
KeprcClad`

...

A new concept in the design, creation and
processing of PCB's permits the production of industrial quality boards without special rooms, equipment or supplies. The
only things necessary to successfully process KeproClad are
a negative, a UV light source (#2 photoflood or sun), chemicals, trays and hot water. KeproClad was designed for the
home user who needs professional results with:
A Simple Circuit Board:
Use KeproClad unsensitized copper clads. Two popular sizes
with 1 sided foil & a marking pen priced as low as $3.50.
A Fine Line Detailed Board:
Use KeproClad photosensitized copperclads. Two popular
sizes with 1 or 2 sided foil use the latest technology of negative acting dry -film photoresist. This rugged material holds
fine detail and comes with premeasured developer. Priced as
low as $3.90.
Complete Instructions supplied with each product make
KeproClad the ideal, safe and easy, printed circuit board
product line for school and home.
Call Kepro Circuit Systems, Inc. for the distributor nearest you.

Kepro Circuit Systems, Inc.
630 Axminlster Dr., Fenton, MO 63026-2992
Toll Free 800-325-3878 In MO 314-343-1630
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1

. -Get room -filling sound from your Walkman -type player with this easy -to -build

33/4 INCHES

-----

SOLDER SIZE OF THE INFRARED VIEWER board Is shown here in a fullsize mirror image. This side goes toward the board to be exposed.

amplifier.
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THE RADAR CALIBRATOR requires the use of
shown here.
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double -sided board. The pattern for the solder side is
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5%z

INCHES

OUR MINI MUSIC SYNTHESIZER can turn anyone into a "one -man -band." The project is fun, and ease -to -build if
you use the foil pattern shown here.

KEEP AN EYE on the humidity
with our humidity monitor. The
PC board for that project is
shown here.

3-1/4 INCHES
USE THIS BOARD for the power supply required by our stereo-TV

deccder.

4-1/4 INCHES

>

i

HEAR YOUR FAVORITE TV SHOWS in stereo with our
stereo-TV decoder. The main board Is shown here.

OUR ELECTRONIC SCARECROW can help chase away a less
than determined burglar. If you choose to build that circuit on a
PC board, here's a pattern that's appropriate.

3

I

INCHES

'

BECAUSE OF THE DANGEROUS VOLTAGES that the stun gun develops, be extra
careful when laying out and etching this PC pattern for that circuit.
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H1-1/4

INCHES

-H

PC PATTERN for the IR remote

switch's

hand-held transmitter

3

t`

15/16 INCHES

FREE YOURSELF from the tyranny of mechanical switches with our IR remote switch. The PC pattern
for the receiver section is shown here.
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THE COMPONENT SIDE of the double -sided radar calibrator board is shown here. The solder side is
found on page 145.

USE THIS board to build your laser.
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1.2 GHz

FREQUENCY
COUNTER
Who says a frequency counter must be big and

expensive? Our little counter can measure signals into the
gigahertz range, and it can be built for under $60!
FRED HUFFT

IHE PRICES OF VARIOUS TYPES OF TEST

instruments have been dropping like
a shooting gallery the past few
years. The latest victim is the frequency
counter. When digital frequency counters
first appeared in the early 1950's they were
very large, very expensive, and, by today's standards, very limited. However,

ducks in

inexpensive LSI frequency -counter IC's
and high-speed ECL prescalers have been
developed in the past few years.
Those IC's allow us to offer you a highperformance, hand-held frequency counter for under $60. It can measure the frequency of signals ranging from I Nil Iz to
1200 MI Iz. and it has sensitivity under 25
mV throughout most of its useful range.
In firct. using a I9-inch telescopic antenna. we can measure the output of a %owatt. I46 -MHz handie-talkie that is located more than 20 feet away! Our frequency counter has many other features
rivalling units selling for several times its
price. Complete specifications are shown
in Table I.

Design Philosophy
Our main design objectives were to
produce a I-GHz counter with good sensitivity, and with minimal size and cost.
To meet those objectives we selected two
key parts: Intersil's LSI frequency counter, the 72I6D (ICI in Fig. I), and RCA's
ECL prescaler. the CA3I79 (IC2).
The Intersil IC was chosen because it

contains all the circuitry necessary to count, generate gate
signals, latch data, and drive a
multiplexed LEI) display. It also
has an silt, (Measurement /n
Progress) output, and con-

trol inputs for decimal point placement and gate
time.
The second key part is the

RCA CA3I79 amplifier/prescaler. It is an ECL part with an
exceptional bandwidth of 1200
Wiz and with excellent sensitivity.
As you can see in Fig. 2, the

CA3I79's 500 -MHz input has
sensitivity of about 10 mV ems
ab.we 1()0 MHz. Below that frequency. sensitivity is inversely
related to frequency, rising to
125 mV at frequencies below
about 2 MHz. As you can see
in Fig. 3, the CA3I79's
1200 -MHz input is about
25 mV over the 3001000 -MHz range.
The CA3I79 requires a

a

r.

.

.a

`
w.

2p41

r=o

single five -volt supply,
and it runs barely warm to
the touch. That makes it the
only IC of its kind we know of that
does not run hot in normal operation.
Last. it is inexpensive and easy to find.
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A few other inexpensive components
round out our frequency counter. Refer-
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provided to control s1.Nsrmiry (SI) and
GAVE -rinit: (S4).

TABLE 1-FREQUENCY COUNTER SPECIFICATIONS
Range
Gate time (fast)
(slow)
Resolution

1-1200 MHz
0.25 second
2.5 seconds

Display

Eight 0.28 -inch high, 7 -segment LED
displays, common -cathode. Decimal
point indicates MHz. Leading zero
blanking.
100-150 mV rms
1-35 mV rms
10-150 mV rms
± PPM RTXO timebase,
± count in LSD
0.1 PPM/month
50 ohms
Illuminates during count
2 BNC female jacks
9-14 VDC, 150 mA, internally regulated
Six AA Ni-Cd cells (7.2 volts)
9 VDC, 300-500 ma
'/e -inch jack, center positive
0.060 -inch anodized aluminum
3.9 x 3.5 x 1.5 (inches)
8.5 oz, 13 oz with battery pack

Circuit Description

100 Hz (fast gate time)
1000 Hz (slow gate time)

Sensitivity (1-10 MHz)

(10-1000 MHz)
(1-1.2 GHz)
Accuracy

1
1

Timebase aging
Input impedance
Gate LED
Input connectors
Input power
Optional battery pack
AC adapter and battery charger
Input power connector
Case
Size
Weight

500 -MHz O

:

64

INPUT
SENSITIVITY

ISil
1200 -MHz O

:

PRESCALER

LEVEL

AND
AMPLIFIER
IIC2)

TRANSLATION

4
11C3)

101)

J

256

S2

INPUT

RANGE

3.90625 -MHz
CRYSTAL

FREQUENCY COUNTER
IIC1)
8 -DIGIT

rr

DISPLAY
GATE

LED1

TIME
IS41

FIG.

1-BLOCK DIAGRAM

R15

MEASUREMENT
IN PROGRESS

OF THE FREQUENCY COUNTER reveals that only three 1C's and a few
a high-performance 1-GHz counter.

discrete components are needed to produce

little power.

RANGE switch S2 allows you
to select either the divide -by -four output
or the direct output from the prescaler.
Your chosen signal is then passed on to
ICI, which processes it for output on the

125

loo
75

LEI) displays, two four -digit, common -

50
25

0

10

20

400
100 200
300
FREQUENCY -MHz

500

FIG. 2-RMS SINEWAVE SENSITIVITY of the
CA3179's 500 -MHz input is a flat 15 mV from 100
to 450 MHz.

ring hack to Fig. I. the output of the pre scaler is fed through a level translator and
then to two "I)'' flip-flops configured as a
divide -by -tour counter. We use a 74LS74
dual -I) flip -clip because it is inexpensive
and readily available, and because it uses
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cathode, multiplexed displays with 0.28 inch high digits.
The circuit is powered by' an external
AC adapter or an optional built-in Ni-Cd
battery pack (which is trickled charged by
the adapter). Separate switches are
>:-

200

Self -oscillation
Due to the high gain, balanced -input
amplifiers in the CA3I79, self-oscillation
can occur with no input signal present.
The result is a random, constantly-changing count. Although that does not affect
the performance of the counter, it can he
distracting.
To settle the display we added SENsni'in switch SI and the associated resistors and capacitors. When the switch is
on. the RC networks eliminate display
hobble. The difference in sensitivity varies with frequency. For example, at 150
MHz. normal sensitivity is typically IS
mV rms, and high sensitivity is about 6
mV rms. But at 850 MHz. normal sensitivity is typically 40 mV rms and high
sensitivity is about 25 mV rms.
The N1ii'output of ICI drives Q2, which

LEDI. When it is illumimeasurement is in progress. The
I.EI) goes out for a traction of a second
between measurements.
For greatest accuracy, trimmer C8 can
he adjusted so that the output of the oscillator is exactly 3.906250 MHz. For
in turn drives

í--Étoo
Ñ

Referring now to the complete circuit
diagram in Fig. 4. you can see that the
output of the CA3179 is led through the
DI/Q1 circuit. Those components serve to
boost the I -volt output of the CA3179 to a
standard TTL level. Then. depending on
the position of RANGE switch S2 -h. the
signal is passed directly to the 7216. or
through the divide -by -tour circuit built
from the two "D" flip-flops in IC3.
The other half of the RANGE switch
(S2 -a) controls the voltage at pin 3 of the
CA3179. When pin 3 is high, the signal
applied to pin 9 is fed through an extra
internal divide -by-blur stage before it is
amplified and output on pins 4 and 5.
When pin 3 is low, the signal on pin 13 is
simply processed for output without being
divided internally.
We use a 3.90625 MHz crystal for our
time base, the crystal yields a .list gate
time of 0.256 second. The displayed frequency equals the input frequency divided by I)101) in the /izs7 mode. In s/on' mode,
gate time is 2.56 seconds. The displayed
frequency equals the input frequency divided by 11)0 in the .sloli mode.
Switch S4. GATE TIN1E. performs two
functions. First it selects the appropriate
gate time according to which digit output
of ICI the RANGE input is connected to.
Another of the 72I6's inputs is also controlled by S4: the up sta.Ec1 input. The
decimal point of the digit output to which
that pin is connected will he the one that
lights up. In our case, the correct decimal
point illuminates, according to the position of S4. to provide a reading in MHz.

nated.
0

50

100

300 500

700

900

1100

FREQUENCY -MHz

FIG. 3-RMS SINEWAVE SENSITIVITY of the
CA3179's 1200 -MHz input is a fairly flat 25 mV
from 300 to 950 MHz.
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FIG. 4-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE FREQUENCY COUNTER is a model of design simplicity.
Transistor 01 and associated discrete components translate IC2's ECL output into a TTL level for IC3

and ICI.

greatest frequency stability. C7 should he
an NPO type. and C9 an N750. In case
you're wondering, temperature causes almost no change in capacitance in an NPO
capacitor: the capacitance of an N750 capacitor will decrease 750 parts per million
for each 1°C increase in temperature.
The power supply is a standard 7805
circuit. Input voltage can range from 8-12
volts I)C: input should never exceed 12
volts. Diode 1)2 protects the circuit from
an accidental reversed -voltage input.
Power input jack J I has a switch contact. When no plug is present. the contacts
are closed. so the negative terminal of the
hatters is grounded. When a plug is present. R 19 appears in the battery's ground
circuit; that resistor is w hat provides trickle -charging. With a 9 -volt input. a charge
current of 25-45 mA will he provided.
Charging occurs even when POWER switch
S3 is off. You should ensure that charge
current never exceeds 45 InA: adjust the
value of R19 if necessary.
The Ni-Cd battery pack specified in the
Parts List is rated at 45 mA. This means
that a charge current of 45 noA will fully
charge a completely discharged pack in
about 14 hours, and that the batteries
won't he harmed by continuous charging
at that rate (or less). For maxi MUM battery
life and capacity. Ni-Cd's should occasionally he "deep cycled" several times
by completely discharging and then fully

recharging them. That should prevent a
discharge "memory.. from forming at
less than the full rated output voltage.
Voltage regulator IC4 provides a regulated five -volt DC output when S3 is
closed. Regulated voltage is especially
important to the tintehase oscillator. because. as the battery's voltage Varied
throughout its life. so would the frequency of the tin7ehase. Erroneous measurements would result. VI it h a good source of

IIIIIi

CUT

t

SLOT

[«"A6",1
a

SOLDER LOCATIONS

DISPLAY SIDE OF
PC BOARD
ó

FIG. 5-A BNC CONNECTOR must be modified
as shown in a so that it can be soldered to the PC
board as shown in b.

regulated voltage, however. the timchase
circuit should maintain ±1 -PP \1 stability
at room temperature. Both temperature
stability and accuracy are almost totally
dependent upon the crystal used.
The counter circuitry by itself draws
about 120 mA: in combination with the
battery charger. about 150 niA w ill he
drawn. The optional Ni-Cd hatters pack
should give up to 5 hours of continuous
operation. which is more than adequate
for most portable requirements. In any
case. we recommend that your I)C source
he able to supply at least 311(1 n7A for sale
and reliable operation.
That's about all there is to the circuitso lets build a frequency counter!
PC board
For ease of construction, we recommend use of a double -sided I'C hoard.
1í7u can buy an etched. plated. labeled.
and solder -masked board from the source
mentioned in the farts List. or you can
etch you ow n hoard using the toil patterns
shown in "PC Service."
For flexibility. the PC layout has a
number of extra pads and holes to accommodate capacitors of carious sizes and
shapes. That applies to C2. C3, and C4.
and to trimmer C8. We designed a partial
micro -strip layout for the input connectors
(J2 and J3) to simplify assembly and to
approximate -a 50 -oh in input impedance.
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PARTS LIST

All resistors are' -watt, 5% unless otherwise noted.
R1-510 ohms, carbon composition
R2, R4-100 ohms, carbon composition
R3-56 ohms, carbon composition
R5-1000 ohms
R6-220 ohms
R7-2,200 ohms
R8-22 ohms
R9 -R14-10,000 ohms
R15-330 ohms
R16-22 megohms
R17-270,000 ohms
R18-20,000 ohms
R19 82 ohms, 1/2 watt, 10%

J1

Capacitors
Cl, C2, C15-0.001 µF ceramic disc

Note: The following items are available
from Optoelectronics, Inc., 5821 N.E.14

multiplexed display (Litronix)

LED1-standard red LED
D1 -1N914

switching diode

D2-1N4001 rectifier

Other Components
S1 -S4 -subminiature

DPDT slide switch

-'/e -inch power jack with switch
J2, J3-BNC connector, female,
bulkhead mount, modified (see text)

XTAL1-3.906250 MHz crystal, parallel
resonant, 22 pF, HC -18 case.

Miscellaneous 3/16" high by 1/4" OD nylon
spacer, PC board, power pack, etc.

Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, FL. 33334

C4-470 pF ceramic disc

C3,

seven -segment, common -cathode

PC board (no.
PCB -1200H), $16; Kit including PCB
and all parts less cabinet (no. 1200HK),
$59.95; Anodized cabinet with red lens
(no. CAB -1200H), $20; Power adapter/
charger (no. AC -1200), $7.50; Ni-Cd
battery pack (no. NiCd-1200), $20; Telescoping RF antenna (no. TA -100), $12;
Vinyl zipper case (no. CC -70), $10; 50 ohm 1 x probe (no. P-100), $18; Wired,

(305-771-2050):

CS--100 pF ceramic disc

C6, C10, C14-0.1 µf ceramic disc
C7-16 pF ceramic disc, NPO
C8-1-23 pF trimmer
C9-39 pF ceramic disc, N750
C11-10 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C12-220 µF, 25 volts, electrolytic
C13-100 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic

Semiconductors
IC1-ICM7216DIPI universal frequency
counter (Intersil)

IC2-CA3179 ECL pre-scaler (RCA)
IC3-74LS74 dual "D" flip-flop
IC4-7805 5 -volt regulator (TO -220 case)
Q1-PN3638A transistor (ECG159)
Q2-PN5139 transistor (ECG108)
DISP1, DISP2-DL-4770, four -digit.

tested and calibrated counter (no.
1200H), $110; Wired, tested counter
with adapter and power pack (no.
1200HC), $137.50. Individual components also available. Florida residents
add 5% sales tax. All orders add 5% for
shipping and handling.
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72V

'
DC INPUT

FIG. 6 -PARTS PLACEMENT DIAGRAM. Most components mount on the bottom of the board. The
switches, displays, R2 and LED1 are shown in dashed lines; they should be mounted on the opposite
side of the board. The leads to the battery attach to the bottom side; BNC jacks J2 and J3 should be

soldered to both sides of the board.

Our frequency counter was designed
for quick and easy assembly: by following
the directions you should have no trouble
building, testing. or calibrating the instrument. We'll call the "front'" side of the
hoard the side that the switches and the
displays are mounted on.
First modify the two BNC connectors
as shown in Fig. 5-a. Using a hacksaw or a
modeling file. cut a 1A6 -inch slot beneath
the center post of the BNC connector,
leaving Ms of an inch beneath the flange.
Then solder each connector to the hoard
as shown in Fig. 5-h. The connectors are
soldered to the adjoining ground planes
on both sides of the PC hoard: that makes
the installation both strong and well
grounded. The center conductors of the
BNC connectors should also he soldered
to the PC hoard now.
Next, on the back side of the hoard, as
shown in Fig. 6, install the low-profile
components (the diodes and resistors),
followed by the IC sockets. then the capacitors, etc. Be certain to observe proper
polarity when installing the diodes, the
electrolytic capacitors, the IC sockets, the
battery connector. and, on the front of the
hoard. LEDI and the displays. By the
way. we found almost no difference in
performance with and without sockets.
but using them makes servicing easier.
Since the counter will he dealing with
rather high frequencies. R -R4 and
CI -C4 should he installed with minimum
lead length. Also, resistors R I -R4 should
he the non -inductive, carbon -composition type: the other resistors may he either
composition or filet types. Capacitors
CI -C4 should he small ceramic disk or
monolithic ceramic types. Install all input
components neatly.
To complete the back side of the hoard.
install the voltage regulator (IC4). trimmer capacitor C8. and all small capacitors. Bend the leads of the regulator so
that its body is parallel to the PC hoard. A
heatsink is unnecessary. Next install
power jack J and transistors (1l and Q2.
Clean flux oft the f ont side of the
hoard. and then install the switches.
DISDI and DISP2. XTALI. LEDI, and
R2. according to Fig. 6. The LED should
he mounted above a spacer %s inch in
length. "lire displays should he mounted
flush against the hoard. When installing
the displays. the IC sockets. and any other
components with numerous solder connections. it's best to solder two or three
continued on page /63
I

C8

w

Construction

I

C4

1

-R9-

- R12-

MHz
R2

02

In addition. the PC hoard has twl) notches
at the top to accept modified BNC connectors. and another notch along one side
for the power-input jack JI. The notches
tier the BNC connectors should he 0.365"
wide and 0.250" deep. The power -jack
notch should he 0.430" wide and 0.150
deep.
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SLIDING -TONE DOORBELL PLANT-WATER MONITOR TROUBLE TONE ALERT CRYSTAL TESTER BATTERY SUBSTITUTER
SPEAKER OVERLOAD PROTECTOR MUSIC MAKER CARPORT
LIGHT CONTROLLER LIQUID RESIN FLUX RELAY MULTIVIBRATOR
VHF TONE TRANSMITTER BOILER CONTROL

Vusic Maker

potentiometer to ground. The center terminal of the pot is connected to pin I of

MY NEw IDEA IS A TONE SEQUENCER WITII
variable tempo. A 555 timer operated in
an astable mode produces the tempo. The

a

555's output clocks a 7490 counter which
then drives a 7442. The 7390 counts from
0 to 9 in binary and sequences the 7442
from 0 to 9. The I output of the 7442
goes low when its binary equivalent appears at the 7442's input. The 7442's output goes through some tone resistors to
another 555 which is the tone generator.
Its output goes to an l.M380 amplifier IC
and to the speaker.
Here is a way you can choose a set of
fixed tone resistors for the circuit. Connect one outer terminal of a 1000 -ohm

Fig.

the 7442. Turn the circuit on and as soon
as a tone appears, deactivate the 555 clock
by disconnecting pin 14 of the 7490. If
you deactivate the clock circuit as soon as
the tone burst is heard you can then start,
the programming procedure. W her a
fixed tone is heard from ;he speaker,
rotate the pot's shaft until the desired
tone is heard. Then disconnect the pot
from the circuit and measure the resistance with an ohmmeter. You can then
replace the pot with a fixed resistor. You
then repeat the procedure for the rest of
the outputs of the 7442.
The original circuit (see Fig. I) was
breadboarded but any method of construction may be used to build a working

device.--flark Dittmar

1

Automatic Light Controller For Carport
MY WIFE WORKS EVENINGS AND GETS
home well after dark. Because no one is at
home to greet her upon her return, we
used to leave the carport light on for
many energy -wasting hours, just so she

could avoid tripping over bicycles or stepping on the dog's tail when she returned
in the evening.
To save my marriage-and conserve
electricity-I devised the following cir-
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1

VAC

is

simply

a

555 timer IC, operat-

ing in the one-shot mode, that is triggered
by light striking photoresistors. These
normally have a resistance of several
megohms but, in the presence of light,
that resistance drops to several hundred
ohms, permitting current from the six volt source to flow in the circuit. The
R-C combination shown gives an on -time
of about two minutes. Photoresistors PC3
and PC4 are mounted at headlight -height
on the carport wall (one for each of our
two cars).
Now, when my wife pulls into the carport at night, the headlights illuminate
the photoresistor, and the tinier starts.
That actuates a relay, RYI, in parallel
with the carport light switch. and the
lights are turned on long enough for her
to get safely into the house. The lights are
automatically turned off when the timer's
two minutes are up.
We also have a push-button switch
mounted inside the house and, when we
go out at night, that allows us to turn on
the outside lights to see our way out to
the car, knowing they'll turn themselves
off after we've left.
Photoresistors PCI and PC2 are
mounted on the outside of the house
where they are in the sun much of the
time. That keeps the timer from triggering during daylight hours. Resistors R l
and R2 establish the thresholds for proper

CAR PORT
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cuit. It

on/off control.

\ly unit has been in service for over a
year and has not given me any problems.
I've also installed quite a few of these for
friends, and they are pleased as can be.
Ail the components used are stock
items.-Ronald Picard

Trouble Tone Alert
I

DESIGNED THIS SYSTEM FIVE YEARS AGO

for use in my service business, and it
works great. I use it to look for intermittent problems on my bench. For example.
if I had a color TY whose horizontal output current would go way up at unpredictable times, and I didn't want to sit by
and wait for this to happen, I'd hook up
the tone alert and let it tell me when the
current increase took place.
The Trouble Tone Alert is intended for
use with analog meters --just wire a
"mini" earphone jack directly across the
meter movement, plug it in, and you're all
set. The high impedance of the alert
keeps it from affecting the accuracy of
the meter reading, because most meter
movements are on the order of 1800 ohms
and the input impedance of the alert is in
the megohm range.
This device is as versatile as your
meter, since all it reacts to is the meter movement driving voltage. It will respond
to a change in AC or DC voltage, current.
or in resistance.
You tell the Trouble Tone Alert
whether to look for an increase or decreae by means of the DPDT switch and
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adjust the threshold control until the tone
from the Sonalert just disappears (with
the meter in the circuit being tested, of
course). After that you can go about your

1

business and wait for the alert to signal
you when your intermittent problem has
finally shown up.
John J. Augustine

Crystal tester
1 01
I-K1-.Vl'I.N I-1,5511 1.S ti, I:I ("I RONics flea markets, or any other type of
surplus outlet, you know the pros and
cons of buy ing from those sources. On the
one hand. they're an excellent source of

II-

I

I

I

L

-0

Q/
2N)RSG5

Si
I

LED

i/R2 GE Cal
OK

I

av

C3
)1

C2

T/OopF

TEST CL PS
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1

hard -to -get parts as well as a haven for
bargain hunters. On the other. however.
just about everything is sold "as is,- with
no guarantee of any kind-it's strictly

.'let the buyer beware
If \ou've ever
come home with a pile of components.
only to find out that half of them were
useless. you know that not all bargains are
what they seem.
The ideal solution to that problem. of
course. is to find sonic wit to weed out
the obviously had parts hefore you buy
(hem. The circuit I'll he describing here
has proved useful for just that purpose
when digging through stacks of crystals.
as well as in troubleshooting my equipment. It is small. easy -to-build, and w ill.
at a glance. let you know if a particular
crystal will oscillate Let's look at the
circuit shown in Fig. I.
Transistor QI. a 2N3563. and its
associated components form an oscillator
circuit that will oscillate if. and only if. a
good crystal is connected to the test clips.
The output from the oscillator is then rec
tlfied by the two IN4I48 diodes and filtered by CI , a .01-0; capacitor. The
positive voltage developed across the
capacitor is applied to (he base of Q2.
another 2N3563. causing it to conduct.
When that happens, current flows
through LEDI. causing it to glow. Since
only a good crystal will oscillate. a glow -

LED indicates (hat the crystal is indeed OK. The circuit is powered by a
ins!

standard nine -volt transistor -radio battery
and the SPST pushbutton pow er-sw itch is
included to prolong battery life.
The circuit is easy to build. w ith sizefor easy portability-the only real consideration. While just about any construction technique will work well, it's easiest
to use a small piece of perforated
construction -hoard.
To use the crystal tester . simply connect a cry stal to the test leads and close the
SPST pushbutton power-sw itch. If the
crystal is OK. the LED will glow brightly. If the LED does not glow, or just
glows dimly. the crystal is had and should
not he used.
One note on the intended use for the
tester is in order here. however. This tester will check any crystal for oscillation.
However. it will not necessarily make the
crystal oscillate at the frequency that it is
supposed to: so you can't use this tester
with a frequency counter to test for that.
What (he circuit will do is give you a way
to quickly weed out crystals that are
obviously had. and. after all, that is half
the

battle.-Junk l erlt,lnde.t
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Battery Substituter Has Muscle
IT WOULD SEEM THAT BUILDING A

I

ITTI

E

the supply should provide 6.3 to
6.5 volts.

power supply to substitute for four flashlight (D cell) batteries would be a simple
"handbook" job. Not so! The application
in question is powering a widely -sold toy
pinball machine.
The problem is that the bright bulb and
electromagnetic counter draw an initial
surge of about 4 amperes when the steel
ball activates a scoring bumper. There
are, no doubt, other toys that suffer from
the same problem. The pinball machine
used up alkaline batteries at a rate that
began to cost a significant part of the
entire house electrical bill.

500;1'

r
I

To make the little, 100 mA-rated, calculator/charger supply provide 4 -ampere
surges required a minor reversal of design
philosophy. Not only is the little charger supply limited in power, but the plastic -

The problem has been solved, and I set
up the following criteria for the design:
1. The supply should use a safe
(U -L recognized) line -plug module as calculators or small tape
recorders using rechargable batteries do. The idea was not to
shock too many of our children,
ages 4 through 14.
2. The supply should use an inexpensive and easily available regulator like the National LM34OT5.0 or the 7805 -series voltage
regulator available from several
sources.
3. Despite using the commonly
available 5 -volt logic regulators,

packaged regulators that are easily available, are only rated for I to 1.5 amperes.
Three design tricks provide the solution.
1. Only moderate filtering on the
regulator input (see the schematic) is needed, and fast recovery
results.
2. Massive filtering on the output of
the regulator is used (not the usual technique) to supply the
surges. The three -terminal IC
regulators are stable under these
conditions.
3. A LED is inserted in the ground
lead of the 5 -volt IC regulator.
This boosts its output voltage by
about 1.5 volts, and provides a
nice pilot -light as well.
Parts arc not critical. The line -plug
supply (transformer is part of plug) that I
used had an open -circuit voltage of about
10 volts and could supply a little over 100
mA at 8 volts. ]A power converter
designed to supply 9 volts to small radios
and calculators will do nicely.-Editor]
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The capacitors are also uncritical since
none of the ripple currents are very high.
I
happened to use two 100,000-microfarad computer -type capacitors on the output because I could get them inexpensively. A number of smaller paralleled capacitors rated at 8 volts or more would certainly work well also. Surplus or junk -box
devices would be quite suitable. The IC
regulators must have current -limiting to
avoid damaging the line -plug type supply
with surges.
The battery -eliminator components
can be placed wherever you can find the
space. The location for the charger is
obvious-in the wall receptacle. I distributed the other parts around the pinball
machine. The small capacitor and regulator are on a bracket on the back of the
machine. The LED is glued into the front
panel and the two 100,000-µF capacitors
are carefully insulated and then taped to
the machine's back legs.-Peter Lefferts

Speaker overload protector
'II ANY OF

VIII: LOWI:RPRICEDAMPI II-II:RS

available today do not provide any overload protection for your speakers. The
purpose of the circuit shown in Fig. is
to remedy that shortcoming.
Relay RY is six -volt DPDT unit
rated at 3-5 amps. One set of contacts is
Wired in series with each speaker so that
w hen the relay is not energized. the contacts are closed and the circuits between
the speakers and the amp are complete.
The input to the circuit is taken from
your amplifier's speaker -output terminals or jacks. If the right -channel signal
is sufficiently large to charge CI to a
potential that is greater than the breakdown voltage of QI's emitter. a voltage
pulse will appear across R7. Similarly.. if
the left -channel signal is sufficiently
large to charge C2 to a potential that is
greater than the breakdown voltage of
Q2's emitter. a pulse will appear across
R7. The pulse across R7 triggers SCR
a sensitive gate SCR I1r,1 < IS mA.
where
is the gate trigger-currentl.
that latches in a conducting state and
energizes RY I. The action of the relay
will interrupt both speaker urcuits. and
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the resulting silence should alert you to
the problem. Cut hack the volume on
your amplifier. then press and release SI
to reset the' circuit and restore normal

operation.
The circuit can he adjusted to trip at
any level from IS laa I51 -watts RMS. To

112- WATT

1

calibrate. deliberately feed an e.xcessi\e
signal to the right input of the speaker
protector and adjust R3 until RYI energize.. Do the same w ith the left channel.
this time adjusting R4. The circuit is
now calibrated and ready. for use.
-Willie Ward

Liquid rosin flux
\1=11.8

I

HI..II1.Z1:11. 515' IN11.1<F.SI

11

I.1.1(' -

nnies grew tremendously. Partly because of that. joined the RSVP (Retired
Senior Volunteer Program) and volunteered to help high-school electronics students in their electronics laboratory
courses. Recently. the students began to
make their own printed -circuit hoards tot
their projects. and the instructor decided
that the hoards should he tinned (solder
plated). What the students would do was
to load the hoard with solder and then sop
it up with Solder Wick. There had to he a
better way to tin a hoard than that!
One improvement would have been to
use some liquid rosin solder flux. Howe\er. that was not readily available. and an
order would have taken months to till. A
solution was found. though-we made
our own liquid Ilur. It's not very hard to
do. and everything you need is shown in
Fig. I.
I
knew that the active ingredient in
t

FINGERNAIL -POLISH -REMOVER BOTTLE

1

printed -circuit -hoard cleanersacetone-dissolves rosin like crazy. So
went to raid my wife's acetone -based
I

ROSIN

APPLICATOR
BRUSH

FIG.

1

fingernail -polish remover-hut when
saw the price she paid for it I decided
against it. However. did manage to get
my hands on an empty fingernail -polish

was half -tilled with acetone. It was easy
to tell how much rosin to put
dissolves very quickly. hut little chunks of
rosin form at the hotunn of the brittle.
when you've reached the saturation
point. Then. no more will dissolve.

I

in-it

I

remover bottle. That bottle was perfect
for what I w anted to use it because it came
with a handy applicator brush. A little
acetone was used to clean both the bottle
and the brush.
The next problem y+ as to find the rosin.
A y iolin-repair shop was the source fin
that. I mashed up a hit of the rosin-a
piece about as big as the end of my
linger-and coaxed it into the bottle that

Now I had a little bottle of liquid rosin
with its own applicator brush. It's a great
way to put rosin Ilex on printed -circuit
boards. to prime connections. to tin
stranded wires. and so on. You can probably get by without it: but. believe me.
liquid rosin can make many jobs a lot
easier.-Roger / Sheldon
.

Relay Multivibrator
AMONG THE EARLIER

\1tit.Tl\114KATORS.

one of the simpler models was a device
using two relays and one or more capacitors and resistors to control the timing
cycle and operating frequency. When it
conies to small size and speed all is in
favor of the solid-state electronic multiui-

brator.
However, from time to time we may
need the simplicity of the relay multivibrator. Most circuits shown in literature
use the charging of a capacitor to control
the timing and one or more resistors to
limit the discharge current so it won't
damage the relay contacts. The circuit in
Fig. I was developed around two relays
and a single capacitor to perform the
same tasks as the more elaborate circuits.
Circuit operation is as follows: When
switch SI is first closed, the C charging
current activates relay RY and causes its
normally closed contacts (R Y I -I ) to
open. When the CI charging current falls
below the hold -in rating of Rl i. the
relay releases and closes contact R Y At that moment. the coil of RY2 is
connected across C The capacitor starts
to discharge and the discharge current
energizes RY2 and causes contact R Y2to open. When the discharge current
drops below RY2's hold -in current rating, contact R Y2- closes to start the

Si
RY2-1

--

(rOC

FIG.

1

S1

I

Tel

I

I

I

I

2

.

.

I

I

FIG.

cycle anew. The multivibrator will switch
back and forth between the relays at a
frequency governed by the capacitance of
CI, the resistance of the relay coils, the
applied voltage. and the hold -in current
of the relays. As the relays cycle, switch -

ing operations can be carried out as
needed by auxiliary contacts on either or
both relays.
.\ potentiometer can be inserted between the relays as in Fig. 2 so you can
vary the cycling.-J. Ofer
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Sliding -tone doorbell
II:\\'I: 1'IlI' I..\'I.R
own doorbell!

y

V\ Si.'RILI I) nl' lfll'R
have heard some door -

HI
1

harsh and stiulling that
they are sure to wreck anyone's nerves.
But my doorbell is not of than type
least not any more.
But if your hell is of that type. don't
despair. I'll show you a way to prevent

D

hells that are so

DZ

IN91

-at

your quiet home from being disturbed.
You can replace your harsh -sounding.
nerve -\\ racking hell with what I'II call a
"mild dose of sound stimulation.'' \Vhen
the doorbell is pushed. you'll hear a low
tone that will "slide up' to a hig';er frequency.
Figure
shows the sliding -tone doorbell circuit. It's made up of two main
parts: an AF (Audio Frequency) oscillator
and a variable resistance.
The frequency of the AF oscillator is
determined by ttso factors. The first is the
value of the coupling capacitor. Cl. The
second is the value of the resistance connected between the base of QI and
ground. That resistance, which we'll call
Riff;. is equal to (RI - R2, II R3.
When either of those two factors increases. the frequency of oscillation will
I

L

u

IN91

FI

D9
iN91T

l°ok

c2

OO K

I

FIG.

R.

decrease. Thus. whenever
or CI decreases. the frequency will increase.
First. assume that SI is closed and R2
has been adjusted to produce a pleasant.
low -frequency tone. Capacitor C3 will
charge through R6 until it reaches such a
voltage that will cause diode 1)1 to conduct. When that happens. the value of
Rnc; is paralleled by R4. Thus. because
the total resistance RBG decreases. the
output tone slides up in frequency. Capacitor C3 will continue to charge until the
voltage aer iss D2 and 1)3 causes those
diodes to conduct. Then Rlsc; is paralleled'

1

also by R5. the total resistance again decreases. and the oscillator's frequency
again increases.
If you're not satisfied with how the
"hell" sounds, there are several things
you can do. First. if you want to change
the tone variation, feel free to try different
values for R2. R4. and R5. And if you
want to vary the sliding speed of the tone.
then you can try different values of R6.
As with the rest of this easy-to -build
circuit. the transistor types are not critical. Feel free to experiment!-Tseng C.
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circuit board
from a
Printed PAGE

in just 3 flours

The ER -4 PHOTO ETCH KIT gives you the tools, materials and chemicals
to make your own printed circuit boards. The patented Pos-Neg'5 process
copies artwork from magazines like this one without damaging the page.
Use the circuit patterns, tapes and drafting film to make your own 1X
artwork. Or try the Direct Etch" system (also included), to make single
circuit boards without artwork. The ER -4 is stocked by many electronic
parts distributors, or order direct, postpaid.
ER -4 PHOTO ETCH KIT (NJ and CA residents add sales tax)
S37.00
DATAK'S COMPLETE CATALOG lists hundreds of printed circuit products
and art patterns. Also contains dry transfer letter sheets and electronic title
sets for professional looking control panels. WRITE FOR IT NOW!
The DATAK Corporation
3117 Paterson Plank Road
North Bergen, NJ 07047
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This device

contains a
photocell which senses
sudden changes in ambient
light. When an object or
person passes within it's
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is mounted on a
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12v replaceable bulb.
CAT, TLB
$3.95 each.
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field of view (about 15')
it beeps for several seconds then resets.
Could be used as a door annunciator or
modified to trigger other devices.
S 1/2" x 4" x 1". Operates on 6 Vdc.
Requires 4 AA batteries (not included).
Catalog s LSMD
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I'D LIKE TO SHARE WITH YOU A SIMPLE.

of the tone, yielding

inexpensive and very useful circuit. Originally designed to generate horizontal
bars on a TV screen to aid in vertical linearity adjustments (test patterns are
hard to find these days), the circuit is
actually more useful as a RF signal generator that can be used for simple checks of
TV and FM -radio RF, IF and AF stages.
Its range is about 50 feet with a short
whip antenna, but for most applications
no antenna is required.
The first section, a tone generator, is
made up of a unijunction transistor, QI,
and RI, R2, R3, and C2. Transistor QI
pulses on and off at a rate determined by
the time constant of R l and R2, together
with the capacitance of C2 and the

lated

(AM)

1

an amplitude -modusignal. This, in turn, varies

a range

Q2's collector -to -emitter capacitance
(which makes up part of the tuned circuit) and causes the output frequency to
vary similarly, producing a frequency modulated (FM) signal, as well. The RF
signal is coupled to the antenna through
capacitor C7.
Most of the component values arc nos critical. Q2 can be almost any silicon RF
transistor, such as a 2N3904. (Note:
depending on the transistor, the bias resistor values may have to be changed to
obtain stable oscillation.) Capacitor C6
should be a silver mica type; all the others
can be ceramic discs or paper. I used '/:watt resistors as a compromise between
size and physical strength.
Tuning -capacitor C5 is a small trimmer. I used a mica trimmer in my proto-

5 kHz.
Transistor Q2 is the RF oscillator. Its
frequency is set by tuned circuits consisting of LI, C5, C6, and the interelectrode
capacitance of Q2. The values shown will
give a tuning range of about 55 to 108
MHz. Capacitor C6 provides positive
feedback from the emitter to the collector
of Q2, for oscillation.
The audio tone generated by QI is
applied to the base of Q2,.causing the
collector current to vary at the frequency

type and soldered a short shaft (a machine screw with the head cut off) to its
adjustment screw; doing that permitted
me to attach a small knob for adjustment
purposes.
Coil LI consists of five turns of number -I8 bare wire, close -wound on a piece
of 'A -inch wooden dowel. The length of
the winding is about Vs -inch. One end of
capacitor C7 is soldered to the coil one
turn away from the nine -volt supply end
(refer to Fig. I) and the other end of the

BI-emitter junction of Ql. Trimmer

po-

tentiometer R2 determines the frequency

of the tone generated and allows
of approximately 100 Hz to over

capacitor goes to the antenna. The circuit
is easily built on a piece of perforated
construction board that can be placed,
along with the nine-volt transistor battery, in a small plastic box.
To adjust the vertical height and linearity of a TV set, place the tone trans-

mitter near the set and use R2 to select
the number of horizontal bars to be displayed. Once the picture is steady and the
bars are sharp, adjust the set's vertical
controls so that all the bars are of the
same height and are evenly spaced.
Be certain to tune the tone transmitter
to an unused TV channel to avoid (illegal)

interference with the reception of broadcast stations!

The fundamental tuning range of 55 to
TV channels
and the FM broadcast band, but harmonics can still be detected-although more
weakly-on the upper -VHF and UHF
channels. The fact that both AM and FM
signals are generated makes it possible to
use this transmitter to check almost any
receiver within its frequency range. A TV
set's sound section (discriminator) will
reject the AM portion of the signal, while
its video section will respond to it. Similarly, the TV sound section, and FM
receivers, will respond to the FM signal
produced. --Rohm M. Laskie
108 `1 Hz covers the lower
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Boiler Control
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trol the water temperature in a hotwater heating system. What it does is to
lower the boiler temperature as the outside air temperature increases. For example, if the outside temperature is 0
(Fahrenheit). the boiler temperature
would he 180°: if the outside temperature is 50°. the boiler temperature
would he 140°. and so on. The result is
a savings in fuel consumption.
The circuit is shown in Fig. I. The
op-amp-almost any common type will
do-is used as a comparator. Thermister TH2 and R2 form a voltage divider
that supplies a reference voltage to the
op -amp's inverting input. Thermistor
TH2 is placed outdoors, and the values
of 1'H2 and R2 should he chosen so that
when the outside temperature is 25°.
the resistance of the thermistor and resistor are equal.
Resistor RI and thermistor TH
make up a voltage divider that supplies
a voltage to the op -amp's non -inverting
input. Thermistor TH I is placed inside
the boiler and the values of TH and R
should he chosen so that when the
boiler's temperature is 160°. their resistances are equal.
The output of the op -amp controls
QI, which is configured as a transistor
switch. When the logic output of the
op -amp is high. QI is turned on.
energizing relay RY I. The relay's contacts should he wired so that the
boiler's heat supply is turned on when
the relay is r/e-ear'-.4i,-ec/ and turned off
when the relay is energized. An indicator. LEI)I. glows when the transistor
I

I

lf
LEP
R4

1
FIG.

conducts IQI is turned ont. informing
you that the boiler's heat supply is
turned off relay energized!.

Circuit operation
As the outside temperature increases.
the resistance of TEI2 increases. l'he
higher the resistance ofT122. the higher
the voltage applied to the inverting input of the op -amp. Hut as the temperature of the hotter increases. and the
resistance of TH goes up, the voltage
applied to the non -inverting input of the
op -amp decreases.
Perhaps the best was to see how that
works is with an example If the remperature in the boiler is 160' and the
outside temperature is 25'. the voltages
I

1

at the non -inverting and inverting inputs of the op -amp are equal. As the
boiler heats up. the voltage at the non -

inverting input becomes higher than the
voltage at the inverting input. That, of
course. causes the op -amp's logic output to go high. energizing the relay.
When the relay is energized. the holler's
heat supply is turned -off.
As the boiler cools off. and the temperature drops below 160°, the logic
output of the op -amp goes low, de energizing the relay, and turning on the
boiler's heat supply. The boiler's on/off
point is determined by the voltage at
the op -amp's inverting input. which in
turn is determined by the outside tern-

perature.-Stott Buser

Plant Water Gauge
Tills PLANT

WATER GAUGE CAN I.ASII.Y

HI-

constructed on a small piece of perforated
construction board. Its case is made from
a piece of Styrofoam with a section
carved out tó hold the nine -volt batters.
and a small recess is made into which the
underside of the board is pressed. The
probes are stuck right through the tenter
of the foam and glued in.
Assemble the gauge following the
schematic in l'ig. I and the drawing in
Fig. 2. Re sure to !in the probes with
solder to keep them from corroding.
To calibrate the gauge, connect the
battery and press the probes gently into a
pot containing a plant that is just on the
verge of needing water (stick it in so that
only an ,itch of the probe is left visible at
the top). Turn the potentiometer until the
"OK'' LIa) lights and then turn it back
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I

to the point n here that 1.V I) goes out and
the ''W,'' or "Water.'' I.I'.1) just comes
on. The device should now be properly.

adjusted.
Use this gauge anywhere for indoor
plants and you will find it very useful in
determining when to water and in preventing overwatcring, since it reaches
much farther down into the soil than you
possibly can with your own lingers. Hob

--il---F--9V BAT TErjs(

Mosio/opour

PRODES
PIG

3

FIG.

1

Now clean the hoard and check it thoroughly for solder shorts and opens. When
you're satisfied that the hoard is in good
shape, install the IC's. Your hoard should

FREQUENCY COUNTER
continued from page 154

now appear as in Fig. 7.
Set the SENSITIVITY switch t0 NORM
and the GATE switch to FAST. With the
RANGE switch in either position, apply
power. The GATE LEI) should blink and
the display should indicate .000 with
leading digits planked. Move the GATE
switch to the swow position. The display
should now read .0000, and the GA IT
LED should blink at a slower rate. Now
move the SENSITIVITY switch to H1G11; the
display should show a random, changing
count on both ranges.
If the display is dim or blank, remove
power. and make sure all IC's are installed
correctly. If so, check the orientation of
all the diodes and electrolytic capacitors.
Re -check the PC hoard for shorts and
opens if necessary. Finally, your power
source may he weak or dead, or a switch
may be had.

7

8-ONCE INSTALLED IN ITS CASE, the
counter makes a neat, compact, and easily
transportable test instrument.
FIG.

pins, check for alignment, correct if necessary. and only then solder the remaining
pins. A small piece of double -sided foam
tape should be placed under the crystal to
insulate its case and to provide a shock
mount. Finally, install the electrolytic capacitors, C12 and C13, on the hoard's rear.

Calibration and final assembly
To calibrate the counter. connect a stable
signal of known frequency to the proper
input jack. and then adjust trimmer capacitor C8 for proper display. Use the highest
frequency you can and the sLow gate time in
orJer to get maximum resolution and accuracy.
Remember that a counter's accuracy is
specified ín PPM (Pans Per Million). and if
a reading is PPM high at one frequency. the
counter w ill read I PIN high at all frequencies. At kHz a 100 PPM error would, in
many applications. he insignificant. But a
1(X) !PTV. error at 10 MHz would he quite
significant. So calibrate the counter careI

I

fully!
When it is calibrated. you can mount it
in its case. see Fig. 8. If you use the case
mentioned in the ('arts List, the PC hoard

just slips into it. The BNC connectors and
the power jack should line up with the
holes in the case perfectly. Drop a red
plastic filter over the displays and then
screw the case together. You're ready to
start using your .2-GHz frequency counter now!
I

Usage hints
Keep in mind that the counter requires
a few millivolts to make an accurate
reading-seldom more than about 50 mV.
Inexperienced users commonly overdrive
the frequency counter-and that could

only
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7-ONCE ALL COMPONENTS are in place, clean the board and check your wark for any shorts or

opens.

cause erroneous readings or circuit
damage. Signals of several volts or more
should he loosely coupled by a small capacitor or picked up inductively by a looptype probe or antenna. When connecting
the frequency counter directly to a circuit,
use a 10K series resistor to reduce ringing
and to lighten the load on the test circuit.
Other than following those simple precautions, you should have no trouble using
the counter.
Since the the price -to-performance
ratio of this circuit is so good. you may
want to install one permanently in a piece
of equipment such as a ham rig or a commercial radio transmitter. That way you
could have a continuous indication of output frequency, and any drift could he corrected before it caused interference to
stations transmitting on nearby frequencies.
Or, for a very handy and versatile piece
of test gear. you could combine our circuit
with an inexpensive function generator in
a single cabinet. Also, it would he easy to
adapt our circuit for automotive or marine
use. If you do. he sure to wire a %a- to 1/2 amp fuse in series with the counter's
power input line.
As you can see. our frequency counter
is so inexpensive and so easily adaptable
that new applications for it seem to suggest themselves! You'd better start building several-you'll use 'em before you
know it!
R -E
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mended. Two other filters are also
listed: a second-best, and one for
weak signal situations. Diagrams
show where the filters should be
installed in the system. Descriptions of the filters are also
included.
The TVRO Service Dealer's Master Receiver List and Filter Connection Guide, is priced at $9.95.
Microwave Filter Company, Inc.,
6743 Kinne Street, East Syracuse,

Lisle, IL 60532.
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electronics through home study courses
in Microcomputer Technology & Servicing, TV & Radio Servicing, Video
Technology, Industrial Controls (Microprocessing), Robotics or Basic Electronics.
To begin a new career or to sharpen
your current skills, call 1 -800-B -BETTER
or write us today for complete details:
NTS, Dept. RE -411, 456 West M.L.
King Jr. Blvd., Los Angeles CA 90037.
Accredited by National Home Study Council
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AMAZING
SCIENTIFIC & ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTS
PLANS -Budd

Yourself -AllParts Available
LC7-BURNING CUTTING CO, LASER
RUM -PORTABLE LASER RAY PISTOL

In Stock
S

20.00
20.00

DEALER'S BOOKLET, the TVRO Ser-

vice Dealer's Master Receiver List
and Filter Connection Guide, de-

scribes filtering TI (Terrestrial
Interference) in over 500 different
receivers.
The booklet discusses how to
identify whether a receiver is standard or block conversion, its IF frequency, connector type, and
whether it's synthesized or AFC

(Automatic Frequency Control)
driven.

Based on characteristics identified, the best filter to solve the interference problem is recom-

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

.;a+
,.: f

'

SEPARATE TESLA COIL

PLANS TO 1.5 MEV
10G1 -ION RAY GUN

GRA1-GRAVITY GENERATOR..
EML1-ELECTRO MAGNET COIL GUWLAUNCHER

NY 13057.

.1

20.00
10.00
10.00

TEST -INSTRUMENTS CATALOG,
Nicolet Test Instruments, is lettersize, 64 pages on coated stock with

both color and black -and white illustrations and specifications. Two
new products are included for the
first time: The NIC-370 signal averager, and the D/
floppy -disk drive tester.
Also included in the catalog are

-a

digital oscilloscopes, logic analyzers, in -circuit emulators, and
accessories.-Nicolet Instrument
Corp., Nicolet Test Instrument
Div., Bldg 2, P.O. Box 4288,
Madison, WI

ADVERTISING INDEX
EXPERIMENTERS ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK does not assume any responsibility for errors that may appear in the
index below.
Free Information No.
15
All Electronics
Amazing Devices

'

e

6.00

ÉiEC;Eq

10,
14

VOICE TRANSMITTER 3 MI RANGE

VWPMSK-TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER 3 MI RANGE
BTC3K-250,00 VOLT 10-14^ SPARK TESLA COIL
LHC2K-SIMULATED MULTICOLOR LASER

BLS1K-100,000 WATT BLASTER DEFENSE DEVICE
ITM1K-100.000 VOLT 20' AFFECTIVE
RANGE INTIMIDATOR

PSP4K-TIME VARIANT SHOCK WAVE PISTOL

49.50

9

39.50

--

12

199 50

39.50
69.50
69.50
59.50

13

PTGIK-SPECTACULAR PLASMA
TORNADO GENERATOR
MVPIK SEE IN DARK KIT

169.50

ASSEMBLED

Serr.ng Ine Nation Irom

PG70H-MULTICOLORED VARIABLE
MODE PLASMA GLOBE "7"
BTC10-50,000 VOLT-WORLD'S SMALLEST
TESLA COIL

LGU4O-1MW HeNe VISIBLE RED LASER GUN
TAT20 AUTO TELEPHONE RECORDING DEVICE
GPV10-SEE IN TOTAL DARKNESS 1R VIEWER
LIST10-SNOOPER PHONE INFINITY TRANSMITTER
IPG70-INVISIBLE PAIN FIELD GENERATOR

-

MULTI MODE

425.00
44.50
299.50
24.50
299.50

CAPACITORS CONNECTORS
JACKS KNOBS LAMPS

FUSES

MICROPHONES
TRANSFORMERS

P.O. BOX 715, DEPT. RE, AMHERST, NH 03031

Calllornra

COILS

74.50

INFORMATION UNLIMITED

and

18

CLIPS

RELAYS

PLEASE INCLUDE $3.00 PH ON ALL KITS AND PRODUCTS
PLANS ARE POSTAGE PAID. SEND CHECK. MO, VISA, MC IN
US FUNDS.

Tex"

BATTERY HOLDERS

169.50

CATALOG CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF ABOVE PLUS
HUNDREDS MORE AVAILABLE FOR$1,00 OR INCLUDED FREE
WITH ALL ABOVE ORDERS.

17

Manufacturers of Quality
Electronic Components

149.50

&

PLUGS

POTENTIOMETERS

RESISTORS

SPEAK

53711.
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KITS
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Since 1905, National Technical Schools
has helped over 300,000 people just like
you learn at their own pace and build
successful careers. Enter the boom in

TCCI-3

INFORMATION BOOKLET, the
Surtace Mount Technology Handbook, is 24 pages, letter size, on
coated stock, and is fully illustrated with photos, tables, and diagrams. Among the points covered are: board retention, strain
relief, housing insulators, thermal
mismatch, materials, lead design,
automated PC -board assembly,
and solder-reflow methods. Available free on request from Molex
Incorporated, 2222 Wellington Ct.,

SWITCHES

ERSLEDS

-19

16

I

I

Al'

Products Brand of 3M
C & S Sales

Heath
Kepro
Mouser
NTS

MOUSER ELECTRONICS
2401

11WY

287,NORTH r.1ANSFIEL0. TX 76063 0
PHONE: 817^483.4422
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Pacific Cable
RE Bookstore
The Datak Corporation

98

Seattle Filmworks
Wind,jammer

RF
COILS
18,000 DIFFERENT ITEMS IN STOCK.

CATAL003 YUSEO OUTSIOC USA SiNO 13.00

160

CIE
Digi-hey
EIA
Electronic Technology Today.

SEMICONDUCTORS
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BUY BONDS
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160

53
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Éast of the sun.
West of the
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Windjammer.

A place to live your fantasies.
A place to free your soul.

cozy up to the Caribbean sun.
dance among o thousand stars
to the rhythms of steel drums.
To play on sparkling white and
pink sand beaches.
To discover the underwater
paradise of the reefs.
To find a new friend and share the
intimacies of a sensuous night.
To
To

come alive and live.
remember for a lifetime:
6 days and 6 nights. From $625.
To
To

Reservations toll free

1-800-327-2600
In
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Why SetLIé for
Second Best?4.....
Introducing lower pricing
on 3M's A P ProducisT' line
of quality breadboards.
A P P oducts invented solder ess tread
boardng. \Ve r.nderstand the finest details
of thedesign. We build our
Boa-dTM

How we're giving you the
im portunity to purchase Ire

200 Series wit ab,ol ire relability in rind
and we stand Jeh rid every breadboard
we make. Every ACE Board we make is
consistently reliable time after time. design
after design, contact to contact. No import
can make this claim.

-o. ape oximately the sarna as you
iuoutd have to pay for seccnd best.

ACE

"$

fi-est sddertess breadboards made

Compare, and you'll agree. After all, you
wouldn t'submit a design that's only second
best. I' you haven't got A P Products brand
ACE Boards, now's your chance to

"

experience our quality
and reliabil ty at a rely affordable price.

Cál icur A P Products Prototype & Test
Devices dealer today. For immediate
response telephone 800-321-9668, or
(216) 354.2101 in Ohio.
We Sol re Problems

Associated Electronics/3M
A P Products Prototype & Test Devices

9325 Progress Parkway
PO. Box 540
Mentor, Ohio 44060

CIFCLE 10 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Introducing lower pricing on 3M's A P Productsn'
brand Super-Sirip® and Circuit -Strip
3M's A P Prcduc:s brard Suer -Strip
and Circuit -Strip are the world's best
sdderless breadboard units. No other_
can compare on gi,ality and -eliabil tv.
Now the best Cos -s less.
Design, prototype and zest electronic circu ts, fas er aid e.asie', with A P Prod jets
brand SL-per- Strip ar d Circuit-Strip.
A P Prod acts erard solderless bread-

boards, laid oit ci a 3.1' x 0.: " matrix,
acc ept al CI P sizes and a wide variety of
discrete compor e'r:s with lead diame:ers
of we to .C32".

Sue _r-st-ip features 840
pli. it té points and C rcui -Strip
ha: 510 t e Joints. Boll- have separate
diss bl ti do buses for power ground and
signa nes
I

Cal -'cur A P Products Prototype &
Tes- nevi
distributo- today. For
imme fiat response call 800-321-9668,
or (2.6) 3.54-2101 in Ohio to f nd the name
and wat on of your nearest disfributcr.

- WAS $20.95
NOW $16.95

Circuit -Strip

- WAS $13.00
NOW $10.95

I

We Solve F roblems.

As$.ociatad Electronics/3M
A P Drotot ipe « Test E-evices

9325 Progress Parkway
P.O. Box 540
Mertor, Ohio 4405)

Super-St-ip
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Suocested retail erices in U.S. currency.

